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FÜREWORD 

The performance of night vision devices has reached a level where 

the limitations csn often be found to reside in the chosen size or 

quality of the display rather than in the quality of the sensor. A 

lack of general understanding of visual requirements often results in 

display specifications that produce an image too small, too dim, or 

too fuzzy to present the picture to the eye as well as the sensor has 

recorded it. 

Buyers tend to accept night vision devices that will measure up 

to the standards of the commercial home entertainment television to 

which they are accustomed, not realizing that such equipment will be 

inadequate to meet the exacting demands of military viewing. But 

buyers are not completely at fault. Manufacturers—especially tube 

manufacturers—have refrained from publishing the very characteristics 

of their products that govern the quality of the television picture 

displayed. 

The Night Vision Laboratories, recognizing the problem, have es- 

tablished a specification and procurement framework for direct-viewing 

(intensifier) devices but have not yet extended this sufficiently for 

raster-producing imaging devices. 

About three years ago, at the request of the Air Force Systems Com- 

mand, the Office of the Director of Defense Research and Engineering 

^ODDR&E) asked the Institute for Defense Analyses (IDA) to furnish 

guidelines to bring order into what was indeed chaotic procurement of 

night vision devices. In response, IDA has presented a series of 

lectures and has published papers in the open and classified litera- 

ture to encourage the use of real and effective criteria in the design, 

specification, testing, and acceptance of photoelectronic image forming 
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devices. The IVh effort has culminated in the publication of a two- 

volume treatise, Photoelectronic Image Forming Devices, edited by 

Biberman and Nudelman and released in January 1971 by Plenum press, 

New York. 

Portions of that treatise (basically Chapters 4, 11, and 19 of 

Vol. I and Chapter 22 of Vol. II) are extended in this paper at a 

level of detail not feasible in a commercial publication. 

This work has been supported as a continuing task for ODr^E 

under the general direction of E.N. Myers. 
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ABSTRACT 

Excellent correlation exists between the quality of aerial pho- 

tographs as measured by the modulation transfer function area (MTFA) 

and as measured by observer performance. The MTFA and the signal-to- 

noise ratio at the display (SNR-), derived in this report, are closely 

related, and the SNIL^ is adopted here as the main criterion of equip- 

ment quality. 

Present commercially specified parameters are unsatisfactory 

means for predicting equipment performance. This report considers 

the parameters that are directly related to observer performance as 

the truly meaningful ones and flags them out as such. 

In the design of both remote-view television and direct-view 

image-intensifier systems, it is important to present the output image 

to the eye at luminance and angular size sufficient that the required 

modulation is determined not by the optical properties of the eye and 

the neurological organization of the retina but rather by the funda- 

mental effects of output luminous fluctuations on the decision process. 

Also, we point out that reduction of display luminance below the 

usual working level has a dramatic effect on the required modulation 

as a function of frequency. 

Using the criterion of SNR-, one can rank present-day low-light- 

level camera tubes. This report does so in detail in Section V-A-4. 

However, it is clearly difficult to specify a best tube without a 

rather complete understanding of the relative importance to system 

performance of sensitivity versus light levels, detail rendition, and 

lag. A small change in the relative importance of these factors can 

seriously affect choice of the "best" tube. 
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For years the image or'chicon was the preferred tube. Beginning 

about 1963-64, the secondary electron conduction (SEC) camera tube re- 

placed it in favor, since the low lag of the SEC tuoe outweighed the 

need for very low-light-level performance in many aircraft systems. 

More recently. Loth the improved image isocon and the silicon-electron- 

bombardment induced-response (SEBIR) camera tube have emerged. They 

will pni ably replace the SEC tube. 
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SUMMARY 

by Lucien M. Biberman 

A. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

Low-light-level devices originated, conceptually at least, in the 

1920s, when it was realized that some of the various means of focusing 

electrons and forming beams also amplified the energy of the electrons 

being focused and thus provided, in principle, a mechanism for light 

amplification. Unfortunately, the technology of that period was so 

rudimentary compared to that we know now that efforts to achieve 

light amplification by those means were frustrated by the very poor 

efficiencies of coupling and of converting light into electrons and 

electrons back into light. 

Later, as cathode and phosphor efficiencies improved to the 

extent that an image amplifier or intensifier could produce more light 

at its output than it received at its input, it became obvious that 

such devices could be cascaded to increase gain exponentially. The 

first patent on such a concept was issued in France in 1936, but the 

first working device was not demonstrated until 1952 and then in the 

United States. 

Ir. the early phases of American development of low-light-level 

devices the emphasis was on light ..mplification. It was only rather 

late in the program, in the mid-sixties, that serious attention was 

paid to the companion problem of image quality. It is interesting to 

note that the Dutch and English philosophy, pretty well driven by the 

arguments of Peter Schagen of Mullard, concentrated on simple one- 

stage devices of good image quality but quite low picture brightness. 

American tubes were being pressed toward quite high gain, i.e., output 

images about 50,000 times as bright photometrically as the input to 

the tube. The Dutch and B' itish tabes were more apt to provide gains 

of a few hundred. 



Both routes of development suffered from fixation of the estab- 

lished concepts and points of view. 

It is easy to point out in retrospect that when the scene was 
very dark the low-gain, high-resolution.devices of the Dutch and 
British were of precious little use—the image quality might very 
well have been excellent but the image was so very dim that often a 

human eye could not see it or required too much time to see it.    On 
the other hand, the high-gain American devices did penetrate the 
darkness well enough for viewing rather large objects not too far 
away.    As the light level increased,  the performance of the American 
devices increased only until they became limited by a variety of 
image quality limitations.    Thus, we had good image quality from täie 
English and Dutch devices and good gain from the American devices. 

Brightness gain is not the only important standard by which the 
performance of low-light-level devices must be specified.    This fact 
has only recently found acceptance among members of the R&D community 
and, unfortunately, its acceptance outside that community has been 
even slower.    The importance of proper specifications must be impressed 
upon operations, procurement, and maintenance personnel in the Serv- 
ices if U.S.  forces are to achieve an image quality in night vision 
that is comparable to the image quality in day vision. 

During the early development of low-light-level devices, pro- 
spective users would ask, "How dark is it when you can just see a 
specified object, and how much farther can you see with your device 
than I can see with my unaided eyes or looking through binoculars?" 
Darkness was measured by instruments that corresponded to the eye. 
The night-vision aids, however, were in reality near-infrared devices. 

This was apparently too complicated to explain, and thus the eye- 
related units of brightness—the lumen, the lambert, and the foot- 

candle —became the standards by v*iich one measured light and darkness 
and specified the performance of night-vision devices. 

As time progressed, low-light-level devices improved in several 
ways.    A principal improvement was extension of the response of the 



sensing layer (or cathode) to longer wavelengths to capture more of 

the available radiation—light in both the visual and infrared portions 

of the spectrum. Most of this increased response was in the infrared. 

Ihese improvements were important for several reasons. First, 

the "light" (invisible radiation) from photochemical reactions in 

the night sky increases dramatically as one looks deeper into the near 

infrared. Second, the contrast of most scenes is greater at wave- 

lengths above about 600 nanometers—the deep red part of the visual 

spectrum extending into the near infrared. 

As these improvements progressed they laid the groundwork for 

much confusion and semantic difficulty. Those ongaged in development 

and procurement had learned a lingo that never was correct but had not 

previously caused difficulty. Now they specified light levels as seen 

or measured by eye while looking with a device that saw in a region 

of the spectrum unseen by the eye. Thus, it was possible for things 

to be bright to a night-vision device and dark to the eye and vice 

versa. This very property was exploited fully in various traveling 

exhibitions and demonstrations that showed military scenes on or in 

some staged setting of scale models nicely illuminated by "invisible 

light" from a bank of special electric lamps tucked away out of sight. 

The "invisible light" was invisible to the naked eye but not to the 

devices used to demonstrate night-vision progress. 

One must recognize that night-vision devices have a color sensi- 

tivity different from the eye and that they see wavelengths the eye 

cannot. Specifications written in terms of standards based on the 

sensitivity of the eye cannot help but lead to confusion or disappoint- 

ment or both. 

It is actually much more meaningful to specify the performance 

of a device under conditions of full moonlight, which is about 
-2 -2 

2 x 10  footcandles, then it is to specify 2 x 10  footcandles alone. 

Pull moonlight has a color spectrum that is real, known, and repro- 

ducible. The  2 x 10  footcandles could apply to any kind of light 

of any color that the e^e could see. Later in this report we show 



typical but erroneous nomographs, once in general use, that indicate 

performance measured under illumination from a tungsten lamp. These 

nomographs imply that performance will be equally good when light 

source t, p-noviding illumination dqual to that of the tungsten lamp 

(2854° Kelvin) but of different spectral distribution are used. 

NOT SOI 

Many other methods of specification hang on from the days in 

which television was aborning. One of the most common of these is 

the method of measuring device performance by noting those objects 

that the observer knows are there but that he can no longer see 

fifty percent of the time. According to this practice, the limiting 

resolution is the smallest, or narrowest, set of objects that still 

remains liminally visible (visible 50 percent of the time) on the 

television display. Often this is shown in a plot of the frequency 

of the fine lines liminally visible as the light on the scene is 

increased. This is alleged to represent the quality of the television 

device. This method of specification has been used so long that many 

people accept it and some actually believe it. 

s 
The entire topic of the utility of low-light-level devices is 

a complex one, and the task of writing specifications for such a device I 
that will truly improve its user's information-gathering and decision- 
making performance has heretofore been easier to avoid than to face, 
Sut good specifications can be written, as will be shown below. 

To date, only in the case of the B-57G aircraft have specifica- 

tions for electrooptical sensors been written to address the man- 
. machine perception problem.    The low-light-level system for the B-57G 

has proved to be at least an order of magnitude better than any other 
flying, judged on its ability to do its mission.    Its design addressed 
those factors that enable the user to detect and recognize; those 
factors were, in fact, the primary elements driving the design.    As 
a result, this low-light-level television (LLLTV) system gives the 

viewer better vision at night than he has by day. 



Thus, in a period of half a century (1920-1970) an idea emerged 

and grew to give man the ability to see more clearly at night than he 

had previously seen with his unaided eyes in bright daylight. 

In that half century it has been only recently that serious 

attention has been given to the needs and requirements of human ob- 

servers. These are still largely overlooked, but in at least one 

system the problem has been faced and the results are exemplary. 

B. EFFECTS OF IMAGE QUALITY ON OPERATOR PERFORMANCE 

Image intensifiers, television cameras, and optical devices 

can be measured and tested in a manner somewhat similar to the one 

used to test a high-fidelity sound system amplifier or a radar receiver. 

As the frequency of a sine-wave signal of known amplitude is varied 

at the input, the amplitude is measured at the output. The ratio of 

output to input amplitudes, sometimes called the gain, is plotted 

against frequency to give what is called the frequency response of the 

amplifier. 

In optical devices one provides a test pattern of square waves 

and sine waves as black and white bars, or a series of black bars that 

fade through grey to white and back to black, sinusodially, in a given 

linear dimension that becomes smaller for each of several sets of test 

patterns. One measures the brightness of various reproduced patterns 

and computes the ratio of signal out to signal in. Most commonly the 

quantity "modulation" is used as the output and input parameters, and 

thus the modulation transfer function (MTF) is often used as a criterion 

of optical element quality. 

Not only do optical devices have MTF characteristics, but also 

the eye has demands which are contrary to the MTFs of most such devices. 

Telescopes, television cameras, and almost all other optical 

devices work quite well in producing a nearly 100 percent output modu- 

lation for a 100 percent input modulation whenever the source is J&rge 

or, in other words, a low-frequency signal. As the source size de- 

creases and its reciprocal spatial frequency increases, the MTF falls 



off until for some source size (or frequency) it has effectively 

approached zero and has reached a nonuseful level. On the other hand, 

the eye requires very little contrast or modulation to see large 

objects but needs high contrast and bright light to see very small 

objects. Thus, as the viewed object becomes small, a television 

system does not produce much modulation, while the eye needs large 

modulation values to see a small object of high spatial frequency. 

For large objects (low frequencies) the television produces much 

modulation and the eye needs little, and the ccmbiried performance is 

good; for small objects (high frequencies) the television produces 

little modulation and the eye needs much, and the  combined performance 

is very bad. 

Recent experiments have shown that the area (sometimes called 

MTEA or MTF area) between the MTF plot and eye-demand plot (Fig. 1) 

«-1*-7I- 

SYSTEM 
MTF CURVE 

DETECTION 
THRESHOLD 

CURVE 

SPATIAL FREQUENCY v, lin«/mm 

FIGURE 1.  Modulation Transfer Function Area (MTFA) 
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correlates very well with success and failure in the accomplishment 

of visual tasks. Among other experiments, one series has shown that 

pilots and other trained observers made few errors when the MTBi (of 

the imagery they studied) wf»s large, and made many errors when the 

MTER was small. The relationship between JfTEÄ and errors was almost 

a textbook example of correlation (Fig. 2). 
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From an understanding of the MTFA work reported later in Part II 
and the analysis of component performance in Part V it has been possible 
to show that the same criteria apply broadly to low-light-level sys- 
tems, but there are important, if not obvious, differences. 

p 

Let it be emphasized, however, that television imagery differs 

distinctly from photographic imagery in two ways, both of which must 

be considered with care. First, both photographs and television 

displays have noise, but not the same kind. Photographs have a 

"frozen noise" called "grain," whereas television displays have a 

"dynamic noise" called "snow." Second, most common television displays 

have a line structure, made up of "raster lines," clearly and sharply 

evident. Photographs lack such line structure. 

Raster lines interfere with viewing in the same manner and from 

the same approximate cause that the 10-kHz interference whistle in a 

superheterodyne receiver can interfere with hearing weak signals. Op- 

tically, this form of heterodyning is undesirable. It is permitted 

only because most people do not realize its degrading effect on image 

quality or because they actually believe sharp raster lines indicate 

a sharply tuned or focused receiver. This popular belief is very 

wrong. At normal picture brightness and viewing distance, the line 

structure of a good television display should be invisible to the eye, 

or nearly so. 

The  technology of achieving line rasters without prominent lines 

has been understood since at least 1934, when Mertz and Gray published 

their first analysis of the problem. In 1953, Otto Schade quantitatively 

described the degradation, the acceptable levels of interference, and 

the means to reduce the raster interference. A review of these raster 

problems and their effects on image quality appears in the second 

article in Part H. 
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C.    LOW-UGHT-LEVEL PERPOBMANCE OF VISUAL SYSTEMS 

Any analysis or performance estimate of electrooptical imaging 

systems is incomplete without an analysis of the sensor performance 

and a corresponding analysis of the output of that sensor convolved 

with the input properties of the observer's eye. 

The eye is probably the most versatile of all sensors.    It 

functions well when the ambient illumination is as high as 10    foot- 

candles or as low as 10      footcandles, and it continues to function, 

but more slowly and not as well, as the licfht level is further lowered 

by rore than two orders of magnitude.    The eye-brain receptor system 

adapts to a reduction in light level by one or more of the following 

mechanisms:    enlarging the pupil; integrating the light signal over 

larger areas (decreasing resolution to permit increased sensitivity); 

increasing sensitivity by switching from high-resolution, color- 

sensitive sensorj (the cones) to high-sensitivity, lower-resolution 

sensors (the rods); and increasing the integration time. 

At the lower light levels, the ability of the eye to see small, 

dim objects can be improved if the objects are magnified at rhe equiva- 

lent low brightness.    Though this seems sophomoric philosophy, it is 

quite realistic and is accomplished by using b-noculars (night glasses). 

Typically, a 7 x 50 binocular «agnifies the image on the retina by a 

factor of 7 and thus increases the image area by a factor of 49.    At 

the same time, the diameter of the binocular entrance pupils is 50 mm 
2 and that of the dark-adapted eye is about 7 mm.    The (50/7)    ^ 49 

increase in collecting aperture just offsets the increase of 49 in 

image area.    Ihus, a sevenfold magnification at equal brightness occurs 

and makes visible an object that was previously invisible because of 

its smallness and dimness.    Increase in image size at no increase in 

brightness makes the object visible.    Actually,  the magnified image 

is slightly less bright than the unmagnified object seen directly. 

This decrease in brightness is quite small and is due to the small 

losses in the lenses and prisms of the binoculars. 



The  use of binoculars trades magnification for field of view. 

As magnifications get larger, the corresponding fields of view get 

jmaller. The field of view of 7 x 50 binoculars is typically about 

deg. Greater magnification would linearly reduce the field; less 

magnification would increase it. The utility of binoculars as a 

night-vision aid is tied tightly to magnification and therefore to 

fie13 of view. 

Some electrooptical devices, such as image intensifiers, are 

light amplifie . One can design image-intensifier optical devices 

with a degree of freedom over and above the binocular concept of aids 

to night vision. One can now choose a field of view and a brightness 

gain independently within rather broad limits. Further, because of 

their capacity to amplify light greatly, image intensifiers (or low- 

light-level television camera tubes) make night vision possible under 

conditions of much lover flux and much greater distance than binoculars. 

The incorporation of image-intensifying devices in visual systems 

permits the manipulation of design parameters with far greater flexi- 

bility than binoculars allow. Imaqe-intensifier night-vision systems 

incorporate (1) an objective for collecting and focusing the radiant flux 

emanating from the scene onto a fiber-optic faceplate (the first sur- 

face of an image intensifier tube), (2' an image-intensifier tube (at 

the present time usually containing three stages of intensification), 

and (3) an eyepiece presenting an enlarged virtual image of the in- 

tensifier display. Low-light-level television systems incorporate the 

following: an objective; a cascaded intensifier and camera tube com- 

bination comprising one or more intensifier modules, a camera tube and 

fiber-optic couplers; a video signal amplifier, and a monitor contain- 

ing a kinescope for displaying a real image for viewing. The incor- 

poration of image-intensifier devices in visual systems has the effect 

of decoupling the input and output radiant fluxes, removing some of 

the optical constraints encountered in binocular systems, and permits: 

(1) the utilization of radiant flux outside the visible spectrum and 

generally the use of more efficient image sensors than the eye, (2) 

independent adjustments of subjective magnification and flux collection 
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power, (3) the use of integration times longer than that of the eye, 

(4) independence of the time required for dark adaptation (dark adapta- 

tion is not required) and (5) the independent choice of optimum image 

brightness for high visual acuity and freedom from eyestrain. In addi- 

tion, such systems may provide greater flexibility of viewing by incor- 

porating remotely placed television displays. 

In i.flage-lntensifier systems the quantum efficiency of the 

cathodes is now perhaps 10 percent, so that of every ten arriving 

photons only one liberates a photoelectron to undergo the amplification 

process. The amplification takes place in one of two ways: 

1, Hie photoelectron is accelerated through perhaps a 

10-kv field and focused upon a phosphor that is covered 

by a thin aluminum film. Transit through the aluminum 

film reduces the electron energy by nearly half, leaving 

about 5000 electron volts to be transferred to a phosphor 

grain. This transfer of energy results in a large number 

of 0.5-ev photons. Of these 10,000 potentially liberated 

photons, perhaps half are trapped within the phosphor 

layer and end up as heat rather than light. 

Of the  5000 photons that are generated, perhaps twenty 

percent are liberated in a direction in which an optical 

system can collect and focus them. Thus, about 1000 use- 

ful photons are formed for each photoelectron liberated 

by the phot'cathode. A gain of about 1000 per photo- 

electron thus occurs after the photocathode, but the 

photocathode has only about 10 percent efficiency, and 

so the overall gain of such a device is perhaps 100 per 

stage of intensification. 

2. The second form of intensification results from a photo- 

cathode convert! 7 photons into electrons and achieving gain 

by accelerating the photoelectrons a small amount, causing 

them to collide with a secondary-electron emitter. This 

process, repeated many times, multiplies the number of 
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electrons rather than the energy of the electrons, giving 

a high exponential gain. The electrons are finally 

focused onto a phosphor for reconversion to light. 

Both of the processes described above start by reducing the 

number of photons comprising the image. This sampling process is 

followed by a high-gain process which now creates a bright spot or 

scintillation for each photoelectron generated at the cathode. 

Let us look at an extreme case; an image with 10 distributed 

photons focused on a cathode with 10  quantum efficiency, followed 

by 10 gain. There will be 10 photons in and 10 photons out. But, 

the output photons will all be in one bright scintillation and all 

phase information (that is, the information about the original dis- 

tribution of photons that made up the light and shadow of the image) 

is lost. 

Figure 3 shows a series of photographs made by George Morton to 

show image quality as a function of the number of photons comprising 

the image. 

3 x 10   Photons 1.2x10   Photons 7.3 x 10   Photons 

7.6x10   Photons 3.6x10   Photons 2.8 x 10   Photons 

FIGURE 3.   Images Formed by Scintillations.   Series of Photographs Showing 
the Quality of Pictures Obtained with various Numbers of Photons 
(or Photoelectrons when the Quantum Efficiency is Less than Unity) 
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If one uses an image intensifier on the very dim images, i.e., 

the ones with few photons, one merely gets an image in which the in- 

dividual scintillations arö brighter. Since the sampling of the scene 

is not significantly improved, the quality (salt and pepper effect) 

remains the same. 

To improve quality one must improve the sampling by increasing 

the collection of photons by the optical system (larger lenses or 

mirrors), by increasing the photon collection rate or the efficiency 

of conversion, or, if the rate cannot be improved, increasing the 

time. In any case, more input photoelectrons—not more gain—are 

needed for an image that can be intensified successfully. 

It can be seen that gain alone is a poor criterion for perform- 

ance of image intensifiers,* 

In image-intensifier systems, if sufficient gain is provided, 

the appearance of a scintillation on the display will educe a visual 

sensation in the retina. Hence, the quantr n efficiency of a visual 

system incorporating an image intensifier is characteristic of the 

quantum efficiency of the image-sensing surface of the intensifier. 

If the duration of a scintillation produced on the display of 

an image intensifier is considerably longer than the integration time 

of the eye, the effective integration time of the complete visual sys- 

tem is characteristic of the integration time of the intensifier. 

Generally, however, image intensifiers are designed with integration 

times comparable to that of the eye to avoid loss of visual percep- 

tion for moving targets. 

If the luminance gain of an image intensifier is high enough, 

the eye will exhibit the high visual acuity and speed of response 

characteristic of foveal vision even though the scene luminance (as 

* 
It is therefore very important that the more significant factors in 
low-light-level technology be emphasized in the detail writing of 
specifications and in procurement negotiations. The present over- 
whelming fascination with gain should not continue. 
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seen by the unaided eye) may be as low as 10  cd/m , corresponding 

to terrain illuminated by an overcast night. However, it must be 

emphasized that the structure of an image formed on the retina by an 

image-intensifier system directed at a dimly illuminated nighttime 

scene will generally be quite different (coarser grained and scintil- 

lating) than the structure of an image of the same luminance produced 

by a binocular system or the unaided eye. In the case of the intensi- 

fied image, visual acuity will be limited by fluctuations in the 

generation of the scintillations forming the image rather than by the 

properties of the eye. 

Remote-view television systems for low-light-level applications 

offer some additional degrees of design flexibility not available to 

direct-view image-intensifier systems. Besides the possibility of 

separating the position of the image sensor from the image display, 

there is the possibility of enhancing contrast and modifying the 

inage in other ways by me'ns of associated video processing. 

These additional degrees of design flexibility in remote-view 

television systems result from the incorporation of an additional 

conve- ion of the two-dimensional electron image generated at the 

primary photocathode into a video signal current by means of sequen- 

tial readout of the image elements of the electron image on the camera- 

tube charge storage target. The conversion of the electron image into 

e video signal may introduce a limit on sensitivity not associated with 

the parameters of the eye. The noise generated in the first stage of 

the video preamplifier will determine the minimum detectable signal 

current unless there is sufficient electron multiplication of photo- 

electrons generated at the primary photocathode before video signal 

injection into the video amplifier. In practice, it has been found 
4 

that an electron multiplication of about 10 is required. Electron 

multiplication may be achieved with image-intensifier modules and/or 

internal electron multiplication by means of electron bombardment of 

the storage target. 
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The gain provided before storage of charge at the "charge storage 

target" occurs as a low-frequency gain between cathode and target with 

a relatively narrow bandwidth corresponding roughly to the frame of 

time of the system. 

Video preamplifiers, on the other hand, operate at frequencies 

corresponding to the comparatively wide band and high frequency of the 

readout beam—5-50 MHz. Thus, the most useful gain is that associated 

with the low-noise amplification processes before readout. These are 

low-noise processes due in no small part to their narrow-band, low- 

frequency character. 

If sufficient electron multiplication is provided, the video 

current will consist of a coarse-grained signal current of large 

pulses and a fine-grained noise current. The luminous image formed 

on the display by conversion of the video current will consist of 

bright scintillations forming the image and a dim background randomly 

generated by the video noise current. Under these conditions the 

quantum efficiency of the total visual system comprising the remote- 

view television system and the operator will be characteristic of 

the primary photocathode. As in direct-view image-intensifier systems, 

threshold sensitivity and integration time will be, to a reasonable 

extent, at the disposal of the designer, subject to whatever restric- 

tions are imposed by operational requirements, size, weight, and 

cost. 

The same flexibility in design of subjective magnification and 

radiant-flux collection power exists in remote-view television systems 

as in direct-view image-intensifier systems. The subjective magnifi- 

cation is not so rigidly specified, however. The difference lies in 

the fact that the magnification between the display and the observer's 

retina depends on the viewing distance, which may not be rigidly con- 

trolled. 

In the process of detecting the input image, converting it to 

electrons, focusing it onto the phosphor, and recreating^ visible 

image, contrast is lost at each step for the reason that aberrations 

cause an overlapping of the radiance pattern on the display produced 
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by the input-image irradiance pattern. In the limit of small image- 

element sizes, as contrast falls below a few percent, detection proba- 

bility approaches zero. 

Rather than reproduction of contrast on the display as a function 

of image-element size, it is customary to consider the reproduction of 

the modulation amplitude of a sinusoidal, spatially modulated, radiant 

test pattern as a function of spatial frequency. The relation between 

contrast and modulation amplitude is described below. The modulation 

transfer function MTF) or sine-wave response of a photoelectronic 

imaging (PEI) system is• defined as the ratio of the modulation ampli- 

tude of the display image to the modulation amplitude of the input 

image on the photocathode as a function of spatial frequency—normalized 

to unity as the frequency approaches zero. The sine-wave response can 

be measured by projecting a sine-wave pattern with 100 percent modula- 

tion onto the photocathode. First a sine-wave pattern of low spatial 

frequency is employed and the peak-to-peak output amplitude is noted. 

With this amplitude as a reference, the pattern spatial frequency is 

increased in discrete steps. At each step the new peak-to-peak ampli- 

tude is measured, and the ratio of this amplitude to that measured at 

the low spatial frequency is formed. The plot of these amplitude ratios 

as a function of pattern spatial frequency constitutes the sine-wave 

response. 

The case of a zoom intensifier merits special attention. If 

the zoom-intensifier sine-wave response were unity at all spatial 

frequencies, resolution would be unlimited in both wide-angle and 

narrow-angle modes. Since the wide-angle mode also covers more view- 

field as well, there would be little point to zoom. As a practical 

matter, the intensifier's sine-wave response is limited by aberrations 

in the electron optics and the phosphor particle sizes. As the view- 

field is decreased, or zoomed, going from the wide- to th^ narrow-angle 

modes, image magnification increases in the same ratio. Consequently, 

the spatial frequency scale of the sine-wave response curve is com- 

pressed by that ratio. Specifically, for an 80/25 mm zoom tube, the 
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magnification increases from approximately 1/3 to unity as the view- 

field is decreased and the spatial frequency of the wide-angle mode 

is reduced in the narrow-field mode by approximately three, and the 

higher amplitude response associated with lower frequencies pertains. 

Thus, some of the higher sine-wave response at a given target spatial 

frequency in the narrow-angle mode is sacrificed in the wide-angle 

mode for the sake of wider viewfield. On the other hand, greater 

brightness gain is realized in the wide-field mode, and if sufficient 

brightness gain is not otherwise provided, the wide-field mode may 

provide some improvement in performance. 

For evaluation of the overall performance of a complete visual 

system comprising both the operator and the PEI system, it is necessary 

to consider the spatial frequency response of the eye and the magni- 

fication between the PEI display and the retina. 

The modulation required by the eye to detect a sine-wave-modulated 

luminance pattern depends on both the optical parameters of the eye and 

the organization of the neurological centers of the retina. Both are 

functions of the luminance level on the display. The required modula- 

tion will also depend on fluctuations in the luminance of the display. 

If the required modulation is plotted as a function of spatial 

frequency on the display, the frequency scale will depend on the dis- 

tance from the eye to the display of a television monitor or the sub- 

jective magnification of an eyepiece. 

The required modulation as a function of frequency in cycles 

per inch, calculated from retinal modulation sensitivity curves pub- 

lished by A. van Meeteren, reveals that low values of display lumi- 

nance have a dramatic effect on the required modulation fur.^tion. 

It is important in the design of both remote-view television 

and direct-view image-intensifier systems to present the output image 

to the eye at sufficient luminance and angular size so that required   ^ 

modulation is not determined by the optical properties of the eye and 

the neurological organization of the retina but rather by the funda- 

mental effects of output luminous fluctuations on the decision process. 

17 
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It has been determined empirically (first article in Part II) 

that excellent correlation exists between the subjective quality of 

aerial photographs and the area (MTFA) bounded by the ordinate axis, 

the modulation of the photographic image, and the required modulation 

function of the eye. The rationale for the choice of the MTFR as an 

overall measure of picture quality and observer performance is based 

on the observation that easy detection of a particular spatial fre- 

quency requires that the modulation should be as high (conspicuous) 

above that required by the eye as possible. In aerial photographs, 

generally all spatial frequencies are of interest. Hence, the MTFA 

was proposed as an overall measure of observer performance and pic- 

ture quality. In visual observation of photographs, the modulation 

required by the eye at low spatial frequencies depends on the proper- 

ties of the visual system. At higher spatial frequ^ ^ies, fluccuations 

in grain size set the requirement and cause the required modulation 

to rise. 

In the case of low image input irradiances to low-light-level 

electrooptical systems, a rise in required modulation with increasing 

frequency is observed, which is due to fluctuations in the output 

luminance produced by scintillations on the display. 

The probability of correctly identifying a known signal in the 

presence of noise is a function of the signal-to-noise ratio. 

For a given input-image element size and sampling time, the 

signal-to-noise ratio of the output image is determined by four pro- 

perties of the system: 

1. The size of the entrance pupil of the objective. 

2. The quantum efficiency of the photocathode. 

3. The internal generation of noise such as shot noise in 

thermionic current, Johnson noise in the input resistor of 

the video amplifier, and fluctuations in electron multipli- 

cation processes. 
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4. The degree to which the input image can be reproduced on 
the display without overlap of the luminance of adjacent 
image elements, i.e.,  the frequency or sine-wave response. 

In image-intensifier tubes, thermionic current and fluctuations 
in electron multiplication are generally negligible- compared to the 
shot noise of the photocathode current.    In low-light-level television 
systems, if high intensifier gain is provided, the video amplifier 
output current consists of a coarse-grained current of large pulses 
and a fine-grained noise current. 

If it is anticipated that a system will be used for detection 
of images of all sizes on the display, then the overall performance 
of a system and an observer will depend on the  signal-to-noise ratio 
at the display at all frequencies weighted equally. 

Besides the combined system and observer performance, it is 
useful to specify a measure of performance of the system without 
reference to the eye.    Such a measure is the signal-to-noise ratio 
of the image on the display.    The definition of detection efficiency 
for infrared point detectors can be logically extended to imaging 
systems by utilizing the image signal-to-noise ratio. 

D.    IMAGE-INTENSIFIER TUBE STRUCTURES 

Night-vision systems incorporate a variety of image-intensifier 
devices, often in combinations, designed to meet various operational 
conditions and military requirements.    The physical electronic func- 
tions performed in image intensifiers include (1) conversion of the 
radiant image formed on the image sensor surface into an electron 
image,  (2) intensification of the electron image, and (3) conversion 
of the intensified electron image formed on the display surface into 
a visual image. 

In addition to brightness gain, image intensifiers can be used 
to provide viewfield zoom by simple electronic means.    They are also 
sdmply coupled to television pickup tubes to increase the sensitivity 
of low-light-level television systems. 
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The most common intensifier module sizes are 16/16,  18/18,  25/25, 

40/18,  40/25,  40/40,  80/25, and 80/40 mm, where the first number re- 

fers to the photocathode diameter and the last refers to the phosphor 

diameter.    The approximate dimensions are given in the table below. 

These sizes vary consideiwuly from manufacturer to manufacturer but 

may be thought of as representative. 

TYPICAL INTENSIFIER DIMENSIONS 

Photocathode/Phosphor 
Diameter, mm 

Zoom 
Range 

1:1 

Length, 
in. 

Diameter,* 
in. 

16/16 1.65 1.16 

18/18 1:1 2.0 1.35 

25/25 1:1 2.4 2.0 

40/25 1:1 5.4 4.0 

40/40 1:1 3.7 3.0 

60/18 3;1 6.0 3.7 

80/25 3:1 8.0 6.0 

80/40 3:1 8.0 6.0 

*Exclusive of high-voltage insulation 

A typical three-stage, modular cascade image-intensifier tube is 

shown in Fig. 4.    The three modules are mechanically and optically 

coupled together and completely encapsulated with the voltage-multiplier 

sections of the high-voltage power supply.    Electrostatic focusing with 

approximately unity magnification is employed in each module.    Image 

inversion, occurring in each of the electrostatically focused modules, 

is canceled by image inversion in the objective of complete visual 

systems.    Cascade image-intensifier tubes are generally made in three 

standard sizes:    one with an 18-mm cathode, one with a 25-mm cathode, 

and one with a 40-mm cathode. 

Development of microchannel-plate secondary-electron-multiplier 

arrays, capable of producing xmages of moderate resolution, aroused 

interest in the possibility of a simple,  single-stage, high-gain 
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image-intensifier tube replacement of the three-stage, modular, cascade 

image intensifier. It was anticipated that the microchannel intensi- 

fiers would offer the advantages not only of smaller size, lighter 

weight, and lower cost but also better performance (i.e., higher tar- 

get detection probability due to better spatial frequency response). 

However, performance to date generally has been considerably less than 

initially anticipated due to a number of problems peculiar to these 

devices that have arisen during their development. 

+13KV +26KV +39KV 

DIM IMAGE IN 

NTENS1FIED 
IMAGE OUT 

> 

EYEPIECE 

OBJECTIVE 

FIBER-OPTIC- 
PLATE PHOTOCATHODE 

53-1^-71-11 

FIGURE 4. Schematic Diagram of Modular Cascade Image Intensifier 

The microchannel-plate image-intensifier tube multiplies the 

number rather than the energy of photoelectrons. It consists of a 

fiberoptic faceplate, on the back side of which is formed a photo- 

cathode, a microchannel-plate secondary-electron multiplier, and a 

second fiberoptic faceplate, on the front side of which is formed a 

phosphor screen with the usual aluminum film required to prevent 

light feedback to the photocathode. 

Outgassing by the microchannel plate has the adverse effect of 

reducing the lifetimes of both the photocathode emission and secondai 

electron multiplication and yields high ion noise. 
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The failure of the spatial frequency response,function of micro- 

channel-plcite image intensifiers to live up to earlier expectations is 

due to a number of factors, including the use of proximity focusing 

between the microchannel and phosphor screen, the relatively high ap- 

plied potential between the m.'.crochannel plate and phosphor screen re- 

quired for efficient electron-to-luminant-inage conversion in the 

phosphor, and Jhe  relatively high transverse energies of the secondary 

electrons emerging from the channels of the microchannel plate. 

A more fundamental limitation on frequency response stems from 

the mosaic structure of the microchannel plate. This limitation de- 

pends on the relative spatial phase of the regular array of channels 

and the periodic test pattern used to measure the frequency response. 

Image signal-to-noise ratio reduction occurs in microchannel- 

plate image intensifiers due to a number of factors in addition to 

those common to all intensifier systems. First, some of the photo- 

eleccric current generated by the input irradiance on the photocathode 

is lost at the input to the microchannel plate. Second, the secondary- 

electron multiplication process in the channels introduces fluctuations 

in the number of output secondary electrons in the output pulses. 

Fluctuations in the output pulse heights are due to fluctuations in 

the secondary emission yield, fluctuation in secondary electron escape 

energy, and fluctuations in escape direction. 

Other sources of noise are local variations in the emission prop- 

erties of channel walls, ionic feedback due to outgassing from the 

glass surfaces, and electrons either reflected or emitted from the 

front electrode of the microchannel plate. 

The magnitude of the signal-to-noise ratio reduction in micro- 

channel-plate image inten; .fiers due to each of the above factors is 

difficult to measure. Wide variations are observed from one tube to 

another. Efforts to determine the fluctuations in the electron mul- 

tiplication process otten have been masked by the overwhelming effects 

of ionic feedback noise. Typical values of signal-to-noise ratio re- 

duction are nov ye: available. 
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Manufacturers' performance data for representative single-stage 

and three-stage cascade image-intensifier tubes are presented in this 

report (Part IV, Tables IV-2 through IV-10). In our report, and in 

those we recommend, performance data, depending on input radiation, 

are reported in radiometric units. The use of photometric units based 

on the lumen, which by definition implicitly depends on the spectral 

responsivity of the eye, as a measure of input radiation to a physical 

detector is to be discouraged. Further, Tables IV-2 through IV-10 

show: 

1. Photocathode responsivity specified in milliamperes per watt 

of input radiation from a 2854 K tungsten source. 

2. Gain specified as the ratio of output luminance in foot- 

lamberts to Input irradiation in watts per square meter from 

a 28540K source. 

3. Equivalent background input defined as the irradiance of the 

input face required from a 2854 K source to produce an addi- 

tional output luminance equal to the mean background lumi- 

nance existing when the primary photocathode is masked. 

4. The modulation transfer function, synonymous with spatial 

frequency response or si: -v-wave response measured with a 

sine-wave test pattern. In some cases the available data 

are for response to a bar-pattern or square-wave modulated 

test pattern. 

E.  TELEVISION CAMERA TUBE PERFORMANCE AND DATA 

New and different types of television camera tubes are becoming 

available at an ever increasing rate. While these new sensors must 

inevitably lead to improved imaging systems, tae process of sensor 

selection becomes more demanding and, should the traditional methods 

of comparative laboratory evaluation be followed, costs will become 

prohibitive to all but the largest laboratories. To evaluate a single 

new developmental sensor can often require an investment of tens of 
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thousands of dollars and many months of time, and there is no assur- 

ance that the results of measurements of a sinyle sample will be 

representative. 

Iu many cases, however, the need for competitive evaluation can 

be greatly reduced by use of analytical performance prediction methods. 

These methods have been developed recently to the point where the 

computed performance of a sensor such as a television camera tube is 

found to be in good, if not perfect, agreement with measured capa- 

bility. Indeed, in most cases, the difference between computed and 

measured performance is less than the expected error in measurement. 

Significant differences, where they exist, are being rapidly resolved, 

but the results now being obtained are quite usable in their present 

form. This is particularly true in making sensor comparisons because, 

as far as is known, the calculations do not significantly favor one 

type of sensor over any other. The principal shortcomings of the 

analyses are:  (1) they apply mainly to laboratory test charts or 

patterns which are one-dimensional in character; (2) the methods of 

describing image lag are quite primitive; and (3) other defects such 

as picture uniformity, graininess and blemishes, which are sometimes 

lumped into an elusive term called "picture quality," are largely 

undefined. Thus, while we can greatly narrow tube selection for any 

application analytically, laboratory evaluations cannot be eliminated 

completely. 

The most useful concepts for judging camera-tube quality are the 

signal-to-noise ratio at the input to a display, SMIL., and the lag. 

Both quantities are dependent upon signal level. SNR_ is not only 

dependent upon the level of the input signal but is also very much 

dependent upon the contrast and the size (spatial frequency) of the 

image at the system input. 

Thus, one may very well choose a high-gain stack of many inten- 

sifiers followed by a garden variety of vidicon if one is looking for 

a large, high-contrast object and is not interested in surrounding 

detail or shape. On the other hand, if the light level and contrast 
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are moderate, an intensifier isocon will show great detail that the 

intensifier stack coupled to a vidicon should never be expected to 

show. 

Performance of camera tubes can be measured. Actually, computa- 

tions are probably much faster, more representative, and cheaper than 

one set of measurements on, say, a $25,000 low-light-level camera 

tube assembly, and there is alway •- the possibility that one tube may 

not be representative. 

One should compute the performance over the range of light levels 

and over the range of image sizes for which a camera is desired. 

Computations for performance in moving scenes are less reliable but 

can be approximated. 

Basically, the SNIL. criterion is a composite function that in- 

cludes sensitivity to light level (the light transfer function) and 

sensitivity to target size (the aperture function or the modulation 

transfer function). 

If one has to choose one of several camera tubes and wishes to 

make a spot choice, one should choose some object size or size range 

and determine whether that corresponds to 100 television lines per 

picture height, or 10, or 500. For the frequency of interest, say, 

400 lines, one should determine the aperture response. This may be 

given as typically 15 percent or' 50 percent of the low-frequency 

response (usually assumed 100 percent). One should then find the light 

transfer function for the light level of interest in nanoamperes. The 

product of the signal current and the aperture function for the light 

level and target size chosen is the best quick approximation to tube 

evaluation we know. To that evaluation should be added the lag data 

that must be determined from the signal current. The choice of the 

weighting factors to be applied to good lag versus good sensitivity 

is difficult and must ultimately be made on the basis of human factors. 

Fortunately, the best tubes tend to be best in both respects. 

For more critical work, the computation of SNR- is given in Part 

V of this report. Results are given over the entire span of useful 

/ 
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signal currents (and light levels) and over a wide range of object 

sizes (spatial frequencies). 

This compilation is probably the most complete that is generally 

available. 

F.  COMPARISON OF LOW-LIGHT-LEVEL TELEVISION CAMERA TUBES 

This report, and especially the material in Part V, deals with - 

the better tubes but deals with the SEC tubes at greater length. By 

f?r the greatest number and the best in performance of current low- 

light-level television systems use SEC camera tubes. 

It must be recognized that the better lov. light-level camera 

tubes available today are compromises. The SEC tube., with their low- 

capacity , high-gain targets, achieve a moderately good aperture func- 

tion and a moderately good sensitivity at low light levels. The 

physical limitations imposed by the low capacitance of the SEC target 

and the broadness of the reading beam prevent SEC tube performance 

from increasing dramatically with increasing light levels. 

The silicon-electron-bombardment induced-response (SEBIR)* tubes 

are generally limited by beam width, beam impedance, and lateral 

charge diffusion in the target at localized high light levels for 

bright, small objects in an otherwise dark scene. 

At low signal levels the remarkably high gain of an intensifier 

coupled to a silicon target tube yields the best resolution together 

with acceptable lag properties at low light levels, and fairly good 

resolution but increasing lag as the light levels decrease further. 

At these very low levels there may be applications where only 

very low resolution is required. For such applications gain is the 

principal parameter, and the modulation transfer function, which falls 

* 
Or SiEBIR. Also variously known as the silicon diode array storage 
tube, the silicon intensifier tube (SIT) (RCA), the electron- 
bombarded silicon (EBS) tube (Westinghouse), and the intensified 
diode array camera (IDÄC) tube (Army Electronics Command). 
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but very little at low spatial frequencies, is of little concern. A 

cheap, effective, but laggy camera for such very-low-level, very-low- 

resolution television could employ a standard vidicon with three in- 

tensifiers as preamplifiers. 

At the extreme low light levels, one can decrease lag by the use 

of an additional intensifier. This further reduces resolution but 

can result in tolerable levels of lag. The principal disadvantage is 

the need for very high voltages to permit the application of about 

20 kv per intensifier, i.e. , about 60 kv for the preamplifier string'. 

As  the light levels increase, little improvement occurs in the 

imagery of the multiple-intensifier vidicon camera. Though there is 

more than adequate signal, the cascading of the component MTFs is the 

primary limitation, resulting in very low image quality. 

There is a trend in cheap cameras toward the use of channel- 

plate light amplifiers coupled to vidicons. Unfortunately, some de- 

signers believe that such cameras will yield better performance than 

the stack of three cascaded intensifiers and a vidicon. The use of 

a channel plate does make for much smaller size, and the overall lag 

of channel plate plus vidicon is similar to or slightly better than 

that of three cascaded intensifiers plus vidicon, but the cost is 

appreciably higher and the image quality is about the same. 

No serious new designs for low-light-level image orthicon cameras 

have materialized in the past few years. The previous "Queen of the 

Studio" has been replaced by the Plumbicon^ PbO vidicon in commercial 

broadcasting and by the SEC in airborne low-light-level television. 

The offshoot of the image orthicon, the image isocon, has re- 

cently been simplified so that its improvements over the orthicon can 

be achieved with rather simple camera circuitry. Unfortunately, the 

timing of the isocon development was just too late for the commercial 

studio market and too late for the rush of camera designs for air- 

borne low-light-level applications. Actually, at all but the lowest 

end of the light scale, the ima 3 isocon, with one additional stage 

of intensification for adequate gain, is about the best of the ^resent 
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camera tubes. Its excellent electron optics make possible the best 

aperture function of any low-light-level tubes for light levels of, 

say, quarter moonlight or more. At lower light levels its perform- 

ance decreases rather rapidly, but at more modest levels the tube can 

produce excellent imagery. 

All television camera tubes can be permanently damaged if ex- 

posed to a sufficiently intense source of illumination for a long 

enough period of time. The problem is particularly severe for sensi- 

tive low-light-leve.1. television camera tubes. The very bright sources 

of illumination to which the tubes can be exposed in the real world 

represent even more of an extreme stress for them than for the less 

sensitive conventional pickup tubes. 

Recent experiments, to be discussed below, have explored the 

threshold of permanent burn for a variety of low-light-level tele- 

vision camera tubes. The results of these experiments lead to the 

following conclusions: 

• Despite the choice-of the most unfavorable operating condi- 

tions (i.e., the use of a fixed photocathode voltage supplied 

by a low-impedance source), permanent burn did not occur 
4     10 until illuminations of 10 and 10  times higher than the 

normal operating ranges were reached. 

• The cause of permanent burn in the SEBIR tube appears to be 

X rays produced by the impact of the photoelectrons on the 

silicon target. 

3      2 
• For illumination levels up to 5 x 10 watts/m , the recently 

developed burn-resistant SEC camera tube shows a permanent 

white burn threshold similar to that of the image orthicon 

and the SEBIR tube. The mesh-supported SEC target is 10 to 

30 times more burn resistant than its predecessor. 

In most camera-tube applications, the extreme conditions dis- 

cussed here will not be encountered. 
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Image devices designed to operate under low-light-level condi- 

tions are not, in general, capable of imaging points of high intensity 

within a low-light-level scene without severe spreading of the point- 

source image into adjacent areas of the scene. This effect is often 

called blooming. Low-light-level television systems in use today are 

often of little use in night surveillance of objects in close proximity 

to bright man-made illumination sources. These point sources—ground 

fires, flares, and shipboard, aircraft, vehicle, or runway lights— 

often contribute a larger integrated flux level at the sensor than 

that contributed by the entire remainder of the scene while providing 

little appreciable illumination to the objects under surveillance. 

The flux emitted by such sources is diffused or spread by the atmos- 

phere and the optics. The resulting photocurrent is, in turn, further 

spread by the electron optics and is scattered and spread at target 

material of the camera tubes. The result is a large signal spread 

over an area many times larger than the point source, obliterating 

detail over a significant portion of the picture. 

These effects must be conüidered when tube specifications are 

written. Specifications that define the ratio of acceptable image 

growth for a given set of point-source-intensity conditions do not 

adequately reflect the physical characteristics of the SEBIR camera 

tube. The image diameter for at least three signal levels should be 
■ 

specified for a given input-image size and intensity several orders 

of magnitude above the saturation point. 

The above type of specification may not be welcomed by all tube 

manufacturers. Depending on his application, a buyer may wish to 

relax the specification in some respects. However, this kind of 

specification* takes into consideration all of the SEBIR characteris- 

tics and leaves no room for surprises upon rcjeipt of the tubes. A 

specification of this kind must be flexible and must be tightened to 

reflect improvements in silicon diode array technology as they are 

made. 

* 
See Part VI for details. 
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G.    IMPORTANT TUBE PARAMETERS AND THEIR SPECIFICATION 

Military applications of low-light-level television cameras are 

quite different from the commercial applications of studio television 

cameras in bright white light. 

A meaningful specification must state the performance of a 

camera tube on tne basis of signal-to-noise ratio at the display 

versus spatial frequency when the scene is flooded by irradiance of 

a known spectral composition, preferably similar to that in the 

environment in which the camera will be used.    It makes no sense tc 

calibrate a camera under visible light of some given spectral distri- 

bution and to expect the same performance under light of some other 

distribution, i.e., invisible (covert) irradiance. 

Furthermore, we have shown that probability of detection is 

related to the signal-to-noise ratio a    a function of spatial frequency 

at the display and is in general not determined by "limiting resolution." 

If broadband spectral sensitivity is desired, and it is often 

useful for quality control or rough comparative calculations, one 

should specify the performance in terms of a source of known distri- 

bution and bandwidth, e.g., a 28540K source between 0.6 and 0.95 

microns.    Such a specification permits comparison of tubes in a 

specific region of special interest. 

The usual figures of microamperes per lumen used in commercial 

broadcast television specifications do not offer much help or guidance 

in evaluating tubes to operate under natural levels and distributions 

of light from the night sky. 

"Sensitivity" and "resolution" must not be quoted as two inde- 

pendent parameters.    Rather, one must specify SNR (preferably SNR-) as 

as function of resolution.    As a lesser alternative, one could specify 

some other function such as resolution versus irradiation at a spec- 

ified SNR.    The actual data required are data of the form of Fig.  5, 

Lag in some tubes for special purposes is an asset, but usually 

it is the cMef demerit, 
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FIGURE 5.   Comparison of SNR_ Versus Resolution for Various Low-Light-Level 
-12 

Cameras at Input Photccathode Currents of 10       Amp (Curves at 

Left) and 10       Amp (Curves at Right) 
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In addition to the performance of the sensor, one must treat with 

equal care most of the same topics discussed previously plus all the 

additional factors of a display that can seriously degrade image 

quality or perception. 

Thus» we must specify for the display an adequate size, bright- 

ness, distortion, dynamic range, and freedom from banding, line jitter, 

crawl, and twinning. 

In the recent past, procurement pressures have forced the by- 

passing of sound engineering specification and test. Demonstration 

prototypes are seen and liked, and production units are ordered, often 

as "Chinese copies." In a recent example, the prototype was assembled 

from 10 percent and 20 percent tolerance components—but these were 

selected and matched by the best technicians and engineers of the 

company in their model shop. 

The production units were made to fhe same drawings but without 

notation about the selection and matching of components. Among other 

things, the bandwidth of the production units fell by a factor of 3 

below that of the demonstration prototype. The manufacturer claimed 

truthfully that a specification for the selection and matching of 

components was not part of his contract, but he offered to include it 

for a substantial fee and to correct the production units to proto- 

type performance. Once again, procurement failed for lack of the 

important parameters. 

In haste for procurement, people have often written specifica- 

tions that they could easily understand rather than the specifications 

that would govern the performance of the man-machine combination. The 

resulting equipment almost always met the specifications agreed to but 

performed poorly in operacions. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

by Lucien M, Biberman 

A. PURPOSE 

The purpose of this report is to present in orderly fashion the 

key factors in the design, analysis, and characterization of low- 

light-level devices. The parameters of interest are those that have 

the greatest effect on the transfer of information from the scene be- 

fore the lens of the television camera to the human looking at the 

picture tube. 

That a good picture is better than a bad picture is clear. What 

has not been so clear, even to the designers of most television sys- 

tems, is how to decide whether the picture on the television screen 

is good or bad. 

Designers of optical lenses and airborne cameras have given much 

thought to the question of how to predict whether their equipment de- 

signs will permit their clients to capture and see specified graphic 

detail. The need to meet contractual specifications for camera and 

lens performance has promoted a sharper understanding of the lens 

quality required to produce recognizable pictures of terrain from air- 

craft or earth satellites. Although questions of image quality, sig- 

nal, and noise are still argued, the parameters are now so well known 

that a definite range of performance can be expected from photointer- 

preters working with imagery produced by lenses and cameras built to 

a given sot of hard physical parameters. 

Such predictability can not yet be ascribod to television or 

other low-ligl -level systems. It is time that such systems be meas- 

ured quantitatively in terms of the performance they can yield to 

human viewers. In his review of this report, Otto Schade points out 
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quite correctly that the developers of lenses and films have accepted 

and used the sine-wave response from television systems engineering, 

whereas the developers of television have been slow to consider their 

images as two dimensional, like photographs. 

This report expounds the principles that, the authors believe, 

govern low-light-level system Performance. The authors hope that de- 

signers will adopt these principles and abandon the loose and useless 

ideas underlying the data that have so long been listed as performance 

parameters in manufacturers' literature and cataloging. 

This is a report for designers who care. 

B.  ORGANIZATION 

In itemizing and discussing the principles and parameters that 

govern the operation of low-light-level devices for night vision, one 

must consider not only the adequacy of sensor parameters but also the 

visual task, the observer's platform (including its speed and distance 

from the target), and the a priori information thut the observer brings 

with him to his task. Such task-related factors are in addition to 

the factors of contrast, motion, clutter, terrain obscuration, shadow- 

ing, and the level and quality of irradiance flooding the scene. 

Two main sets of factors thus govern the performance or man and 

his low-light-level viewing aids. The first set is well understood 

and includes the physics of light, optics, solid state materials, and 

engineering approaches to the design of photoelectronic devices. The 

second set, relating the human observer to his task, is less well 

understood. It includes subjective matters as they are affected by 

the visual task, image quality, and time. 

This report is not a treatise on the psychophysics of vision, 

but it does attempt to separate the visual processes and the periorm- 

ance of the haman eye from the physics of mage intensification and 

television. 
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After summarizing the early development of low-light-level de- 

vices, this Introduction (Part I) briefly reviews some of the subjec- 

tive factors in visual performance that are of particular interest to 

designers of devices to aid man in detection, recognition, and identi- 

fication. Part I concludes by examining specifications for low-light- 

level devices. 

Part II discusses criteria .' jr image quality. 

Part III examines the human visual process and optical aids to 

that process under conditions of low illumination. 

Part IV discusses the image intensifier as a device to aid vision 

at low light levels and lists the parameters of a variety of available 

image intensifiers. 

Part V introduces television camera tubes and develops the con- 

cepts leading to SNR-, Rosell's signal-to-noise ratio at the display. 

It is SNR^, the authors believe, that is the most powerful means of 

evaluating "resolution," a term usually used loosely and incorrectly. 

In SNR- one has a meaningful parameter by which to judge television 

camera tube performance. This is substantiated by a series of psycho- 

physical experiments reported herein. For each  tube type. Part V de- 

velops the equations to compute SNIL, and then graphically presents 

data for many useful parameters, including SNR- and the specialized 

"limiting resolution" case of SNR-. 

Part VI compares camera tubes on the basis of lag and SNIL. and 

discusses adverse factors such as "burning" and "blooming." 

Finally, Part V-II sums up with some brief comments on important 

tube parameters and their specification. 
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C.  EARLY HISTORY OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF LOW-LIGHT-LEVEL TECHNOLOGY 

Low-light-level technology had its beginning in the 1930's with 

the early concepts of image intensification, which were not basically 

different from those we hold today. Unfortunately, the early devices 

suffered badly from two major deficiencies, poor^photocathodes and 

poor coupling. Between the low quantum yield of the then available 

photocathodes* and the losses in coupling, the early image intensifier 

was a light amplifier whose net gain was less than one. 

The development of both cathode and coupling technologies lifted 

the image intensifier from a not very practical concept to the useful 

device it now is. The two most important factors were the development 

of the trialkali cathode (S-20) and fiber optics coupling. 

The material below is an abridged historical review of intensi- 

fier development supplied by George Morton. 

The history of intensifiers cannot be divorced 
from the history of the signal generating or camera 
tube itself. Interest in this area began shortly 
after the formalization of electron optics in the 
1920^. Much of this early work had as its ulti- 
mate objective the application of electron imaging 
to the problem of increasing the sensitivity of 
television camera tubes. The first published ar- 
ticles on image tubes appeared in the middle 1930's 
and included papers by Holts, deBoer, Teves and 

, Veenemans (Ref. 1), Bruche and Shaffernicht (Ref. 
2), Zworykin and Morton (Ref. 3), Heimann (Ref. 4), 
and others. The image tubes described were, in 
general, single stage converter tubes employing 
S-l semitransparent cathodes. Their sensitivity 
to near infrared radiation was one of the features 
of interest at the time. 

The concept of image intensification by cas- 
cading stages was suggested independently by a num- 
ber of workers in the field during the same period. 
It is impossible to establish priority for the idea 
at this date. An early patent in this area was is- 
sued to Barthelemy and Leithine (Ref. 5) (31 August 

* 
Photocathodes will sometimes be called cathodes in the remainder of 
this report. 
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1936). This type of device is also described, not 
as original, in the book, "Electron Optics," by 
L. M. Meyers (1936) (Ref. 6). These intensifiers 
employed a phosphor screen closely coupled to a 
photocathode as the two-dimensional space current 
amplifier. However, at this time, the technology 
of photocathodes and phosphors had not developed to 
a point where image intensification could be achieved. 
The best cathode available was the Ag-O-Cs (S-l) 
photoemitter. Even if all the electrons from an 
S-l cathode could be focused into the most efficient 
phosphor of that period, the amount of light gener- 
ated would be less than the light on that cathode. 

During World War II, a good deal of effort went 
into the development of image converter tubes for 
infrared imaging. In Great Britain, the work was 
directed toward proximity focused tubes, while in 
the United States (Ref. 7) and in Germany (Ref. 8), 
electrostatically focused image tubes were developed 
into practical production-type devices. 

The period following World War II witnessed 
greatly accelerated research on image intensifiers. 
It was during this period that the  cesium antimony 
cathode was developed by P. Goerlich (Ref. 9). 
This, together with advances in phosphors, made it 
possible to obtain a current gain with the combina- 
tion of a fluorescent screen and photocathodes. 
Work had begun at RCA as early as 1941 on investi- 
gating the current gain that can be obtained with 
an intensifier screen consisting of a thin glass or 
mica supporting membrane coated on one sic1 i  with a 
phosphor layer and on the other with a photocathode. 
The first practical image intensifier utilizing this 
principle was completed in 1949 (Ref. 10). In Ger- 
many, a similar development was reported in a re- 
view, "The Development of Infrared Techniques in 
Germany," by Krezik and Vand in 1946 (Ref. 8). The 
exact date and performance of this tube are not 
known, but it is believed that it was built by 
Schaf femicht. 

Image brightness intensification by fractional 
magnification had been used even in the early infra- 
red image tubes (Ref. 7). This principle was suc- 
cessfully applied to visible light image intensifiers 
to be used in fluoroscopic diagnosis by Westinghouse 
in the United States and by Philips in Holland. 

Transmission secondary emission was made feas- 
ible for image intensification by the work of Sternglass 
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(Ref. 11) at Westinghouse who found that aluminum 
oxide supported potassium chloride layers would 
yield as many as 8 or 10 secondary electrons when 
bombarded with 6- to 8-kv primary electrons. At- 
tempts to employ such films in a multi-stage in- 
tensifier were rather unsuccessful until about 1959 
when Wilcock, at the Imperial College of London, 
succeeded in building spectacularly successful 
tubes. This brought this form of intpnsifier to a 
point where it was a fairly serious competitor for 
intensifiers using cascaded phosphor-photocathode 
screens. 

A t-hird type of intensifier which received a 
small amount of attention over most of this period 
and which recently has gained considerable promi- 
nence is the multichannel secondary emission in- 
tensifier now usually called the microchannel plate 
intensifier. Each picture element of this type of 
intensifier is a minute multi-stage secondary emis- 
sion multiplier. The first experiments were low- 
resolution devices fabricated element by element 
using tubular multiplier struc+ ire. Work along these 
lines was done at RCA Laborato es, the Imperial 
College of London (Ref. 12), Chicago Midway Labora- 
tories (Ref. 13) and other laboratories. This was 
followed by attempts to use registered plates of 
metal (dynode material) and insulator, with arrays 
of shaped holes, to give the dynode geometries. 
More recent work grew out of that by the Bendix 
Aviation group (Ref. 14) in the late 1950^. 

Fiber optics is another development which has 
resulted in a considerable advance in the intensifier 
art. The development of fiber optics was contributed 
by a number of optical companies, The role played 
by the American Optical Company was a major one in 
the initial stages, and later Mosaic Fabrications 
continued this work. 

Fiber-optic discs facilitate efficient optical coupling of in- 

tensifier tubes to other intensifiers or to camera tubes and permit 

construction of the modem modular cascade image intensifiers de- 

scribed in Ref. 15. 

The development of low-light-level television as we know it to- 

day really began with the advent of the image orthicon tube in 19^6. 

The orthicon became the "queen of the television studio" and was uni- 

versally adopted for all quality programming. The usual practice in 
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stuüio lighting made the S-10 cathode quite suitable for orthicons 

and thus formed a basis upon which later technology could build. 

The combination of the spectral response of the S-10 cathodes 

used in most orthicons designed for commercial television and studio 

lighting gave rise to an overall spectral response that was not too 

far different from that usually attributed to the photopic eye. Thus, 

technicians proceeded to use visual-response light meters with tele- 

vision tubes, although this was known to be improper theoretically. 

The advent of better cathodes such as the modern S-20, S-20VR,* 

S-25, and related surfaces has made such practices not only theoretically 

wrong but practically inappropriate, but then so are most of the com- 

mercially published specifications. 

Manufacturers of television tubes (and also manufacturers of 

photographic films) are quick to point out that they use data measured 

with visual-response light meters for their own purposes in quality 

control and that it is not their fault if systems people misinterpret 

and misuse their data. 

Figure 1-1, taken from a manufacturer's pamphlet, has been 

crossed out as a warning not to use such a method of computation. It 

is wrong and very misleading. 

The nomogram in Fig. 1-1 has basic flaws and leads one aocray 

for two reasons: 

1. The chart is based upon 2854 K radiation, whereas 3000 to   *- 

5000OK indoors or 2000° to 15,000OK outdoors (Ref. 16) under 

conditions of starlight or north light in daytime can very 

well be representative of usual lighting. 

2. The footcandle is a unit by which one judges human visual 

performance. It is normalized to the human eye and IS 

INDEPENDENT OF SPECTRAL DISTRIBUTION. This normalization 

* 
S-20VR is not a term of the Joint Electron Device Engineering Council 
(JEDEC) but is applied to the recent better cathodes by Varo, Inc., 
and others. 
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ND0.30 30.0 1 
ND0.60 25.0 2 
ND0.90 13.0 3 
ND 1.00 10.0 3.3 
NO 2.00 1.0 6.6 
NO 3.00 0.10 10.0 
NO 4.1X1 0.010 13.2 

FIGURE 1-1.   Camera Tube Data Typical of Manufacturers' Literature 
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does not apply to camera tubes unless they are specifically 

normalized to the human visual response by the use of color 

filters, and very few camera tubes are. 

Although the data in the nomogram of Fig. 1-1 are based on 2854 K 

radiation, the table at the bottom of the figure definitely infers 

that it applies to sunlight or moonlight of a specified number of 

footcandles. THAT INFERENCE IS INVALID. Results calculated as these 

werp are erroneous. One of the purposes of this report is to dispel 

the popular misconception that Fig. 1-1 represents. 

Until quite recently, very little engineering information on 

television camera tubes was available. About the best to be found 

was in the data sheets put out by General Electric. One could find 

in such sheets data on the "luminous sensitivity" or the signal cur- 

rent in amperes per lumen, and if one knew that what was meant was 

not really a lumen but rather the number of 2854 K watts of radiant 

power when an illuminometer registered one lumen, then one could, 

from the data shown on the relative spectral response, calculate the 

absolute response of the tube in question (Refs. 17, 18). From that, 

one could then go on to calculate such things as the limiting resolu- 

tion for different levels of light and for different spectral distri- 

butions. 

Certainly, the above is far different from the process indicated 

in the nomogram of Fig. 1-1. After all these computations, however, 

one would know only the limiting resolution. Could one perhaps infer 

that one tube would produce a better picture than another if its 

limiting resolution were better than the other's? For seemingly 

identical tubes off the same production line that would probably be 

true, but for different types of tubes that would be a dangerous 

assumption—sometimes true, often not. 
i 

Thus it is clear that to use the nomogram orieyji^sjt know not only 

how many footcandles are involved but also what kind of footcandles 

they are (i.e., from what source) and what kind of cathode will sense 
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them. One must then perform all the necessary numerical integrations. 

The footcandle was conceived to make such calculations unnecessary in 

visual proolems and to make the eye independent of the spectral com- 

position of the illumination when measured in footcandles. The foot- 

candle obviously does not fit television sensors. THE FOOTCANDLE 

SHOULD NOT BE USED IN SPECIFICATIONS OR COMPUTATIONS FOR THE DESIGN 

OR EVALUATION OF LOW-LIGHT-LEVEL DEVICES. 

Figures 1-1 and 1-2 illustrate camera tube specifications of a 

reputable manufacturer. To the uninitiated they look technical, logi- 

cal, and factual. The fact that they do not enable one to compute the 

probability of seeing a target (or even a bar chart) has not yet stopped 

the use of such inappropriate data as a basis for procurement. 

The nomograph in Fig. 1-1 is in fact erroneous and misleading be- 

cause it allows one to use scene illumination without regard to color 

or color temperature, i.e., spectral distributions. The rest of the 

data, while factual, is logical and useful only to the tube manufacturer- 

not to the user. 

In the preceding material, the inference is that manufacturers 

do not know better than to use footcandles and other photometric terms 

in describing electrooptical device performance. Though this may be 

partially true, it was encouraged by early military requests for com- 

parisons to be made against unaided visual performance. The question 

was usually asked, "How well can I see with my eyes in varying degrees 

of darkness, and how well can your low-light-level television see?" 

Thus, the darkness was measured with a photometer to give a subjective 

measure, and this was propagated into military practice. 

This history does not justify the present situation but does 

explain why it is difficult to eradicate or change. One should ask 

the same procurement or specification people how they specify the 

sensitivity of infrared mapping equipment, a FLIR, or a radar receiver— 

in lumens or watts? Low-light-level devices are primarily near- 

infrared devices—visual units and measures do not apply. 
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D. CRITERIA FOR SYSTEM QUALITY 

There are currently three important classes of high-resolution 

night sensors: 

i      1.    Forward-looking infrared (FLIR) 

2. Direct-view image intensifiers 

. 3. Low-light-level television (LLLTV) 

Normally FLIR and LLLTV devices use a picture tube display, while the 

direct-view image intensifier devices use an eyepiece focused on the 

intensifier phosphor. 

Systems of all tnree classes, but principally FLIR and LLLTV 

.systems, suffer from the lack of a cuitable output or display. This 

problem is most severe for FLIR and LLLTV systems for two main reasons: 

1. In many applications, it is difficult to find room for a 

display tube of adequate size, so that often the performance 

of the entire sensor system is compromised because its dis- 

play tuoe presents a picture too small to permit visibility 

of the detail that is present. The directly viewed image in- 

tensifier device presents a "virtual** image that appears 

large and thus permits detail present on the phosphor to be 

seen by the observer. 

2. The television raster, with its line structure, tends to 

bother the observer when he is looking for details that ap- 

proximate the dimensions of the raster structure, directly 

viewed devices do not generate rasters, and the corresponding 

problem due to the fiber optics pattern or phosphor grain 

does not occur until much higher levels of spatial frequency 

(resolution) are considered. 

Images of rectangular objects parallel to the raster linss tend 

to loose their horizontal boundaries (but not their vertical boundaries) 

because they blend with the raster lines. Ohmart (Ref. 19) has shown 

that this effect increases the required search time for such objects 
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by a very significant amount. The general case of image reproduction 

by a line raster process is discussed in the second article in Part II. 

The problem of display size has long been understood. Steedman 

and Baker (Ref. 20) analyzed it long ago, but their work has been 

ignored because their data complicate the problem of systems design. 

More of the early cirborn<_ systems were deficient because of inade- 

quate display size than for almost any other reason. 

One early LLLTV device for a helicopter was judged to have resolu- 

tion too poor for operational use. That was true, but the deficiency 

was due neither to the camera nor to the display. Tne 8-in. display 

was good enough and big enough for the quality of the camera used. To 

maintain the status quo in the cockpit, however, the display had been 

mounted on the deck next to the pilot's left ankle. At that distance, 

the television screen, as seen by the pilot's eyes, had insufficient 

resolution. An eyepiece focused on a 1-in. display tube would have 

given the pilot an apparent image about 20 in. in diameter and about 

20 in. away—an image about ten times as large. Thus, the pilot 

would have had a tenfold improvement in his visual ability. 

But eyepieces—even those with rubber eye cups and forehead 

braces—are less than enthusiastically received by aircrews. Thus 

one gets good display quality with uncomfortable and unloved eyepieces, 

or one gets compact display tubes that are far too small to permit 

recognition of the detail that the sensors are designed to produce. 

As a result, there are some fine systems under design or in production 

that overmatch the human eye bv factors of 4 to 10, That is, the de- 

tail displayed by the sensor is of good quality, but a magnifying 

glass of 4 to 10 power is required to enable an airborne observer to 

see it. 

This topic has been treated by many authors (Refs. 21-26), in- 

cluding th- present one, with but little effect upon those project 

officers who try to replace an existing radarscope with a universal 

display tube to provide a multisensor display. The usual result of 
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such attempts is not &  multipurpose display but a fractionally effec- 

tive display connected to multiple sensors in a manner that degrades 

imago quality to a level of near uselessness. Moreover, there is 

little understanding of the image quality needed to perform the func- 

tions of search, detection, identification,' and recognition. It is 

upon such image quality that design specifications should be based. 

Jouii Johnson, of the Night Vision Laboratories, did research on 

image quality and published his findings in a 1958 report (Ref. 27) 

that is used as the present-day Bible on the subject. Unfortunately, 

the important diagrams and tables in Johnson's report are separated 

from the explanatory text. Thus, where the text states that "for a 

target to be recognizable, there must be system 'resolution' suffi- 

cient to place 4.0 ±0.8 line pairs* across the critical dimension of 

that target," the related table and diagram show "resolution across 

minimum dimension" and make no reference to "line pairs," which is 

the universal standard of resolution terminology EXCEPT in the tele- 

vision industry, which talks about "TV lines."* Further, Johnson as- 

sumes a knowledgeable readership and so does not explain the impl5^it 

relationships between resolution and contrast. 

As a result, designers commonly misuse Johnson's data, referring 

to "lines on target" instead of line pairs in the minimum dimension at 

a contrast considerably above liminal. This confusion of "line pairs" 

with "TV lines" often results in systems that are underdesigned or 

underspecified by a factor of 2. Confusion of "lines on target" with 

"line pairs per minimum dimension" leads not only to the line-pair 

error but also to neglect of the length-to-width ratio of typic 1 tar- 

gets.** These two errors result in a typical underdesign factor of 4. 

Further, specification and acceptance procedures are so inappropriate 

and so casual that there is little reason to believe that the image 

* 
One line pair equals two "TV lines." For further discussion of 
image quality see Part II. 

** 
mhe similarities and differences between the detection of single 
isolated signals and the detection of periodic signals (e.g*., bar 
targets) are treated in detail in Section V-A. 
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quality the cortracting officer thinks he has speciried will ever 

emerge. 

The preparation of formal specif a ■..tions must be based upon a 

sound understanding of principles of operation and of the principal 

parameters that govern performance. This report attempts to give the 

reader that understanding. Specification and acceptance test proce- 

dures for low-light-level devices are covered quite fully in Ref. 15, 

and that coverage will not be duplicated here. 

Corresponding material on FLIR has been published as IDA Paper 

P-676. 

A committee has at last been set up at the Air Force Avionics 

Laboratory (AFAL), Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, to see that, be- 

ginning in FY 1970, procurements originating at AFAL provide meaningful 

specifications in accordance with at least these four guidelines: 

1. Input flux level will be defined radiometrically and spatially. 

2. Output flux level will be defined photometrically and 

spatially. 

3. Specification will call for output/input functions rather 

than single-number designators. 

4. Specifications will call for signal-to-noise performance 

functions at input, output, and various pertinent points in 

between. 

The really big procurements com.* not from R&D organizations such as 

AFAL, however, but from system engineering groups or special project 

offices that have not heard about these guidelines or may not have 

understood their significance. 

As a case in point, present understanding of the FLIR (and LLLTV) 

problem is well documented in a pair of papers presented in May 1969 

at the 17th National Infrared Information Symposium (IRIS) by John M. 

Lloyd and Robert Sendall (Refs. 28, 29), who were largely responsible 

for getting the Army's Passive Infrared Night Equipment (PINE) speci- 

fication written in accordance with the above guidelines. Further 
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work by Lloyd and Joseph R. Moulton (Refs. 30, 31) was presented a«: the 

13th National IRIS in May 1970. Sendall, Moulton, and Lloyd have at- 

tempted to relate specifications to those factors demonstrated to be 

important to man's visual performance, such as tne area between the 

modulation transfer function (MTF) of the equipment and the demand 

modulation function (DMF) of the observer, to be discussed in Part II 

of this report. 

As a further example of such factors, other studies reported 

elsewhere* conclude that the curve of probability versus range for the 

detection of targets at a "known location is independent of thr speed 

at which the observer approaches the target. Under such conditions, 

the probaDxlity -'ata indicate that the observer will see the target 

just as soon as the target image size and brightness are sufficient 

to fulfill the observer's acuity requirements. There is essentially 

no delay for search, as the observer has narrowed his attention to 

that specific place where the target will appear. Data Indicate that 

this independence of closing rate applies from rates of zero to at 

least 350 knots. 

When the observer does not know where to expect targets, the 

range is .hortened by the product of the observer's search function 

time and his approach velocity. For example, the search of a display 

for high-contrast objects subtending about 15 minutes of arc is about 

10 sec for about 50 percent probability. Thus, in an aircraft moving 

at 500 ft/sec, the ability to find a target in a unknown location at 

a distance of 2 miles is reduced to half that range, or 1 mile, due 

to the time expended in search. 

The quality of the camera little affects this kind of range de- 

gradation. For a system of poor image quality, however, the already 

poor range performance can become useless or nearly useless in fast- 

aircraft search tasks. 

* 
In IDA Study S-346 (classified). Vol. II, Appendix D, p. 69, 
December 1969. 
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The relationship between an observer's performance and the per- 

formance of the image-forming system he is using is expressed by the 

difference between the MTF of the equipment and the DMF of the ob- 

server, as mentioned earlier. The DMF* is not very well know  except 

for a few isolated tasks such as recognition of standard USP three- 

bar test target patterns. 

Tests in which targets are immersed in varying degrees of clutter 

indicate that the search function takes so long that the observer has 
■ 

closed to such a short range before he detects the target that he de- 

tects it and recognizes it simultaneously. In fact, under some con- 

ditions, detection, recognition, and identification occur almost simul- 

taneously. 

The proper design of low-light-level devices starts, therefore, 

with an understanding of the difficulty of the visual task and thus 

with an understanding of the form of the DMF. The MTF of the system 

or, more important, the signal-to-noise ratio versus spatial frequency 

must then be matched to that,demand curve to ensure, at least theo- 

retically, before detailed design begins, that a real and useful de- 

vice can be produced. Had this process been carried out in the past, 

it is quite probable that the vast majority of low-light-level systems 

designed to meet specific requirements would have been recognized as 

inadequate before they became hardware. 

* 
Sometimes called the aerial image modulation (AIM) curve. 
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The form and performance of such devices are closely related to 

the application, that is, to the character of the scene—its spectral 

composition, contrast, and radiance—to the difficulty and the degree 

of detail in the visual task to be performed, and to the required 

speed of performance. The time the observer has in which to make his 

observation and the detail required in his observation are fäptors 

usually overlooked in discussing the capabilities of these devices. 



Because of neglect of such factors, many attempts have been made 

to use for technical or military purposes an inappropriate family of 

parameters that have gained acceptance in entertainment television. 

These attempts have led to gross misestimates of system capability. 

1 I 
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II.    IM^GS QUALITY 

Here in Part n we discuss the pertormance of low-light-level devices. The 

ultimate measure of their performance in bow well people perform visual tasks with 

the assistance of these devices. 

' Actually, low-light-level devices can be classified according to the form of 

the imagery.   Image intensifiers produce images that are like photographs in their 

continuity along both the vertical and horizontal axe&.   Television devices sample 

the imagery and present it in sequential lines written at very high speed by a single 

tiny, moving spot, relying upon the persistence of the phosphor and the Luman ey«? 

to integrate the flying spot into an image.   Forward-looking infrared imaging devices 

sample in two dimensions and use the flying spot to paint a series of dots of varying 

brighlness that, again, are integrated by the eye into a picture. 

The problems of sampling* strongly affect system design and the human 

perception process. 

In the first of the following two articles, Harry Snyder examines the relation- 

ship between image quality in nonsampled image systems and human operator per- 

formance.   In the second article, Otto Schade discusses the process of image forma- 

tion by a raster (samplhig) process. 

This material te in turn followed by a detailed description of nonsampling 

low-light-level devices ir. Parts III and IV and then by a description of raster- 

forming devices in Part V. 

institute for Defense Analyses,  Selected Papers on Image Quality in 
Sampled Data Systems, IDA Paper P-741, Lucien M.  Biberinan et al., 
in publication. 
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PHOTOGRAPHIC IMAGE QUALITY AND OPERATOR PERFORMANCE 

by Harry L. Snyder 

A.  INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this section is to describe the present state of 

knowledge about the ability of a trained observer to obtain target- 

relevant information from an imaging system display^ and to relate this 

information-extraction performance t^ design characteristics of the 

imaging system. Unfortunately, as shall be noted below, the research 

pertaining to this relationship for low-light-level systems is somewhat 

ambiguous, and one must rely upon the related definitive data from the 

imagery developed by hard-copy photographic systems and then develop an 

analytical generalization to raster-scan systems. 

During the past two decades, over 300 laboratory and analytical 

studies have been performed to assess the relationship between varia- 

tion in line-scan display image parameters and observer performance. 

Conclisions drawn from critical reviews of these studies (e.g., Refs. 

1-4) have indicated that cross-study comparisons are virtually impos- 

sible. Variation in specific system design parameters, or in the 

manner by which display image quality is synthetically manipulated, 

is often incompletely controlled, so th?.t concomitant variation in 

the several contributing sources of image quality results. Table II-1 

lists some of the experimental variables which have been shown to have 

a significant effect upon operator information-extraction (e.g., tar- 

get-acquisition) performance. It should be noted that individual ex- 

periments have tended to examine the effects of one, two, and some- 

times three such variables. However, due to the inherent interaction 

(nonindependence) among these variables in their effects upon operator 

performance, quantitative combination of the results is hazardous even 

in the presence of good experimental control and measurement. In the 

absence of such control, any a posteriori attempt to combine the re- 

sults is merely foolish. 
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TABLE II-l. SOME OF THE VARIABLES AFFECTING INFORMATION 
EXTRACTION PERFORMANCE 

Atmosphere 

Aerosol Content 
Cloud Cover 
Illumination Level 

Sensor 

Bandwidth 
Number of Scan Lines 
Field of View 
Field/Frame Rate 
Aspect Ratio 
S/N Level 
Integration Time 

Image Processincr 

Edge Enhancement 
Gamma 
Spatial Filtering 

Scene 

Target Characteristics 
Background Characteristics 
Terrain Masking 
Clutter Level 

Display 

Luminance 
Size 
Number of Scan Lines 
Contrast 
Scene Movement 
Dynamic Range 
Gamma 
S/N Level 
Aspect Ratio 

Because of these gross conflicts and inconsistencies in the ex- 

perimental literature dealing with the effects of individual system 

parameters, recent efforts have been oriented toward the development 

of (1) analytical expressions of overall image quality, such as those 

discussed in Part V of this volume, and (2) experimental evaluations 

of logically derived summary measures of image quality. The remainder 

of Part II will discuss the present content and limitations of data 

pertaining to summary measures of image quality and operator perform- 

ance. 

B.  MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION AREA (MITA) 

Any summary measure of image quality, to be useful, must be (1) 

easily measured for existing imaging systems, (2) quantitatively pre- 

dictable, analytically, for future imaging systems at the paper de- 

sign stage, and (3) highly correlated with (or validated by) empirically 
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determined operator performance under the operational conditions of 

interest for the specified mission. To date, the summary measure of 

image quality which shows the greatest promis«» for meeting these 

criteria is the modulation transfer function area (MTFA). 

Originally proposed by Charman and Olin (Ref. 5), who termed it 

the threshold quality factor, and renamed by Borough et al. (Ref. 6), 

the MTFA concept has been evaluated in two experimental situations and 

demonstrated to relate strongly to the ability of image interpreters 

to obtain critical information from reconnaissance photographic im- 

agery. In its original form, the MTFA was proposed as a unitary meas- 

ure of photographic image quality which contains "the cumulative ef- 

fect of the various stages of the atmosphere-camera-emulsion-development- 

observation process, the 'noise' introduced in the perceived image by 

photographic grain, and the limitations imposed by the physiologicax 

and psychological systems of the observer" (Ref. 5, p. 385). Whi]'' 

this measure was originally developed for direct photographic system,,, 

its generalization to electrooptical sys ems is analytically straight- 

forward . 

The MTFA is derived in such a manner as to make use of the modu- 

lation transfer function (MTF) of the imaging system, thereby retain- 

ing the analytical convenience of component analysis based upon sine- 

wave response characteristics. In addition, it attempts to take into 

account other variables critical to the imaging and interpreting prob- 

lem, such as exposure, the characteristic curve, granularity, the 

human observer capabilities ar.J limitations, and the nature of the 

interpretation task. For the electrooptical system, the first three 

of these variables can be considered analogous to detector irradiance 

level, gamma (typically unity), and noise, respectively. 

Figure II-1 shows that the MTFA is the area bounded by the imaging 

system MTF curve and ehe detection threshold curve of the total system, 

including the eye. The MTF curvo for the imaging system is obtained 

in the conventional manner, while the detection threshold curve requires 

several assumptions regarding the human operator. Specifically, it is 
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assumed that the viewing conditions are optimum, and that threshold 

detection of any target in the imaged display is a function of the 

target image contrast modulation, the noise in the observer visual 

system, and the noise in the imaging system exclusive of the observer. 

It should be noted that the crossover of the two curves in Fig. II-1 

represents the limiting resolution of the system for a sine-wave tar- 

get. 

SYSTEM 
MTF CURVE 
/ 

DETECTION 
THRESHOLD 

CURVE 

LIMITING 
RESOLUTION 

I 

SPATIAL FREQUENCY v, Wntt/nm 

FIGURE 11-1. Modulation Transfer Function Area (MtFA) 

At low spatial frequencies, the threshold detection curve is 

dependent upon the properties of the human visual system, as shown in 

Fig. II-2. At higher spatial frequencies, the effect of imaging sys- 

tem noise becomes important. For the photographic case, this imaging 

system noise is equivalent to granularity. It is assumed further that 

the eye's contrast threshold is 0.04, so that this target image con- 

trast modulation must be realized at the display for the target to be 

detected, regardless of the contrast modulation of the target object. 
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FIGURE 11-2. Generalized Detection Threshold 

Figure II-2 illustrates the normalized detection threshold curve, 

which must be adjusted both vertically and horizontally for a specific 

set of conditions. First, the curve is positioned vertically by in- 
M (v) 

creasing the normalized ordinate scale by -Zr.—, vdiere Mt( v) is the 

normalized value as shown in Fig. II-2 and M °is the object contract 

modulation. Note that the lower portion of the threshold curve (at 

the lower spatial frequencies) is also adjusted by the system gamma, 

which, if greater than unity, enhances the modulation recorded at the 

display (e.g., the film) so that the minimum detectable threshold 
0 04 

modulation decreases by    . 
Y 

Next, the detection threshold curve is positioned horizontally by 

multiplying the scale of the abscissa in Fig. II-2 by -?-.., where C 

is an empirically derived constant [0.03 for fine-grained films and 
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0.04 for coarser grained films (Ref. 7)] and a(D) is equal to the rms 

granularity measured with a 24-micron scanning aperture, as used in 

the Kodak handbooks. 

Algebraically, the detection threshold curve for a photographic 

system is therefore (Ref. 5): 

Mt(v> =0-0^ [ariii^]" [0*033 + o(I»2v2s2]12 

in which 

v = any spatial frequency, in lines per millimeter 

0.034 = an empirically derived constant"' 

D = mean film density 

E = exposure 

0.033 = an empirically derived constant* 

a(D) = rms granularity for a 24 JI scanning aperture 

S = signal-to-noise ratio necessary for threshold view- 
ing, assumed to be about 4.5 (Ref. 14). 

j/-. ■ pi = film characteristic slope, including effects of 
a^j.og10L;  development 

When the MTF curve and the detection threshold curve are plotted 

on log-log coordinates (Ref. 6), the expression for the MTFA becomes: 

f1^  ^  / \ f*><3  \   *       Mt( v)\ 
MTFA (log-log) =    / (log T Jd log v -    / [log ~ Id lo 

log v0      
X log v0      

V 0   ' 

•log v1 

Id log v 
/•±0g  Vl   /       MT    \ 

log v0 

For derivation, see Charman and Olin (Ref.  5).    Generation of these 
values is considered unimportant in the present context. 
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where 

v = the low spatial frequency limit, in lines/millimeter 

v, = the spatial frequency at which the MTF curve crosses the 
detection threshold curve (limiting resolution) 

Tv = the MTF value at spatial frequency v 

M = the object contrast modulation v 

M^C v) = the normalized detection threshold curve value, as taken 
from Fig. II-2. 

When the MTF curve and the detection threshold curve are plotted 

on linear coordinates,, the area of interest is given by (Ref. 6): 

MTFA (linear) = /  (Tv " M   )dv- 

The linear form computation utilizes no lower frequency cutoff, 

vÄiereas the log-log formulation employs an arbitrary cutoff at, say, 

10 lines/millimeter. The reason for this difference is simply that 

the log-log plot integration would place an inappropriately large 

weight upon integration over the lower spatial frequencies were this 

cutoff eliminated. The nature of the linear plot avoids the need for 

such an arbitrary cutoff. 

It might also be noted, parenthetically» that the detection 

threshold curve, as described here, is akin to such concepts as con- 

trast sensitivity (Ref. 8), sine-wave response (Refs. 9-11), and de- 

mand modulation fuiiCtion (DMF). 

C. EVALUATION OF THE MTFA 

To date, two empirical evaluations of the MTFA concept have been 

conducted, both using photographic imagery. In the first study (Ref. 

6), an attempt was made to relate MTFA to subjective estimates of 

image quality obtained from a large number of trained image inter- 

preters. In the second of these experiments, actual information- 

extraction performance data were obtained, as well as subjective 
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estimates of image quality, and both measures were compared with the 

MTFA values of the djnagery. Schematically, these relationships can be 

thought of as those depicted in Fig. 11-3. While it is desirable from 

an operational viewpoint to have a quick judgment of subjective image 

quality to serve as an indicant of the quality of any source of im- 

agery for, say, rapid screening purposes, the critical measure of 

goodness of any imaging system is the ability of the observer to per- 

form the required information-extraction tasks. 

PHYSICAL 
MEASURES 
(MTFA) 

0.97 SUBJECTIVE 
MEASURES 

S3-17-71-2 

INFORMATION 
EXTRACTION 

PERFORMANCE 

FIGURE 11-3.   Indices of Image Quality 

In the first study to evaluate MTFA, the purpose was to determine 
whether a strong relationship existed between MTFA and subjective imsge 
quality.    This limited evaluation was imposed simply to reduce data 
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collection costs In the event that the MTFA measure proved fruitless. 

In this experiment performed by Borough et al. (Ref. 6), nine photo- 

graphic reconnaissance negatives were used as the basis for laboratory- 

controlled manipulation of image quality. Each of the scenes was 

printed in 32 different MTFA variants, determined by four different 

MTF's, three levels of granularity, and three levels of contrast, as 

illustrated in Fig. II-4. Four cells of the matrix were deleted be- 

cause their MTFA values corresponded to others in the 32-cell matrix. 

The MTF curves are illustrated in Fig. II-5. 

FIGURE 11-4. FVoducrton of MTFA Values 

The resulting 288 transparencies (9 scenes by 32 variants/scene) 

were used in a partial paired-comparison evaluation by 36 experienced 

photointerpreters. The subjects were asked to select the photo of 

each pair that had the best quality for extraction of intelligence 
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FIGURE 11-5.   Average Modulation Transfer Functions Measured by Edge-Rssponse Method 
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information. All pairs were composed of two variants of the same 

scene; each subject made a total of 256 comparisons, for a grand total 

for all subjects of 36 x 256 = 9216 judgments. 

Correlations were obtained between the subjective image quality 

rating (derived from the paired comparisons) for each of the 32 vari- 

ants and several physical measures of image quality. Table II-2 shows 

the results. Most important to this discussion is the mean correla- 

tion of 0.92 between MTFA (linear) and subjective image quality, which 

indicates that MTFA is strongly related to subjective estimates of 

image quality. 

TABLE II-2. CORRELATIONS OF PHYSICAL VARIABLES WITH SUBJECTIVE 
IMAGE QUALITY SCALE VALUE 

Physical 
Variables 

Scene Numbe r 
Mean r* 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

MTFA (Linear) 0.921 0.927 0.900 0.925 0.935 0.919 0.919 0.920 0.915 0.920** 

Modulation 0.220 0.641 0.511 0.618 0.680 0.699 Ü.497 0.698 0.632 0.576 

MTF 0.698 0.529 0.580 0.660 0.579 0.608 0.697 0.469 0.542 0.601 

Granularity -0.543 -0.632 -0.618 -0.450 -0.516 -0.428 -0.505 -0.589 -0.577 -0.543 

MTFA (Log- 0.666 0.863 0.866 0.821 0.874 0,890 0.749 0.902 0.876 0.846 
Log~2 Cycle) 

MTFA (Log- 0.768 0.923 0.923 0.867 0.920 0.921 0.824 0.94i 0.920 0.900 
Log—10 
Cycle) 

Acutance 0.599 0.448 0.526 0.568 0.564 0.E99 0.625 0.440 0.602 0.555 

These mean values were determined by transforming the correlations to Fisher's Z values. 
Such a transformation is necessary when correlations are being combined to obtain a mean 
correlation. 

* 
This mean value was significantly greater (p < 0.01) than all 01 the other mean correla- 
tion values except the value for MTFA (Log~Log--10 Cycle).    This latter value was still 
significantly less than the MTFA linear value at the 0.05 level of significance. 

The next experiment, by Klingberg, Elworth, and Filleau (Ref. 12), 

examined the relationship between objectively measured information- 

extraction perfomance and the MTFA values. As a check on the results 

of Borough et al., Klingberg et al. also obtained subjective estimates 
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of image quality, so that all three correlations suggested by Fig. 

II-3 were evaluated. v 

The imagery used for this experiment was the same as that used by 

Borough et al. (Ref. 6). A group of 384 trained military photointer- 

preters served as subjects,, Each subject was given one variant of 

each of the nine scenes and asked to (1) rank the image on a nine- 

poin": interpretability scale, using utility of image quality for in- 

formation extraction as the criterion, and (2) answer each of eight 

multiple-choice questions dealing with the content of the scene. The 

interpretability scale values were used to develop a subjective image 

quality moasura for the 288 images, while scores on the multiple- 

choice interpretation questions were used to measure information- 

extraction performance. 

Figure II-6 shows the scattergram between information-extraction 

performance and MTFA for the 32 MTFA values. The resulting correla- 

tion, averaged across the nine scenes, is -0.93, (The minus value is 

due to the use of number of errors, which is inversely related to 

MTFA, as a measure.) 

Individual correlations among performance, MTFA, and subjective 

quality (rank) are '"hown in Table II-3. It is apparent thut the re- 

lationship between MTFA and performance is not c's high for some scenes 

(e.g., 6 and 9) as for others, but that the mean correlation r across 

scenes (0.72) is quic0 high. Further, if one disregards scene content 

and places all scenes on a common performance continuum, the correla- 

tion of -0.93 accounts for over 86 percent of the variance in 

information-extraction performance. Further, the 0,97 correlation 

of MTFA with subjective quality (rank) agrees quite well with the 

correlation of 0.92 obtained by Borough et al. 

A further comparison among these measures is given in Table II-4, 

which compares the paired-comparison subjective quality values V of 

Borough et al. with the other measures obtained by Klingberg et al. 

both for individual scenes and all nine scenes combined. As the sum- 

mary matrix indicates, information-extraction performance, MTFA, and 
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subjectively scaled image quality (obtained by either absolute judg- 

ments or paired comparisons) intercorrelate highly. These resulting 

values are shown on the appropriate lines in Fig. II-3. 

TABLE II-3. CORRELATIONS (PEARSON r's) BETWEEN IMAGE QUALITY, 
INTERPRETER PERFORMANCE AND SUBJECTIVE JUDGMENTS 

Scene 12          3 4 5 6 7 8 9 P» 
Dl 

Performance/MTFA 0.69    0.66    0.80 0.65 0.78 0.55 0.84 0.86 0.46 0.72 0.93 

Performance/Rank 0.71    0.67    0.89 0.60 0.80 0.42 0.78 0.76 0.42 0.70 0.96 

WTFA/Rank 0.90    0.87    0.90 0.93 0.94 0.87 0.92 0.86 0.83 0.90 0.97 

N = 32 image quality levels (MTFA) 

r = Average of r's using Z scores. 

r = Values averaged across scenes before computing correlation. 

D. CONCLUSIONS AND CAUTIONS 

These data show that a measure of image quality based upon the 

excess of MTF over the threshold detection level correlates highly 

with the ability of observers to obtain critical operational informa- 

tion from the imagery.* As will be shown in Part V of this report, 

there are other ways to define the same (or a very similar) quantity. 

For example, Rosell's display signal-to-noise ratio (SNR^)** is es- 

sentially the same quantity as MTFA when appropriate alterations are 

made in the calculations to account for the differences between photo- 

graphic imaging system variables and electrooptical line-scan system 

variables. In both cases, the general value of interest is the excess 

of signal over noise as a function of spatial frequency. Viewed in 

that context, the data reported here demonstrat that MTFA (or SNR-J is 

an extremely useful and valid measure of the figure of merit of an 

imaging system. At the same time, however, some cautions must be noted. 

Where the objects of interest range broadly in the target size 
*aspectrum. 

Discussed in Sections V-A-2 and V-G. 
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TABLE 11-4. INTERCOPsRELATIONS OF ALL MEASURES BY SCENE 

SCENE 1 SCENE 2 SCENE 3 

R    M    V R    M V R    M V 

Performance (P) 0.71  0.69  0.68 0.67  0.66 0.67 0.89  0.80 0.83 

Ranks (R) 0.90  0.92 0.87 0.87 0.90 0.91 

MTFfl (M) 0.92 0.93 0.88 

Paired-Compari son 
Values (V) 

SCENE 4 SCENE 5 SCENE 6 

R    M    V R   , M V R    M V 

Performance (P) 0.60  0.65  0.64 0.80  0.78 0.76 0.42  0.55 0.70 

Ranks (R) 0.93  0.92 0,94 0.92 0.87 0.83 

MTFÄ (M) 0.92 0.93 0.92 

Paired-Comparison 
Values (V) 

l 

SCENE 7 SCENE 8 SCENE 9 

R    M    V R    M V R    M V 

Performance (P) 0.78  0.84  0.82 0.76  C.86 0.82 0.42  0.46 0.43 

Ranks (R) 0.92  0.90 0.86 0.37 0.83 0.77 

HTFÄ (M) 0.92 0.92 0.91 

Paired-Comparison 
Values (V) 

ALL SCENES COMBINED 

R    M V 

Performance (P)    0.97  0.93 0.93 

Pmks (R)             0.96 0.97 

MTFA (M) 0.97 

Paired-Comparison 
Values (V) 

First, the specification of the detection threshold curve (or 

Rosell's 50 percent probability-of-detection S/N level) implies that 

optimum viewing conditions are obtained. In the studies reported here, 

the observer was ground based, supplied with an ample nonglare display 

luminance, and was not cime-restricted in his responses. Similarly, 
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in the data used to develop the concept of SNR-., observers were not 

severely hampered by operational constraints. In both cases, there- 

fore, the detection threshold curves represent the best performance 

of which the well-trained observer is capable. If, for the sake of 

argument, this threshold were to be uniformly elevated by adverse oper- 

ational circumstances for all spatial frequencies of the display, no 

changes in the relationships presented here would ocour--the relative 

magnitudes of MTFA would remain unchanged. If, on the other hand, 

operational requirements caused a nonuniform elevation of the detec- 

tion threshold curve across all usable spatial frequencies, then in- 

versions could occur in the MTFA values for systems having different 

MTFs. 

This is not a manor consideration when it is realized that the 

eye's contrast threshold varies not only with spatial frequency but 

also with display signal-to-noise, overall image luminance, adaptation 

level (mean surround luminance), and such environmental parameters as 

glare, vibration, glint, and time stress. As the MTFA concept is ap- 

plied to electrooptical systems, it is particularly important to note 

that the MTF is defined specifically in the absence of noise, so that 

at low detector irradiance (and hence low S/N) levels, a display may 

have a considerable amount of "snow" and thereby produce poor target 

acquisition performance, even though the system MTF remains unchanged. 

For this reason, it is vital that the display S/N level be included as 

a determinant of the detection threshold curve used in MTFA calcula- 

tion, and that other conditions under which the MTFA is "sfined (e.g., 

display luminance and operating environment) also be specified to 

avoid ambiguity. Otherwise, the MTFA obviously cannot be used to 

predict observer performance over a wide range of electrooptical ays- 

tern operating conditions. 

Secondly, it is likely that, upon further analysis, we must learn 

how to weigh the excess signal over the noise at various spatial fre- 

quencies, rather than integrate uniformly as in the current MIFA or 

SNRn concepts, for the following reason. It has been shown that noise 

of a spatial frequency similar to the spatial frequency of the target 
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of interest has the most deleterious effect upon threshold detection 

performance (Ref. 13). Thus, because various missions might require 

acquisition of targets of predominantly specific spatial frequencies, 

and because various imaging system designs might produce noise power 

ät certain spatial frequency bands, one cannot simply conclude that 

the excess of signal above noise can be assumed to be of equal im- 

portance at all spatial frequencies. That is, there are undoubtedly 

spatial frequency bands which are more important for some missions 

than others, and appropriate weighting of these bands should be con- 

sidered when evaluating a particular system (by MTFA or SNRD) for that 

mission, and that uniform integration across all spatial frequencies 

from zero to limiting resolution might produce nonrepresentative re- 

sults . 

Finally, although the author is conv-iced that the MTFA approach 

(or, equivalently, the SNR_ to be discussed in Part V) presents the 

most valid figure of merit for present and near-future imaging systems, 

cautions must be no^d as to the representativeness of the data which 

lead to this conclusion. The data of Borough et al. (Ref. 6) and 

Klingberg et al. (Ref. 12) were obtained for non-time-limited, non- 

stressed viewing conditions; the display of the imagery was nearly 

optimal; and the imagery itself was continuous-image photographic 

negative material, not line-scanned, cathode-ray-tube presentations 

under dynamic conditions. Clearly, verification of these results is 

indicated for conditions more representative of the operational mis- 

sion in which the typical line-scan system is employed.* 

EDITOR'S NOTE: After this material by Snyder was written, experi- 
mental work by Rosell and Willson, the results of vdiich are shown in 
Fig. V-A-3 et seq., firmly established the value of SNRp as a figure 
of merit. 
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IMAGE REPRODUCTION BY A LINE RASTER PROCESS 

by Otto H. Schade» Sr, 

A. THE SAMPLING PROCESS OF A LINE RASTER 

The intensity function I(p,9) of images formed by optical or 

electron lens systems is continuous in any radial direction (p,e) of 

the format area. The modulation transfer functions MTF(e,p) are gen- 

erally Isotropie for small radial distances (p) but may become aniso- 

tropic for larger radial distances because of point-image distortion 

by astigmatism or coma. Isotropy requires a point-image or samplir.j 

"aperture" of circular symmetry. 

The conversion of continuous intensity functions I(p,9) into one- 

dimensional time functions I(t) and reconversion into continuous two- 

dimensional intensity functions in a television system involves scanning 

of the format area with an "aperture" along uniformly spaced parallel 

lines termed a "line raster." The raster process yields a set of con- 

tinuous intensity functions I(x) along the lines, whereas intensity 

functions I(y) are transmitted as discrete amplitude samples taken at 

intervals Ay determined by the raster line spacing. It follows at 

once that continuity in the displayed image requires a display aperture 

having a particular spread S(y) to fill the interline spaces of the 

raster and establish continuity in y, whereas the aperture spread S(x) 

could be very much smaller, making the resolution in the image aniso- 

tropic. Similarly, the effective spread S(y) of the sampling aperture 

in the camera must have a particular value to prevent loss of informa- 

tion contained in the interline spaces of the raster, indicating a 

"flat field" requirement* in the camera. 

* 
The "flat field" requirement refers to a structure-free reproduction 
of a continuous field of uniform intensity by a line raster process. 
It specifies a uniform charge readout in the camera, leaving no inter- 
line charges on the storage surface, and is satisfied when the sum of 
the effective line image cross sections of the scanning aperture spaced 
at raster line distances yields a constant intensity function I(y). 
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An Isotropie image requires apertures of circular symmetry. Con- 

tinuity in y can be obtained by selecting a raster line density to 

provide a large overlap of aperture positions in successive line 

scans. A high raster line density, however, is wasteful in terms of 

the electrical frequency channel and raises two questions: Is a flat, 

i.e., uniform, field necessary? What is the optimum aperture size 

and shape to achieve uniformity? 

Most television displays have a visible line structure on the 

screen, and increased viewing distances are required to effect inte- 

gration by the eye into a flat or structureless field.. An image con- 

taining a visible line structure may appear to be sharper, but more 

detail becomes visible when the line structure is removed. This can 

be demonstrated convincingly by modulating a CRT with wide-bano noise. 

It will be observed that the noise is much more visible when the in- 

terfering line structure is removed by defocusing the CRT spot or by 

increasing the viewing distance. The line structure is an interfering 

signal which, like noise, prevents detection of small detail. 

Various other effects occur when the effective sampling apertures 

of the camera and display are too "small relative to the raster line 

spacing. Diagonal lines become staircases, spurious diamond-shaped 

patterns appear in horizontal line wedges, low-frequency beat patterns 

occur in "vertical" resolution charts of parallel lines at higher fre- 

quencies, and the reproduction of significant detail depends on posi- 

tion relative to the raster lines. 

Quantitative specifications can be derived by convolution of in- 

tensity functions in the space and time domains. An analysis in the 

frequency domain, however, is more convenient. 

The discontinuous intensity function I(y) obtained by the raster 

process in the camera represents a pulse carrier wave with infinitesimal 

pulse width of spatial frequency f , amplitude modulated by the spatial 

frequencies f contained in the image, vrfiich are limited by the MTF., 

of the camera aperture 6 . The fundamental frequency f of the spatial 

carrier wave is equal to the number of raster lines per unit lengvh. 
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The spatial Intensity functions l(y) are converted by the sequential 

scanning process into time functions I (t) contained in the video 

signal, which can be displayed with an electrical sampling circuit on 

an oscilloscope. The time signals are converted back into spatial 

modulated carrier waves in the display system by a synchronized scanning 

process. The pulse carrier must now be demodulated by a low-pass 

filter, the MTF of the display aperture 6d, to restore a continuous 

undistorted modulation envelope from the transmitted samples. The 

solution for optimum low-pass MTF's is known from modulation theory 

and states that the MTF of both input and output fi3.ters must be lim- 

ited to frequencies f S 0.5 f to eliminate all raster carrier conro- 
m      r 

nents and unwanted modulation products. The MTF's should be constant 

for maximum utilization of the frequency channel. This optimum solu- 

tion may not be realizable in a practical system. We therefore ex- 

amine the general expression for the intensity function I(y) resulting 

from a carrier modulation by a frequency f , given by the following 

equation: 

I(y) = T (1 + 2Z)rd>kf   cos(k.2iifry) (C) 

A 

+ Ip r^r, cos(2nfmy + 9) (fm) r    c d nr x m 

where 

m 

+ If Vl- Kckf +f ) cos(2T<kfr + fm)y + 0)1 
m L r   m J 

(II-l) 

(S) 

k 
+ If VZ  [?d,(kf -f  )  c°s(2T<kfr - fm)y + 6)1     (D) 

m L r    m J 

K —  i,   Zf   J,   ... 

f = modulation frequency, cycles/unit lengtli 
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f = raster frequency, number of- sampling points/unit 
length 

y = distance along y-coordinate 

T - mean intensity of test object wave form 

I. = crest intensity of sine-wave test object 
m 

r = sine-wave response factor of camera at f 
c m 

^ = sine-wave response factor of display system at f 

r*, , . , . = sine-wave response factor of display at index fre- 
^inaex;  qUency 

6 = phase displacement between If and raster lines 
m 

The first term (C) contains the dc level (T) and n infinite 

number of steady carrier frequency components k f (k is an integer) 

with amplitudes 21 r, depending only on the MTF, of the display sys- 

tem. The second term (f ) is the normal MTF product (r r,) of the 

system as obtained without raster process at any modulation frequency. 

The third and fourth terms (S) and (D) are modulation products 

(sidebands) generated by sum and difference frequencies with the car- 

rier components. 

The entire frequency transfer characteristic for the y-coordinate 

of the television process is shown by the graphic representation in 

Fig. II-7. The MTF under the input frequency scale of the raster 

characteristic is the product of the MTF's of all two-dimensional 

aperture processes preceding the raster process and including the 

scanning beam in the camera. 

The MTF of the video system is unity for the y-samples and need 

not be shown. The transler functions of the raster itself are * net- 

work of diagonal lines with constant transfer factors (r'= 1) for the 

frequency f and the sum and difference frequencies (0,3). The car- 

rier frequencies (C,, C«, ...) are represented by horizontal lines be- 

cause their existence depends only on rhe dc term and on the attenua- 

tion by the output filter. 
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The MTF , of the display system is drawn parallel to the output 

frequency scale of the raster characteristic. It is the product of 

the MTF's of all two-dimensional aperture processes following the 

raster process and includes, therefore, the MTF's of copying systems 

and the eye. Unless eliminated by adequate magnification, the MTF of 

the eye must obviously be considered in MTF specifications of display 

sybterns designed for a specific viewing distance. 

The use of the diagram is simple. A vertical projection of an 

input frequency f (see arrows) locates the output frequencies of the 

raster process at the intersections with the various transfer lines. 

Horizontal projections from these points onto the output MTF, indicate 

the attenuation (21" r,) of the carrier frequency components and the 

response factors r, for determining the relative amplitudes (r rv,) of 

the modulation products. The example illustrates that the higher MT"", 

reproduces the carrier C, with a modulation amplitude of 36 percent, 

representing a 72 percent peak-to-peak variation in a uniform field 

(T). The lower MTF, reproduces a substantially flat field, but the 

raster generates a low difference frequency f-. = 0.2 f of amplitude 

T r, =  0.27 from a modulation frequency f = 0.8 f of 32 percent 
cd m      r 

amplitude because the input MTF exceeds the value f = 0.5 f . It r    c m      r 
is seen at a glance that a complete elimination of all spurious modu- 

lation frequencies restricts the MTF's to the spatial frequency bands 

indicated by the broken line rectangle; i.e., to frequencies f ^0.5 

f . In other words, a minimum of one sample per half cycle is neces- 

sary to transmit a continuous sine wave by a sampling process. 

B.  RASTER LINE FREQUENCIES AND MTF COMBINATIONS FOR LOW SPURIOUS 
RESPONSE 

The inverse transform of a rectangular frequency spectrum is a 

(sin x)/x impulse function or line image which can be realized with 

the coherent light of laser-beam image reproducers by using a rec- 

tangular lens stop. Similar functions can be synthesized from the 

Gaussian-type impulses by vertical aperture correction with tapped 

delay lines for noninterlaced or interlaced scanning (Ref. 1). Such 
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corrections may not be feasible in many cases that are then restricted 

to the MTF's of normal cameras and display systems, vdiich are approxi- 

mated in the illustrations by Gaussian functions. 

A substantially flat field is obtained when the MTF, at f^ is 2.5 

percent or less. The carrier amplitude for the upper limit is 2Ir, = 

0.05 T, producing a peak-to-peak ripple of 10 percent. The numerical 

evaluation of cross products is illustrated by Fig. II-8. Curves 1 

through 5 represent the MTF of various cameras. The MTF of the dis- 

play system repeats for the sum and difference frequencies of the side 

bands MTFD and MTFg, as shown in Fig. II-8. The spurious modulation 

products r rl, and r r , are easily evaluated* and shown by curves 1 

through 5 in Fig. II-9a for the five camera MTF's of Fig. TI-8. Note 

that the zero frequency of the cross products occurs at the modulation 

frequency f = f and that the modulation frequencies generate higher 

spurious frequencies for f < 0.5 f and lower frequencies for f > 

0.5 f . The maximum values of the spur? us response are plotted in 

Fig. II-9b as a function of the camera response (r ) at the theoretical 

frequency limit f = 0.5 f . The straight line shows the overall MTF m      r 
(r r,) of the system. 

A spurious response v      of 10 percent may be considered an upper sp 
limit for good system design. This value is a worst case and occurs 

occasionally for 100 percent contrast in the scene. Spurious fre- 

quencies occur in the range indicated by a curve intermediate for 

curves 2 and 3 in Fig. II-9a and do not include low-frequency beats, 

which are most visible. It follows that the raster frequency (number 

of raster lines) should be 

fr g 2 fm(0.26) ^^ 

where f ,« „CN is the spatial frequency at which the camera has a sine- 

wave response factor r' = 0.26. An overall system response r r . = 0.10 

is then obtained with a flat field display system having a sine-wave 

response r, = 0.38 at the theoretical frequency limit f = f /2. 

* 
The remaining products are very small or zero and can be neglected. 
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There is, of course, an upper limit for the raster frequency f be- 

cause a frequency f = f /2 with negligible amplitude need not be 

sampled as expressed by 

2fm(0.05)5frg2fm(0.26)- ^"^ 

The index numbers specify the camera response (r ) at f . The upper 

limit f = 2 f ,0 05» provides a very low level of spurious signals 

but requires a wide video passband. 

C.  SYSTEM DESIGN 

The MTF of the camera determines the constants of the television 
c 

system or vice versa. Equation 1T-3 states that the raster frequency 

should be in the range f = 2 f-, „- to 2 fn ni.. where fn _,. and fn  „,. 3  r     0.26      0.05        0.05     O.zo 
are the spatial frequencies at which the camera response is 26 percent 

and 5 percent, respectively. A design for best utilization of the 

electrical frequency channel would select the lowur raster frequency 

(2fQ nc) whereas a design for maximum resolving power requires the 

upper limit. In terms of television line numbers (N) and the raster 

line number (n ), Eq, II-3 specifies the range n = Nn „,. to NL Q_, 

A commercial 525 line system, for example, has an active raster line 

number n = 490 lines and the vertical camera response at this line 

number (N) is generally less than 26 percent. 

A flat field and low spurious response dictate a display system 

designed for an MTF, of 2.5 percent or less at the raster frequency 

(f ). The MTF of a good ccnmercial CRT is in the order of 27 percent 

at f = 490 cycles and, at a luminance B = 40 ft-L, the MTF of the 

eye (Ref. 2) is 5 percent for a relative viewing distance d/V = 4 and 

about 0 percent for d/V = 6. The MTF, of the display system is thus 

1.35 to 0 percent. The peak-to-peak ripple is 4 times higher and 

still visible at the shorter viewing distance. The line structure is 

very pronounced at close viewing distances and should be eliminated 

by vertical "spot wobble." The spot-wobble frequency should be out- 

side the frequency spectrum of the system; about 20 MHz for standard 
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CRT's, 50 MKz for a 20-MHz video system and 140 MHz for 100-MHz sys- 

tems and very high-resolution CRT's. Spot wobble is particularly 

recommended when the CRT image is magnified by over-scanning the normal 

format. A laser-beam image recorder designed for a substantially rec- 

tangular frequency spectrum and a flat field increases the MTF, and 

overall MTF of the system. It does, however, increase also the ampli- 

tude of the spurious response products. Figures II-7 and II-8 il- 

lustrate by rectangular broken lines that portions of the sidebands 

(D) are reproduced with unity response by a rectangular MTF,. The 

modulation products shown in Fig. II-9a are zero for f/f > 0.5 and 

have amplitudes equal to r for f/f < 0.5, which are the portions of 

curves 1 to 5 in Fig. II-8 inside the rectangular first sideband. 

This condition recommends the use of higher raster frequencies f "* 

2 f >_ 10v to reduce spurious low frequencies. The MTF'a of the cam- 

era and display system are products of a number of components. It 

may thus occur that the MTF of the scanning aperture (beam) in the 

camera is much higher than the product, for example, when a high- 

resolution beam is used in combination with a light intensifier and 

a high-aperture lens. Calculation of the raster frequency with Eq. 

II-3 may indicate a relatively low raster frequency at which the 

scanning beam leaves unscanned interline spaces. Although sufficient 

integration of the image flux occurs in the stages preceding scanning, 

the efficiency of signal conversion is reduced by interline charges 

not contacted by the beam and can result in undesirable secondary ef- 

fects recommending the use of a larger beam or a higher raster fre- 

quency. A similar situation may occur in a display system containing 

several "copying" stages which "diffuse" the image of the actual 

scanning spot to provide a flat field. The current or light density 

in the scanning spot may then become excessive, which can result in 

saturation effects. 

A "perfect" television system having equal rectangular MTF's in 

x and y, producing a structureless field, is anisotropic because the 

effective apertures 6 and 6d have a square base, causing an increase 

of the spatial frequency spectrum by J2  in the diagonal directions. 
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The same anisotropy occurs in optical images formed with monochromatic 

light by a lens having a square lens stop. A practical television sys- 

tem in which the MTF is bandwidth limited in x by the video system is 

similarly anisotrcpic, as is readily confirmed by observation. The 

system becomes isotropic when the raster frequency has twice the value 

at which the camera response is 5 percent, the MTF of the display sys- 

tem is 2 percent or less at the raster frequency, and the video system 

has unity response up to the resolution limit of the overall MTF pro- 

duct because the MTF of the system is then limited in all radial di- 

rections by the isotropic rest-jnse of its two-dimensional circular 

apertures. This is the preferred system design for high resolving 

power. It should be pointed out that the MTF of a charge storage 

camera can become anisotropic because of "self-sharpening" of a low- 

velocity beam in x or y, which depends on a low or excessively high 

raster line density, respectively. The MTF in the y-direction is 

readily measured with a horizontal pulse gating circuit, and isotropy 

in the reproduced image can be tested visually by comparing the con- 

trast of vertical and horizontal resolution bars in a standard Air 

Force test object, which can be made equal by adjusting the MTF of 

the video system by aperture correction circuits. 
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PART III.  SYMBOLS 

A area of aperture 

B luminance 

e magnitude of electric charge, coulombs 

F luminous flux 

H raster heigi.t 

i primary photoelectric current 
s 

j electric current density at photocathode 
s 

Mj, modulation amplitude on display 

M modulation amplitude on photocathode 

In subjective magnification 

m magnification 

N number of television lines per raster he'.ght 

n photoelectron flux density 

P. spectral radiant power 

R(X) relative spectral response 

S separation between display and observer 

T(v) sine-wave response, frequency response, modulation transfer 
function 

t effective integration time of eye 

e effective length-to-width ratio of half period of test 
frequency 

X wavelength of radiation 
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vs 

Q 

sdne-wave spatial früquency 

spatial frequency on display 

spatial frequency on photocathode 

responsivity of photocathode, amperes per watt 

solid angle 
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III. LOW-LIGHT-LEVEL PERFORMANCE OF VISUAL SYSTEMS 

by Alvin D. Schnitsler 

A.  LOW-LIGEIT-LEVEL PERFORMANCE OF THE EYE 

A full appreciation of the principles of operation of photoelec- 

tronic imaging (PLI) systems depends on knowledge of certain features 

of the visual process. For this purpose it is useful to examine and 

compare the operation of visual systems such as the unaided eye and 

binoculars on the ^ne hand with PEI systems on the other. However, in 

any comparison of visual systems, in which the retina of the eye is 

the primary radiation sensor, with physical devices, in which some 

other radiation-sensitive layer is the primary sensor, one is con- 

fronted with the relation between the subjective and objective effects 

of radiation in the visible and adjacent regions of the spectrum. 

This relation is particularly important in examining the operation of 

visual systems incorporating PEI systems, since their overall perform- 

ance depends on both the physical properties of the input radiation 

and the subjective properties of the output radiation. 

The problem arises because the eye, as shown in Fig. III-l, is so 

selective in its spectral response that radiant power expressed in 

watts is an inüdequate measure of the subjective effect of a flux of 

radiant energy. Two alternative procedures are available: 

1. a. Specify the spectral response of the eye, 

b. Specify the spectral content or the flux, and 

c. Perform a numerical integration of their product over 

ail wavelengths within the passband of the eye. 

2. Define an arbitrary unit of luminous f]ux, spectrally nor- 

malized to the peak of human visual response, as an overall 

me sure ^f the subjective effect of the flux of radiant energy 
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without explicit concern for its spectral content and the 

spectral response of the eye. 

The second procedure requires the establishment of a standard of lu- 

minous flux as a reference to determine the value of unknown luminous 

flux by comparison. In practice, it is easier to maintain a standard 

of luminous intensity rather than a standard of luminous flux. The 

standard of luminous intensity, the candela, is defined as one-sixtieth 

of the luminous intensity per square centimeter of a blackbody radi- 

ator at the temperature of solidification of platinum (approximately 

2042 K). The unit of luminous flux, the lumen, is the amount of lu- 

minous flux emitted within a unit solid angle by an it^tropic point 

source of luminous intensity equal to one candela. For an extended 

source of luminous flux, the luminance of an element of surface is de- 

fined as the luminous flux that leaves the surface per unit solid 

angle and unit projected area of the element of surface. If the sur- 

face is a perfectly diffuse radiating (or reflecting) surface, the 

total luminous flux leaving the surface per unit area is equal to TT 

times the luminance. The amount of luminous flux incident per unit 

area of a surface is the illumination of the surface. The unit of il- 

lumination, lumen per unit area, depends on the unit of area chosen. 

Since the procedure of establishing a unit of luminous flux as 

an overall measure of the subjective effect of a flux of radiant energy 

is implicitly dependent on the spectral response of the Commission 

Internationale de l'Eclairage (CIE) "standard observer," this procedure 

does not apply to radiation sensors with other spectral responsivities. 

For general application to all radiation sensors, the first procedure, 

explicitly taking into account the spectral response of the radiation 

sensor (e.g., the eye), is superior, for then the radiant power can be 

expressed in watts without loss of rigor. In the case of the eye, for 

any spectral distribution of radiant power, one has 

CO 

/ 

F = 680 / y(X)PxdX (III-l) 
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where F (in lumens) may be viewed either as a luminous flux (i.e., the 

visual content of the flux of radiant energy) or as a measure of the 

amount of visual sensation evoked by the radiant power, y(\)  is the 

relative spectral response (better known as the "standard observer" 

function) of the eye, and P. is the spectral radiant power in watt/nm. 

The numerical factor 680 is the luminous equivalent of one watt of 

radiant power at the peak of the visibility curve [y(X) = 1]> which 

for photopic vision occurs at 555 nm. 

If a photoelectronic sensor is employed rather than visual sensa- 

tion, the output is a directly measurable electric current. In this 

case, one has 

00 

I = oCXp) I R(X)Pxdx (III-2) 

0 

where I is the electric current in amperes, o(\)  is the absolute 

radiant responsivity of the sensor at the peak wavelength in amperes/ 

watt, R(x) is the relative spectral response of the sensor, and P is 
K 

again the spectral radiant power. 

The physical quantities corresponding to luminance and illuminance 

are radiance and irradiance. They are based on radiant power in watts. 

The unit of radiance, depending on the choice of unit of area, is watt 

per unit area per unit solid angle. Likewise, the unit of irradiance 

is watt per unit area. A table of some of the corresponding subjec- 

ti^e (photometric) and physical (radiometric) quantities is given on 

the next page. For a more extensive treatment of photometric and 

radiometric quantities, see, for example, Refs. 1 and 2, among other 

sources. 
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Photomet] ric Radiometrie 

Quantity Unit Quantity Unit 

Luminous flux lumen Radiant flux watt 

Luminous 
intensity 

candela* Radiant 
intensity 

watt/steradian 

Luminance candela/ 
meter^ 

Radiance 
2 

watt/meter - 
steradian 

Illuminance lumen/ 
meter^ 

Irradiance 
2 

watt/meter 

In the text below, wherever it is appropriate to take explicit 

note of the spectral response of the eye or wherever photoelectronic 

sensors are under consideration, the quantities used will be radio- 

metric. 

At low light levels, to compensate for the loss of visual stimuli, 

the eye automatically undergoes various adjustments. These adjust- 

ments include: 

• Increasing photon collection by dilation of the pupil. 

• Integrating the signal over larger areas on the retina by ex- 

tracting the signal from larger clusters of elemental sensors. 

• Increasing the sensitivity of the retina by means of dark 

adaptation, which includes switching from less sensitive to 

more sensitive sensors as well as lowering the sensitivity 

thresholds of both. 

• Integrating the signal over a longer time. 

The area of the pupil of the eye is controlled by the iris, a 

ring-shaped involuntary muscle adjacent to the anterior surface of the 

lens. It has been shown (Ref. 3) that the pupil area increases by 

The candela is defined to yield one lumen per steradian. Tbus the 
unit solid angle is implicit in the definition. 
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approximately a factor of 10 as the light level decreases from bright 
3    2 -5 sunlight at 10 cd/m to the darkness of an overcast night at 10 

cd/m . 

The amount of light collected by a circular aperture such as the 

entrance pupil of the eye is given by 

F = AB n (111-3) 

where A is the aiea of the aperture, B is the luminance of a paraxial 

object, and fi is the solid angle subtended by the object at the aper- 

ture. Since an increase in the area of the entrance pupil has no ef- 

fect on the magnification of the eye, the area of the image on the 

retina remains unchanged. Hence, by dilation of the pupil retinal 

illumination increases, image brightness increases, and visual percep- 

tion at low light levels is improved. 

The ability of the eye to integrate the signal over increasing 

areas of the retina with decreasing light level is shown (Ref. 4) in 

Fig. III-2. The threshold luminance B. required for perception of an 

object subtending an angle w at the entrance pupil of the eye decreases 
2 

with increasing a  , which is proportional to the area of the image on 

the retina. Data such as are shown in Fig. III-2 differ little, whether 

a disk or a Landolt C-ring is projected on a screen, and for a given 

a the luminance is increased until the viewer perceives the location 

of either the disk or the gap in the C-ring. The two portions of the 

curve in Fig. Ill-2 are due to the presence of two types of sensors: 

(1) the rods, which respond at low light levels, and (2) the cones, 

for daylight and color vision. 

According to Eq. III-3, the luminous flux collected from an object 
2 2 

by the eye is proportional to the product of B and ot    (since fl « a ). 

However, Fig. III-2 shows that at low light levels, where vision depends 

on the rod sensors, the eye becomes quite ineffective at integrating 

the signal from elements separated from the center of the object by 

distances which subtend angles larger than 4 or 5 deg. Thus, as a 
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approaches 4 or 5 deg, the threshold flux increases rapidly. This 

limitation is shown in Section III-B to be of special significance 

for the application of large-aperture binoculars or night glasses to 

increase visual perception at low light levels. 

2 2 
LOG ff   , minufes 

FIGURE 111-2. Threshold Luminance as a Function of Angle Subtended at Eye Pupil 
by Disk or Gap in Landolt C-Ring (Ref. 4) 

The increase in sensitivity (reduction in visual threshold) that 

occurs with increasing dark adaptation is illustrated in Fig. III-3 

(Ref. 5), where the logarithm of threshold luminance versus time of 

dark adaptation is plotted. The experiments were conducted by pre- 
2 

adaptation with approximately 5000 cd/m of white light and then de- 

termination of the threshold luminance required by the observer to 

resolve the lines of a grating. In these experiments, vision is domi- 

nated by the cone sensors during the first 7 or 8 min of dark adapta- 

tion before the visual threshold of the rod sensors, decreasing more 
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rapidly, becomes dominant. The effect of area on visual threshold, 

as discussed above, is also evident in Fig. III-3. It is interesting 

to note that the rod sensors cannot resolve lines subtending an angle 

of 4 min, while the cone sensors can resolve objects of less than 1 

min. 

o 
SJ-li-71-19 

10 IS 20 

TIME, minutes 

25 30 35 

FIGURE 111-3.   Threshold Luminance as a Function of Time During Dark Adaptation 
Following Preadaptation to 5000 cd/m2 (Ref. 5) 

The relatively slow progress of dark adaptation shown in Fig. 
III-3 poses a severe problem for sensitive vision at night if an ob- 
server is required to pass from a brightly illuminated artificial en- 
vironment into a dimly illuminated natural environment or if dark 
adaptation is destroyed by flashes or occasional sources of light in 
an otherwise dark scene.    For example, under the conditions applying 

-2    2 
to Fig. III-3, if the object luminance were 10  cd/m , the observer 

would have to wait nearly 11 min to become sufficiently dark-adapted 

to perceive a gross unlined object, and approximately 22 min to resolve 
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a line grating in which a line subtends an angle of 8 min at the eye. 

Image-intensifier and television systems can be of great value under 

such conditions, since it is unnecessary to wait for dark adaptation 

if the output image is presented at sufficient brightness. 

The ability of the eye to integrate the signal over a longer time 

at low light levels appears to be the least important of the response 

parameter adjustments made to compensate for the decreased photon flux. 

Rose (Ref. 6), for example, claims that the effective storage or inte- 

gration time of the eye is close to 0.2 sec and that it varies little 

from extremely low to high light levels. Schade (Ref. 7), on the other 

hand, claims that the effective storage time decreases from approxi- 

mately 0.2 sec at the threshold of vision towards a plateau of approx- 

imately 0.05 sec at high illumination. 

B.  LOW-LIGKT-LEVEL PERFORMANCE OF 3IN0CULARS 

Limited aid to visual performance at low light levels can be pro- 

vided by means of purely geometric optic devices such as binoculars. 

Special care is taken in the design and construction of such devices 

to ensure maximum transfer of radiation collected by the objective to 

the retina of the eye. It is essential that the exit pupil of tne de- 

vice is large enough to match the large entrance pupil of the dark- 

adapted eye. In this case, binoculars will produce the subjective im- 

pression of increased image brightness and permit the detection of 

targets not visible to the unaided eye. This increase in visual per- 

formance, the well-known night-glass effect, is shown below to result 

from the increased size of the image on the retina provided by the 

subje"tive magnification of the binoculars. It does not result from 

more irradiance in the image. Indeed, an increase in image radiance 

by purely geometric optics would violate the second law of thermo- 

dynamics. 

The other parameters upon which the detection of a target image 

depends, such as wavelength, exposure time, contrast, and requirement 

for dark adaptation, are little affected by night-vision binoculars. 
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The aid to visual performance provided by night-vision binoculars de- 

pends solely on the spatial integration capability of the dark-adapted 

eye, which was described in Section III-A as relatively ineffective 

for images viewed in the eyepiece subtending more than 4 to 5 deg at 

the entrance pupil of the eye. 

In any well-designed visual instrument, such as night-vision 

binoculars, the eye is placed so that the entrance pupil of the eye 

nearly coincides in position with the exit pupil of the instrument, 

since placing the eye elsevdiere merely introduces an additional stop 

that may unnecessarily reduce the field of view. A diagram of the 

complete visual system is shown in Fig. Ill-4. A detailed discussion 

of the binocular is given in Ref. 8. A detailed discussion of the 

limitation of rays by apertures will be found in Chapter V of Ref. 3. 

ENTRANCE 
WINDOW 

ENTRANCE 
PUPIL 

RETINA 

EXIT 
WINDOW 

EXIT 
PUPIL 

FIGURE 111-4.    Schematic Diagram of Binocular Visual System 
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The increase in visual perception at low light levels realized 

with binoculars may be attributed to the increase in image area on the 

retina produced by the subjective magnification and depends on the 

limited ability of the eye to integrate the signal over the increased 

image area. High subjective magnification is required for target de- 

tection, but the field of view, which is of major importance in visual 

search operations, is reduced in proportion to the increase in retinal 

image area. Thus, binoculars increase ehe probability of detection if 

the object is within the field of view but decrease the probability 

that the visual field includes the object to be detected. 

C.  BASIC PARAMETERS AND THEORY OF PERFORMANCE OF PHOTOELECTRONIC 
IMAGING SYSTEMS 

1. Optical Parameters and Principle of Operation 

The incorporation of PEI devices in visual systems permits the 

manipulation of design parameters with far greater flexibility than 

allowed with binoculars. Image-intensifier night-vision systems in- 

corporate an objective for collecting and focusing the radiant flux 

emanating from the scene onto the fiber-optic faceplate of an iraage- 

intensifier tube.; an image-intensifier tube usually containing three 

stages of intensification, and an eyepiece presenting an enlarged 

virtual image of the intensifier display. Low-light-level television 

systems incorporate the following: an objective, one or more inten- 

sifier modules, a camera tube, fiber-optic couplers, a video signal 

amplifier, and a monitor containing a kinescope for displaying a real 

image for viewing. The incorporation of PEI devices in visual systems 

has the effect of decoupling the input and output radiant fluxes, re- 

moving some of the optical constraints encountered in bino-uxar sys- 

tems, such as those on: 

• The utilization of radiant flux outside the visible spectrum 

and generally the use of more efficient image sensors than 

the eye. 
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• Independent adjustments of subjective magnificat. )n and flux 

collection power. 

• The use of integration times longer than that of the eye. 

• The time required for dark adaptation (dark adaptation is not 

required). 

• The independent choice of optimum image brightness for high 

visual acuity and freedom from eyestrain. 

In aadition, PEI systems may provide greater flexibility of viewing 

through the use of remote-view television techniques. In practice, 

limitations on the performance of PEI systems arise because of imper- 

fect technology and practical restrictions on size., weight, and cost. 

a. Image-Intensifier Systems. In visual systems incorporating 

image intensifiers, the three parameters, (1) subjective magnifica- 

tion, (2) collection power, and (3) field of view, can be adjusted 

independently, in contrast to binocular visual systems. In addition, 

the threshold sensitivity, quantu. efficiency, and integration time 

of the system are subject to optimization to increase visual perrc - 

tion at low values of scene radiance.,v 

In image-intensifier systems, if sufficient gain is pro- 

video j the appearance of a scintillation on the display will educe a 

visual sensation in the retina. Hence, the quantum efficiency of a 

visual system incorporating an image intensifier is characteristic of 

the quantum efficiency of the in age-sensing surfoce of the intensifier. 

If the duration of a scintillation produced on the display 

of an image intensifier is considerably longer than the integration 

time of the eye, the effective integration ti^.e of the complete visual 

system is characteristic of the integration time of the intensifier. 

Generally, however, image intensifiers are designed with integration 

Each of the parameter,-: is consideree. in turn, beginning with sub- 
jective magnification, in Ref. 8. 
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times comparable to that ot the eye to avoid loss of visual percep- 

tion for moving targets. 

k« Television Systems. Television systems for low-light-level 

applications offer some additional degrees of design flexibility not 

available to direct-view image-incensifier systems. Besides the pos- 

sibility of separating the position of the image sensor from tht, image 

display, it is possible to perform contrast enhancement and other 

forms of image processing by means of associated optical and computer 

systems with the long-range possibility of a completely automatic 

photoelectronic imaging and decision-making system. 

These additional degrees of design flexibility in remote- 

view television systems result from the incorporation of an additional 

conversion process not found in direct-view image intensifiers—the 

conversion of the two-dimensional electron image generated at the pri- 

mary photocathode into a video signal current by means of sequential 

readout of the image elements of the electron image on the camera-tube 

charge storage target. The conversion of the electron image into a 

video signal and subsequent amplification may introduce a limit on 

sensitivity not associated with the parameters of the eye. The mini- 

mum detectable signal current will be determined by the video pream- 

plifier noise unless sufficient electron multiplication of the primary 

photoelsctron is provided. In practice, it has been found that an 
4 

electron multiplicav ^n of about 10 is required. Electron multiplication 

may be achieved wi*"h image-intensifier modules and/or internal electron 

multiplication by means of electron bombardment of the storage target. 

If sufficient electron multiplication ahead of the storage 

and readout system is provided, the video current will consist of a 

coarse-grained signal current of large pulses reflecting the Poisson 

distribution and its noise in the signal current—large pulses com- 

pared to th usual fine-grained noise current of the preamplifier. 

The luminous image formed on the display by conversion of the video 

current will consist of bright scintillations forming the image and 

a dim background randomly generated by the video noise current. Under 
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these conditions, the quantum efficiency of the total visual system 

comprising the remote-view television system and the operator will be 

characteristic of the primary photocathode. Threshold sensitivity and 

integration time, as in direct-viev; image-intensifier systems, will be 

at the disposal of the designer subject to whatever restrictions are 

imposed by operational requireme.. 3, size, weight, and cost. 

The same flexibility in design of subjective magnification 

and radiant flux collection power exists in remote-view television 

systems as in direct-view image-intensifier systems. However, the 

subjective magnification is not so rigidly specified. The difference 

lies in the fact that the magnification between the display and the 

retina depends on the distance, which may not be rigidly controlled. 

The field of view of a television system is determined by 

the size of the primary photocathode and the focal length of the ob- 

jective. 

2. Spectral Response of Photocathodes 

The effectiveness of a photocathode employed in a low-light-level 

photoelectronic imaging (PEI) system largely depends on the match be- 

tween the spectral content of the input image irradiance and the 

spectral responsivity of the photocathode. The principal sources of 

passive nighttime radiant power in the order of decreasing magnitudes 

are the full mcon, the hydroxyl emissions of the upper reaches of the 

atmosphere known as airglow, and the stars. The spectral content of 

moonlight, of course, is somewhat similar to that of sunlight. The 

airglow, whose integrated spectral radiant power (in the range from 

0.6 to 1.8 microns) is only a factor of 10 less than full moonlight, 

exhibits roughly an exponentially increasing spectral radiant power 

dependence on wavelength. In addition, since both the contrast cf 

many military targets against vegetation increases and the loss of 

contrast in transmission via atmospheric scattering decreases with 

increasing wavelength from the visible into the near infrared, it is 

valuable in low-light-level PEI systems to employ photocathodes with 

high near-infrared response. 
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The spectral responses of several typical photocathodes used as 

image sensors in PEI systems are shown in Fig. III-5. The S-l sur- 

faces are sensitive well into the near infrared and have been used in 

conjunction with auxiliary near-infrared scene irradiators designed 

to achieve operational covertness. One application during World War 

II was the sniperscope. Altho gh the S-10 surface has been used ex- 

tensively in commercial broadcast applications, where the similarity 

between its spectral response and that of the eye (shown in Fig. III-l) 

is prized, it is of no interest in the design of low-light-level PEI 

systems. The S-20 and its derivatives, the S-25 and S-20VR,* with 

their high responsivity in both the visible and near-infrared portions 

of the spectrum, are the standard photocathodes employed in low-light- 

level PEI systems. 

The value of the mean responsivity a™ of an S-10 surface measured 

with a 28540K lav. p  is typically 0.8 ma/watt. 

One of the first steps forward in low-light-level imaging was the 

development of the S-20 surface with a OL, of typically 3 ma/watt. 

This surface was gradually improved by extending its red response so 

that by the mid-1960's values of a,, equal to 4 ma/watt became quite 

commonplace, with occasional values as high as 5 to 6 ma/watt. As the 

S-20 was improved, it became known as the S~20XR (XR for extended red) 

and was finally type-classified as the S-25. More recently even 

further improvements have resulted in a surface which is tentatively 

described as the S-20VR i.VR for very red), whose mean responsivity is 

reported to vary from 5 to 9 ma/watt. The responsivity of the S-20VR 

in the near infrared is especially notable. Both the S-25 and the 

S-20VR will be used in calculations, although the S-20VR is not now 

as commonly available. 

If the thermionic emission or dark current of a photocathode is 

comparable to or higher than the photoelectric current, contrast in 

* 
S-20VR is not a Joint Electron Device Engineering Council (JEDEC) 
term but is applied to the recent better S-20 cathodes by V^ro, 
Inc., and others. 
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the output image of a scene is reduced. The thermionic emission or 
-11     -12      2 

dark current of the S-l is quite high, being 10   to 10   amp/cm at 

room temperature. In many cases it is necessary to cool this surface 

to avoid excessive contrast loss. The dark current of the S-10 is 

considerably better at 10   to 10   amp/cm but is still higher 

than desired for low-light-level applications. For the S-20 and S-25 

surface, dark current is extremely low (10"  to 10"  amp/cm ) and is 

not ordinarily a problem. The dark current of the S-20VR is oimilarly 

low. 

3. Luminous Conversion Factor 

In the operation of a low-light-level PEI system, the photoelec- 

tric current density generated at thi primary photocathode is first 

amplified and then focused onto an output phosphor where a radiant 

image is generated. For a given set of electrode potentials the spec- 

tral radiant conversion factor of an image intensifier or kinescope is 

constant over a range of incident current densities j" from near zero 

to near a saturation value. The saturation current density of zinc 
2 

sulphide phosphors such as the P-20 is approximately 0.1 ma/cm , in- 

dependent of the incident electron energy. 

The relative spectral radiant conversion factor as a function of 

X is shown in Fig. III-6 for the typical modified P-20 phosphor used 

in most modern image-intensifier tubes. Comparison of the spectral 

radiant conversion factor of the modified P-20 with the relative spectral 

response curve of the ey shown in Fig. III-l and the photocathode 

spectral responsivity curves shown in Fig. III-5 reveals tbaL efficient 

optical coupling exists between this phosphor and both the human eye 

and the photocathodes S-20 and S-25. 

4. Temporal Response 

If an image system has a temporal response longer than that of 

the eye, the effect is to smear together image detail when an input 

image moves across the photocathode. In an intensifier some lag due 

to phosphor decay can be expected. One such measurement of temporal 

response performed with a modulated light source is snown in Fig. III-7. 
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The temporal response ät the normal TV frame rate (30 frames/sec) is 

seen to be quite high for a single-stage intensifier but is appreciably 

lower for three-stage intensifiers. Methods of measuring and specify- 

ing temporal responses are not well known, but such measurements and 

specifications can be quite important, as will be discussed in connec- 

tion with TV camera tubes. 

i i i n  1 :—r  i i i n 

25-mm   SINGLE-STAGE INTENSIFIER 

r 
25-mm   TWO-STAGE 
INTENSIFIER 

25-mm   THREE-STAGE 
INTENSIFIER 

'   i i i i i i 
0.1 

S3-15-'/l-l3 

1.0 10 

FREQUENCY, Hz 
100 1000 

FIGURE 111-7. Temporal Response of Image Intensifiers 

Although intensifiers do exhibit lag effects of their own, their 

addition to a system can reduce overall system lag. Most camera tubes, 

in particular, have lag characteristics that depend on light level. 

That is, lag increases as light level decreases. By increasing light 

level on the camera tube, the increase in lag due to an added inten- 

sifier is usually more than offset by the decrease in camera lag. 
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5, Spatial Frequency Response 

In the process of detecting the input image, converting it into 

electrons, focusing it onto the phosphor, and recrpating a visible 

image, contrast is lost at oach step for the reason that aberrations 

cause an overlapping of the radiance pattern on the display produced 

by the input image irradiance. In the limit of small-image element 

sizes, as contrast falls below a few percent, detection probability 

approaches zero. 

Rather than reproduction of contrast on the display as a function 

of image element size, it is customary to consider the reproduction of 

the modulation amplitude of a sinusoidal, spatially modulated, radiant 

test pattern as a function of spatial frequency. The relation between 

contrast and modulation amplitude is described below. The modulation 

transfer function (MTF) or sine-wave response of a PEI system is de- 

fined as the ratio of the modulation amplitude of the display image to 

the modulation amplitude of the input image on the photocathode as a 

function of spatial frequency—normalized to unity as the frequency 

approaches zero. The sine-wave response can be measured by projecting 

a sine-wave pattern with 100 percent modulation onto the photocathode. 

First, a sine-wave pattern of low spatial frequency is employed and 

the peak-to-peak output amplitude is noted. With this amplitude as a 

reference, the pattern spatial frequency is increased in discrete 

steps. At each step, the new peak-to-peak amplitude is measured and 

the ratio of this amplitude to that measured at the low spatial fre- 

quency is formed. The plot of these amplitude ratios as functions of 

pattern spatial frequency constitutes the sine-wave response. 

The sine-wave spatial frequency is described quantitatively in 

terms of v, the number of cycles (or line pairs) per millimeter or, 

alternatively, the number of half cycles (or lines) in some dimension 

such as the photocathode diameter or height of the display. The sine- 

Wctve responses of a typical single-intensif ier module and of two- and 

three-intensifier modules, respectively, in cascade with unity magnifi- 

cation are shown in Fig. III-7. In general, the overall sine-wave re- 

sponse of several components in cascade is given by 
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T(vls' W =Tl(vls/ml)T2(vls/mlm2)---Tn(vls/mlm2-"mn)   (III-4) 

where T( v, , v p.) is the overall sine-wave response on the output 

phosphor at frequency v n to an input sine-wave pattern at frequency 

v, ; T..(v, /m.) is the sine-wave response of the first component, 

etc.; m, is the image magnification in the first component, and so on. 

Equation III-4 results from observing that: 

• The spatial frequency on the display is related to the spatial 

frequency on the senscr by Vr, = v /m. 

• The modulation amplitude M at the input to the second compo- 

nent is equal to the modulation amplitude at the output of 

the first component. 

• The modulation amplitude at the output of each component is 

related to the modulation input by M_= T(v/m)M . 

It is apparent, on referring to Fig. III-8, that care must be exer- 

cised in cascading components that the expected increase in perform- 

ance due to increased intensifier gain at the desired frequency is not 

cancelled by the reduced sine-wave response of cadcadea stages at that 

spatial frequency. 

The case of a zoom intensifier merits special attention. If the 

zoom-intensifier sine-wave response were unity at all spatial fre- 

quencies, resolution would be unlimited in both wide-angle and narrow- 

angle modes. Since the wide-angle mode also covers more viewfield, 

there would be little point to zoom with consequent reduction of view- 

field. As  a practical matter, the sine-wave response of the intensi- 

fier is limited by aberrations in the electron optics and the phosphor 

particle sizes. The sine-wave response of a zoom intensifier in both 

wide- and narrow-angle modes is shown in Fig. Ill-9. As the viewfield 

is decreased, going from the wide- to the narrow-angle modes, image 

magnification increases from nu. to rru. in the same ratio. Consequently, 

the spatial frequency scale of the sine-wave response curve is com- 

pressed by the factor n^i/nVj or, alternatively, on the same frequency 
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scale the abscissa of points on the curve may be multiplied by nu,/m , 

shifting the entire curve as indicated in Fig. III-9. Specifically, 

for an 80/25-mm zoom tube, the magnification increases from approxi- 

mately 1/3 to unity as the viewfield is decreased, and the abscisaa 

of points on the wide-angle curve at a given response is shifted in 

the narrow field mode by approximately three times the frequency. 

Thus, some of the higher sine-wave response at a given target spatial 

frequency in the narrow-angle mode is sacrificed in the wide-angle 

mode for the sake of wider viewfield. On the other hand, greater 

brightness gain is realized and, if sufficient brightness gain is not 

otherwise provided, may provide some improvement in performance. 

For evaluation of the overall performance of a complete visual 

system comprising both the human operator and the PEI system, it is 

also necessary to consider the spatial frequency response of the eye 

and the relation between frequency on the display and on the retina. 

Since it is not feasible to monitor the spatial dependence of the 

electrical signals generated in the eye as a function of spatial var- 

iations in the irradiance of the retina, it is not possible to make a 

direct measurement of the spatial frequency response. Rather, spatial 

frequency response can only be indirectly inferred from measurements 

of the modulation amplitude of a sine-wave test pattern required by 

the eye for some specified detection probability and the signal-to- 

noise ra'rio theory of detection probability. The dependence of de- 

tection probability on the signal-to-noise ratio at the decision cen- 

ters of the brain, because it involves such parameters as the quantum 

efficiency and the temporal and spatial bandwidths of the eyt, is in- 

complete. However, the required modulation function alone is suffi- 

cient to make predictions of the overall performance of a PEI system 

and its operator. 

The frequency scale of the required modulation function depends 

on the distance from the eye to the display of a television monitor 

or the subjective magnification (tT>) of an eyepiece. For example, if 

the viewing distance were 30 inches. In would be 1/3. 
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The TSKMilred modulation as a tunction of frequency in cycles per 

inch calculated fron, retina.l modulation sensitivity curves published 

by A. van Meeteren (Ref. 9) is shown in Fig, 111-10 for a subjective 

magnification of unity and three lumins "le levels. These curves wsre 

determined under conditions such that for a given display luminance 

the signal-to-noise ratio is maximum, and hence the curves represent 

the minimum required modulation functions. The curve at 0<,52 cd/m or 

0.15 tt-L corresponds approximately to the usual luminance working 

level of an image intensifier display. Figure 111-10 reveals that re- 

duction of display luminance below 0.52 cd/m has a dramatic effect on 

the required modulation function, while increases in display luminance 

have a much smaller J Elative effect. 

ST4-28-70-I 

3 4 5 

cycl«/""» 

DISPLAY SPATIAL FREQUENCY 

FIGURE 111-10.   Minimum Required Modulation cor Detection of Sine-Wave Pattern 
by Eye (Ref. 9) 
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The  relation between the niniuKR reQvdreö aoduldtion functions 

and the output raodulation of a typical low-light-level television sys- 

tein is shown in Fig. Ill-lla and b at two display luminances, as in- 

dicated. In Fig. Ill-11a and b, for 30 percent input modulation, the 

output modulation of a single-stage noiss-free but otherwise typical 

low-light-level television tube as a function of spatial frequency is 

shown in conjunction with the required modulation at viewing distances 

equal to six and three times the raster height. The frequencies at 

the intersections of the required modulation and output modulation 

curves are the resolution values of the eye-display combination under 

the assumed conditions. In Fig. IH-llb, increasing the viewing dis- 

tance from three to six times the raster height reduces the resolution 

from roughly 500 to 350 television lines per raster height. 

In image-intensifier systems the subjective magnification of the 

eyepiece is typical3.y seven times, which is equivalent to a viewing 

distance of only 1.4 in. Therefore, both the required modulation of 

the eye and the resolution are determined by the output luminance fluc- 

tuations. However, an exception may arise in single-stage demagnifying 

image intensifiers, where both M and the display luminance may become 

low compared to their corresponding values in a conventional multistage 

image intensifier. 

It is important in the design of both remote-view television and 

direct-view image-intensifier systems to present the output image to 

the eye at sufficient luminance and angular size that the required 

modulation is little affected by the optical properties of the eye and 

the neurological organization of the retina but rather by the funda- 

mental effects of output luminous fluctuations on the decision process. 

It has been determined empirically (Part II) that excellent cor- 

relation exists between the subjective quality of aerial photographs 

and the modulation ••-ransfer function area (MTFA) bounded by the Ordi- 

nate axis, ehe image modulation function of the photograph, and the 

required modulation function of the eye. The rationale for the choice 

(Ref. 10) of the MTFA as an overall measure of picture quality and 
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o>3«rv*r p«*Hori»m« is luksed 5« the jsaervs^ion m*t tasy detect ion 

of a particular spatial frequency requii«s that the «ctlul .tier, shoujd 

be as high as possible (conspicuous) above that required by the eye, 

for, say, 50 percent detection probability with unlimited viewing time. 

In aerial photograpns, all spatial frvmencies are generally of in- 

terest. Hence, the MTFR was proposed as an overall measure of observer 

performance and picture quelity. In the visual observation of photo- 

graphs, the modulation required by the eye at low spatial frequencies 

depends on the properties of the visual system. At higher spatial 

frequencies, fluctuations in grain size set the requirement and cause 

the required modulation to rise. 

In  ^ case of low '-iput image irradiance to PEI systems, a rise 

in required modulation with increasing frequency is observed that is 

due to fluctuations in the output luminance produced by scintaillations 

on the display. While the required modulation function depends on the 

optics and neurological organization of the eye at high-input irradi- 

ance, at low-input irradiance the required modulation function is 

largely determined by the effects of luminance fluctuations at the 

display on the decision process. A different required modulation 

curve occurs at low-input irradiance for each photocathode at each 

input irradiance. The effect of fluctuations on the required modula- 

tion function of the eye is discussed further below. 

6. Theory of Performance of Photoelectronic Imaging 

The probability of correctly identifying a known signal in the 

presence of noise is a function of the signal-to-noise ratio. It has 

been demonstrated by Rose (Ref. 6), Schade (Ref. 11), Coltman (Ref. 

12), and Coltman and Anderson (Ref. 13) that the probability of de- 

tecting simple targets, such as disks on a uniform background, bar 

patterns, and sine-wave patterns, depends on the signal-to-nois^ ratio 

of the image formed on the display. They concluded that in an image 

formed by scintillations (under low brightness conditions, vdien fluc- 

tuations in intensifier gain and internal sources of noise can be 

neglected), the signal is proportional to the average difference in 
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the number of scintillations generated ät adjacent iiraqe elements j»sr 

sampling time (the effective Integration time of the eye), and the 

noise is proportional to the root-mean-square value of the fluctua- 

tions in the difference. 

The primary source of noise at the input of a PEI system arises 

from shot noise inherent in the photoelectric current generated at the 

photocathode by random absorption of the incident photon flux. It is 

observed that the numbers arriving on a small area of the sensor in 

equal intervals of time obey the Poisson distribution function. The 

root-mean-square value of the fluctuations about the average number 

is equal to the average number. Such temporal fluctuations constitute 

noise tha inhibits image perception and reduces detection probability 

per glimpse. 

For a given input-image element size and sampling time, the 

signal-to-noise ratio of the output image is determined by four prop- 

erties of the PEI system: 

1. The size of the entrance pupil of the objective. 

2. The quantum efficiency of the photocathode. 

3. The internal generation of noise, such as shot noise in 

thermionic current (fluctuations in electron multiplication 

processes and Johnson noise in the input resistor of the 

video amplifier). 

4. The degree to which the input image can be reproduced on the 

display without overlap of the luminance of adjacent image 

elements, i.e., the modulation transfer function. 

- In image-intensifier tubes, thermionic current and fluctuations 

in electron multiplication are generally negligible compared to the 

shot noise of the photocathode current. In low-light-level televisioi. 

systems, if high intensifier gain is provided, the video amplifier 

output current consists of a coarse-grained current of large pulses 

and a fine-grained noise current. The large pulses result from charge 

pulses evoked by emission of an electron from the photocathode and by 
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electron multiplication increased to several thousand electrons befOi * 

the video »ftplifier. The fine-grained noise current in tubes without 

electron multipliers largely results from random thermal generation 

in the first stage of the  video preamplifier. Intensification of a 
4 

primary photoelectron by a factor of approximately 10 at ste    ard 

scan rates is sufficient to overcome the effect of video noise in the 

output image. 

5 
As an example, if the storage target cor-pnses 5 x 10 storage 

elements and the frame time is 1/30 sec, the readout time of one 
-8 -8 

storage element is 6.7 x 10  sec. For a readout time of 6.7 x 10 
4 

sec and primary electron intensification of 10 , the average pulse 

current due to a single photoelectrcn will be roughly 24 na, providing 

an average pulse-current signal-to-video amplifier noise ratio of 10 

at the input to a good video preamplifier. Primary electron intensi- 
4 

fioation of 10 can be easily obtained with a combination of a one- 

stage image intensifier and SEBIR tube, can be just barely obtained 

with a one-stage image intensifier and SEC vidicon combination, and 

cannot Le realized with a double image intensifier and plumbicon or 
4 

vidicon combination. The required factor of 10 requires three cas- 

caded intensifiers for an intensifier vidicon camera. However, more 

intensification, at a sacrifice in frequency response, is obtained by 

cascading more intensifier stages. 

The steps followed in the analysis of photoelectronic imaging 

systems consist in calculating the signal and the noise, forming the 

signal-to-noise ratio, setting it equal to unity, and solving for the 

modulation, i.e., the noise-equivalent modulation (NEM). The modula- 

tion required by the eye is then determined by multiplying the NEM by 

the signal-to-noise factor k required by the observer to make correct 

decisions of a given probability. 

The chief result of the analysis of image intensifiers is given 

by the following equation* for the required modulation M.: 

* 
The derivation of Eq, III-5 is given in Section IV-F of Ref. 8. 
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^ = 3-8?TVos/(2^st)5 (III-5) 

where 3.8 is the S/N factor k (Ref. 14), e is the length-to-width ratio 

of a half period of a sine-wave test pattern, v  is the spatial fre- 

quency of the test pattern at the photocathode in cycles/mm, n is the 
2 photoelectron emission of the primary photocathode in electrons/mm - 

■sec, and t is 0.2 sec—the effective integration time of the eye and 
phosphor. Higher values ot M would be required if higher detection 

probability, shorter detection time, or detection under field condi- 

tions rather than laboratory conditions were required. 

For low-light-level television systems, it is convenient to ex- 

press the modulation required by the eye in the form 

Mt = 3.8TTN/[5e(is/e)t]^ (III-6) 

where N is the number of television lines per raster height, s is the 

length-to-width ratio of a half period of the test pattern, t is 0.2 

sec, the integration time of the eye, e is the magnitude of the elec- 
~     2 tron charge in coulombs, i = e n (4/3)H is the total primary photo- 

cathode current, and H is the height of a raster on the photocathode. 

Equation III-6 applies to low-Jight-level television systems with suf- 

ficient intensifier gain that the output signal-to-noise ratio is 

negligibly affected by the video preamplifier noise. 

The overall performance of a low-light-level PEI-human eye system 

at a given scene radiance is essentially specified by the frequency 

response (modulation transfer) function and the required modulation 

function of the eye. For example5 output modulation functions for 

several values of input modulation, calculated curves of required mod- 

ulation for several values of primary photocathode current, and mini- 
2 

rnum required modulation functions at display luminances of 0.52 cd/m 
2 

and 7.72 cd/m are shown in Fig. 111-12 for a typical triple image in- 

tensifier and in Fig. 111-13 for a typical low-light-level television 

system. 
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SPATIAL FREQUENCY, eydm/mm 

24 28 

FIGURE III- 12.   (a)  Output Modulation of Typical Triple image Intensifier for Input 
Modulation Values M   of 1.0, 0.7, C.3, and 0.1 and (b) Theoretical 

Modulation M  Required by the Eye for Values of Photocathode Current 

Density js of 10"16, 4 x 10"16
f lO"15, 4 x lo"15, 10'14

# 4 x lo"'4, 
-13 2 

and 10       amp/mm .   Experimental Limiting Required Modulatfon 
2 2 

Curves, Labeled 0.52 cd/m   and 7.72 cd/m , are for an M = 7 Ocular. 
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FIGURE 111-13.   (a)  Output Modulation of Typical Low-Light-Level Television for Input 
Modulation Values M of 1.0, 0.7, 0.3, and 0.1 and (b) Theoretical 

Modulation Required by the Eye for Primary Photocathode Current i  of 
-13       -12       -11 -10 s 

10     ,10     ,10     , and 10      amp.   ExperimenkJ Limiting Required 
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Modulation Curves, Labeled 0.52 ccj/m   and 7.72 cd/m , are for a 
Viewing Distance Equal to Three Times the Raster Height. 
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These figures depict the following information: 

• The ratio of the output modulation to the required modulation 

at a given spatial frequency, equal to 1/3.8 times the output 

signal-to-noise ratio. 

• At the intersection of a given output modulation and required 

modulation curve, the value of the output signal-to-noise 

ratio is just 3.8, the minimum required for 50 percent detec- 

tioh probability. Hence, the corresponding value of spatial 

frequency at the point of intersection is the resolution fre- 

quency of the PEI-human eye system for test patterns of a 

given modulation and radiance. 

It is interesting to note, first, that the value of required mod- 

ulation"^ a», the resolution frequency is not 1.5 percent, as commonly 

suppoped, but depends on the primary photocathode current density de- 

termined by the "apparent" radiance of the test pattern, the f-number 

of the objective, and the mean responsivity of the photocathode. Sec- 

ond, it is interesting to note that the limiting resolution frequency 

at low input irradiance is not proportional to the square root of the 

nrimary photocathode current density but rather is relatively insensi- 

tive to it. 

The common assumption that ^solution frequency is proportional 

to the square root of the mean responsivity owes its origin to the 

earliest papers (Refs. 6, 12) on the signal-to-noise theory of reso- 

lution, in which the authors did not include consideration of the 

frequency-response function. This, in effect, amounts to assuming an 

ideal flat frequency-response function. For example, in Fig. 111-12 

this assumption would result in the output modulation curves becoming 

horizontal lines. The intersections of the required modulation curves 

with these horizontal lines of output modulation would then yield the 

At low modulation, the contrast is about twice the modulation value, 
For the relation between modulation amplitude and contrast, see Eq. 
52, Ref. 8. 
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proportionality of resolution frequency on the square root of irean 

responsivity. However, due to the rapid roll-off of frequency revSponse 

with increasing frequency, the resolution frequency is quite insensi- 

tive to responsivity. 

The relative importance of responsivity and frequency räsponse 

to performance is discusr-^o further in Part IV, where specific image 

intensifier tube strucvares are described. 
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IV. IMAGE-INTENSIFIER TUBE STRUCTURES 

by Älvin ü. Schnitzler 

A.  BASIC SINGLE-STAGE STRUCTURE 

Night-vision systems incorporate a variety of image-intensifier 

devices, often in combinations, designed to meet various operational 

conditions and military requirements. The physical electronic func- 

tions performed in image intensifiers include: 

• Conversion of the radiant image formed on the image-seusor 

surface into an electron image, 

• Intensification of the electron image, and 

• Conversion of the intensified electron image formed on the 

display surface into a visual Lnage 

By far the most sensitive image-intensifier devices—and the only ones 

found to be useful at low radiation levels—rely on photoelectron 

emission in vacua for radiant-to-electron image conversion, though 

photoemission is not as efficient a conversion process as the internal 

photoelectric effect in photoconductors. Photoemissive devices are 

superior because in the internal electron-multiplication process, the 

mean free path of hot electrons is so short that the high electric 

field required to achieve multiplication results in background current 

exceeding the photoelectric current at low radiation levels by many 

orders of magnitude. Another essential advantage of vacuum photoemis- 

sion is that the process is extremely fast and free of the capacitive 

lag problem inherent in photovoltage-dependent image sensors such as 

the vidicon and the velocity selector tube. 

In addition to brightness gain, image intensifiers can be used to 

provide viewfield zoom by simple electronic means. They are also 

simply coupled to television pickup tubes to increase their sensitivity. 
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The simplest and earliest developed (publications on them appeared 

in the ISSO's) image intensifiers (Ref. 1) consist of a photocathode, 

an electron lens, and a phosphor screen. The power that provides the 

possibility for image intensification comes from that absorbed by the 

electrons falling through the potential difference between cathode 

and phosphor. If the potential difference is several thousand volts, 

the high-energy electrons impinging on the phosphor screen will pro- 

duce many electron-hole pairs, which subsequently recombine to yield 

many output light quanta. Focusing of the electron image, generated 

by the radiant image incident on the photocathode, onto the phosphor 

screen by either (1) proximity focusing, (2) electrostatic focusing, 

or (3) magnetic focusing gives rise to three types of basic image- 

intensifier tubes. 

Proximity focusing depends on accelerating the photoemitted elec- 

trons in their parabolic paths so that the transit time from cathode 

to phosphor is so short that the transverse distance traveled by the 

electrons is negligible. Disadvantages of this method of electron 

focusing are: 

• The high electric fields required tend .o cause cold-electron 

emission, which exhibits shot noise and reduces contrast in 

the image produced at the screen. 

• The close spacing required makes the preparation of the photo- 

cathode difficult. 

Electrostatic focusing of electrons results from superposition of 

a radially symmetric field and the longitudinal electric field in the 

space between cathode and screen. Such an electrostatic lens is cap- 

able of forming a first-order image and is analogous to a glass lens 

with variable index of refraction (the square root of the electric 

potential at each point corresponding to the index of refraction). 

Unfortunately, electrostatic lenses are subject to severe aberrations, 

including curvature of the image field, astigmatism, and radial dis- 

tortion. It has not been found practical to design electrostatic 

lenses to provide a good extended image when a flat cathode is employed. 
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However, by proper curvature of the cathode, both curvature of image 

field and radial distortion can be reduced so that the resolution over 

an extended image several centimeters in diameter exceeds the phosphor 

cap3bilit5.es. 

Magnetic focusing of electrons emitted by the photocathode re- 

sults from superposition of a strong, uniform axial magnetic field and 

the electric field in the space between cathode and screen. Emitted 

electrons traverse helical paths under the influence of the uniform 

parallel electric and magnetic, fields, and, independent of their ini- 

tial lateral velocities, all electrons emitted from a point come to- 

gether to form image points periodically after each complete cycle. 

The phosphor screen is generally placed at the first image point. The 

chief advantage of the magnetic lens is that high resolution can be 

obtained with a flat photocathode. However, exact adjustment and 

regulation of the electric and magnetic fields are necessary for good 

resolution requiring well-regulated power supplies. Moreover, mag- 

netic lenses are generally bulky. Therefore, the most commonly used 

method of electron focusing in image intensifiers of low to moderate 

resolution is electrostatic focusing. 

A typical module of an electrostatically focused image intensifier 

is shown in Fig. IV-1. It consists of an evacuated glass envelope with 

a photocathode on the inner surface of one fiber-optic plate and a 

phosphor on the other. The inner surface of the fiber-optic plates 

are curved to minimize image distortion. The photoeleccron image is 

greatly accelerated and focused onto the phosphor, which recreates 

the original image in correct spatial correspondence, except that the 

image is inverted top for bottom and right for left. To prevent feed- 

back of phosphor light to the photocathode, the internal cone-shaped 

electrode is blackened and the inner surface of the phosphor is alumi- 

nized. The light that emanates from the output plate is diffused, so 

that when coupling to other intensifiers, both first-stage output and 

second-stage input plates must be optically flat and tightly joined. 
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PHOTOCATHODE PHOSPHOR 

FIBER-OPTIC 
FACEPLACE 

FIBER-OPTIC 
ENDPLATE 

33-17-71-10 

FIGURE IV-1. Schematic of a Single-Stage Image Intensifier 

The maximum accelerating voltage is typically 15 kv. At higher 

voltages, the dark current rapidly increases, and difficulties with 

positive-ion bombardment of the photocathode may be encountered. Some 

control over image brightness can  be achieved by reducing the acceler- 

ating voltage (about 10 to 15:1), but at voltages much below 2 to 3 

kv the image will lose focus and rotate. 

If the magnification is made variable and an increase in magnifi- 

cation is accompanied by a decrease in viewfield, then one has elec- 

tronic zoom. This can be accor ilished by reducing the effective area 

of the input photocathode while maintaining the same size of the image 

field on the phosphor. A zoom intensifier in which the input photo- 

cathodp area is variable is shown in Fig. IV-2. In this tube, the 

amount of photocathode area that is imaged on the phosphor is electronically 
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variable by changing potentials on various internal focus electrodes. 

In current practice, a zoom of up to 3:1 viewfield can be provided 

while maintaining the image field on the phosphor at full size. 

NARROW-ANGLE VIEW 

WIDE-ANGLE VIEW 

/ 

PHOTOCATHODE 

V 

S3-I7-71- PHOSPHOR- 

FIGURE IV-2.   Schematic of an "Elecfronfc Zoom" Intensifier 

The most common intensifier module sizes are 16/16, 18/18, 25/25, 

40/13, 40/25, 40/40, 60/18, 80/25, and 80/40 mm, where the first num- 

ber refers to the photocathode diameter and the last refers to the 

phosphor diameter. The approximate dimensions are given in Table IV-1. 

These sizes vary considerably from manufacturer to manufacturer but 

may be thought of as representative. 
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TABLE IV-1. TYPICAL IWTENSIFIER DIMENSIONS 

Intensifier 
Photocathode/Phosphor 

Dia., mm 
Zoom 
Range 

1:1 

Length, 
in. 

Diameter,* 
in. 

16/16 1.65 1.16 

18/18 1:1 2.0 1.35 

25/25 1:1 2.4 2.0 

AO/25 1:1 5.4 4.0 

40/40 1:1 3.7 3.0 

60/18 3:1 6.0 3.7 

80/25 ?.'l 8.0 6.0 

80/40 3:1 8.0 6.0 

Exclusive of high-voltage insulation 

B. CASCADE IMAGE INTENSIFIERS 

Early interest in image lntens4fiers was stimulated by concern 

for increasing the sensitivity of television camera tubes. However, 

the technology of photocathodes and phosphor screens had not then 

developed to the point where intensification could be achieved. The 

best available cathodes at the time were the silver-oxygen-cesium 

photoemitters, and their sensitivity to near-infrared radiation stimu- 

lated an interest in infrared image conversion. During World War II, 

infrared image-converter tubes were manufactured end incorporated into 

Snooperscopes for use by the Army. Conversion efficiencies were too 

low for passive operation, and it was necessary to irradiate the scene 

with infrared. 

With the development of the cesium antimony cathode (Ref. 2) and 

advances in phosphor technology, it became possible in the 1940's to 
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achieve intensifier ga?Ji with a simple photocathode-phosphor sort en 

tube. Dating from the 1930's, the concept of achieving high intensi- 

fier gains by cascading stages was now technically feasible. As a 

result of t^e loss of resolution due to lateral diffusion of light as 

it passes through the glass windows between the phosphor screen of one 

tube and the photocathode of the next, it was not feasible to simply 

cascade single-stage tubes. Rather, it was necessary to fabricate 

dynodes consisting of a thin supporting membrane of glass or mica 

coated on one side with a phosphor layer and on the other with a semi- 

transparent photocathode for mounting in a single glass tube envelope. 

The chief drawback to these phosphor-photocathode multistage tubes, 

besides their expense, was the necessity of applying magnetic focusing 

between the flat dynodes to avoid curvature of the electron image 

field and radial distortion. An important application of phosphor- 

photocathode multistage tubes is to astronomy, where size and expense 

are not considered to be a serious hindrance to their acceptance. 

Another tube, somewhat similar in nature, became feasible with 

the development in the 1950»s of transmission secondary emission multi- 

plier dynodes (Ref. 3), consisting of an aluminum oxide supporting 

film coated on one side with a thin metal film electrode on which is 

deposited a semicorJuctor of low electron affinity, such as potassium 

chloride, vÄiich serves as the secondary emitter. Photoexcited elec- 

crons emitted from the cathode gain sufficient energy from an applied 

electric field between the cathode and dynode to penetrate the alumi- 

num oxide, the metal film electrode, and the semiconductor where most 

of the energy is absorbed. Typically 4 to 8 transmission secondary 

electrons are emitted into the vacuum from the semiconductor and, in 

turn, are accelerated to impinge on a second dynode. As many as 4 or 

5 dynodes may be used to achieve electric current gains of the order 

of 10,000. Due to the difficulty of obtaining the right curvature of 

.he thin dynodes for electrostatic focusing, flat dynodes are used 

and magnetic focusing is required. Consequently, these tubes, like 

phosphor-photocathode multistage tubes, are bulky and expensive to 

fabricate. 
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Further advances in photocathode technology resulted from the 

development (Ref. 4) of trialkali antimony photoemitters in 1955. 

With their enhanced response, these cathodes, incorporated in suitable 

high-gain image-intensifier tubes, offered the possibility of passive 

viewing under nighttime conditions of only partial moonlight or star- 

light. To be easily handled and to receive wide acceptance by po- 

tential users, tubes incorporating trialkali antimony cathodes could 

not rely on bulky magnetic lenses and would have to be much less ex- 

pensive to build than the two high-gain image-intensifier tubes de- 

scribed above. The development (Ref. 5) of fiber-optic plates in the 

ISSO's was to play an important role in the subsequent development of 

cascade image intensifiers of modular form, which go a long way toward 

fulfilling the above tube requirements. 

Fiber-optic plates used in image intensifiers are made of an ar- 

ray of tiny fibers fused together, each fiber consisting of a core of 

glass having a high index of refraction, coated with a sheath of glass 

having a lower index of refraction. The individual fibers behave as 

dielectric waveguides, transmitting the light entering at one end to 

the opposite end. If an image is focused on one side of a fiber-optic 

plate, it will be efficiently transmitted through the plate with very 

little lateral diffusion. However, because most phosphors have a 

considerably higher index of refraction than available optical glasses, 

a certain fraction of the light emitted by a phosphor strikes the fiber 

sheath at an angle less than critical and refracts out of the fiber 

into neighboring fibers. This problem is avoided either jy coating 

the fibers with a second sheath of absorbing material or by strategically 

locating discrete absorbing fibers in the interstices. 

The chief value of fiber optics for cascade image intensifiers is 

that it permits the selection of faceplates of sufficient thickness to 

be mechanically strong, subject to any shape desired, and yet no loss 

of resolution occurs due to lateral diffusion of light as it passes 

through the faceplate. In particular, the outside of a plate can be 

flat, while the inside face on which either the cathode or the phosphor 

may be deposited is curved co meet the requirements of electrostatic 
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focusing. Thus, two or more single-stage tubes can be optically 

coupled together efficiently by simply placing the flat outside faces 

of the fiber optic plates in contact. The coupling efficiency in 

this instance can be as high as 50 to 80 percent, depending on the 

type, diameter, and cladding of the fiber used. A practical advantage 

in using fiber optics is that each single-stage tube can be constructed, 

processed, and tested separately for high performance before being 

incorporated into a complete cascade image intensifier. 

A typical three-stage modular cascade image intensifier tube is 

shown in Fig. IV-3. The three modules are mechanically and optically 

coupled together and completely encapsulated with the voltage multi- 

plier sections of the high-voltage power supply. Elect ecstatic fo- 

cusing with approximately unity magnification is employed in each 

module. Image inversion, occurring in each of the electrostatically 

focused modules, is canceled by image inversion in the objective of 

complete visual systems. Cascade image-inbensifier tubes are gener- 

ally made in three standard sizes: one with an 18-mm cathode, one 

with a 25-mm cathode, and one with a 40-mm cathode. Limited numbers 

of single and multiple modular image-intensifier tubes of other sizes 

are made for special applications. The 18-mm tube is approximately 

5.8 in. in length and 2.1 in. in diameter; the 25-mm tube is approxi- 

mately 7.6 in. in length and 2.75 in. in diameter; the 40-mm tube is 

approximately 12 in. in length and 3.7 in. in diameter. 

Manufacturers' performance data for representative single-stage 

and three-stage cascade image-intensifier tubes are presented below 

in Tables IV~4 through IV-10. Where performance data are measurements 

of input radiation, radiometric units are used. The use of photo- 

metric units based on the lumen as measures of input radiation to a 

physical detector is to be discouraged, since the lumen, by defini- 

tion, depends implicitly on the spectral responsivity of the eye. 

Photocathode responsivity is specified in milliamperes per .watt 

of total blackbody input radiation from a 28S40K tungsten source. It 

has sometimes been customary to specify photocathode responsivity in 
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microamperes per lumen of input luminous flux from a 2854 K tungsten 

source, The conversion factor from microamperes per lumen to milli- 

amperes per watt of total blackbody radiation from i 2854 K tungsten 
-2 

source is approximately 2x10 9  i.e., 200 ^a/L ~4 ma/watt. 

+13KV +26KV +39KV 

DIV. IMAGE IN 
INTENSIFIED 
IMAGE OUT 

OBJECTIVE 

FIBER-OPTIC 
PLATE 

; 

EYEPfECE 

I 
LUMINESCENT 

SCREEN 

PHOTOCATHODE 
S3-I7-;I-II 

FIGURE IV-3. Schematic Diagram of Modular Cascade Image Intensifier 

Gain, or more precisely the luminous conversion factor, is speci- 

fied as the ratio of output luminance in candela per square meter to 

input irradiation in watts per square meter from a 28540K source. It 

i& sometimes customary to specify gain as the ratio of the output lumi- 

nance in foot-lamberts to input illumination in footcandles or lumens 

per square foot from a 28540K source. The conversion factor from foot- 
2        2 

lamberts/footcandles to (cd/m )/(watts/m ) is approximately 20/TT for a 

28540K source. 
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Equivalent background input is defined as the irradiance of the 

input face required from a 2854 K source to produce an additional out- 

put luminance equal to the mean background luminance existing when the 

primary photocathode is masked. The conversion factor from photometric 

units of lumens per square centimeter to watts of total blackbody 

radiation per square centimeter is approximacely equal to 1/20 with 

a 28540K source. 

The modulation transfer function, synonymous with spatial fre- 

quency response or sine-wave response, is measured with a sine-wave 

test pattern. In some cases the available data are for response to 

a bar pattern or a square-wave-modulated test pattern. Response to 

square-wave-modulated test patterns is specified in the tables as 

contrast transfer ratio. It must be noted that response to square- 

wave test patterns is higher (except at zero line pairs/millirater, 

vdiere it is normalized to unity) than response to sine-wave test pat- 

terns (Ref. 6). 

C. SECOND-GENERATION IMAGE INTENSIFIERS 

The exploitation of electrooptical technology, principally by the 

Army Night Vision Laboratory, culminated in the development of the 

"first-generation" night-vision instruments employing the cascade 

image-intensifier tubes. It was recognized even at the beginning of 

this development effort that the size, performance, and cost of first- 

generation night-vision equipment would fall short of desirable speci- 

fications. Hence, a second generation was envisioned that hopefully 

would meet the desired specifications. 

The second-generation night-vision instruments would employ a 

single stage intensifier tube incorporating a high-gain microchannel- 

plate (MOP) dynode. It was believed that the use of a single high- 

gain stage would diminish the loss of modulation transfer occurring 

in the three stages of the cascade image-intensifier tubes. It was 

further believed that the method of fabrication of the channel plates 

would lead to high production volumes and low cost. 
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Unfortunately, of the three objectives of the MCP. image-intensifier 

tube development, only the desirable size specification has been 

achieved. The gain characteristics and image quality have not reached 

expectations. Further, reliability (life) and cost remain problems. 

Recent research results (Ref. 7) on the silicon transmission 

secondary-electron multiplier (TSEM) dynode structure (Section IV-C-3) 

as an alternative to microchannel plates strongly indicate for the 

first time that sufficient gain can be achieved in a single stage 

without the severe degradation of the spatial frequency response that 

occurs in the MCP tubes. Thus, the silicon TSEM is a serious candidate 

to replace the VIC?  in the presently proposed family of second-generation 

devices. 

1. Rationale for Image-Intensifier Performance Improvement 

The performance of image intensifiers is chiefly determined by 

three tube parameters: 

1. The frequency response or modulation transfer function (MTF). 

2. Responsivity of the photocathode. 

3. Noise introduced by the gain mechanism. 

Of these, at the present time, greater improvement in image-intensifier 

performance at useful low light levels can be  achieved by improvements 

in the MTF than by likely improvements in photocathode responsivity. 

The resolution of image-intensifier tubes even at very low il- 

lumination levels is strongly dependent on the MTF and not merely de- 

pendent on the responsivity of the photocathode. This is because the 

MTF of an image tube (unlike the frequency response of an electronic 

amplifier, which is essentially flat out to some cut-off frequency) 

begins to fall off at less than one line pair per millimeter. A 

graphic illustration is shown in Fig. IV-4. The lower curve is the 

frequency dependence of the modulation on the screen, produced by a 

three-stage, first-generation image intensifier tube with a sine-.i/ave 

test pattern of 30 percent modulation. To estimate the relative im- 

portance of MTF and responsivity on resolution frequency, consider the 
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FIGURE IV-4. Predicted Effect of Cathode Responsivlty Versus MTF on 
Image-lnlensifier Perforrfance 

line representing the modulation requxred to provide a signal-to-noise 

ratio of 1.1, as required by the eye for perception of the image of 

the pattern on the screen of an image iiitenöifier with an S-25 (4 ma/ 

watt) photocathode and irradiance of the test pattern by 0.3 moonlight. 

All of the curves representing the modulation required by the eye 

versus the number of lines per millimeter were calculated by assuming 

the average reflectivity of the scene being viewed to be 20 percent, 

the objective to be effectively f/2, and the signal-to-ncise ratio 

required by the eye for this one-dimensional variation in luminance 

to be approximately 1,1. The intersection of the required modulation 

line for an S-25 cathode and 0.3 moonlight with the three-stage modu- 

lation on the scretn curve at point A indicates that the resolution 

is approximately 12 cycles/mm or line pairs/mm. With this point of 

intersection as a reference, consider two alternatives for increasing 

resolution: 
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1. Choose äti  S-2uvJR photocathode with double thd responsivity 

(measured under illumination from a standard 2854 K tungsten 

lamp), 

2. Develop a gain structure that will allow reduction of the 

number of intensifier stages from three to one, with the con- 

sequence that the MTF is increased as shown by the two curves 

oi modulation on the screen (Fig. IV-4). 

In the first case, higher photocathode responsivity, the resolu« 

tion would increase from 12 to 13.4 cycles/mm, as indicated by the 

arrow from A  to B. In the second case, better MTF, the resolution 

would increase from 12 to. 18.2 cycles/nun, as indicated by the arrow 

from A to C. It is clear in this example that of the two alternatives 

for increasing resolution, increasing the MTF is the most effective. 

Furthermore, by comparison of the arrows from C to D and from Ä co B, 

it is evident that increases in MTF enhance the effect of subsequent 

increases in cathode responsivity on resolution. 

Figure IV-4 also shows the effects on resolution of changes in 

responsivity and MTF at the low value of scene irradiance provided by 

airglow alone (clear night sky, no moonlight). As ehe irradiance de- 

creases from 0.3 moonlight to airglow, the resolution of a three-stage 

image intensifier with an S-25 photocathode decreases to such a low 

value (3 cycles/mm or 75 cycles per diameter with the 25-mm tube used 

in the starlight telescope) that little improvement can be realized by 

improving the MTF alone. It is generally acknowledged that with the 

presently available S-25 photocathodes "quarter" moonlight is required 

for satisfactory operational performance. Theoretically, the present 

quarter moonlight performance could be achieved at airglow by increasing 

rhe photocathode responsivity to airglow by a factor of approximately 

50. Such a large increase in responsivity is not in the offing. How- 

ever, the dashed line in Fig. IV-4, representing the required modulation 

with a hypothetical phoc^cathode 12 times more responsive to airglow than 

the S-25, indicates that by improving the MTF the required improvement in 

responsivity could be relaxed. An improvement in the MTF to that of a 

single-stage tube would reduce the required increase in photocathode re- 

sponsivity from 50 to approximately 12. Thus, it seems clear that the re- 

quired resolution and operational performance currently realized at quarter 
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moonlight could be achiev3d with airglow alone in the foreseeable future 

only if both the responsivity and the MTF were greatly improved.    ' 

2. Microchannel-Plate (MCP) Image Intensifier 

Tt\e micro channel-plate (MCP) image intensifier is based on a con- 

cept that received little attention for many years but has recently 

gained considerable prominence. In the MCP image intensifier, a mosaic 

of microscopic hollow channels in a thin glass plate forms an array of 

continuous secondary-electron multipliers that amplify the photoemis- 

sion current from elemental segments of the photocathode. 

The first efforts to make an array of secondary-electron multi- . 

pliers suitable for image intensification were made on low-resolution 

devices, fabricated element by element, using tubular multiplier struc- 

tures. Work along these lines was done by RCA Laboratories, the Im- 

perial Colleae of Lc.-ou, Chicago Midway Laboratories, and others. 

Later attempts were made to use registered plates of metal (dynode 

material) and insulators with arrays of shaped holes to give the dy- 

node geometries. The latest and most promising efforts to make an 

array of microscopic secondary-electron multipliers was initiated at 

Bendix Aviation in the late 1950's, and has led to the development of ., 

MCP secondary-electron multiplier arrays, that -are of sufficient fine- 

ness to be of interest for imaging. 

Development of MCP secondary-electron multiplier arrays capable 

of producing images of moderate resolution aroused interest in the 

possibility of a simple single-stage, high-gain image-intensifier tube 

replacement of the three-stage modular cascade image intensifier. It 

was anticipated that MCP intensifiers would offer the advantages not 

only of smaller size, lighter weight, and lower cost but also of better 

performance (i.e., higher target detection probability due to better 

spatial frequency response). However, the performance of MCP image 

intensifiers to date has generally been considerably less than was 

initially anticipated because a number of problems peculiar to these 

devices (to be discussed later) have arisen during development, 

a. Principles of Operation. The MCP image-intensifier tube, 

shown schematically in Fig. IV-5, consists of a fiber-optic faceplate, 

on the back side of which is formed a photocathode, an electrostatic 
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image-inverting electron lens, an MCP secondary-electron multiplier, 

and a second fiber-optic plate on the front side of which is formed a 

phosphor screen with the usual aluminum film required to prevent light 

feedback to the photocathode. Image transfer from the MCP to the phos- 

phor depends on the close proximity of these two elements. As shown 

in Fig. IV-5, the electron image generated at the photocathode is  fo- 

cused on the MCP by means of an electrostatic lens. These MCP image 

intensifier tubes are customarily called inverter tubes. It is neces- 

sary to employ a decelerating electric field to correct the flat image 

plane presented by the front surface of the MCP. Besides the inverter 

tubes employing electrostatic focusing between the photocathode and the 

MCP, considerable effort has been expended in the development of prox- 

imity focusing in what is customarily called a wafer tube. Development 

of the wafer tube has not been as successful as development of the in- 

verter tube. 

PHOSPHOR 

PHOTOCATHODE 
MICROCHANNEL 

PLATE 

FIBER-OPTIC 
FACEPLACE 

FIBER-OPTIC 
ENDPLATE 

S3-17-7I-8 

FIGURE IV-5.   SchemaHc of an MCP Image Intensifier 
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Although the additional length of the inverter tube is a 

disadvantage in systems such as night-vision goggles, this disadvan- 

tage is offset by at least two advantages in systems where size is 

less critical. The larger volume of the inverter tube facilitates the 

inclusion of gettering material needed to adsorb gasses that are con- 

stantly desorbed from the glass channels during operation, Outgassing 

by the MCP has the adverse effects of reducing the lifetimes of both 

the photocathode emission and the secondary-electron multiplication, 

as well as yielding high ion noise. A second advantage of the in- 

verter is the partial light shielding provided by the cone forming 

the electrostatic lens between the photocathode and the MCP. In the 

wafer tube, radiation transmitted through the semitransparent photo- 

cathode is partially reflected and scattered back to the photocathode 

from the front surface of the MCP and the channels. The resultant 

background current reduces the contrast in the output image produced 

on the phosphor screen. 

Operation of the MCP depends on a large number of factors.* 

A single channel consists of a glass tube with a length equal to about 

fift^ diameters. The inside surface of the channels is made semicon- 
8    14 

ducting with a resistance in the range from 10 to 10  ohms (typi- 
9 

cally 10 ohms), depending on the output current to be drawn from the 

channel. The output secondary-electron emission current, which can 

be drawn from a channel while maintaining linearity between the output 

current and the input photoelectric current, is approximately 10 per- 

cent of the strip current flowing in the walls of the channel. 

The MCP operates with a potential applied between electrodes 

formed by evaporating a thin metallic coating at an oblique angle over 

the two polished surfaces of the glass plate. Electrons emitted from 

the photocathode enter the channels and strike the walls to produce 

secondary electrons, which are accelerated axially oy the strong ap- 

plied axial electric field. The transverse energy of emission pos- 

sessed by the secondary electrons causes them to traverse the channel 

These are thoroughly discussed in Ref. 8. 
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as they are accelerated axially, so that they, in turn, strike the 

wall, producing additional secondary electrons. The process is re- 

peated many times along the channel until a large pulse of electrons 

emerge from the high potential end. 

b. MCP Gain Function. The gain, equal to the average number of 

electrons in an output pulse, depends on the length-to-diameter ratio 

of the channel, the secondary emission ratio of the channel, and the 

applied potential. With 1 kv applied, the gain will typically be 

several thousand. It Is observed that with constant applied potential 

the gain passes through a maximum at a particular voltage approximately 

equal to 22 times the length-to-diameter ratio. This is a desirable 

operating point because the gain variation from channel to channel 

then will be least dependent on differences in channel diameter. The 

saturation effect on the gain caused by drawing output current in ex- 

cess of 10 percent of the strip current will act to limit the maximum 

brightness at the center of an output image but, of course, has little 

effect on the extent of image spread, which is described by either the 

modulation transfer function or point spread function. 

c. Spatial Frequency Response. It has been noted (Section III-C-5) 

that the frequency response of a multiple-component optical system is 

equal to the product of the frequency responses of each component and 

thus is reduced by cascading more and more components. It would ap- 

pear, therefore, that an MCP image intensifier would have an improved 

frequency response function compared to that of a three-stage modular 

cascade image intensifier. In point of fact, this has not been true, 

although recent development efforts have yielded considerable improve- 

ment. 

The failure of the frequency response function of MCP image 

intensifiers to measure up to earlier expectations is due to a number 

of factors, which include the use of proximity focusing between the 

MCP and the phosphor screen, the relatively high applied potential be- 

tween the MCP and the phosphor screen required for efficient electron- 

to-luminant-image conversion in the phosphor, and the relatively high 
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transverse energies of the secondary electrons emerc Ing from the chan- 

nels of the MCP. 

The distribution of the points of impact on the phosphor of 

electrons emerging from a channel has not been calculated. However, 

some appreciation of the problem with proximity focusing between the 

MCF and the phosphor screen can be gained by considering the path of 

a single electron as a function of the relevant parameters. In the 

uniform electric-field region between the MCP and phosphor screen, 

each emerging electron will follow a parabolic path, eventually striking 

the screen at a transverse distance d from the channel exit point given 

approximately by 

d = L sln&/(V/V0K (IV-1) 

provided that V/V »1, where V is the applied potential, V is the 

inicial energy of the emerging secondary electron in electron-volts, 

L is the separation between the MCP and the screen, and 0 is the angle 

made by an emerging electron relative to the direction of the applied 

electric field. It is clear from Eq. IV-1 that the transverse dis- 

placement of an electron is reduced by decreasing the separation and 

increasing the applied potential between the MCP and the screen, i.e., 

increasing the applied electric field. However, it is found in practice 

that the maximum applied electric field is limited to approximately 
4 

6 x 10 v/cm, and the applied potential required for efficient electron- 

to-luminant-image conversion is approximately 6,000 v. Thus, the sep- 

aration between the MCP and the screen is approximately 1 mm. The en- 

ergies of the emerging electrons will exhibit a distribution in which 

100 ev is a typical value. If one substitutes the above values for 

the parameters in Eq. IV-1, one finds that the transverse displacement 

will range from zero to roughly one-eighth of a millimt-er, depending 

on the value of 9. One would expect few electrons to achieve the max- 

imum displacement, since they would have to originate from emission 

points near the end of a channel. Electrons emitted from points not 
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so near the end of a channel will emerge with smaller values of fl and 

hence smaller transverse displacements. 

A practical method for limiting the maximum transverse dis- 

placement of electrons striking the phosphor is the deposition of the 

back electrode of the MCP a distance equal to several diameters into 

the channels. This creates a field-free region of low secondary emis- 

sion ratio near the ends of the channels and thus restricts the maxi- 

mum value of 9, at which electrons emerge from the MCP. 

A more fundamental limitation on frequency response stems 

from the mosaic structure of the MCP. This limitation depends on the 

relative spatial phase of the regular array of channels and the peri- 

odic test pattern used to measure the frequency response. For example, 

if the test-pattern frequency equals the reciprocal of twice the chan- 

nel center-to-center spacing and if the phase is such that the adjacent 

crossover points of the sine-wave modulation about the mean fall at the 

center of adjacent channels, the frequency response will be zero. For 

a typical channel center-to-center spacing of 16 IJH, this spatial fre- 

quency is 31 cycles/nun. At the same frequency, but at a phase rela- 

tion such that adjacent maxima and minima of the sine-wave modulation 

fall at the center of adjacent channels, the frequency response will 

be 2/TT. For other phase relations the frequency response will be be- 

tween 0 and 2/TT. If the frequency of the test pattern is equal to the 

reciprocal of the center-to-center spacing of adjacent channels, the 

frequency response will be zero, independent of phase. For the 16-ijn 

spacing this latter test-pattern frequency is 62 cycles/mm. At other 

test-pattern frequencies, beats will occur in the output sine-wave 

pattern produced on the phosphor screen. These interference effects 

have rarely been observed in MCP intensifiers because they are masked 

by the overlapping due to the distributions of emission angles and 

transverse energies of the electrons emerging from the channels. With 

improvements in the frequency-response function by end spoiling and by 

closer positioning of the MCP and the phosphor screen, closer micro- 

channel center-to-center spacing will be required to avoid the inter- 

ference effects. 
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d. Signal and Noise in MCP Image Intensifiers. Loss of image 

signal-to-noise ratio occurs in MCP image intensifiers because of a 

number of factors in addition to those conmon to all PEI systems, such 

as the photoelectric quantum efficiency of the photocathode and the 

spatial frequency response of the electron optics and phosphor screens 

(Section III-C-6). 

Firstly, some of the photoelectric current generated by the 

input irradiance on the photocathode is lost at the input to the MCP. 

The loss has been reported to be less than would be expected from the 

fraction of MCP cross-sectional area occupied by glass. Although only 

60 to 70 percent of the MCP area is open to them, apparently 80 to 85 

percent of the photoelectrons enter the channels. 

Secondly, the secondary electron muitip" nation process in 

the channels introduces fluctuations in the number of secondary elec- 

trons in the output pulses. Fluctuations in the output pulse heights 

are due to fluctuations in the secondary emission yield, fluctuations 

in secondary electron escape energy, and fluctuations in escape direc- 

tion. For a given secondary electron, the escape energy and direction 

are initial conditions that, in conjunction with the applied axial 

electric field, determine its trajectory. The trajectory of the elec- 

tron, in turn, determines how far it will be accelerated toward the 

exit end of the channel before striking the wall opposite its origin. 

Longer path lengths will result in greater striking energy at a more 

nearly grazing angle of incidence and will produce, on the average, 

higher yield. For a given channel length, however, longer path lengths 

result in fewer wall impacts. Thus, fluctuations in escape energy and 

direction give rise to fluctuations in yield and in the number of elec- 

tron collisions with the channel walls. 

Other sources of noise (Ref. 9) are local variations in the 

emission properties of channel walls, ionic feedback due to outgassing 

from the glass surfaces, and electrons either reflected or emitted 

from the front electrode of the MCP. 
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The magnitude of the reduction in signal-to-noise ratio in 

MCP image intensifiers due to each of the above factors is difficult 

to measure. Wide variations are observed from one tube to another. 

Efforts to determine the fluctuations in the electron multiplication 

process have often been masked by the overwhelming effects of ionic 

feedback noise. Typical values of signal-to-noise ratio reduction are 

not yet available. 

3. Silicon Transmission Secondary-Electron Multiplier (TSEM) 
Dynode  '"    ' "" '*" 

The silicon TSEM dynode (Ref. 7) consists of a thin (approximately 

5 microns—sufficient thickness to be self-supporting) wafer of low- 

resistivity, P-type silicon having one surface carefully cleaned and 

treated with cesium and oxygen to reduce the potential difference be- 

tween the bulk and vacuum (the effective bulk electron affinity) to 

zero or less. The resulting energy-level structure is shown schemat- 

ically below: 

PRIMARY 
^HOTOELECTRON 

FROM 
PHOTOCATHODE 

S51-5-70-1 

SECONDARY ELECTRONS 

VACUUM LEVEL 

The dynode is mounted in a vacuum-tube image intensifier with the un- 

treated surface facing the photocathode and the cesium-oxide-treated 

surface facing the phosphor, Photoelectrons generated by the radiant 

image of the scene focused on the photocathode are accelerated and 

focused to strike the silicon TSEM dynode with the energy of several 

thousand electron volts. As the primary electrons penetrate the silicon 
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to a depth of a few thousand angstroms, energy is primarily lost via 

electron-hole pair production at the rate of approximately 3.6 ev per 

pair. Some of the resulting excess holes recombine with electrons sup- 

plied to an ohmic contact at the periphery of the silicon wafer, while 

an equal number of excess electrons rapidly thermalize to the tempera- 

ture of th^ wafer, diffuse toward the silicon-cesium oxide interface, 

and escape into the vacuum to maintain current continuity. In a first 

effort (Ref. 7), 750 secondary electrons per primary electron have been 

measured fit 20 kv, and 230 at 10 kv. Slightly heavier acceptor con- 

centration at the front surface to reduce surface recombination will 

increase the yield. Photoemission measurements reported earlier (Ref. 

10) indicate that the escape probability of excited electrons from 

cesium- and oxygen-treated, P-type silicon surfaces can be 20 percent 

or higher. 

A transmission secondary-emission ratio of at least 500 at 10 kv 

can be expected, ^his TSEM gain of 500, multiplied by a diode gain of 

50 due to the photocathode-phosphor combination, yields an overall 

gain of 25.000. An overall gain of 25,000 is ample to view scenes of 

low radiance down to the limit determined by the photoelectron shot 

noise without dark adaptation. 

4. Comparison of Silicon TSEM and Glass MCP Dynodes 

The silicon TSEM dynode offers the following advantages over the 

glass MCP dynode: 

1. Silicon, unlike glass (a notoriously "dirty" material), is 

a single element, completely stable chemically, susceptible 

to ultrahigh purification via zone refining, and susceptible 

to high-temperature bakeout during tube fabrication to remove 

any and essentially all adsorbed gasses that could damage the 

photocathode during tube operation. The compatibility of 

silicon with photocathodes of the S-£0 type has been amply 

demonstrated in the camera tube employing the silicon-dicde- 

array charge-storage target. 
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2. The solid structure of the TSEM dynodc, in contrast to the 

porous MCP structure, greatly facilitates surface cleansing 

and removal of adsorbed gases during bakeout:, and it reduces 

the surface-to-volume ratio of the dynode. 

3. Gain in a silicon TSEM dynode is essentially noiseless. In 
2 

general, the mean square fluctuation a in the number of sec- 

ondary electrons per incident photoelectron observed for a 
2   — 

large number of incident photoelectrons is given by ? = FN, 

where F is a parameter sometimes called the Fano ::actor and 

N is the mean number of secondary electrons per miident pho- 

toelectron. If the distribution of yields is Gaussian or 

Poissonian, F is unity. For the MCP dynode, F is generally 

acknowledged to be greater than unity--approximately 2. For 

secondary-electron multiplication in semiconductors, F is 

known to be in the range of 0.1 to 0.2, 

4. The silicon TSEM dynode does not require deposition of an 

electrode over a portion of the front surface of the dynode. 

Hence, the collection efficiency for incident photoelectrons 

is essentially 100 percent, compared to 70 to 80 percent for 

the MCP dynode. For a 70 percent collection efficiency, the 

effective responsivity of a 4-ma/watt photocathode is reduced 

to 2.8-ma/watt. 

5. Degradation of image-tube MTF by the silicon TSEM dynode 

ought to be nil compared to the degradation produced by a 

MCP dynode. The causes of MTF degradation in MCP intensi- 

fiers are the broad spread in secondary-electron exit trajec- 

tories from adjacent microchannels and the finite size of the 

microchannels making up the MCP structure. The effect of the 

broad spread in secondary-electron trajectories is to produce 

poor proximity focusing in the space between the MCP and the 

phosphor screen. The origin of the broad spread in secondary- 

electron trajectories is the high secondary-electron energies 

coupled with the required accelerating voltage for good phosphor 
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conversion efficiency and limited breakdown field observed in 

any electron vacuum tube. Typical values of the energy of 

electrons emerging from a MCP are in the range 10 to 100 ev. 

Ox   the other hand, in a silicon TSEi. dynode, the transmission 

secundary electrons emerge via thermal diffusion to and across 

a surface treated with cesium oxide to reduce the electron 

affinity to zero with thermal energy equal to only 1/40 ev at 

room temperature. While some improvement in the MTF of MCP 

tubes has been achieved via "end spoiling" the channels to 

restrict the angles of the exiting electrons, the MTF remains 

comparable to that of a three-stage, first-generation inten- 

sifier, despite earlier predictions of a better MTF than even 

that of a single-stage inverter tube. 

Without the broad spread in secondary-electron trajectories, 

the finite size of the microchannels would ultimately limit 

the MTF of an MCP tube'in accordance with the well-known sam- 

pling theorem of communication theory. At a center-to-center 

spacing of 16 microns, for example, the MTF falls to zero at 

a spatial frequency in the range 31.2 to 62.4 line pairs/mm,, 

depending on the relative phase between the microchannel ar- 

ray and the periodicity of the test pattern. Efforts to make 

finer microchannel plates with smaller channels are met with 

greater difficulties in technology and result in small gains. 

Guided by txperience with the silicon-diode-array camera-tube 

target and present technology which allows the use of targets 

2 to 3 microns thick, it is safe to predict that lateral dif- 

fusion of excited electrons in the continuous silicon TSEM 

structure will not significantly degrade the MTF of a single- 

stage image inte' sifier. 

It is clear that the microchannel approach should t3 co^idered to 

be only one of two competing technologies for second-generation image- 

intensifier tubes, and that the silicon TSEM offers a much greater over- 

all improvement. Barring unforeseen problems, the silicon TSEM approach 

should be pursued as the basis for a better and cheaper technology. 
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V. TELEVISION CAMERA TUBE PERFORMANCE AND DATA 

by 

Frederick A. Rosell 
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PART V.  SYMBOLS 

2 
A effective (illuminated) photocathode area, m , usually 

a 3x4 rectangle '.nscribed in the circular photocathode 

G scatter gain of isocon readout, dependent on target 
material employed 

a scene elemental area imaged on the firsc photosurface 
by the lens 

2 
A- effective intensifier photocathode area, m 

A effective phosphor area, m 

2 
A.. effectiv/e vidicon photocathode area, m 

A,/A-       ratio of first-stage (input) photocathode area to 
z        second-stage photocathode area 

contrast 

D„ viewing distance 

2 
E photocathode (highlight) irradiance, watt/m 

e electron charge, coulombs 

e, horizontal scan efficiency 

ET intensifier photocathode (highlight) irradiance, 
1 watt/m2 

E . minimum detectable (highlight) irradiance for a sensor- 
mxn augmented observer when the input image is a square of 

unit contrast, watt/m4- 

E radiant enittance of phosphor, watt/m" 

177 Preceding pap blank 
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E- total photocathode irradiance due to a 28540K source. 
well, l./ lll- 

E„ m^ maximum total photocathode irradiance due to a 2854 K 

watt/m 

maximui 
source, watt/m 

2 
Ev vidicon photocathode (highlight) irradiance, watt/m 

e vertical scan efficiency 
2 

E maximum spectral irradiance, watt/m -micron \  max 
2 

E,  .        minimum spectral irradiance, watt/m -micron X mm r ' 

E (>, 28540K) spectral irradiance due to a 28540K source, watt/m - 
micron 

3 the Fourier transform of ... 

FT lens focal length, mm 

G gain of any signal-amplifying devices within the camera 
tube prior to the preamplifier 

GET electron gain at the various intensifier-phosphor/ 
intensifier-photocathode interfaces 

Gp , „       electron gain of phosphor/photocathode (or intensifier- 
' phosp'.ior/intensifier-photocathode) combination, elec- 

trons in/electrons out 

G, electron gain due to an added intensifier 

GTV apparent gain at the phosphor/photor/urface interface 
for an intensifier vidicon of radiant sensitivity 
equal to a amp/watt 

G, apparent light gain due to the addition of an intensi- 
fier in front of a second intensifier (or a camera 
tube) 

G. IV       apparent light gain due to a single intensifier of unit 
' magnification coupled to a vidicon 

GM electron multiplier gain 

GM ,        gain of first dynode stage 
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Gj. , gain of stages following first dynode stage 

Gp gain at intensifier-nhosphor/image orthicon photocathode 

G™ target gain 

g(x) image wave shape weighting function in x dimension 

g(x,y) image wave shape weighting function in x and y 
dimensions 

g(y) image wave shape weighting function in y dimension 

H display height, inches 

i, total electron beam current, amp 

i, dark current, amp 

TB rms beam noise, amp 

T-oj. rms beam noise due. to dark current, amp 

TBH rms beam noise proportional to signal level, amp 

T- rms beam noise with optimum be-sm, amp 

TD rms first dynode noise, amp 

I« rms photoelectron noise, amp 

!„ total rms noise, amp 

TNp total rms noise with fixed beam current, amp 

TN total rms noise with optimum beam current, amp 

Ipj. rms preamplifier noise, amp 

i f, portion of electron beam that is specularly reflected 
and does not reach target, amp 

I« signal current output (input to preamplifier), amp 
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i 
s 

isl 

S max 

"''s max 
i 

■ls min 

scat 

SF max 

Sv 
TT 

K„ D 

k 
P 

kpl 

Ks 

Kv 

highlight signal current; image signal; photocurrent, 
amp 

highlight signal current for isocon, amp 

maximum signal current output, amp 

maximum photocurrent, amp 

minimum photocurrent, amp 

portion of electron beam scattered by interaction with 
target, amp 

maximum highlight signal current obtainable from the 
isocon when operated near the knee of the signal 
transfer curve, amp 

SEC camera tube photocurrent, amp 

rms target noise, amp 

that fraction of highlight signal current which is 
dark current, amps 

radiant power conversion gain of u phosphor at peak x, 
watt/amp 

radiant power conversion gain of a phosphor, including 
coupling losses to second-stage photocathode, watt/amp 

signal reduction factor variously attributed to field 
mesh transmittance or incomplete separation of reflected 
and scattered electrons 

proportionality constant related to photoconductor 
sensitivity 

m beam modulation factor 

N spatial frequency, TV lines/picture height 

Nc frequency at which MTF becomes negligible, TV lines/ 
picture height 
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n. 

N, H 

N. 

N. he 

N. h-t 

N. LP 

n 

N, TV 

TVP 

N. TVP/W 

N, 

N. 

n 

n xy 

mean number of photoelectrons in background flux from 
an equivalent area a adjacent to the image of the 
primary object 

maximum horizontal resolution, TV lines/raster height 

number of horizontal TV lines per picture height = 
Y/xo 

cutoff frequency, TV lines/picture height 

spatial frequency of square-wave input image, half- 
cycles per picture height = l/x0, when x0 is measured 
in units of picture height 

spatial frequency, line pairs/millimeter 

mean number of photoelectrons generated by a photo- 
surface in time t by the image of an object in the 
scene whose image area is a 

frequency, TV lines/picture height 

number of line pairs/picture height 

number of line pairs/picture width 

number of active scanning lines 

number of vertical lines per picture height = y/y 

height of bar in terms of number of bar widths 

number of photoelectrons generated by a photosurface 
per unit area and time 

P . mm minimum detectable power, watts 

R0 (NTV) 

Ro <V 

vacuum range 

MTF or sine-wave response in x direction for frequency 
N 

MTF or sine-wave response in  x direction for frequency 

r0(x,y) sensor response at a point x,y with an impulse input 
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R0("> >u\,)    Fourier transform of the impulse response, known as o^ x' y the complex steady-state frequency response, tne 
optical transfer function, the sine-wave response, or 
the modulation transfer function (MTF) 

RSQ(N) square-wave amplitude response for frequency N 

^(-.(N, ) square-wave amplitude response for frequency N, 

R(A) relative spectral response of photosurface 

R sine-wave response at spatial frequency u) 

SNRD display signal-to-noise ratio 

SNR_7C display signal-to-noise ratio to contrast C 

SNR- T threshold display signal-to-noise ratio (that needed 
' to obtain a detection probability of 0.5^ 

SNRD, display signal-to-noise ratio per unit image area 

SNR-J/J. T threshold display signal-to-noise ratio per unit 
' image area 

SNR-,- display signal-to-noise ratio per element E 

SNRD/E T threshold display signal-to-noise ratio per element E 

SNRV video signal-to-noise ratio 

SNR™ T measured value of threshold video signal-to-noise 
' ratio 

SNR-. N p video signal-to-noise ratio measured or calculated by 
' ' using a bar pattern of frequency Nm^ lines/picture 

height and contrast C 

SNR.. _„- root-mean-square video signal-to-noise ratio 

SNR^ Q c broad-area video signal-to-noise ratio at near-zero 
' ' spatial frequency and contrast C 

SNRV 0 , video signal-to-noise ratio at near-zero spatial 
' ' frequency and unity contrast 

Sq(N) Fourier transform of a square wave 
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t integration time of the eye, sec 

T., mesh transmittance M 

W picture width 

X picture width 

X scene "ground" resolution 
er 

x input pulse width 

Y picture height 

y input pulse height 

Z random variable = SNRD - SNR- _, 

Z(x)        relative spectral distribution of phosphor radiance 

a horizontal-to-vertical picture aspect ratio; width-to- 
height aspect ratio of CRT display, commonly 4:3 

Y slope of log-log plot of signal-to-noise rotic versus 
signal irradiance, normally specified along the linear 
portion of the curve 

Af video bandwidth, Hz 

Ay linear dimension of bar width; bar spacing 

6 (x,y) unit volume impulse 

X wavelength of radiation, microns 

a photocathode radiant sensitivity, amp/watt, to a given 
source such as a tungsten lamp operated at 28540K 

a, radiant sensitivity of intensifier photocathode,amp/watt 

a absolute radiant sensitivity of photosurface at peak 
P X, amp/watt 

a™ total photocathode radiant sensitivity to a 28540K 
source, amp/watt 
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0Uy) 

photocathode radiant sensitivity of vidiocm 

phase transfer function in horizontal direction,radians 

phase transfer function in vertical direction, radians 
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V. TELEVISION CAMERA TUBE PERFORMANCE AND DATA 

by Frederick A. Rosell 

A.  INTRODUCTION 

New and different types of television camera tubes are becoming 

available at an ever-increasing rate. While these new sensors must 

inevitably lead to improved imaging systemss the process of sensor 

selection becomes more demanding and, should the traditional methods 

of comparative laboratory evaluation be followed, costs will become 

prohibitive to all but the largest laboratories. To evaluate a single 

new developmental sensor can often require an investment of tens of 

thousands of dollars and many months of time, with no assurance that 

the result, based on a single sample, will be representative. 

In many cases, however, the need for competitive evaluation can 

be greatly reduced by the use of analytical performance prediction 

methods. These methods have teen developed to the point where the 

computed performance of a sensor such as a television camera tube is 

found to be in good, if not perfect, agreement with measured capability. 

Indeed, in m^st instances, the difference between computed and measured 

performance is less than the expected error in measurement. Signifi- 

cant differences, where they exist, are being rapidly resolved, and 

the results now being obtained are quite usable in their present form. 

This is particularly true in making sensor comparisons because, as far 

as is known, the calculations do not significantly favor one type of 

sensor over any c:her. The principal shortcomings of tn, ^.lalyses are 

these: 
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• The methods of describing image lag arc quite primitive. 

• Defects such as picture nonuniformity. graininess, and blem- 

ishes, which are sometimes lumped under the elusive term, 

"picture quality," are largely undefined. 

Thus, while one can greatly narrow tube selection fur any application 

analytically, one cannot escape laboratory evaluations. 

The following discussion will first review the evolution of low- 

light-level television (LLLTV) sensors and then proceed to describe 

the analytical prediction methods and apply them to five different 

television sensor types; 

The vid icon, 

The secondary electron conduction (SEC) camera tube. 

The image crthicon (10), 

The image i^ocon (II), and 

The silicon electron bombardment induced-response (SEBIR)' 

tube. 

These tubes w:-ll be considered si gly and in combination with one or 

more ^.ntensif ierp . While the primary emphasis will be on tubes ti -.t 

have low-light-level potential, the performance of tubes such as the 

vidicon, which are only suitable at high light levels, will be analyzed. 

1. ^/olution of Low-Light-Level Television 

By day, the unaided human eye can resolve a small high-contrast 

object which subtends an angle of only 0.1b milliradians. At night- 

the same object must subtend 15 milliradians or more to be equally de- 

tectable. This corresponds to a hundredfold loss in resolving power. 

In recent times, it has been found possible to restore an observer's 

night vision to its r ^ytime value by means ot electrooptical sensory 

systems such as LLLTV. 

Or SiEBIR. Also variously known as the silicon diode array storage 
tube, the silicon intensifier tube (SIT) (RCA), the electron-bombarded 
silicon (EBS) tube (Westinghouse), and the intensified diode array 
camera (IDAC) tube (Army Electronic? Command). 
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The history or LLLTV probably begins with the development of the 

image orthicon in 1946. This tube, when equipped with a suitable lens 

of moderate spaed, could provide resolving power comparable to that of 

the unaided human eye. In format, the 10 consists of a photoemissive 

photocathode followed by a target-mesh assembly that both amplifies 

and stores the image during the periods between signal readout by a 

scanning electron beam. The 10 incorporates, in addition, an integral 

return-beam electron multiplier that serves as a low-noise preamplifier. 

The primary improvements in the 10 in the years following 1946 were in 

the photocathode and the target. 

In the early 1950's, a new photocathode—the S-20 photoemitter-- 

was developed. The S-20 was four times more sensitive than what had 

previously been available. Further inroads on sensitivity were made 

in the mid-1950's with the development; of a new thin-film metal-oxide 

target that provided a signal amplification three to five times greater 

than that of the glass target originally used. 

To achieve true low-light-level capability, an image intensifier 

had to be added to the image orthicon. This device converts an input 

photon image into a photoelectron image, which is then accelerated to 

a phosphor. The phosphor recreates a visible image of greater bright- 

ness than the image incident on the input. This brighter image is 

fiber-optically piped to the image orthicon and provides an additional 

light gain of between 30 and 50. With this increased gain, the in- 

tensifier image orthicon (I-IO) very nearly achieves the so-called 

photoelectron-noise-limited condition for stationary broad-area images. 

This means that the primary noise at the output of the tube is due to 

the inherent fluctuations in the primary photoprocess due to the con- 

version of photons to electrons. This noise represents a fundamental 

limitation, and since the fundamental limits had apparently been 

reached, it might be thought that the development of LLLTV had been 

completed, however, because of other defects, this waö not the case. 

In low-light-level imaging, it is necessary to amplify the input 

photoelectron noise to a level well above that of any tube- or system- 

generated noise. In the case of t,he I-I0, the primary system noise is 
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that of the scanning-electron-beam noise at the input of its internal 

electron multiplier preamplifier. This is very low, and therefore the 

gain needed for photoelectron noise to overwhelm the beam noise is not 

large. For the I-IO, the gain needed and provided is about 500. One 

result of this low gain, however, is that the beam current is very 

small as well, which makes the t-ime constant long. While target capac- 

itance is made as small as possible, there are limits to capacitance 

reduction because signal storage capability is reduced corresponding]y. 

The net result is that the I-IO tends to be of limited dynamic range 

and somewhat laggy. The effect of lag is to decrease signal for scenes 

in motion. 

In the early 1960's, the intensifier secondary electron conduc- 

tion (I-SEC) camera was developed. The secondary electron conduction 

(SEC) target provides a tenfold increase in gain before readout by the 

beam and is., therefore, much less laggy. Because the SEC tube uses 

an external preamplifier that is noiser than the internal electron 

multiplier preamplifier of the 10, the higher gain is needed to acquire 

sensitivity for the I-SEC comparable to that of the I-IO. Both the 

I-IO and I-SEC fall somewhat short of photoelectron noise limits at 

the very lowest light levels, but the deficiency is not serious. Be- 

sides being less laggy, the I-SEC is less complicated to operate and 

has a wider dynamic range. Thus, by the mid-lSGO's, the I-SEC had 

substantially replaced the I-IO in LLLTV systems. 

The I-SEC also has its faults, however. The time constant, 

though much improved, becomes marginal at the very lowest light levels. 

Also, some increase in sensitivity would be desirable. Both the 10 

and SEC targets were initially subject to damage by extreme overex- 

posure to about the same degree, although both could usually be pro- 

tected by electronic means. More recently, a mesh-supported SEC tar- 

get has bean developed that is many factors of ten less pron to dam- 

age and that should be proof against all but the most severe environ- 

ments. Even with extreme overexposure, the damage to the new SEC 

target is localized to the overexposed area rather than to a general 

area, as before. 
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Sufficient gain to make any TV sensor photoelectron noise limited 

can always be provided by adding a sufficient number of intensifiers 

to its input. Unfortunately, this involves a number of imaging and 

reimaging steps, and,, at each step, resolving power is lost. Thus, 

every effort is made to minimize the number of intensifiers. In cur- 

rent practice, most high-quality LLLTV systems employ one image- 

intensifier stage, which is svJficient to provide the needed gain and 

usually does not degrade overall resolving power by a large amount. 

With only one intensifier, the principle resolution-limiting element 

in an LLLTV camera is the combination of the target and the electron 

scanning beam in the TV pickup tube. For the I-SEC, the principal 

problem is the interaction of the electron bea.a with a suppressor mesh 

needed to prevent an image-runaway condition. Because of this inter- 

action, about the only way to improve resolving power is to increase 

the SEC target size, but this increases target capacitance, lag, and 

tube size. 

The most promising new sensor becoming available is the intensi- 

fier silicon electron bombardment induced response (I-SEBIR) tube, 

which, except the target, is identical in construction to the I-SEC. 

In the I-SEBIR, the target is a matrix of silicon diodes. The prin- 

cipal features of this new target are a twentyfold higher gain than 

the I-SEC and  an immunity to damage by overexposure. The gain is 

more than sufficient to ensure that I-SEBIR cameras will be photo- 

electron noise limited at all light levels of interest and to ensure 

an adequate speed of response, 

The current-resolving power of ehe I-SEBIR is comparable to that 

of the I-SEC camera. It is expected that the resolving power will in- 

crease with time as target size is increased. Because no suppressor 

mesn is needed in the I-SE3IR, there is none to form a fundamental 

limit to resolution as there is in the I-SEC. Also, the absence of a 

suppressor mesh results in a tube that has lower shunt capacitance and 

is less subject to microphonics. Because lag should be smaller than 

it needs to be, some increase in lag, which would accompany increases 

in target size, can be permitted. 
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The I-SEBIR shows high promise. Good tubes have been constructed 

and tested. Blemishes and uniformity problems, though not completely 

solved, are tolerable for military applications.  A target lifetime 

problem due to soft X rays has been encountered, but this problem ap- 

pears manageable. 

To recapitulate, the four principal LLLTV pickup systems employed 

to date or expected to be used in the near future are given in Table 

V-A-l. 

TABLE V-A-l.  PRINCIPAL LLLTV PICKUP SYSTEMS AND DATES OF USE 

System Dates 

Image Orthicon (10) 1946-1961 

Image Isocon (II)* 1949- 

Intensifier - .'^age Orthicon (I-IO) 1961-1965 

Intensifier - Secondary Electron Conduction     1965- 
(I-SEC) Camera 

Intensifier - Image Isocon (I-II)** 1969- 

Intensifier - Silicon Electron Bombardment      1971- 
Induced Response (I-SEBIR) Camera 

-£  
Though introduced in this year, the II has not been used 
extensively. 

Used for evaluation only. 

The improvements obtained in low-light-level imaging are illus- 

trated in Fig. V-A-l. 

As can be seen, the image orthicon improved by a factor of 100 

in the 1S46-1961 time span. It was gradually replaced by the I-SEC 

camera, which by 1965 gave roughly equal sensitivity, somewhat higher 

resolving power, and lower lag. The I-SEC continued to improve both 

in sensitivity and resolving power until a fairly high order of capa- 

bility was achieved in 1969. The I-SEBIR became available in very 

limited quantity in 1969.  At the lower line numbers, its sensitivity 
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is outstanding, but its maximum resolving power is limited. The 

projected improvement in the I-SEBIR is also shown in Fig. V-A-l. 

This projection is based on increase in target size only. Other tech- 

nological improvements can also be expected. 

100 
)0 10 10-5        10-4 

SCENE IRRADIANCE, wattv/m2, 28540K 

10 10 

FIGURE V-A-l.      Limiting Resolution Versus Scene Irradiance for Various 40-mm 
Low-Light-Level Television Cameras.   An F/1.5 Lens is Assumed 

Photocathodes have also improved steadily in quality and sensi- 

tivity over the years. The earliest television camera tubes employed 

the S-.\ photoemitter, which was characterized by a v$ry high dark cur- 
-11     -12     2 

rent of 10   to 10   amp/cm , a wide spectral response of from 0.4 

to 1.2 microns, and a rather low radiant sensitivity to tungsten light 

of 0.25 ma/watt. This surface is now used only in conjunction with 

auxiliary scene illuminators. The first image orphicons available in 

194G employed an S-10 photoemitter, which had a lower dark current of 
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-13     -14      0 

10   to 10   amp/cm*, a more restricted spectral bandpass of from 

0.4 to 0.7 microns, and a larger radiant sensitivity of 0,5 ma/watt. 

This surface is prized mainly for its ease of manufacture and the 

similarity of its spectral response to that of the human eye. 

The S--20 photoemitter, developed in the early 1950's, had a very 

low dark current of 10"  to 10   amp/cm ,  . improved spectral band- 

pass of from 0.4 to 0.8 microns, and a much larger radiant sensitivity 

of 3.0 ma/watt. By the early 1960's, the red response of the S-20 im- 

proved and, along with that, the radiant sensitivity increased to 

4-4,5 ma/watt. This surface became known informally as the S-20XR 

(XR for extended red). Even further improvements in the mid-^SO's 

led to sensitivities of the order of 4.5-5.5 ma/watt. This version 

of the S-20 was type classified as the S-25. 

In the late 1960's, the S-20 was once again improved. This new 

surface, now known as the S-20VR (VR : ? very red), shows appreciable 

response at 0,85 microns and radiant sensitivities in the 6-9 ma/watt 

region. It is understood that dark current has not significantly in- 

creased as the S-20 has been successively improved. 

The spectral responses of these various surfaces as they currently 

exist are shown later in Fig. V-B-2 (p. 248) and the other parameters 

are shown in Table V-A-2t. 

Improved photocathodes lead to increased sensitivity. The in- 

crease in sensitivity is directly proportional to photocathode sen- 

sitivity if the sensor is preamplifier or system noise limited. If 

the sensor is photoe^^ctron noise limited, as is the case for LLLTV, 

the increase in sensitivity is proportional to the square root of 

photocathode sensitivity. However, target-to-background contrast is 

often significantly higher at the longer wavelengths to vrtiich the new, 

improved sensors are sensitive. 

To achieve real-time, low-light-level imaging, it is necessary 

to substantially amplify the photoelectron signal generated by ihe 

photocathode prior to readout by the electron beam. A large gain 

serves two useful purposes: 
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1. A large gain raises the photoelectron signal and noises to 

levels well above that of the video preamplifier that di- 

rectly follows the readout process. 

2. A large gain reduces the readout time constant, since a high 

gain implies a high reading beam current. 

Indeed, a higher gain is often needed to achieve a satisfactory time 

constant than is needed simply to eliminate the preamplifier as a 

noise source. 

TABLE V-A-2. PARAMETERS OF VARIOUS PHOTOCATHOPES 

Period TyPe. 

S-l 

Dark 
Current, 
amp/cm^ 

lo^-io-12 

Radiant 
Sensitivity 

0 0.85 micron, 
ma/watt 

Radiant* 
Sensitivity, 

ma/watt 

__ 1.5-2.5 0.25 

1946 S-10 io-13-io-14 ~ 0.5 

Early 
1950's 

S-20 io-15.-io-16 — 3.0 

Early 
1960^ S-20XR io-15-.io-16 1-2.5 4-4.5 

Mid- 
1960's S-25 io-15-io-16 5-9 4.5-5.5 

Late 
1960's 

S-20VR io-15-io-16 20-25 5.5-9.0 

For tungsten sources operated at 2854 K. 

One method of achieving large gains is simply to cascade a number 

of image intensifiers in front of the TV pickup tube. While any amount 

of gain can be provided in this manner, a severe loss in resolving 

power will be incurred because at each imaging and reimaging step. 
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Signal amplitude modulation due to image detail is lost.. Thus, the 

effort is to achieve the requisite gain with a minimum number of com- 

ponents. 

Most of the more sensitive TV pickup tubes em 'oy signal storage 

targets that also have gain. While these gains can be appreciable, 

all of these tubes, in current practice, require at least one addi- 

tional image-intensifier stage either to obtain the necessary gain or 

to sufficiently reduce the time constant or to do both. Ordinarily, 

the intensifier provides an additional gain of about 40. 

It can be observed in Table V-A-3 that the gain of the intensi- 

fier image orthicon is not large. Even so, it is known that this tube 

is a quite capable performer. The reason for this apparent discrep- 

ancy is that the image orthicon employs a return-beam electron mul- 

tiplier as a preamplifier. From a sensitivity viewpoint, it is suf- 

ficient to have enough gain to overcome preamplifier noise, and the 

noise of an electron multiplier is very low compared to that of an 

external preamplifier. One rough measure or indicator of the ade- 

quacy of the gain is the ratio of gain to preamplifier noise, as is 

shown in Table V-A-Z.    It should be noted that it is possible to have 

too much gain, which is the case for the I-SEBIR tube. However, gain 

can be quite easily reduced. 

Also shown in Table V-Ä-3 is an estimate of lag characteristics. 

While the I-IO with MgO target is very acceptable from a sensitivity 

viewpoint, its low gain before readout results in an overly large lag. 

The 1-SEC, though slightly less sensitive, is much less laggy. How- 

ever, even the I-SEC must be considered marginal at the lowest light 

levels. The I-SEBIR should not have these problems. 

2. Performance Criteria for Sensor Analysis 

Camera tube manufacturers routinely supply certain data. Ordi- 

narily, this includes a signal transfer curve, a bar-pattern amplitude 

response function, and sometimes a  limiting resolution versus light 

level characteristic. Certain other auxiliary data, such as interelectrode 
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capacitance, photocathode response, and residual signal characteris- 

tics, may also be provided. 

TABLE V-A-3. COMPARISON OF GAIN-TO-PRFAMPLIFIER-NOISE RATIO 

Product , 
of Target PA 
and In- Preamp 

Tube   Target  tensifier Noise, r/T 
Period  Type    Type     Gain "^    K'''^ na 

Lag: Ratio 
of Actual 

to Acceptable 
at Very Low 

PA   Light Levels 

480 195^3 ^^ GlaSS 

agio's 1-10 W 

lllvs ^C SEC 

igeO's t-*™1* MatrS" 80'000**  3-0    26>666*Ä 

120    0.25* 

400    0.25*   1,600 

4,000    3.0     1,333 

100 

10 

0.5 

** 

With fixed beam current, noise is at the input to the internal 
electron multiplier. 

•t 
In practice, gain will be reduced to between 10,000 and 20,000, 
and therefore the gain-to-preamp]ifier noise ratio G/Ip, will 
range from 3,300 to 6,600. 

The signal transfer characteristic is a plot of signal current at 

the camera tube's output as a function of the input photocathode ir- 

radiance or illuminance as shown in Fig. V-C-2. This is measured 

using a broad-area test image which is not degraded by any sensor 

aperture. Under certain conditions, the signal transfer curve may be 

indicative of relative sensor sensitivity, but many exceptions can be 

noted. In fact, the extension of the transfer characteristic to lower 

photocathode irradiance levels by means of intensifiers, for example, 

may result in either sensitivity improvement or merely a reduction in 

dynamic range. Also, the signal transfer characteristic contains in- 

formation regarding neither sensor noise nor its resolving power. 
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The bar-pattern amplitude response function is a measure of a 

camera tube's ability to resolve fine image detail if the signal-to- 

noise ratio available i? otherwise high enough. Its primary function 

is to determine the extent to which the finite apertures of the camera 

tube degrade the signal generated by the input photocathode. To meas- 

ure it, a bar pattern of known amplitude and of very low spatial fre- 

quency is projected on the photocathode and the output signal ampli- 

tude is noted. Next, the spatial frequency of the bar pattern is in- 

creased step by step, and the ratio of the output signal amplitude at 

the high spatial frequency to that measured at the low reference fre- 

quency is computed. A typical result is shown in Fig. V-C-3 (p. 263). 

Ordinarily, the amplitude response function conveys no sensitivity or 

noise information. 

While the signal transfer and amplitude modulation curves are re- 

lated to sensor performance, performance cannot be inferred from them 

directly. j 

The video signal-to-noise ratio obtainable from the sensor as a 

function of the input photocathode irradiance is a somewhat better in- 

dicator of performance. Usually, it is measured for broad-area images 

at fairly high light levels and extrapolated to lower light levels 

analytically. Also, the results can be extrapolated to bar-pattern 

images of fine detail in many cases by appropriately multiplying the 

broad-area video signal-to-noise ratio by the amplitude response. 

This ratio is of some interest in applications where the video signal 

is used directly, as in contrast trackers. However, the video signal- 

to-noise ratio does not translate directly into resolving power. Fur- 

thermore, it is a function of video bandwidth, which is not fundamental 

to the detection process as performed by a human ^server. 

From the viewpoint of the human observer, a new measure, the dis- 

play signal-to-noise ratio, will be defined ir the following. This 

represents the signal-to-noise ratio associated with the image on the 

cathode-ray tube display. Since the image signals and noises have 

been so highly amplified and magnified before being displayed, it has 
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been shown that the display signal-to-noise ratio will not be signifi- 

cantly degraded by the eye over a wide range of conditions. There- 

fore, the signal-to-noise ratio at the observer's retina will be es- 

sentially identical to that on the display. The display signai-to- 

noise ratio is very nearly independent of video bandwidth.  A further 

merit of the display signal-to-noise ratio as defined is that it has 

been experimentally determined that the ratio needed to detect a given 

type of image liminally is approximately constant, as shown in Fig. 

V-C-5 (p. 269). Since the display signal-to-noise ratio includes the 

camera tube's signal transfer characteristic, its amplitude response,'v 

and all of the noises generated either in the primary photoprocess or 

in subsequent signal processing^, it represents a reasonably good means 

of comparing various camera tubes. 

The intersection of the display signal-to-noise ratio obtainable 

with that needed by the observer as shown in Fig. V-C-5 (p. 259) can 

be used to determine the limiting resolution versus light level char- 

acteristic such as is shown in Fig. V-C-6 (p. 271). This character- 

istic can be measured directly by an observer by projecting a bar 

pattern of known spacing and irradiance level on the photocathode and 

reducing the irradiance level until the pattern becomes barely dis- 

cernible. While not as versatile as the display signal-to-noise ratio 

curves, the resolution versus irradiance level characteristic has some 

utility in that it can be roughly related to the maximum scene resolu- 

tion to be expected at a given scene radiance level. 

^ •" Elsctrooptical Imaging Sensor Analysis 

In viewing a scene indirectly on the display of an electrooptical 

sensor, the lens and photosurface of the sensor replace the lens and 

retina of the eye as the primary phototransducer, The purpose of re- 

placing the eye in this manner is to provide the observer with capa- 

bility he does not ordinarily have. For example, the sensor can have 

greater aperture and longer focal length to increase light gathering 

Square-wave amplitude response as currently defined, 
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i.apabilicy and resolution of scene decail, Photorathodes of greater 

quantum efficiency than the eye can be obtained in the visible re- 

gion, and. if desired, imaging at wavelengths far beyond the visible 

can be provided. Even without these -ttributes, the sensor may be of 

some use, since it can be remotely located. 

The essentials of an electrooptical imaging sensor are shewn in 

Fig. V-A-2. The scene, consisting of a small area a in this case, is 

imagc-d on the photosurf ace by the lens. The photosurf ace converts the 

scene photon image to a photoelectron image that is amplified and mag- 

nified by a signal processor and focused on a phosphor that creates a 

visible light image. Finally, photons from the displayed image are 

collected by the observer's lens and projected onto his retina, vdiich 

converts the image to sensory impulses for subsequent processing and 

interpretation by the brain. 

, I ens Photocilhode (p) 

Sensoi 

Gam IG) 

Magmlicalion (Ml 

Oispliy ID) 

70 1283 VA 1 

FIGURE V~A-2.    Electrooptical Image Process 

In the following discussion, the degree to which the sensor can 

aid the observer will be determined. The main emphasis will be on the 

overall sensor sensitivity and resolving power. The observer will be 

as an integral part of the overall system. We will show that the 

capability of the sensor-augmented observer can be analytically predicted 
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for simple scene test patterns r;uch as disks, rectangles, and bar £Jt- 

terns and that these predictions correlate closely with measured re- 

sults. However, sensory syateri performance prediction must still be 

regarded as an art needing considerable development to achieve greater 

precision and to extend the results to more complicated (and more re- 

alistic) imaging situations. To the extent that the analysis applies 

at all, it applies equally well to any electroopcical sensor, including 

low-light-level television and real-time forward-looking infrared 

scanners. 

In most electrooptical sensory systems, the designer has some 

latitude in selecting the jensor objective lens and input photode- 

tector type. For present purposes, both the lens and phototransducer 

can be considered to be design parameters. Then, the beginning point 

of the analysis is the output of the photosurface, v^iich may be con- 

sidered to be the source of a photoelectron image. System elements, 

including the observer, will be generally unaware of the source of 

this image. We do observe, however, that the photon-to-electron con- 

version process is noisy and that there is a signal-to-noise ratio as- 

sociated with the primary photoprocess that inherently limits its in- 

formation content. 

The function of the signal processor is to amplify the signal and 

magnify it as necessary to preclude the possibility that the eye will 

be acuity-limited by either image size or luminance. Were the sensor 

ideal, the signal and noises generated by the input photosurface would 

be equally amplified so that the signal-to-noise ratio generated by 

the input photosurface would be identical to that at the phosphored 

screen and, in turn, would be identical to that generated by the eye 

retina. In real sensors, the signals may be distorted or smeared by 

the signal-processor finite apertures and display elements, and noises 

may be added. 

a. Detection of Isolated Rectangular Images. In the beginning 

of this analysis, it will be assumed that the image is large relative 

to the sensor point image spread function, so that the finite sensor 

apertures can be neglected and the signal processor is noise free. 
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The eye viewing the display also has limitations, depending on the 

display brightness, vidRO gain, image sise, and viewing distance. 

Fluctuation noises are associated with the conversion of display pho- 

tons to sensory impulses, and both th» eye and rhe retina have finite 

apertures. However, we shall assume that the display luminance is 

sufficient and that the image is large enough, relative to the viewing 

distar », to preclude either retinal fluctuation noise or acuity lim- 

itations on image detection. On the other hand, the image will not be 

so large as to exceed the spatial integration capability of the eye. 

With these assumptions, the signal-to-noise ratios at the output of 

the photosurface display and at the retina will be equal. Linearity 

of all processes is assumed in the following. 

The elementary model describing the effect of photoconversion- 

fluctuation noise is ordinarily attributed to Rose (Ref. 1), who, in 

turn, attributes it to deVries (Ref. 2). The basic model assumes thar 

the photon-to-photoelectron conversion process is random in space and 

time and that the randomness can be characterized by the Poisson prob- 

ability distribution law. According to Poisson statistics, if ti 

photosurface generates n  photoelectrons per unit area and time, then 

the average or mean number n generated in time t by an area a will be 

no = nxy (at) (V-A-l) 

Also, the standard deviation or rms fluctuation noise associated with 
- _ % _ _ t 
n is equal to (n) , so that the signal-to-noise ratio becomes n/(n) , 

provided that there is no background flux. With background, the Rose 

model assumes that the incremental signal becomes n - n. and that the 

signal-to-noise ratio becomes 

SNRp = ^0 - n^n^ (V-A-2) 

Ncce that the symbol D is added to the signal-to-noise ratio SNR to 

indicate that the calculations are referenced to an idealized, hypothetical 
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display without lins structure and an MTF of 1. This is convenient when 

the effects of observer viewing distance are to be taken into account. 

In a later model, Coltmä•■, and Anderson (Ref. 3) assumed that 

the noises from the background and the object should be quadratically 

summed, so that Eq. V~ft-2 becomes 

SNRD = (no - h"b)/(no + *b) <V-A-3) 

This model appears „o be more consistent with the statistical detection 

mode* „scussed bei'v. In both models, the inference is that the eye 

compares the area with signal to some other orea of equal siae in 

which the signal is absent. Before proceeding, we define contrast as 

= I n     - n   . 1/ n 
^ xy max   xy mxiff    > "xy max  "xy min// "xy max        v 

So that contrast is always positive and varies only from 0 to 1. 

Further, we will assume that signals are always positive, so that 

combining Eqs. V-Ä-1, V-A-3, and V-A-4 yields 

\ 
3NRD = C(V max ' at)/[(2-C^xy max * at]      ^'^ 

In the above, we have set t equal to the integration time of the eye 

V 
As the next step, we note that the photoelectron rate can 

be written in terms of the photocurrent i , as 

n = is/(eA) (V-Ä-6) 

where e is the charge of an electron and A is the effective area of 

the photocathode. Now, Eq. V-A-S may be written as 
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SNRD = k'f   •  C ^ max/f (2-C) c i s max (V-A-7) 

.\Tow, v;e multiply the numerator and denominator of Eq. V-Ä-7 by Af, the 

video bandwidth, with the result that 

SNRD ^ ^ a^f  ' L
C ^ max/L(2-C) e ^ i s max .i4) (V-A-8) 

The second term in the above can be recognized by those familiar with 

television signal-to-noise rr.wlysis as the broad-area video signal-to- 

noise ^tio SNR-. 0 _. "Broad-area" means that the image used to make 

the measurement is large compared to the point spread or impulse re- 

sponse of the sensor. 

The original formulation of fluctuation noise limitations to 

imaging, as formulated by de Vries in 1943, gave the Image signal-to- 

noise ratio (or SNIL., as we define it here) as 

SNRD = ML 

(no + V 
T72 

while Schade prefers 

3NRD = 
ML 

C(n0 + nb)/2] 172 

When an independent source of noise n    is added, the de Vries formu- 

2ution leads to 

SNRp ML 

<no + nb + SV 
T72 ' 
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while Schade's formulation led to 

ÖNRD 
M. 

[(no + nh)/2 + n ] 172  ' 

Written in terms of a photocundent, the de Vries model gives 

CIMT?    - Ai ;  (ar)1/2 
S% " 1TTT0 + lb/+ 2 eis] 

Ai  (at) 1/2 

[2 el + 2 eis] 

whereas the Schade model gives 

^      (el HI/TJ 

In order to convert the de Vries model to a form irecognizable 

in terms of a video signal-to-noise ratio as used in this document, 

the numerator and denominator were multiplied by Af» the video band- 

width, whereas, to achieve the same result with the Schade model, the 

numerator and denominator are multiplied by 2Af. With this under- 

standing, both models are similar in the noise expression but differ 

by the ^5" in the signal expression. However, in the analysis reported 

herein, ve h<ave used a value of 0.2 sec (following Rose) for the 

eye's integration time, while Schade prefers a value of approximately 

0.1 sec for the usual range of display luminances (0.2 to 1 ft-L). 

With this adjustment both the de Vries model and the Schade model 

give the same numerical result. In future work Schade's model will 

be used and 0.1 sec used as the eye integration time. 

In passing, it should be observed that in using i, the 

average current, the apparent dependence of noise on image contrast 

is eliminated, since 
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(2  - C)  i max 2  i 

The only purpose of the use of i        is that it converts directly to 
highlight irradiance, which is the quantity usually plotted in reso- 
lution-versus-irradiance characteristics. 

With these observations, £q.  V-A-7 is written as 

SNRJJ =  [t  Af a/Ay   . SNI^ 0 c (V-A-9) 

If our premise is correct, and if Eq. V-Ä-9 is correct, then 

we should be able to demonstrate that for a series of image sizes a 

constant level of probability of detection will require larger video 

signal-to-noise ratios (SNIt,) for small images than for large images. 

Further, we should be able to show that a given value of SNR- is 

associated with a given value of probability of detection—over a very 

broad range of image sizes. 

These predictions were well borne out in the experiment 

described below, wherein a rectangular image is electronically gener- 

ated, mixed with band-limited white noise,* and displayed on a tele- 

vision monitor (Fig. V-Ä-3). A selector was devised so that the image 

could appear in any one of four quadrants. 

In the experiments reported herein, the noise was Gaussian rather 
than Poisson distribution. In the Coltman and Anderson experiment 
(Ref. 3), however, the results obtained using noise of either Gaussian 
or Poisson distribution appear to correlate closely. 
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FIGURE V-A-3.   Equipment for Display Signal-to-Noise Ratio Experiment 

Response was forced (i.e., the observer had to pick a quad- 

rant whether he saw an image or not).    The probability of detection 

obtained in this way was then corrected for chance.    The ratio of 

viewing distance to display height was Dv/H =3.5, with the displayed 

scene being 8 in. high and 28 in. distant.    In    he first experiment, 

the image was a series of rectangles of different sizes.    Their di- 

mensions were expressed in terms of scan line widths,  and a 525-line 

total vertical scan with 490 active lines was assumed.    Thus, the 

imaqe size in terms of scan lines became 

vv= (490)2 * a(a/A) (V-A-10) 

where a is the width-to-height aspect ratio of the CRT display, 4:3 in 

this case. The image chosen was 4 scan lines high and from 4 to 180 

scan lines wide. Next, the probability of detecting the image was de- 

termined as a function.of the video signal-to-noise ratio at a video 

bandwidth of 7.1 MHz. The result is shown in Fig. V-Ä-4a. Observe 

that the larger the rectangle, the smaller the SNRV needed. 

The display signal-to-noise ratio required was computed from 

Fig. V-A-4a and the equation 

SNRJJ = ri/490) (nn t A^/«)* * SNR,, (V-A-ll) 
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which was derived using Eqs» V-A-8 and V-A-9 and is plotted in Fig. 

V-Ä-5 for t = 0.2 sec. As can be seen, the display signal-to-noise 

ratio required for a given probability of detection is a constant ' rv- 

dependent of image size over a  wide range of image aspect ratios. It 

should be noted that the angular extent of the image relative to the 

observer's eye varied from 0.13 x 0-13 deg for the rectangle of 1:1 

length-to-width ratio to 0.13 x 6.2 deg for the 45:1 ratio. The 

eye-and-brain combination can apparently integrate over large areas 

in space. 

0.3 0.4 
VIDEO SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO 

FIGURE V-A-4a.   Corrected ProbabSlity of Derection Versus Video 
Signa I-to-Noise Ratio for Rectangular Images 

It has been observed that the long, thin rectangles in Fig. 

V-A-4a are nearly "all edge" and that the eye is more sensitive to 

edges than to areas.    As a preliminary test of this concept, various 

squares were used as test images.    These squares were 2 x 2, 4 x 4, . 

8 x 8, 16 x 16,  32 x 32, and 64 x 64 scan lines in size and varied in 

angular subtense at the eye from 0.06 x 0.06 deg tc 2 x 2 deg.    The 
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result is shown in Fig. V-A-4b.  As can be seen, the SNFL, required to 

detect the images 2 x 2 to 16  x 16 scan lines in s-'ze (angular sub- 

tense from 0.06 to 0.5 deg) is approximatsiy constant. However, the 

SNR^ required to detect the squares of larger angular extent (1 and 2 

deg) increases. This lends some support to the "edge" theory. Since 

the large areas are of less importance to the user of a system, it is 

felt that the notion of a constant SNR^ based on image area is ap- 

propriate for most system prediction purposes. 

FIGURE V-A-4b. Corrected Probabiiity of Defection Versus Display 
Signal-to- Noise Ratio for Square Images 

We have also observed that the detectability of a displayed 

image is almost entirely a function of its SNRn, not of its displayed 

contrast, unless the contrast becomes so low that the eye becomes 

acuity-limited by the fluctuations generated in the retina by the dis- 

play background luminance. However, this only means that the noise 

generated in the retinal photoprocess should have been included in the 
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analysis. Had it been, detectability would probably have been inde- 

pendent of the displayed contrast, as before. The SNR- is, of course, 

a strong function of the image contrast at the input photocatbode, 

which can be far different from the displayed image contrast. 
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HGUetE V-A-5.   Measured and Predicted Probability of Detection 

Tl-ie curve used to fit the experimental points is based on a 

probability model originally suggested by Legault (Ref. 4), In this 

model, which is derived in the Appendix, it is assumed that the mean 

number of photoelectrons within the sampling interval has become suf- 

ficiently large that the Gaussian or normal probability distribution 

given by 

fz(z) = exp [-Z
2
/2]/(2T0^ 
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becomes a good approximation of the Poissoi distribution law, which 

actually represents the signal and noise processes. In the above, Z 

is a random variable shown to be numerically equal to 

Z = SNRJJ - SNRp T (V-A-13) 

» 

where SNR^ T is the display signal-to-noise ratio needed to obtain a 

detection probability of 0.5, which is generally considered to be the 

threshold of detection as indicated by the subscript T. Other values 

of SNR- are obtained from the formula 

Pd (-• < Z < z2) = —^r f    exp -z2/2 dz        (V-A-14) 

•CO 

which cannot be integrated in closed form, but is widely available in 

standard mathematical tables. 

In the foregoing, a model was developed for the SNR developed 

at the output of the input photocathode in a perfect system in which 

*"he image's spatial fidelity is preserved at each reimaging step, and 

the only noise is that generated in the primary photoprocess. Ir. this 

case, the SNR developed by the photocathode is identical to that at 

the display and the observer's retina. In psychophysical experiments 

that apprnximate the perfect sensor case, it was shown that the SNR^ 

required to detect rectangular targets is relatively a constant over 

a wide range of image sizes and that probabilities of detection can 

be associated with the display signal-to-noise ratios developed. 

b. Effect of Finite Apertures on Aperiodic Image Detection. The 

rectangular images discussed in the previous section were aperiodic 

images. However, it was assumed that they were reproduced at the 

retina and converted to sensory impulses with perfect spatial fidelity. 

In real sensors, the images at the display may be distorted in ampli- 

tude, shape, position (phase), or all three. These distortions are 
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due to finite imaging apertures such as the objective lens, any fiber- 

optic coupling plates, electron lenses, electron scanning beams, finite 

phosphor particles, and the like. The effect of these apertures is to 

smear image detail in a manner directly analogous to that of electrical 

filter networks, except that the sensor apertures can result in both 

one- and two-dimensional filtering effects, as shown in Fig. V-Ä-6. 

This analogy can be put to good use. 

0 
POINT SOURCE LENS 

(o)  TWO-DIMENSIONAL POINT SPREAD FUNCTION 
OR TWO-DIMENSIONAL IMPULSE RESPONSE 

0 
LINE SOURCE LENS 

(b)  ONE-DIMENSIONAL LINE SPREAD FUNCTION OR 
ONE-DIMENSIONAL IMPULSE RESPONSE 

S3-18-71-8 

SCREEN 

F' GU RE V-A-6.    Impu ise Responds 
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In the discussion that follows, all of the various system 

elements, including the observer, are considered to he  linear and 

amenable to Fourier analysis, wherein complicated input signals are 

decomposed into simpler signals for which the system response is 

known, and then the total response is found by summing the individual 

responses in linear combination. The requirements and properties of 

linearity are well known (Ref. 5) and will not be belabored further 

here, except to note that, without the mathematical simplifications 

made possible by assuming linearity, analysis becomes all but impos- 

sible in many cases. Also, in the interest of focusing on fundamental 

principles, it will be assumed that, where two-dimensional apertures 

are involved, the two dimensions are independent and separable. With 

this assumption, complicated two-dimensional problems can be redu 

to the more familiar one-dimensional problems. 

In the Fourier analysis of sensors, it is convenient to em- 

ploy a certain set of input test sign ils known as the singularity test 

signals. The most useful singularity test signal is the unit volume 

impulse 60(x,y), which  is of zero amplitude everywhere except at one , 

point, where its amplitude is infinite. However, its volume (or its 

area, in the one-dimensional case) is always unity. The sensor re- 

sponse with an impulse input is designated as r (x,y) and is known 

either as the impulse,response or the point spread function. The 

Fourier transform of the impulse response is designated as R (u) .cu ) 

and is known as either the complex steady-state frequency repoonse or 

the optical transfer function. If either r (x,y) or R (ou ,(« ) are 

known for the sensor, the response to any other input can be deter- 

mined. R^OLfOLj may be written as 

Ro (\>viy)   - Sf r0(x,y) 

(V-A-15) 
= lRo( vvl exp p(u,x) + jtf v 
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where 3 implies "the Fourier transfc^.n of." R
0(
u,
x>

<»1lv) 
is known as 

either the sine-wave response or the modulation transfer function 

(MTF), while 0(ü) ) and 0((«.7) are the phase transfer functions. By x       y 
the use of the separability assumption (Ref. 6), 

r  1   r  i       (v-Ä-16) 

A typical one-dimensional MTF curve is shown in Fig. V-A-7. 

This curve happens to be a Gaussian or error curve filter, which closely 

approximates the MTF of many sensors and is given quantitatively by 

|RO((B)| = exp [- ^J (V-A-17) 

If phase shift is zero, then |R (a))| = R (co), and we can find the 

filter's response to any input signal. Suppose the input signals to 

be rectangular pulses, as shown by the dashed curves of Fig. V-A-8. 

It is seen that, as the input pulse is made progressively narrower, 

the output pulse becomes progressively wider relative to the input 

pulse width, and its amplitude eventually drops to well below that of 

the input pulsea Nevertheless, the area under the output pulse curve 

is identical to that under the input pulse. This is the nature of the 

error curve filter and of many optical apertures encountered in na- 

ture. Apertures of this type are dissipationless. Suppose that the 

eye is viewing an image that has first passed through a dissipation- 

less filter. The effect of the filter would be expected to be that 

of smoothing the noise and smearing the signal. In the rectangle ex- 

periment, it was shown that, as images get larger, the eye expands the 

distance over which it integrates. If this is so, and there is every 

reason to believe that it is, then it could be inferred that, since 

the integrated signal in the filtered signal is the same and the noise 
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is reduced, the image detectability is enhanced by the filtering, or, 

as a minimum, the detectability remains unchanged. 
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FIGURE V-A-7.    ModulaHon Transfer Function and Effective Bandwidth 
for Error Curve Filter in Oimensionless Coordinates 

We find this result unpleasing. While it is possible to im- 

prove a signal-to-noise ratio by filtering, this seems unlikely when 

the signal and noise occupy the same spatial area and frequency band, 

as is the case here. Also, it is a common experience that finite 

apertures degrade images; they do not enhance them. The following 

solution to this dilemma is proposed. As the output pulse is smeared, 

the amplitude of the signal in the tails of the pulse becomes small. 

We presume these small signals to be less effective than the higher 

amplitudes near the peak of the pulse. Thus, an analytical model that 

weights the higher amplitudes in favc o of the lower amplitudes would 

seem to be desired. This can be obtained by viewing the eye as an 

energy detector and by applying the Fourier energy integral, which 

represents the equivalence between energy in the space and the spatial 

frequency domains. In two dimensions, the Fourier energy integral is 

equal to 
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FIGURE V-A-8.    Output Pulse (-) for an Error Curve Filter as the Width of 
a Unit Amplitude Rectangular Input Pulse (—) is Varied 
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fff2  (x,y)dxdy = ^7 fj \^\*^\2 ^ UL (V-Ä-18) 

By using this formulation, which is also known as Parseval's relation 

and Plancherel's theorem (Ref. 7), the SNR- of Eq. V-A-5 is modified 

to read 

'vVy  jfg2 (x,y) dxdy 

SNRJJ = -.. 

// 
(2-C)   II g' (x,y) dxdy 

-CD 

(V-A-19) 

In the above, [n t g(x,y)j represents the signal envelope at the out- 

put of the filter. Alternatively, the result of Bq. V-A-19 can be ex- 

pressed in the spatial frequency domain or 

%      a 

fcy*) j7lG(vV,2du,xdtüy 
SNRD=^ 

(2-C) JJ    |G (^,(Dy)|
2 da^d«^ 

CV-A-20) 

In general. 
00 

// 
g    (x,y) dx dy ^ j/3U ,y) dx dy (V-Ä-21) 

for positive signals, and 
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jj     |G <\><»y)\2  du)wdu.y s jj   |G (u^.yl du^düy   (V-A-22) 

The result, in the new formulation, is that a photoelectron image 

passed through an aperture will be less detectable than one that is 
not. 

To illustrate the  effect of the new proposed model, we will 

calculate the minimum detectable power P . and the minimum detectable 

highlight irradiance E ^ for a sensor-augmented observer when the in- 

put image is a square of unit contrast. First, suppose the sensor MTF 

to be unity. The photoelectron current ic mav may be written as - „.    -. r -«**»..», *a max 

s max ^ max = a A E (V-Ä-23) 

where a is the photocathodefs sensitivity (in amp/watt) to a given 

source such as a tungsten lamp operated at 2854 K, and E is the photo- 
2 cathode's highlight irradiance (in watt/m ) due to the same given 

source. Using Eq. V-A-'23 in Bq. V-A-7, we obtain 

r    -fe 
SNRJJ = ^|_£ (V-Ä-24) 

For threshold detection (50 percent probability of detection), SNILyp = 

2.8. With this value for SNRp _, E becomes Emin, and thus, for the 

perfect sensor with unity MTF, 

Emin = (2-8)2 e/(^t) (V-A-25) 

and 

Pmin = (?-8)2 e/(ot) (V-Ä-26) 
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These equations are plotted in Figs, V-A-9 and V-A-IO for a = 4.10 

amp watt and t = 0.2 sec. We include the effect of the apertures, as- 

suming that the apertures in x and y are independent and separable, so 

that Bq. V-A-15 holds. The impulse response in x (or y) is given by 

r0(x) = exp -x2/2 •IM (V-A-27) 

and a is taken to be 2.31 x 10" ram. For a square image, g(x) or g(y) 

is given by 

g(x) = ^ erf 
x + x0/2 x - x0/2 

(V-A-28) 

v*\ere erf is the error function and x0 is the input pulse width. Now, 

min   eöt^ 

SB *W 

j   g2 (x) dx j   g2  (y) dy 

(V-A-29) 

j   g2 (x) dx J   g2 (y; dy 

where g(x) is given by Eq. V-A-28 and g(x) = g(y). Pmin is found 

from Eq. V-A-29, and 

Pmin = Enin ' a 
(V-A-30) 

vÄtere a is the input image area. The impact of the assumed apertures 

can be observed from the curves shown in Figs. V-A-9 and V-A-10. It 

is seen that, with unity MTF, Emin is proportional to 1/a, while Pmin 

is constant. With the assumed MTF, Emin increases at a much faster 
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rate as image size is diminished, while Pmin is no longer a constant 

but increases as image size decreases. 
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c. Detection of Periodic Signals. Rectangular images are not 

ordinarily used in measuring and specifying image-forming sensors. 

Instead, it is more usual to employ periodic images of various forms 

and types, including sine wav^s, bars, bursts of bars, and circular 

sectors or wedges. A typical bar-burst pattern (Ref. 8) is shown in 

Fig. V-A-ll. Whatever the pattern form, the thought is to project 

patterns of various spatial frequencies onto the sensor photocathode 

and to measure sensor response both electrica?..ly and psychophysically. 

The electrical tests are mainly to obtain the MTF and the signal cur- 

rent transfer characteristics. In psychophysical tests, an observer 

is requested to determine the pattern of highest spatial frequency 

that can be just barely detected as the highlight irradiance of the 
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pattern image is varied. The highest spatial frequency that can be 

just baiely detected at a given irradiance is designated as the limit- 

ing resolution, and its plot as a function of irradiance is called its 

limiting resolution versus photocathode irradiance level characteristic, 

< 

10 -\2 
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5       ,0 

Z 
i 

•14 

10' •15 
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ERROR CURVE MTF 

EFFECTIVE DURATION 
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■J. 
UNITY MTF 

Ö.Ö01 "H^r I     1   J-J. 
0,1 

J L 

33-18-71-10 

W3DTH x0 OF SQUARE, mm 

FIGURE V-A~10.   Minimum Detectable Power. 
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FIGURE V-A-ll. Resolution Test Churt 

This characteristic is widely used by all sensor manufac- 

turers to specify and compare the performance of their products with 

others, even though the patterns and methods of measurement have not 

bean standardized in any form, and widely different techniques are 

used. Surprisingly, fairly close correlations have been experienced 

between various mcinufacturers and laboratories, but, as we shall see, 

this result is maxnly fortuitous. As sensors improve, substantial 

errors can be encountered unless standards are adopted. 

The original experimentations and analyses relating to the 

detectability of sine-wave and bar patterns displayed on a CRT were 

performed by Coltman and Anderson (Ref. 3) using an electronic setup 

similar to that in Fig. V-A-3. The main difference is that vertically 

oriented sine-wave patterns that filled the entire screen were used 

instead of squares and rectangles. However, the early analysis pro- 

ceeds airag tM lines followed in the previous section. The bar-pattern 
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image being viewed is divided into square elements of ßize fly, where 

Ay is numerically equal to the bar spacing (which is also equal to the 

bar width). Then, SNR-. is calculated for this single square element, 

which eventually results in Eq. V~A-9. Next, we note that if we de- 

fine bar spacing Ay in terms of the number NTV of squares that can be 

fitted into a picture height, then 

NTV = i (V-A-31) 

A3 "jo, if X is the picture width, which is equal to a Y, and a is the 
2  '-2   2 picture aspect ratio, then A = a Y = ^T x NTV. Note further that 

2 a = fiy , so that Eq. V-A-9 becomes 

SNRD/E = [t l^*3  * SNRV,0,C (V-A-32) 

This equation, which is designated the per-element display 

signal-to-noise ratio, was derived for the photoelectron-noise-limited 

case, where the noise is white and the sensor MTF is unity. This situ- 

ation was simulated in the laboratory by Coltman and Anderson (Ref. 3). 

Their formulation was somewhat different, in that they set up the 

equation in the form 

NTVP/Wr:kCÄf/^ ' SNRV,RMS ^-A-2Z) 

and then they evaluated k experimentally for threshold identification 

of the pattern. Their value was found to be equal to 615 when  Af ' was 
given in MHz, N-,— ,.. was given in line pairs'picture width, and the 

SNIL. ^g was in terms of rms signal to rms noise. Converting the 

Coltman and Anderson nomenclature to that used here, we have 

2 x NTVP/W   lines ,.. . ., . NTV m picture height ' (V-A-34a) 
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SNR^^ = 2.82 SN^^ ^ 'Jg£  .        (V-A-34b) 

and 

Af = 10"5 Af ' (E,). (V-Ä-34C) 

Inserting these results, along with the constant k = 615, into Eq. 

V-A-33, we find 

NTV = 3.27 (Äf)^ • SNR^Q^ (V-Ä-35) 

Next, we solve Eq. V-Ä-33 for NTV: 

By comparison of Eqs. V-A-35 and V-A-36, we find that equality would 
result if 

ft^1- = 3.27 (V-A-37) 
SNRD/E 

If t = 0.2 sec and a = A/3, then 

SNRD/E,T " 1-18 (V-A-38) 

Äe inference is that threshold display signal-to-noise ratio SNR-/- T 
is a constant and is equal to about 1.18. Actually, the constant 

k = 615 was determined for sine-wave patterns. In an earlier experi- 

ment, Coltman (Ref. 9) found k to be 640 for square waves, which would 

make SNR_/E ,_ = 1,23. However, in the earlier experiment the bars were 

of limited extent, which will be found to make a.difference. 
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Somev^at later, Parton and Moody (Ref. 10) gave an equation 

that is rewritten in the nomenclature used in this paper and rear- 

ranged as follows: 

ftp _C_ fpAEl 
~L«J NTV LeJ 

SNRD/E = t   tr, m V-MS) 

By multiplying numerator and denominator by Af and noting that 

[aAE/eÄfr = SNI^ 0, we find th^t 

SNRD = ■[1^7:L C   • SNRV,0 ^-A-40) 

which is essentially Eq. V-A-32. Parton and Moody gave a value of 1.2 

for threshold SNIL^/g _,. This number has been used since that time, 

although, we believe, incorrectly. 

Coltman and Anderson also suggested that the effect o.' ehe 

sensor MTF could be taken into account by simply modifying the SN^ 

obtainable from the photocathode by the MTF. In the nomenclature of 

this report, this modification becomes 

SNRD = ^ ^   '   IW I ' SNRV,0,C (V-A-41) 

vdiere |R0(NTV) | J.S the sense sine-wave response or MTF, This equa- 

tion has been used extensively to calculate the limiting resolution of 

sensors, and the results so computed are in very good agreement with 

measured results. We believe that this is so not because the equation 

is right, but because it is not too far wrong and because of compen- 

sating errors. 

That Eq. V-A-41 holds so well is surprising for several 

reasons. First, the SNR- derived is for a single element of size 
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1/N, TV 1/N™7, where N™. is the width of a single bar, and the results 
iv iv« 

are reputed to hold for the detection of the entire bar pattern. The 

height of the bar pattern is stipulated to be large with respect to. 

the bar spacing, but otherwise no account is taken of it. The thresh- 

old SNR-zg T is supposedly a constant independent of the height. That 

weald infer that the height is of no moment. A bar pattern is pre- 

sumably a one-dimensional pattern if the bars are very long compared 

to their spacing; yet, the derivation assumes a two-dimensional ele- 

ment. This assumption does not seem physically reasonable. 

To show the impact of reducing the number of bars available 

to the observer, Coltman and Anderson devised the experiment shown in 

Fig. V-A-12. The displayed pattern was left fixed, and a series of 

cardboard apertures were employed to vary the number of lines seen by 

the observer (Ref. 2, p. 862). The mask was of square aspect ratio. 

The results as shown in Pig. V-A-12 "show that the observer probably 

uses no more than seven linh  pairs in making an identification. As 

the number which he is permitted to see is decreased, the signal re- 

quired rises rapidly, being greater by a factor of four vdien only one 

line pair is presented" (Ref. 2, p. 862). 

53-18-71-11 

10 

LINE PAIRS 

FIGURE V-A-12.    Number of Line Pairs Seen Through Mask 
(Adapted from Ref. 3) 
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Schade (Ref. 11, p. 731) also notes that "the sampling 

aperture of the eye for lines and edges is its line image, limited in 

length to fourteen equivalent point image diameters." These two obser- 

vations give a possible explanation for the use of the elemental image 

of size 1/N(rv • 1/NTV. However, if this is to hold over a wide range 

of spatial frequencies, it is necessary to conclude that, as the pat- 

tern spacing changes, the eye's ability to integrate along the line 

changes in direct proportion, or else it reaches some limit. This is 

at considerable variance with the results obtained in the rectangle 

experiment, where, in Fig. V-A-5, it was shown that the eye could in- 

tegrate a line of length-to-width aspect ratio from 1:1 to at least 

45:1 and perhaps even more, since no end point was determined. 

Since the notion of using an elemental image to describe a 

one-dimensional bar pattern conflicts with physical intuition, and 

since the notion of a limited but variable integrating capability, or 

even of a fixed integrating capability, for the eye conflicts with 

measured data on a television display (Fig. V-A-4a, p. 206), it was de- 

cided to take a new approach. First, we will define detection. By 

detection, it is, implied that the observer must be able to determine 

that a bar pattern is actually present. We will further stipulate 

that the observer makes this determination on the basis of a single 

line pair. Thus, the problem reduces to the two-dimensional rectangle 

detection problem discussed earlier, except that we feel that a higher 

signal-to-noise ratio is needed because the identification of a bar 

must be positive. For this reason, and because the result will be 

found to fit well, we will assume that the bar must be detected with 

nearly 100 percent probability. From Fig. V-A-5 this will be seen to 

require an SNILyj, of 5.3. Let the dimensions of the bar be given in 

terms of the reciprocal distances N • N,, where 

\^ (V-Ä-42a) 

Nv = nrhy (V-Ä-42b) 
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in which Y is the picture height, Ay is the linear dirftension of the 

bar width, and n is the height of the bar measured in terms of a num- 

ber of bar widths. The image area relative to the total effective 

photocathode area is then 

a  nv^2 
| = "b- (V-A-43a) V 

^v '\ 

nv 

1NTV 

(V-A-43b) 

(V-A-43c) 

where N™, = Y/Ay lines per picture height. The result is that Eq. 
TV 

V-A-41 becomes either 

s; 
v  h 

or 

n.^ 
SNRD/A = f* M»? •  ig • S«SV,0,C <V-a-45> 

These equations become the new trial models for the recognition of bar 

patterns. They are called the area models. The SMR-.,, „ required is 

taken to be 5.3, as previously discussed. 

Next, we focus our attention on Eq. V-A-45, which is very 

similar to Eq. V-Ä-32, which was previously used for bar-pattern de- 

tection. The right sides of the vwo equations would, in fact, be 

identical if Eq. V-A-45 were divided by (n ) , vdiich would result in 

the formula 
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SNRD/Ä _  [t Af/tf]^   . 
.(n„)^ N

Tv 
SNRV,0,( 

(V-A-46) 

Consider SNRD,./(n ) to be a new display signal-to-noise ratio that 

has a threshold value for bar patterns of frequency NTV and of 

SNVE,T = (SNRD/A,T)/(nv)' 
(V-Ä-47) 

This equation is plotted as the solid line in Fig. V-A-13. We note that 

the per-element SNPD,E - drops quickly to a value of about 1.2 at a 

bar height-to-width ratio of about 20 lines (or 10 line pairs) and de- 

creases slowly thereafter. This appears to be the origin of the value 

of SMRp/g m = 1,2 for bar or sine-wave patterns. It is not 1.2 but is 

nearly so over a fairly broad range of bar heights. When other effects 

are taken into account, it will probably be found that the apparent 

range of validity of SNRp/g T = 1.2 will be even larger. 

DATA FROM FIG. V-A-12(REVISED COORDINATES) 
ARE ALSO PLOTTED 

S3-I7-71-12 

10 20 30 

BAR HEIGHT-TO-WIDTH RATIO 

FIGURE V-A-13.    Threshold Display Signa I-to-Noise Ratio Required to Identify 
Bar Pattern as a Function of Bar Height-to-Width Ratio 
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It Is of considerable interest to replot the Coltman and 

Anderson data in Fig. V-A-12 on Fig, V-A-13, using the relation 

SNRD/E,T = ^fyf1     '  SNRVM,T (V-Ä-48) 

vÄiere SNIt^ _ is now the measured value of threshold video signal-to- 

noise ratio after the conversion factors of Eq. V-A-34 are applied to 

the data. The fit of the Coltman and Anderson data to the predicted 

curve, using Eq. V~A-46, is seen to be well within the experimental 

measurement errors. It is concluded that the effect of the cardboard 

apertures was mainly to decrease the bar height over which the eye can 

integrate. Attempts to show that the eye uses only seven line pairs 

in making an identification have proved unfruitful. Similarly, the 

premise that the eye can integrate over a small portion of the bar 

length is not borne out. 

In a preliminary experiment, the SNR- required to identify 

a bar pattern was determined for three bar length-to-width ratios 

with the result shown in Fig. V-A-14. The SNRD was calculated on the 

basis of the area of a single bar in the pattern. As can be seen, 

the probability of detection is the same for all three patterns when 

plotted versus SN^/., 

We next turn to the formulation of a model that, though it 

will require considerable modification and verification, represents 

the most accurate representation of the fundamentals of imaging as we 

know them and is felt to be the best point of departure for further 

model development. In the beginning of this model de/elopment, it is 

assumed that the input test pattern is a sine wave and that the sensor 

MTF is unity. 

Recall that we have hypothesized that the eye uses only a 

single line, or line pair, in identifying a bar pattern. For this 

analysis, the displayed pattern is taken to be an infinitely long train 
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of cosine waves in the x direction and a rectangle in the y direction, 

but only the single cycle shown in Fig. V-A-15 used for the pattern 

identification. Quantitatively, the wave form used by the eye will, 

be assumed to be 

g(x) = 

-OD < x < -X. 

^ (1 + COS TT X/X )  -X  S X S X 

10 XÄ < X < co 
o 

(V-A-49) 

g(y) 

0 -«o < y < .yo/2 

1 -y0/2 s y s y0/2 

0 yo/2 < y < » 

(V-A-50) 

and 

g(x,y) = g(x) . g(y) (V-A-51) 

The basic SNRpy. expression to be used will be Eq. V-A-7, rearranged 

to read: 

qNR    - fii* C jl ^X a 

■E .7~J [(2-C) i 

C i    a s max 
TT 

s max 

(V-A-52) 

where A, the effective photocathode area, is equal to tf  , as pre- 

viously noted. The area a in Eq. V-A-52 will be treated according to 

the Fourier energy integral of Eq. V-A-18. Thus, 
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g" (x,y) dxdy (V-A-53) 

and, because of the independence and separability assumption, 

00 

•■/ 
-0> 

/ 
g2 (x) dx / g2 (y) dy (V-A-54) 

The appeal of this formulation is that it is identical to that used 

for the aperiodic rectangle detection problem, that it eliminates the 

problem of deciding what to do about images that have both positive 

and negative components, that it treats signals and noise alike, that 

integration limits become fairly well defined, that it gives results 

that are jln good agreement with those obtained by other investigators, 

and that the results predicted using this concept correlate well with 

measured results. 

k-aco-J 
701283VA-13 

FIGURE V-A-15.  Portion of Wave Train Assumed Used by the 
Eye to Recognize Wave Patten: 
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The result of applying Eq. V-A-54 to Eqs. V-A-49 and v-A-50 

is that 

^ ^ 3 ^o xo/4 (V-A-55) 

and Eq. V-A-52 becomes 

0.75 C i. 

7        b/VoJ    [0-75 <2-C^ S maxP 
(V-Ä-56) 

Also, since Nv = V/yo and Nh = Y/xo> where Nv and Nh are expressed in 

TV lines per picture height, 

"1%    0 75 C i 
SNR

D/A
=
 r^rr   i 5 "^ u (V-A-S?) 

which is very similar to the trial models postulated in Eq. V-A-44. 

Suppose, next, that the sensor MTF is either unity in the y 

direction or that the image is so long in the y vertical that it can 

be considered to be unity. In the x direction, let the MTF be |R0(Nh) 

Then Eq. V-A-57 is revised to read 

. ,  -iJg    0.75 C |Rrt(N. )| 1 mnv 

1LSL~\   —. SLI IJ2ä2    (V-A-58) SNR.      -  r   t/«   T ö'/bC   [VVJ  Sjnax 
VA      LV^hJ   P.75(2-C)   iR0(Nh)|eismax; 

The use of IRQCNV.) | in this form is somewhat unusual. It stems from 

the following reasoning. If the input image to a linear filter (or 

optical aperture) is a one-dimensional train of sine or cosine waves, 

then the output waveform will be a train of sine or cosine waves of 

identical spatial frequency but of reduced amplitude. The image wave- 

shape weighting function g(x) remains unchanged. The effect of the 
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aperture is then only ens of decreasing the signal and mean square 

noise equally in the sampling area. In other cases, however, the wave 

shape is altered, as, for example, for square-wave (or bar-pattern) 

image inputs. 

For the case of a square-wave input, suppose that the sensor 

MTF is unity once again. Also, let g(y) be given by Eq. V-A-50 as be- 

fore, but g(x) is 

g(x) = 

0 -<» < x < -%J2 o' 

1 -xo/2 < x < xo/2 (V-A-59) 

0 x /2 < x < « o 

Proceeding as before, we find that 

a = xoyo = Y
2/Nh x Nv (V-A-60) 

and 

i%   C it -v^^]-^,,::;^ (V-A-61) 

(for square-wave image inputs) 

Thus, for a photoelectron-noise-limited sensor, the area form of the 

display signal-to-noise ratio is larger for a unit amplitude square- 

wave image than for a unit amplitude sine-wave image by a factor of 

1/(0.75)% or 1.15, presuming both to be of equal spatial frequency. 

Intuitively, we would expect square waves to be more detectable. 

To consider the effects of the MTF on a periodic square wave, 

we will first decompose the square-wave input image to a series of 

sine waves, using the Fourier series representation 
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d — sin (rfc N. . x) 
sq(x) = ~ 2J  -TT-^" (V-A-62) 

k = 1, -3, 5, -7, 9, ... 

where Nh . is the spatial frequency of the square wave in half-cycles 

per picture height and is equal to 

N^ = 1/X0 (V-A-63) 

for x measured in units of picture height. If the sine-wave response 

or MTF is given by |R0(Nh) |, the square-wave amplitude response may be 

written as 

The MIT of a typical television sensor is plotted in Fig. V-Ä-16. 

Also, the square-wave amplitude responses or MTF, is plotted for a 

typical television sensor, which here happens to be an I-SEBIR camera 

tube with a 25-mm target. The assumed MTF curve is seen to go to 0 at 

900 TV lines. Thus, at Nh > Nh /3, v^ier^e N,  is the cutoff frequency, 

the displayed image is a sine-wave input. At higher frequencies, the 

square-wave amplicude is 4/Tr times the value of MTF for a unit ampli- 

tude square-wave input. Indeed, this result holds with fair accuracy 

down to frequencies of N, /4 or N, /5. At lower frequencies, the 

square-wave amplitude response approaches unity. However, the energy 

keeps increasing, being 4/3 that of a unit amplitude sine wave at zero 

frequency. This effect is shown as the dashed curve in Fig, V-A~16. 

We see the following interesting result. At frequencies above NV /3, 

a square-wave input yields a sine-wave output of amplitude 4/TT times 

the input amplitude. Thus, one could treat it as a sine wave, using 

Eq. V-A-58. The 3/4 factor of Eq, V-A-58 becomes 3/4 x 4/TT = 0.955 ~ 

1.0. At lower spatial frequencies, the energy relation must be used, 
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but the only effect will be that 4/TT becomes 4/3 at zero frequency. 

Thus, to a good approximation, we can write 

SNRD/A= K • NhJ p^ 
%    C i R0(Nh)| i s max 

IW I e h  max]^ 
(for square-wave image inputs) 

(V-A-65) 

v^iere |R0(Nh)| is the sine-wavj response or MTF, as before. Similarly, 

the square-wave amplitude response times 0.75 is a reasonable approxi- 

mation for spatial frequencies from cutoff down to Nh /4 or N. /5. 

Alternatively, the threshold value of SM^,-  can be adjusted when 

making limiting resolution predictions. Equation V-A-65 is recom- 

mended for general calculations of SNR-^ 

•SQUARE-WAVE ENERGY 

SQUARE-WAVE AMPLITUDE RESPONSE 

SINE-WAVE RESPONSE (MTF) 

0       100     200     300     4Q0     500     600     700     800     900    1000 
SPATIAL FREQUENCY, TV lines per picture height 

S3-18-71-13 

FIGURE V-A-16.   MTF and Square-Wave Response for an l-SEBIR TV Camera 

4.    Comparison of Current Low-Light-Level Television Camera Tubes 

The various measures discussed above will now be used to compare 
various camera tubes. 
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There are more similarities than differences between the perform- 

ances of the various low-light-level television cameras to be discussed. 

No obvious best choice for even a majority of applications will be 

evident. The bulk of the comparisons are based on performance in 

viewing a stationary scene, the main factors being sensitivity and 

resolution. Nevertheless, at any point in time, other factors such 

as cost, size, weight, power, or even availability may be overriding 

considerations. Also, performance specifications are continuously 

subject to change. 

On the other hand, comparisons that are reasonably valid at this 

point in time can be made. In the comparisons that follow, some at- 

tempts to rank currently available sensors on the basis of sensitivity 

and pattern resolution are made mainly for the purpose of summarizing 

the results obtained. It must be understood that methods of ranking 

are rather poorly defined, so that complete objectivity is not en- 

tirely possible. 

The first method of ranking is to construct Tables V-A-4, -5, -6 

anr -7, which show the display signal-to-noise ratio as a function of 

intensifier photocurrent for various resolutions expressed in tele- 

vision lines/raster height. (The abbreviations used in these tables 

are given in Table V-A-8.) As has been discussed, the display signal- 

to-noise ratio has the merit of being independent of video bandwidth 

and of relating to observer performance directly. The use of input  •; 

photocurrent as a parameter has the desirable feature of being inde- 

pendent of the input intensifier^ photocathode type, area, or sensi- 

tivity. Thus, the results apply equally well to intensifiers with 

other typec: of photocathodes and to intensifiers of the minifying 

type. However, the tables include the photocathode irradiance levels 

that would be associated with a photocathode of the extended red S-20 

type with a radiant sensitivity of A ma/watt to a tungsten source 

operated at 2S540K. The most questionable parameter in the tables is 

the use of resolving power in terms of TV lines/raster height, which 

tends to favor TV camera tubes that have largest photocathodes. Rating 
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in line pairs/millimeter would, in many instances, favor tubes that 

have smaller phctocathodes, and could change the rank ordering in 

some cases, 

TABLE V-Ä-8. ABBREVIATIONS 

2 
I -PV 

I3-V 

I-SEC 

I-10 

I-II 

I-SEBIR 

Camera Type 

Double Intensifier Lead-Oxide 
Vidicon 

Triple Intensifier Vidicon 

Intensifier Secondary Electron 
Conduction Camera Tube 

Intensifier Image Orthicon 

Intensifier Image Isocon 

Intensifier Silicon Electron 
Bombardment Induced Response 
Camera Tube 

At the lowest photocurrents, tubes with the largest signal ampli- 

fication have the advantage because their preamplifier noise is made 

negligible thereby, and resolving power is so low that amplitude re- 

sponse is of no concern (except in the case of the intensifier image 

isocon). As photocurrents are increased, tubes with the highest square- 

wave response prevail. 

As can be seen, the I-II ranks lowest at the lower photocurrents 

and highest at the higher. The I-SEBIR is top ranked at the lowest 

photocurrents, but only attains middle rank at the higher levels. 

This is due to its currently limited modulation transfer function 

(MTF). This characteristic is expected to improve with time, however. 

The I-SEC and I-IO currently rank high for all but the very lowest 

photocurrents. The converse is true for the I -V, which has more than 
2 

adequate gain, but a severely limited square-wave response. The I -PV 

in its present form is handicapped by its 21.4-mm photocathode. With 
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a 25-nun photocathode, it should attain middle rank at the moderate to 

high photocurrent levels. 

To further illusrrate, the results of Tables V-Ä-5 and V-Ä-7 are 

plotted in Figs. V-A-17 and V-A-18. The first figure corresponds to 

operation at a moderately low light level, while the second pertains 

to operation at nearly maximum light levels. 

The SNR_. tables and noise figure curves apply only co static 

imaging of scenes. When even moderate scene motion is involved (scene 

speeds as slow as 20 sec per horizontal field of view), lag effects 

will dominate. As previously noted, the measurement and specification 

of lag is poorly understood. A rank ordering is shown in Table V-A~9, 

based on the author's experience with lag characteristics such as are 

shown in this section and with other dynamic resolution measurements 

that have not been reviewed. 

TABLE V-Ä-9. RANK ORDER ESTIMATED FOR LOW-LIGHT-LEVEL 
TELEVISION TUBES ON THE BASIS OF LAG 

hag 

Very low 

Low to moderate 

Moderate 

Camera Type 

I-SEBIR 

I-SEC 

I-II 

I-10 

I2-PV 

i3-v 

Moderate to high 

Combining the lag tables with the SNR» tables, we can draw cer- 

tain conclusions that appear to be consistent with general practice. 

The I-10 ranks Quite high with regard to sensitivity and low lag, and 

for many years it was the mainstay of LLLTV. It has been gradually 

replaced by the I-SEC, which has comparable sensitivity and lower lag, 

in addition vo being simpler to operate. The I -V has been used in 

lovr-cost miniature systems where image motion effects are not too 
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S3-i8-71-I4 

200        300    400 500     700 

RESOLUTION, lines/rosier height 

FIGURE V-A-17. Display Signal-to-Noise Ratio Versus Resolution for Various 
Low-Light-Level Cameras with an Input Photocathode 

Current of 10       Amp. 
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demanding. The I -PV remains to be field evaluated. In the larger 

sizes, this combination may have promise. The I-II is of recent origin 

from a practical viewpoint and provides capability not too far dif- 

ferent from the I-SEC, being somewhat superior at high light levels 

and somewhat inferior at lower light levels. It is also somewhat 

laggier, and the cameras using it are somewhat larger and more com- 

plex, although complexity has decreased in recent models. One major 

advantage of the I-II is that it is relatively immune from damage by 

extreme overexposure. The I-IO requires some protection against ex- 

tremely bright lights, as does the I-SEC, although the new mesh- 

supported SEC target offers some relief in this regard. The I-SEBIR 

is very new, but shows the most promise from the viewpoints of both 

sensitivity and lag. It is also reported to be immune to overexposure 

difficulties anJ should become the mainstay of future LLLTV systems. 

B. IMAGE CONVERTERS AND IMAGE INTENSIFIERS* 

An image converter is a sensor whose function is to detect a two- 

dimensional photon image, convert it into a photoelectron image, and 

then reconvert the photoelectron image back into a photon image. An 

image intensifier is a special case of an image converter. This term 

is used to describe an imag converter vtfiose input and output images 

are primarily in the visible spectrum and whose output image is much 

brighter rhan that of the input. The output of an image intensifier 

may be viewed directly or it may be coupled to other image intensifiers 

to provide even larger image-brightness gains. Image intensifiers may 

be coupled by means of lenses interposed between individual intensifier 

stages, but the efficiency of such coupling is usually less than 5 per- 

cent. In modern intensifiers, the input photocathodes and output 

phosphors are deposited on fiber-optic plates so that tubes can be 

directly coupled by simply butting one against the next. The coupling 

* 
In the interest of making this discussion self-sufficient, some of 
the material in Section V-B duplicates material that appeared in 
Parts iTl  and IV. 
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efficiency in this case can be as high as 50 to 80 percent, depending 

on the type, diameter, and cladding of the fibers used. 

In addition to brightness gains, inuige intensifiers can be used 

tc provide viewfield zoom by simple electronic means. They are also 

coupled to television pickup tubes to increase their sensitivity. 

1. Principles of Operation 

A typical electrostatically focused image intensifier is shown in 

Fig. V-B-l. It consists of an evacuated glass envelope with a photo- 

cathode on the inner surface of one fiber-optic endplate and a phosphor 

on the other. The inner surfaces of the endplates are curved to mini- 

mize image distortion. The photoelectron image is greatly accelerated 

and focused onto the phosphor, which recreates the original image in 

correct spatial correspondence, except that the image is inverted top 

for bottom and right for left. To prevent feedback of phosphor light 

to the photocathode, ^he internal cone-shaped electrode is blackened 

and the inner surface of the phosphor is aluminized. The light that 

emanates from the output endplate is diffused so that, when coupling 

to other intensifie s, both first-stage output and second-stage input 

endplates must be optically flat and tightly joined. 

The maximum accelerating voltage is typically 15 kv. At higher 

voltages, the dark current rapidly increases, and difficulties with 

positive ion bombardment of the photocathode may be encountered. Some 

control over image brightness can be achieved by reducing the accel- 

erating voltage (about 10:1 to 15:1), but at voltages much below 2 or 

3 kv the image will lose focus and rotate. 

The spectral responses of several typical photoemitters are shown 

in Fig, V-B~2. The S-l surfaces are sensitive mainly in the near in- 

frared and are used in conjuncticn with auxiliary near-infrared scene 

illuminators. One applications during World War II was the sniperscope. 

The S-IQ surface has been used extensively in commercial broadcast ap- 

plications, where the similarity of its spectral response to that of 

the human eye is prized. The radiant sensitivity of the photoemitters, 

which respond mainly in the visible, is sometimes expressed in the form 
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PHOTOCATHODE PHOSPHOR 

FIBER-OPTIC 
FACEPLACE 

FIBER-OPTIC 
ENDPUTE 

S3-17-71-10 

FIGURE V-B-l.   Schematic of a Single-Stage Image Interisifier 

of response to a tungsten source operated at 2854 K.    Quantitatively, 

the specific radiant sensitivity o^,    due to this source is given by 

_  ^X 
/ap R(X) E(xs28540K)dX 

7^ 
(V-B-l) 

2854uK)dX 

wnere 

a = the absolute radiant sensitivity of the photosur- 
P  face at peak \  (amp/watt), 

R(X) = the relative spectral response of the photoemitter, 

This usage of ou is common, if not universal, 
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E(x,28540K) = the spectral irradiance due to the tungsten source 
operated at 28540K (watt/m2), and 

X = the wavelength of the radiation in microns. 

Measured in these terms, the cu of the S-10 surface is about 0.8 ma/ 

watt. One of the first steps forward in low-light-level imaging was 

the development of the S-20 surface with a typical specific radiant 

response o^, of 3 ma/watt. This surface was gradually improved by ex- 

tending its red response, and by the mid-lSSO's 4 ma/watt became quite 

commonplace, with occasional values as high as 5 to 6 ma/watt. As the 

S-20 was improved, it became known as the S-20XR (XR for extended red), 

and it was finally type classified as the S-25. More recently, even 

further improvements have resulted in a surface vrtiich is tentatively 

described as the S-20VR (VR for very red), whose sensitivity is re- 

ported to vary from 5 to 9 ma/watt. The sensitivity of the S-20VR in 

the near infrared is especially notable. The S-20VR is not now as 

commonly available as the S-25, and hence the latter will be used here 

for calculations. In all that follows, the radiant sensitivity of a 

photoemitter used in an intensifier will be assumed to be 4 ma/watt. 

The thermionic emission or dark current of the S-l is quite high, 
-11    -32     ? 

being 10   to 10 ' amp/cm" at room temperature. In many cases, it 

is  necessary to cool this furface to avoid excessive contrast loss. 
-13    -14 

The dark current of the S-10 is considerably better at 10   to 10 
o 

amp/cm , but is still higher than desired for low-iight-level appli- 

cations. For the S-20 and S-25 surface, dark current is extremely 

low (10"  to 10"  amp/cm ) and is not ordinarily a problem. It is 

understood that the dark current of the S-20VR is similarly low. 

2. Intensifier Gain 

The input photocathode current i due to an input irradiance 

E(X) is given by 

/ 
is = Aop / R(x) E(X) dx (V-B-2) 

'X 
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where A is the effective or usable area of the photocathode and the 

other terms are as before. Alternatively, when the source is tungsten 

at 2854 K, one may write the simpler equation, 

is = Oj. A ET. (V-B-3) 

The photocurrent is accelerated to the phosphor, which recreates an 

image of radiant power distribution equal to 

Ep(x) = is kp ZCxVAp (V-B-4) 

where k is the radiant power conversion gain of the phosphor at peak 

X in watts/amp. A- is the phosphor area, and Z(X) is the relative 

spectral distribution of the phosphor's output radiation. Z(x) for a 

typical modified P-20 phosphor as used in most modern intensifiers is 

shown in Fig. V-B-3. The modified P-20 phosphor represents a good 

spectral match both with the human eye and with S-20 and S-25 photo- 

emitters. In addition, it is a good compromise between high gain and 

resolving power. When one's eye views the output of the phosphor di- 

rectly, one is concerned with brightness gain, which is the ratio of 

output to input image brightness. This can be a factor of 100 or more 

for intensifiers of equal input and output image areas. This high 

gain is due in part to the phosphor's green color, to vdiich the eye 

is most sensitive. 

The apparent light gain GT due to adding an intensivier in front 

of a second intensifier will be different from the brightness gain be- 

cause the spectral response of a second-stage photocathode is different 

from that of the eye. In the cascaded intensifier case, it is con- 

venient to define the light gain relation as 

A, Op , 
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where the subscript 1 refers to the input stage and the subscript 2 

refers to the output stage,, The quantity A,,''A« is the ratio of first- 

to second-stage photocathode areas, ou ,/au, o is ^e ratio of photo- 

cathode ivdiant sensitivities, and Gp , 2 is the electron gain at the 

input intensifier's phosphor/output intensifier's photocathode. Spe- 

cifically, the electron gain is equal to the ratio of photocurrents 

in stage 1 to photocurrents in stage 2. Thus, 

GE,l-2 = r^ = f Kp,l Z1(X) x G2 R2(x)dx        (V-B-6) 

In this formulation, K ^  includes any coupling losses that may take 
p,i 

place between the two intensifiers. Trie value of Gp is variable from 

tube to tube but is usually in the range of 30 to 50, 40 being typical 

for tubes with P-20/S-20 pho^phor/photocathode combinations. 

In Eq. V-B-5, one observes first that the electron gain should 

correlate with the value of a„  «, i.e., a high value for oj_ „ should 

result in a high value for Gp , «. This is not necessarily true, be- 

cause the phosphor's spectral output is quite narrow spectrally and 

is centered at about 0.51 or 0.52 microns. Therefore, the sensor 

sensitivity at only this wavelength is of concern. The more sensitive 

photocathodes get their sensitivity mainly from a wider spectral band- 

pass, which is of no use when coupling to a phosphor. Indeed, the old 

S-20 may be somewhat superior to the S-25 in this regard, as can be 

seen by comparing Figs, V-B-2 and V-B-3. 

One observes next that the input intensifier's phosphor must 

match the photocathode that follows it in size, while the input photo- 

cathode need not. This is shown as the area ratio gain A^/Ä,. A 

zoom intens5fier in which the input photocathode area is variable is 

shown in Fig. V-B-4. In this tube the amount of photocathode imaged 

on the phosphor is electronically variable by changing the potentials 

on various internal-focus electrodes. In current practice, up to a 

3:1 viewfield zoom can be provided v^iile maintaining the image on the 
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phosphor at full size. As will be discussed, an increase in viewfield 

through electronic zoom is generally accompanied by an increase in 

sensitivity and a decrease in scene resolving power. 

NARROW-ANGLE VIEW 
PHOTOCATHODE 

S3-I7-71-7 PHOSPHOR- 

FIGURE V~B-4. Schematic of an "Electronic Zoom,, Intensifier 

3. Intensifier Sine-Wave Response* 

In detecting the image, converting it to electrons, focusing it 

onto the phosphor, «nd recreating a visible image, resolving power is 

lost at each step. It has become customary to describe the overall 

loss in resolving power by means of the sensor's sine-wave response 

R (N). This can be measured by projecting a sine-wave bar pattern on 

the photocathode. First, a sine-wave pattern of lew spatial frequency 

is employed and the peak-to-peak output amplitude is noted. Using 

this amplitude as a reference, the pattern spatial frequency is in- 

creased in discrete steps. At each step, the new peak-to-peak output 

amplitude is measured and the ratio of this amplitude to th^t measured 

at the low spatial frequency is formed. The plot of these amplitude 

The MTF of a system is the product of the MTF of each component. In 
this report, we discuss electrooptical components, and nowhere in the 
following material do we include the MTF of the optical lens used in 
a camera. 
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ratios as a  function of pattern spatial frequency constitutes the 

sine-wave response. 

The sine-wave spatial frequency is described quantitatively in 

terms of the number of cycles (or line pairs) per millimeter or in 

terms of the number of half cycles (or lines) per some dimension—the 

photocathode diameter, for example. The sine-wave response of a 

typical intensifier is shown in Fig, V-B-5. Also shown are the sine- 

wave responses of two and of three intensifiers in cascade, unit mag- 

nification being assumed (equal input photocathode and phosphor diame- 

ters in each stage). These responses are calculated from the relation 

^ V = Vl (NLP) * R«,,2 <NLP) '•• Vn CNLP)     (V"B-7) 

where the term R (N-p) is the ove'all sine-wave response and the terms 

R   (N.-,) are the sine-wave responses of the individual intensifiers. 
iiu,n  LP r 

When combining responses in this form, it is necessary to reference 

the spatial frequency to the area where the individual elements are 

physically coupled in each case. For two intensifiers in cascade, the 

appropriate area is the phosphor/photocathode interface. Where the 

intensifiers are of unit magnification the point of reference is of 

no concernj but where zoom intensifiers are involved case must be ex- 

ercised. 

The special case of a zoom intensifier merits some attention. If 

the intensifier were of unlimited resolving power, which implies a 

unit sine-wave response, the scene resolution would be the same in 

both the wide-angle and narrow-angle modes. Since the wide-angle mode 

also covers more viewfield, there would then be little point to zoom. 

As a practical matter, the intensifier's resolving power is limited by 

the phosphor particle sizes. Thus, as viewfield is increased, the 

amount of scene detail per phosphor particle increases. When the de- 

tail becomes smaller than the particles, the detail must inevitably 

be lost. The consequence is that a viewfield increase is accompanied 

by a loss in scene detail. On the other hand, the photoelectron density 
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per particle increases with an increase in photocathode size, and 

hence the smaller, less detailed scene object becomes brighter. 

z 
o 

15 20 25 30 

RESOLUTION, lint pairs/mm 

50 

FIGURE V-B-5.   Sine-Wave Amplitude Response for a Single, a Double, and a Triple 
Infensifier.   (These Curves are Independent of Intensifier Size to a 
First Approximation.) 

To illustrate this result more graphically, the sine-wave response 

of a zoom intensifier is plotted in Fig. V-B-6, referred to the input 

photocathode. It is interesting to observe that the photocathode is 

ordinarily of very high resolving power compared to the phosphor. 

Hence, the sine-wave response referred to the phosphor is very nearly 

the same in either the wide-angle or narrow-angle view. 

4. Lag Effects 

The effect of image lag is to smear together scen^ ..^cail when 

scene image moves across the input photocathode. In an intensifier, 

some lag due to phosphor decay can be expected. One measurement cf 

such lag, performed with a modulated light source, is shown in Fig. 

V-B-7. Tne lag at the normal TV frame rate (30/sec) is seen to be 

quite small for a single intensifier but is appreciable for three- 

stage sensors. Methods of measuring and specifying lag effects are 
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not well known but can be quite serious, as will be dic^ussed in con- 

nection with TV camera tubes. 

Although intensifiers exhibit lag effects of their own, their ad- 

dition can reduce overall system lag. Most camera tubes, in partic- 

ular, have lag characteristics which are dependent on light level. 

That is, lag increases as light level decreases. By increasing the 

light level on the camera ♦■ube, the increase in lag due to an added 

intensifier is usually more than offset by the decrease in camera 

tube lag. 
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FIGURE V-B-6.   Sine-Wave Response of a Zoom Inrensifier Referred to the 
Input Photocathode 
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FIGURE V-B-7.   Temporal Response of Image Intensifiers 
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C. VIDICON CAMERA TUBES 

The terra vidicon is used generically to describe those television 

camera tubes that employ a photoconductive photosurface, but it is 

also used to describe many other types of tubes in which the photo- 

surface acts both as a  photon-to-electron transducer and as the signal 

storage medium. In this section, the term vidicon, when unmodified 

by other descriptors, will mean a tube in which the surface is a porous 

antimony-trisulfide photoconductor. The next most prevalent type of 

vidicon at present is one using a lead-oxide layer as its photosur- 

face. This surface behaves like a reverse-biased p-i-n diode. The 

principal advantage of the lead-oxide vidicon is a lower lag versus 

light level characteristic, while vidicons in general are capable of 

higher maximum resolving power. Neither the vidicon nor the lead- 

oxide vidicon is capable of low-light-level performance unless aided 

by two or more intensifiers in cascade. 

As is well known, photoconductors and other photosensitive semi- 

conductors can provide photon conversion efficiencies larger than 

unity, but when the additional requirements of signal storage and a 

reasonable time constant are imposed, this capability is precluded 

for practical purposes. Because of this lack of gain in the photo- 

surface, the limiting noise becomes tha*- of the camera's video pre- 

amplifier. While considerable care should be exercised in the design 

of the preamplifier, the extraordinary measure of incorporating a low- 

noise internal, secondary-emission preamplifier such as a return-beam 

electron multiplier (Ref. 12) or isocon readout is seldom warranted, 

except in very special applications when slow scan rates can be tol- 

erated. This is due to the fact that the lag characteristics of these 

tubes are dependent on light levels. At the light levels where the 

reduced noise of the electron multiplier is effective, the lag far ex- 

ceeds that tolerable for real-time imaging of scenes in motion. These 

lag effe^-s are more serious for the vidicon than for the lead-oxide 

vidicon but are of concern for both. 
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1. The Lead-Oxide Vidicon (PV)* 

The lead-oxide vidicon, which will be abbreviated hereafter as 

PV, is of more recent vintage than the vidicon, but its analysis is 

simpler, and therefore discussing it first: better serves to illustrate 

the analytical performance prt  ^tion techniques that will be used 

throughout Section V-C. The photosurface of the PV consists of a 

layer of reverse-biased p-i-n photodiodes. In operation, this surface 

is similar to that in a vidicon, except that the discharge of the 

layer capacitance by light takes place by means of hole-electron pairs 

photogenerated in the i layer. Nearly all of the target potential is 

impressed across this layer, and the resulting electric field rapidly 

sweeps the holes generated to the electron gun or p side and the elec- 

trons to the input window or n side. The p and n contacts act as 

blocking electrodes, preventing the injection of carriers, so that 

only thermally generated hole-electron pairs can contribute to the 

dark current. These are generated at a very low  rate due  to the 1.9- 

ev bandgap of PbO. 

The advantages claimed for the PV are that dark current is in- 

trinsically very low, that the dark current reaches a saturation at a 

low level as target potential is increased, that the sicnal end dark 

currents are independent of temperature over a quite wide range about 

room temperature, and that the lag is quite small compared to that of 

a vidicon. The gamma of the PV is near unity, as opposed to the value 

of 0.65 typical of vidicons. This is claimed to be an advantage in 

color TV and in radiometric applications. The PV is understood to be 

relatively immune to damage by bright lights. 

a. Principles of Operation. The vidicon and. the lead-oxide 

vidicon operate in a similar manner except for the details of the 

primary photoprocess. The schematic of a typical vidicon is shown in 

Fig. V-C-l. A transparent signal electrode is deposited on the inner 

surface of the faceplate. The faceplate can be either glass or a 

fiber-optic plate. The photosurface or "target" is deposited on the 

signal electrode. Ordinarily, the signal electrode is biased 15 to 40 

  (B) 
Commercially typified by the Plumbicon ^ (Phillips), oxicon (GEC), 
vistacon (RCA), and lead-oxide vidicon (GE). 
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volts positive with respect to the electron gun. The side of the pho- 

tocathode facing the electron gun is periodically charged to the elec- 

tron gun potential by the action of the scanning electron beam. If 

light is incident on a resolution element of the photosurface during 

the interval between successive scans, electrons are generated within 

the photosurface and move si  an appropriate direction so as to dis- 

charge the charge stored on it. However, current cannot flow in the 

external target lead resistor until the beam once again passes the il- 

luminated point. The function of the beam is to recharge the photo- 

cathode point by point back to gun-cathode potential, and the result- 

ing charging current flowing through the target lead constitutes the 

video signal. Signal storage results from the fact that scene light 

impinging on a point on the photosurface continually discharges it be- 

tween successive passes of the beam. The charge replaced by the beam 

is the total integrated amount of charge discharged during the period 

between scars. This period is called the frame time. In commercial 

practice the frame time is 1/30 sec. 
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FIGURE V-C-l.   Schematic of Vidicon and Associated Focus, Deflection, 
and Alignment Coils 
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There are usually three important time constants in the oper- 

ation of the tube. First, there is a signal-storage time constant or 

dielectric relaxation time consisting of the RC time constant of the 

layer. This time constant should be long compared to the frame time. 

A second time constant is associated with the photoprocess itself and 

has to do with the mobility of charge carriers. The third time con- 

stant, called the readout time constant, is a product of the beam re- 

sistance times the photoconductor capacitance. Both the second and 

third time constants, which collectively limit the speed and efficiency 

of signal readout, should be short. In the PV, both the photoprocess 

and readout time constants are short. For slow-scan applications, 

however, the signal storage time constant of the PV tends to be some- 

what short. 

b. Signal Transfer Characteristic. The signal transfer charac- 

teristic of a TV picKUp tube is an experimentally measur'ed plot of 

signal current at the output of the tube as a function of the input 

photosurface irradiance as shown in Fig. V-C-2. This curve is ob- 

tained with the photosurface uniformly irradiated. For the PV, the 

slope or gamma of the log !„ versus log £„ curve is unity. Hence, one 

may write the signal current equation as 

Is = aT A ET/eveh (V-C-l) 

where the terms are as defined in Section V-B,* except that one must 

include here e and e,, the vertical and horizontal scan efficiency 

terms. The value of e e, for commercial broadcast TV is about 0.79. v n 
These terms stem from the fact that the electron beam, in scanning a 

raster pattern from right to left and from top to bottom, needs some 

time to return to the left to begin a new line and some time to return 

to the top to begin a new field. Because of this "dead" time in the 

* 
cjj, is the radiant sensitivity of the photoemitter, expressed as 
response to the total radiation from a tungsten source operated 
at 28540K. 
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picture, the beam must scan each line more quickly, which increases 

the rate of charge readout. Thus, signal current increases. Reduc- 

tions in scan efficiencies can result in increased sensitivity at the 

expense of other parameters such as video bandwidth, area scanned, or 

maximum resolving power, depending on the scan mechanism used. 

10"     10      io'J     10 

f'HOTOCATHODE IRRAOIANCE, wottj/m2, 28540K 

FIGURE V-C-2.   Signal Current Versus Photocathode Irradiance Characteristic for 
the iead-Oxide Vidicon and its Combination with Various 
Intensifies 

The PV signal-transfer curve shows no discernable "knee" or 
leveling off characteristic as photosurface irradiance increases, al- 
though a knee may be artificially introduced by electronic means to 
increase dynamic range.    The spectral response of the more common 
lead-oxide photocathode resembles that of the S-10 photoemitter^but 
has a photosurface sensitivity of the order of 3 to 5 ma/watt.    An 
extended-red-sensitive surface is also available with sensitivities 
in the 6- to 9-ma/watt range.    The signal-transfer curve applies to a 
"standard" lead-oxide surface deposited on a fiber-optic faceplate. 
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For this case, it is estimated that the specific radiant sensitivity 

to tungsten light will be 3.42 ma/watt. In the fiber-optic version 

of the PV, the current photocathode diameter is 21.4 mm and the ef- 
-4 2 

fective area is 2.2 x 10  m , if one assumes the usual 4 horizontal 

to 3 vertical picture aspect ratio. 

c. Amplitude Response. The square-w a amplitude response of a 

TV camera tube is obtained by imaging a bar pattern of ICO percent 

contrast and noting the output amplitude as the bar widths and spacings 

are reduced. The number of black and white bars, counted individually, 

is expressed in terms of the raster height dimension (TV lines/raster 

height) or, alternatively, in line pairs per millimeter, as discussed 

in Sec. V-B. The advantage of the former definition is that resolving 

power expressed in these terms is independent of the variations in 

image dimensions that may take place from point to point within the 

tube. At low line numbers (broad hs  s), the bar pattern will be re- 

produced quite faithfully without an.» appreciable degradation of signal 

amplitude. As the bar number is increased, the signal amplitude de- 

creases due to a smearing together of detail, as in the case of the 

intensifier previously disqussed. The amplitude or square-wave re- 

sponse of the TV pickup tub* is obtained by taking the ratio of the 

signal amplitude due to the high-line-number bar pattern to that at 

the low-line-number pattern. 

Fig. V-C-3. 

H  typical result for a PV is shown in 

Although the bar pattern used is specified in terms of the 

number of bars/raster height, the bar pattern is oriented vertically 

in the manner of a picket ffence. The quantity measured, therefore, 

is the square-wave response in the horizontal. The vertical square- 

wave response will be different from the horizontal response, but it 

is neither measured nor specified in most cases. 

The main effect of the square-wave (or sine-wave) response 

of the sensor is to decrease the available signal. This results 

chiefly in loss of the picture's high-frequency content, i.e., detail. 

In high-performance sensors, it may also filter noises generated prior 

to the limiting sensor apertures. 
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FIGURE V-C-3.   Uncompensoted Sine- or Square-Wave Responses for the Lead-Oxide 
Vidicon and its Combination with Intensifiers with 21.4-mm Phosphors. 
(Intensifier Response is Sine Wave; Lead-Obdde Vidicon and Intensi- 
fier Lead-Oxide Vidicon Response is Square Wave.) 

d. Video and Display Signal-to-Noise Ratios. The methods of 

analyzing the performance of television camera tubes are derived in 

Section V-A-3, and the procedures described therein are generally em- 

ployed, with certain exceptions es  will be noted.* Before proceeding 

further, please observe that the contrast definition used herein will 

be the following: 

C = (E, max ^in^max' 
(V-C-2a) 

And, since i m^„  is the signal produced by E   and i  . is the 
max r J    max    s min 

signal produced by E . , C may also be equated as follows; 

Section V-A-3 represents recent work performed subsequent to the 
analysis contained in this section, and the analytical models de- 
rived therein are believed to be more accurate. However, the er- 
rors resulting from the use of the earlier model are in most cases 
within the usual errors in making meaourements. 
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(V-C-2b) 

The analysis that follows will use the concept of display signal-to- 

noise ratio as developed in Section V-A-3. In this treatment, it is 

assumed that the image signal-to-noise ratio appearing on the display 

is identical to that appearing at the output of the retina of the eye, 

if one takes into account the ability of the eye to integrate in space 

and time. This display is presumed perfect, a condition that can be 

approximated in practice by making the display sufficiently large and 

by incorporating appropriate gamma correction. The observer is per-      | 

mitted to adjust his viewing distance and display brightness so that 

he is not acutely limited by either display luminance or image size. 

The basic analytical formulation used will be that of Eq. 

V-A-46, modified slightly to read: 

SNRD/A  [te Af/a^  üfii = _i_,  x SNR„ M p (V-C-3)     I ,    .\ N       *V,N,C 

The test pattern is presumed to be a bar pattern containing a suffi- 

cient number of bars so that any wave-shape distortions due to system 

transients are eliminated, and the bars are of height-to-width ratio 

n . The bars are also assumed to be long enough so that the sensor's 

modulation transfer function in the vertical is near unity. In the 

above equation, SNR.»,, is the display signal-to-noise ratio basec an 
the image area, t is the inregration time of the eye, Af is the video 

bandwidth, at  is the horizontal-to-vertical picture aspect ratio, N is 
the üpatial frequency of th3 bar pattern expressed in terms of the 

number of bars that can be fitted into a picture height, and SNR. N c 
is the video signal-to-noise ratio measured (or calculated) by using 

a bar pattern of frequency N™, lines/picture height and contrast C. 
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As a further simplification, the bar height-to-width ratio 

n is assumed to be a constant equal to approximately 20. As dis- 

cussed in Section V-A-3, the exact value of n is not very critical, 

since the resolving power of the sensor is not a strong function of 

this ratio. In the following, the notation 

SNRJJ = SNRD/Ä/n^ (V-C-4) 

will be used. Here, SNR^ is identical to the per-element signal-to- 

noise ratio discussed in Section V-A-3. 

Suppose next that the test pattern is a sine wave rather 

than a bar pattern. Then Eq. V-A-58 applies. This equation is modi- 

fied by multiplying the numerator and denominator by the video band- 

width ^f and by noting that N = n N, = n N, so that the equation be- 

comes 

SNRD = SNRD/A/nv 

(V-C-5) 
_ (t af/<^ x        o.75c |R0(N)lismax 

X [0.75(2-0 |R0(N) I e i   y TU* TT 

where |R (N)j represents the sensor's modulation transfer function 

(MTF). By analogy with Eq. V-C-3, 

0.75C R0(N)1 ia __ 
SNR. N p =  0  ' s max r      (V-C-6) 
V»N'L  [0.75(2-C) |R0(N) | e i mflv &!* 

At spatial frequencies N larger than N /3, where N is the frequency 

at which the MTF becomes negligible, |R0(N)| = (TT/4) R„0(N), where 

Ran(N) is the square-wave amplitude response. The result of substi- 

tution in Eq. V-C-6 is 
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SNR, N c . 
C ^^  ^ Sg . (V-C-7, 

1''N'C  [(2-C) VN) e ^ max ^ 

While this equation is only a good approximation for N > NU/3, the 

error at line numbers as low as Np/5 is net much more than 5 to 10 

percent in principle and is probably lass in  practice. The effect of 

using Rg^N) at low line numbers, instead of the square-wave energy 

approach discussed in Section V-Ä-3, is to give a pessimistic value 

for SNRy N p. In practice (for reasons not now clear), the resolution 

predictions at low line numbers using Eq. V-C-7 tend to be optimistic 

rather than pessimistic. Thus, the use of the square-wave amplitude 

response rather than the sine-wave response (or MTF) appears reason- 

able. 

Two other approximations were made in the earlier analysis 

on which the calculations in this section are based. One was an as- 

sumption that the photoelectron noise is white rather than spatially 

filtered, as indicated in Eq. V-C-7. This is of no consequence for 

sensors that are limited by preamplifier noise rather than photoelec- 

tron noise, and it is of only modest concern where the preamplifier 

noise is of a magnitude comparable to the photoelectron noise. The 

most serious error occurs for tubes that are photoelectron-noise 

limited;, such as the I-SEBIR of Section V-F. Again, however, one- 

notes that the error is proportional to only the square root of the 

MTF, which is not a strong function. Also, in the earlier model, it 

was recognized that photoelectron noise is spatially filtered, and a 

partial compensation was made by dropping the (2-C) term under the 

radical in the denominator. This has the largest effect for images 

of low contrast, where photoelectron noise is a more important factor 

than it is for images of high contrast. 

In spite of the deficiencies cited above, results calculated 

by using the earlier model correlate well with measured results. In- 

deed, the methods of measurement probably have more deficiencies than 

the model, since manufacturers have not standardized methods and 
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procedures of measurement, nor do they provide any details of the test 

patterns and measurement procedures used. Consequently, sensors pro- 

duced by different manufacturers cannot be reliably compared from 

catalug data. Even with its problems, the analytical approach has 

the advantage of being consistent and correctable. 

Equation V-C-7 applies only to sensors that are photoelectron- 

noise limited. If other noise, such as preamplifier noise, is a 

factor, this equation must be rewritten in the form 

qNR    -  
CG js max RSQW 

^^f h  max + ^ 
(V-C-8) 

=   
CGqrÄET max RSQ(N^&veh 

^^f^m^/Vh) + TP2A^ 
mean square photoelectron noise 

where G is the gain of any signal-amplifying devices within the camera 

tube prior to the preamp}ifiev, iLj, is the rms 'preamplifier noise, and 

Eq. V-C-l is used. 

In the specific case of the PV unaided by intensifiers, the 

preamplifier noise and the gain G are unity, so that SNR., N „ becomes 

CaTAET max RSQ(N)/eveh srn^  N c -  - i m^ JU
 —— (V-C-9) 

■"■PA 

It is quite common to measure or calculate the video signal-to-noise 

ratio SIJTL^   at a low spatial frequency (~0) and at unit contrast. 

The calculated result for SNI^ N c using Eq. V-C-9 is shown in Fig. 

V-C-4 for an rms preamplifier noise of 3 x 10"" amp and a video band- 

width of 7.5 MHz. The SNIL. for images of unit contrast becomes 
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SNR
D =  "H  " x ^^  -^ (V-C-10) 

and is plotted in "ig. V-C-5 as a function of N, the spatial frequency 

for various values of £„. The eye integration tiT.e t used is 0,2 

sec, a = V^, and o = 3.42 ma/watt. 
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FIGURE V-C-4.   Video Output Signal-to-Noise Ratio Photocathode Irradiance 
Characteristic for the 21.4-mm Lead-Oxide and Intensifier 
Lead-Oxide Vidicons with a 7.5-MHz Video BandwH'h 

It has been experimentally determined that the SNIL. required 
to detect a bar pattern of the type assumed with 50 percent probability 
is approximately 1.2, as discussed in Section V-A-3.    Thus, one sets 
SMIL. T = 1.2 and plots in Fig. V-C-5.    The intersection of the SNRj. 
obtainable from the sensor with the SNR- =1.2 curve gives a value for 
N that is designated the limiting bar-pattern resolution. 

Observe chat the SNR~-obtainable curves are plotted for 
unity contrast.    For lower values of contrast, new SMIL, curves should 
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FIGURE V-C-5.   Display Signa I-to-Noise Ratio Versus Resolution for the Lead-Okide 
Vidicon for Various Image Highlight Irradiances 
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be plotted,  but  instead  it  is convenient to dJjust the threshold v.-jlue 

o:   SNR- so tha'"  the "new threshold"  becomes 

cNRD T = 1.2/C (V-C-ll) 

This equation is plotted for various values of C in Fig. V-C-5. 

e. L  '.ting Bar-Pattern Resolution. The limiting bar-pattern 

resolution ss derived from Fig. V-C-5 is plotted in Fig. V-C-6. Ob- 

serve that as contrast is decreased, image irradiance must be increased 

by a factor of 1/C to maintain resolving power at the same level. This 

is characteristic of imaging tubes that are system or preamplifier- 

noise limited (as opposed to photoelectron-noise limited). 

f. Computed versus Measured Results. The resolution versus 

image-irradiance-level characteristic- are not ordinarily quoted for 

the PV. However, one set of data obtained for images of 100 percent 

contrast shows the computed result to be pessimistic by a constant 

amount of 30 TV lines at each irradiance level. However, the photo- 

cathode of the measured tube was considerably better (6 ma/watt versu 

3.42 ma/watt). If the better photocathode were used in the calcula- 

tions, the computed results would then be optimistic. However, no 

really fair comparison can be made without knowing the preamplifier 

noise, upon v*\ich the resolution light-level characteristic ic quite 

dependent, or the test pattern dimensions. It is felt that the cal- 

culated result is probably within the experimental -error inherent in 

the measured result. 

g. L^g Characteristic. The current, most difficult data to OD- 

tain and interpret is that of lag although the lag is generally as 

significant a parameter in real-time imaging as preamplifier noise or 

amplitude response. Two methods of specifying lag characteristics 

have recently been devised. The most usual method is to quote the lag 

in terms of the residual signal remaining on the third field after re- 

moval of the image. To be acceptable from a commercial broadcast 

v'ewpoint, this residual should be less than 5 percent, but longer lags 
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Are  probably acceptable in industrial or *Uitary syste-s. Tne  effect 

of lag is to reduc3 signal modulation for images in motion. This re- 

duces resolving power in turn. Lag could probably be specified in the 

form of an amplitude response funct:rt,,>, but it would be quite compli- 

cated to measure because it is dependent on the image-irradiance level. 
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PHOTOCATHODE !RRADIANCE, waHs/m , 2854ÖK 

FIGURE V-C-6.   Limiting Resolution Versus Photocathode Irrodicnce for the 2] .4-mm 
Lead-Oxide Vidicon for Various Image Contrasts 
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A second way of specifying lag is to measure limiting resolu- 

tion versus irradiance level as the bar pattern is slowly moved across 

the horizontal field of view. 

The residual signal in the third field is shown as a func- 

tion of photocathode irradiance in Fig. V~C-7. This curve is estimated 

from current data, but, as will be generally true, these estimates are 

of rather uncertain reliability. No dynamic limiting resolution versus 

irradiance level characteristics are currently available for the PV. 
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FIGURE V-C-7.   Signal Lag Versus Photocathode Irradiance Characteristic Estimated 
for the 21.4-mm Uad-Oxide Vidicon and the 21.4-mm Intensifier 
Lead-OKide Vidicon Combinations 

h. Form Factor. The Plumbicon^ is the most available type of 

lead-oxide vidicon (Table V-C-l). It has been produced with photo- 

cathodes of usable diameters of 10, 16, and 21.4 mm, and it is under- 

stood that a 40-mm tube may soon become available. The smallest 
R 

Plumbicon   is approximately 0.65 in. in OD by 4.7-in. long, and the 

21.4-mm tube is approximately 1.2 in. in OD by 7.5-in. long. In a 

camera, the outside dimension will become larger due to the focus and 

deflection coils necessary to operate the tube. 

2. Intensifier Lead-Oxide Vidicons 

To achieve low-light-level capability, two or more intensifiers 

must be added to the PV, As will be seen, two intensifiers are nearly 

sufficient to achieve the photoelectron-noise-]imited condition, but 

:.t is urcertain whether lag is sufficiently reduced thereby. In 

either event, the intensifier-aided PV is regarded as a valid approach 
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to iow-light-level imaging, worthy of further field and laboratory 

evaluation. As far as is known, this tube combination has not yet 

been extensively employed in either industrial or military applica- 

tions. 

a. Principles of Operation. Any number of intensifiers can be 

coupled to the FV. If one intansifier is added, the combination will 
2 be designated the I-PV, with twOj the combination is the I -PV, and 

so on. The apparent light gain due to a single intensifier of unit 

magnification coupled to a PV will be designated G, _„ and is equal to 
] 

GL,IV = £ GIV (V-C-12^      a 
V \ 

■ 

j 
where aT and o,, are the photocathode radiant sensitivities of the in- 1 v I 
tensifier and lead-oxide vidicons, rtspectively, and GTV is the elec- 

tron gain of the intensifier-phosphor/lead-oxide vidicon-photosurface 
I 

combination. If tvo intensifiers of unit magnification are added, the I 
total electron gain is equal to G„  . „ x GT„, where G- , „ ^ t:lie 

electron gain of tha intensifier-phosphor/intensifier-photocathode 
I 

combination, it being assumed that both intensifiers have equal photo- 

cathode sensitivities. The square-wave response of the total tube 

combination is the product of the sine-wave responses of the individual 

intensifiers with the square-wave response of the PV. 

b. Signal Transfer Characteristic. The apparent light gain due 

to the addition of a single intensifier of unit magnification is in- 

ferred from the experimentally measured shift in signal transfer char- 

acteristic, as shown in Fig. V-C-2. In this particular case, the 

shift gives a gain factor of 50. If the intensifier is assumed to 

have a photocathode sensitivity of 4 ma/watt and the PV to have a sen- 

sitivity of 3.42 ma/watt, the electron gain is about 42.6. If two in- 

tensifiers of unit magnification are added, the overall light gain is 

assumed to be 2000, and for three a value of 50,000 is arbitrarily 

taken. If, in addition, the input intensifier has a larger photocathode. 

2 74 
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an  additional light gain proportional to the  ratio of ics area to that 

cf the PV Is obtained. This is illustrated .'or the I -PV case in Fig. 

v'-C-2. Not? that, in adding a zoom intensifier, use will ordinarily 

be made of an 80/25-nun or 40/25-mm intensifier, but, because of the 

21.4-mm photocathode, not all of the input photocathode is used. This 

is only a matter of current manufacturing practice, however, and not 

a fundamental limitation. 

c. Amplitude Response. The sine-wave response of a single, a 

double, and a triple intensifier is obtained in units of TV lines/ 

raster height by changing the scale of the abscissa of Fig. V~B-5. 

This is done by multiplying the number of line pairs/millimeter by 

twice the picture height (2 x 0.6 x 21.4 mm, or 25.6, in this case). 

The square-wave response of the combined sensors is obtained by mul- 

tiplying the sine-wave response of the appropriate intensifier(s) with 

the square-wave response of the PV, with the result as shown.* It is 

seen that each additional intensifier has a considerable impact on 

response. 

d. Video and Display Signal-to-Noise Ratio. The video signal- 

to-noise ratio for images of low spatial frequency and unit contrast 

SNRV Q T is given by 

If R -«(N), R_ 0(N), ... are the complex steady state frequency re- 

sponses for various linear sensor apertures, and if Rt;n(N) is the 

complex steady state square-wave response, then 

Rg^N) = Sq(N) x R0jl(N) X R0%2(N) ... 

= CSq(N) R0>1(N)] x R0>2(N) ... 

= [Sq(N) R0j2W] 
x Ro,l(N) ••• 

where Sq(N) is the Fourier transform of a square wave. 
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SNRv,o,i - 
Giv ai h WVh 

GIV eÄfCTI AI Emax,     T2 

•n 

v h 

(V-C-13) 

where Af is as defined in Eq. V-C~17, p. 285. 

Overall light gain was assumed to be 2000, for which the electron gain 

is about 1700. The specificacion in terms of input photocurrent is 

quite convenient because it permits curves of resolving power versus 

irradiance level to be generated for other values of photocathode or 

sensitivity by using Eq. y-B-2 or V-B-3. However, for convenience, 

irradiancas corresponding to various values of photocurrent are tabu- 

lated on the figure for a number of photocathode areas. 

e. Limiting Bar-Pattern Resolution. The limiting resolution 

versus photocathode irradiance characteristic is derived, as previously 

described, from Fig. V-C-8 and is plotted in Fig. V-C-9. For compari- 

son, the limiting resolution of the unaided PV is shown as well. In 

Fig. V-C-IO, limiting resolution is plotted in terms of line pairs/ 

millimeter versus irradiance level for two values of contrast. For 

these curves, the input intensifier is assume' *:o  be of the zoom type 

wherein the input photocathode area can be varied. The use of the 

line pai-os/millimeter scale is quite convenient because it relates di- 

rectly to scene resolving power and range. If one assumes no atmos- 

pheric degradation of contrast, vacuum range is equal to 

R = 2Xg NLP FL (V-C-14) 

where X is the scene "ground" resolution, N.p is the resolving power 

in line pairs/millimeter, and FL is the lens focal length in milli- 

meters . 

It is worthy to note that the largest input photocathode 

provides some advantage in resolving power at the very lowest scene 

irradiance levels, but the smaller photocathodes previal over most of 
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FIGURE V-C-8.   Display Signa I-to-Noise Ratio Versus Resolution for the Double- 
Intensifier Lead-Oxide Vldicon for Various Input Photccathode 
Currents 
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PHOIOCATHODE IRRADIANCE, vwith/m , 28540K 

FIGURE V-C-10.  Limiting Resolution Versus Photocathode Irradiance for the 
Double-lntemifier Lead-Oxide Vidicon 
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the operating range. The main merit of ths larger photocath des is 

that they provide a larger field of view. 

f. Computed versus Measured Results. Measured results have not 

been obtained for intensifier lead-oxide tube combinations. 

g. Lag Characteristics. The lag characteristics for multiple- 

intensifier lead-oxide vidicon combinations are estimated and shown in 

Fig. V-C-7. The method of estimation was simply to shift the lag 

characteristic of the PV by the amount of the apparent light gain pro- 

vided by the intensifiers involved. This is probably optimistic be- 

cause the intensifiers add lag of their own. Under starlight scene 

irradiance levels, sensor photocathode irradiance levels of 10" watt/ 
2 2 

m would not be unusual. As can be seen, the I -PV appears to be mar- 

ginal under these conditions, while an I -PV would be acceptable. 

However, the relationships between lag, expressed as residual signal 

versus irradiance, and imaging of seenos in motion are not well known. 

h. Form Factor. The 21.4-mm lead-oxide vidicon is approximately 

7*5 in. long and 1.2 in., in diameter. Adding two 25-mm intensifiers . 

will increase length by about 5 in. and outside diameter to 2.5 or 

3 in., including the high-voltage insulation. The use of a zoom in- 

tensifier together with a 25-mm intensifier would add 10.5 in. in 

length and increase outside diameter to 6 in. 

3. The Vidicon 

As previously stated, the term vidicon is restricted herein to 

mean- those tubes in which the photosurface is an antimony-trisulfide 

photoconductor. 

a. Principles of Operation. Except for the detailed photon-to- 

electron conversion mechanism in the primary photoprocess, the opera- 

tion of the vidicon is identical to that of the PV. The main differ- 

ences due to the photoconductor are that the gamma of the vidicon's 

signal transfer characteristic is 0.65, the lag due to the photo- 

process is appreciable, and the dark current can be quite large. The 

vidicon's gamma of 0.6F is sometimes an advantage because it increases 
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dynamic light-latitude range and compensates somewhat for the larger- 

than-unity gammas of a cathode-ray tube display. 

The lag of a vidicon can be reduce^ by making its photocon- 

ductor fluffy and thus thicker. However, this decreases sensitivity 

as well. In some applications, the lag is intentionally mads long be- 

cause this increases the signal storage capability of the surface and 

permits slow-scan operation. Another way to decrease lag, aside from 

control of the photocathode's physical dimensions, is by increasing 

the voltage across the photocathode. Actually, lag at a given photo- 

current may increase somewhat as photosurface voltage is increased, 

but the increase in photosurface sensitivity obtained thereby usually 

results in a lower lag for a given value of input irrad^-mce. Along 

with increased sensitivity, a larger photocathode potential results in 

an increase in dark current, which modulates surface nonuniformitiec 

and decreases picture quality. 

b. Signal Transfer Characteristics. The vidicon is availabli in 

a wide variety of sizes, but only two vill be treated here. The most 

common tubes available are those with a IG-am or a 25-mm input photo- 

cathode diameter. The experimentally derived signal transfer curves 

are shown in Fig, V-C-ll for two dark currents, two types of face- 

plates, and two types of photocathode irradiance. 

A fiber-optic faceplate version is available for use in con- 

junction with cascaded intensifiers. The transmission of the fiber- 

optic faceplate is lower than that of the usual glass faceplate and 

is variable, depending on tha type of light incident. When the fiber- 

optic vidicon is used in conjunction with lenses of long focal length, 

the incident radiation approximates collimated light. When the input 

is the output of an intensifier phosphor, the incident radiation is 

diffuse. For a vidicon unaided by intensifiers, the glass faceplate 

version is appropriate and will be used here. 

As can be seen, the gamma or slope of the signal transfer 

curve is less than unity and variable with irradiance, but it ordi- 

narily falls in the 0.6- to 0.7-range. The curves of Fig. V-C-ll apply 
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equally to 16-mm or 25-mm vidicons, whereas one would ordinarily tx- 

pect the larger tube to produce a larger current at a given irradiance 

level. The tube designers have apparently elected to decrease sensi- 

tivity as photoconductor size is increased to keep lag within bounds. 

PHOTOCATHODE IRRADIANCE, watts/m2, 28540K 

FIGURE V-C-ll.  Signal Current Versus Photocathode Irradiance Characteristic 
for the 16-mm or 25-mm Vidlcon 

The signal current from the vidicon, if one assumes a con- 
stant gamma y, is given by the relation 

Is = (A^H^/e^ (V-C-15) 

The incremental signal due to two unequally irradiated areas 

is given by > 

A Is = (Ay KV)V (Emax - Emin)Veveh 

= [1-(1-C)Y] [^ Kv Emax]Veveh 

(V-C-16) 
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where use has been made of the contrast relation of Eq. V-C-2. In the 

above expressions, Kv is a proportionality constant related to the 

photoconductor's sensitivity and Ay is the effective photocathode area, 

c. Amplitude Response. The square-wave response of the 16-mm 

vidicon is shown in Fig. V-C-12, and the response for the 25-mm tube 

is shown in Fig. V-C-13. These curves apply either to high-quality 

magnetically focused and deflected vidicon cameras or to mixed-field 

types of vidicon of the "FPS" or "immersed deflect-on" types. The re- 

solving power of the vidicon is seen to be quite good, the primary 

limitation being the finite diameter of the electron beam. In the 

case of the lead-ox.de vidicon, the photocathode itself is limiting. 

In using the line pairs/millimeter scales shown for curves such as 

those in Fig. V-C-13, it is important to note that they apply to re- 

solving power referred to the input photocathode only. Thus, the in- 

put photocathode diameter must be matched to the appropricite resolu- 

tion scale. 

3 
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300 400 500 600 700 

RESOLUTION, TV line*/raster height 

10 15 20 'S 30 35 

RESOLUTION, line pairs/mm 

40 

1000 

45 50 

FIGURE V-C-12, Uncompensated Horizontal Square-Wave or Sine-Wave Response 
for the 16-mm Vidicon and 16/16-mm Triple Intensifier Vidicon. 
Intensifier Response is Sine Wove; Vidicon and Intensifier Vidicon 
Response is Square Wave 
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FIGURE V-C-13.  Uncompensated Horizontal Square-Wave Response for the 25-mim 
Vidicon and its Intensifier Variants 

d.    Video and Display Signal-to-Noise Ratio.    The unaided vidicon 
is preamplifier-noise limited over its entire operating range.    Thus, 
the video signal-to-noise ratio becomes 

SNRV,0,1 

[1 - (l-(l-C)Y] [Ay Kv Emax]Veveh 

LPA 

This ratio is plotted in Fig. '-C-14, in vdiich a video bandwidth of 

10 MHz and an rms preamplifier noise of 3 na are assumed. 
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PHOTOCATHODE «RADIANCE, watt/bt , 28540K 

FIGURE V-C-14. Output Video Signal-to-Noi$e Ratio Versus Photocathode Irradiance 
Characteristic for the 16-mm or 25-mm Vidicon 

The video signal-to-noise ratio is a function of the video 

bandwidth, as previously noted, because it increases the photoelectron 

and preamplifier noises.    If both noises are white, then the video 

bandwidth has no effect on SNRD and no effect on the resolution- 

irradiance level characteristics so long as the bandwidth is wide 

enough to pass the signal frequencies.    This bandwidth is numerically 

equal to 

Äf =* 
N. H N, V 

e e, v h 
(V-C-17) 
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where a is the horizontal-to-vertical picture aspect ratio, N„ is the 

maximum horizontal resolution in TV lines/raster height, and NU is the 

number of active scanning lines. For a conventional broadcast TV sys- 

tem, 525 lines are scanned but only 490 are active. The 35-line loss 

is due to signal blanking to permit the introduction of synchronizing 

signals into the video. 

As a practical matter, the video bandwidth does affect the 

SNRp in some instances because the preamplifier noise is not white but 

is rather an increasing function of frequency. This is a  suit of 

the necessity of compensating for the target's interelectrode capaci- 

tance. In this report, two bandwidths are used mainly to show the ef- 

fect of bandwidth on video signal-to-nolse ratio. However, the Impact 

of video bandwidth on the limiting resolution versus irradlance level 

calculations is comparatively minor, particularly for cameras that ap- 

proach the photoelectron noise limit. 

The display signal-to-noise ratio for the vidicon is cal- 

culated as for the PV but is not shown. 

e. Limiting Bar-Pattern Resolution. The limiting resolution 

versus Irradlance characteristic for the 16-mm vidicon is determined 

from the SNR-. calculation and is plotted in Fig. V-C-?5. It is per- 

tinent to observe that it is not customary to report this character- 

istic because of lag. Like limiting resolution, lag is dependent on 

light level. By the time that the image irradlance is Increased suf- 

ficiently to make lag acceptable for the imaging of scenes in motion 
-2      2 

(above about 5 x 10  watt/m ), the full resolving power of the vidicon 

Is very nearly realized. Thus, the resolution versus "iSght level 

characteristic is academic for all but very special applications. 

f. Computed versus Measured Resolution. The results above were 

computed for a vidicon of comparatively high resolving power. The only 

dajra available to the author were for a standard "broadcast" vidicon 

whose amplitude response might be expected to be somewhat below that 

used in the calculations (but very good, nevertheless). As can be 

seen in Fig. V-C-16, fairly good correlation is observed at the lower 
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line numbers, the departure at the higher line numbers being undoubt- 

edly due to the broadcast vidicon's more limited spatial response. 
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1.0 16 mm 

FIGURE V-C-15.  Limiting Resolution Versus Input Photocathode Irradiance 
for the 16-mm Vidicon with 0.02 [ia Dark Current 

-g*    Lag Characteristics.    The third field lag characteristics for 

the 16- and 25-tnm vidicon are estimated and plotted in Fig, V-C-17. 

As can be seen, the lag becomes excessively high with photocathode 
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CliMlS^few 

irradlances in the 10' to lO-1 watt/m2 range. In Fig. V-C-15, we 

note that the vidicon still has substantial resolving power at ir- 
-4     -3      2 

radiance levels of 10  to 10  watt/m , but 

not be usable when imaging scenes in motion. 
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PHOTOCATHODE (RÄADiANCE, wom/m2, 28540K 

FIGURE V-C-17.  Signal Lag Versus Photocathod« Irradiance CHracteristic 
Estimated for Various Vidicor.s and Intensifier Vidicons 
with Ether 16-mm or 2ö""mm Input PhotocathoHes and Two 
Values of Dark Current 

h.    Form Factor.    Vidicons are manufactured in a wide variety of 
configurations and sizes.    The 15-mm versions are usually 5 in, to 
6.5 in. long and 1-1/8 in.  in diameter while the 25-mm versions are 
7.5 in. to 8.5 in.  long and 1.5 in. to 2 in.  in diameter. 

i.    Manufacturers' Literature.    A sample of manufacturers' lit- 
erature on vidicons will be found in Chart V-2-1. 

4.    Intensifier Vidicon Cameras 

a.    Principles of Operation.    By coupling a sufficient number of 
intensifiers to a vidicon with a fiber-optic faceplate,  low-light- 
level capability can be achieved.    In general, it will be found that 
the number of intensifiers needed to achieve an adequate lag charac- 
teristic will be greater than the number needed merely to gain suffi- 
cient sensitivity.    Ordinarily, at least three intensifiers will be 
needed to image moving night scenes irradiated only by natural sources. 
In special applications, nowever, combinations with only one or two 
intensifiers may be of interest.    When an intensifier is used, the 
primary photoprocess becomes linear rather than sublinear as is the 
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CHART V-C-l.  A SAMPLE OF MANUFACTURERS' LITERATURE 
ON VIDICONS* 

The units, definitions, and methods of measurement 
specified herein are not necessarily endorsed by 
the authors but are those used by the manufacturer 
quoted. 

For table footnotes see page 301. 

: 
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Choose from these Categories 
Focus and Deflection Method 
Magnetic-focus, magnetic-detlcc 
tion vidicons provide highest 
center and corner resolution but 
require the most electrical power 
and result in TV cameras having 
the most weight. 

Magnetic-focus, electrostatic 
deflection vidicons have resolution 
captoilities and power require- 
ments essentially equivalent to 
those of ail magnetic type vidi- 
cons. Tubes having this construc- 
tion feature very short overall 
length compared with other vidi- 
con structures and in this area 
provides a unique advantage over 
the other types. 

Electrostatic-focus, magnetic- 
deftertion vidicons have inter 
mediate resolution capability, re 
quiie intermediate electrical power, 
and find use in compact light 
weight cameras, 

Electrostatic focus, electrostatic- 
deflection vidicons require the 
least electrical power of all vidicon 
structures and are intended (or 
use in TV cameras that approach 
the ultimate in package size and 
weight. The resolution capability 
of '.iiis type vidicon, however, is 
usually less than that of other type 
vidicons when operating voltages 
are the same 

Separata Mash Electrode 
RCA Vidicons are available with 

separate mesh connection or with 
convention«! mesh connection. 
Separate mesh connection vidicons 
provide higher and more uniform 
resolution and more uniform sig- 
nal output when operated at high 
voltage than do comparfble size 
vidicons having mesh and wall 
electrodes connected. 

Heater Power 
RCA Vidicons are available with 
conventional 3.8 Watt Heaters, 
with 1.9 Watt Heaters, and with 
0.6 Watt "Dark Heaters" for 
transistorized TV Cameras. 

Tubs Diamstar 
Larger tube diameter provides 
more TV lines par picture height. 

Ntoimlic- ElMtrottatic- 
Feeus Focus 
cMCWOffiin» - El«etrannic-F<cut EtecUofUtic- 

Mtaemtic-FaciiS Otftaction Migmtic-IMlKtion Dafltction 
Vidkon» VidMtom ViHicom 

1/2" 1" 1-1/2" 2" 4-1/2" 1" 1" 1-1/2" 1" Hntarl 
Pow#f 1 

OiWIMtW Diamtur Durrmtvr Diimmsr Diwrawr Dianwtw Dumotw Diinwtmr Diwnetar 
Typ« Typ« Typ« Typ«« Typ« Typ« Typ« Typ« Typ« 

442-» 20*8' 
7262A 
7263A' 

-•0.8« 

[conwi 

|MHh»> *»78 
Caniwe 4500 
«on 7038 

773S 
7735A 

•43.BIN 

773SG 

Sjfunrt« 
MMh» 
Oomwe- 
.«n 

C23104 
4642 
8541A 
8573A 
023066 
C23136* 

C2.M61A* 
C23063 

C23073A'B 4483 8134 
4494 8134/VI 
449ä 8S67* 

84S0 
6480/V 
C23033 

•«0.6W 

4SÜ3A' 
C23113B 

4514* ■«i.ew| 

8E07A 
8572A 

8061 
8621 

C74137A* *3.frA 

' RugoKiiztd Typ« 4 R«urn-B«m Vidicon Typ« » Vidicon AsHfTTibly Silicon T.TI^J Typ« 

Typ« numbar» with prefix C «r« dwdopnwnui typ«. Each of that« C numbwt id«ntifi« • p«rticular laboratory tub« dnign but the 
number and tha idantifying data ar« Mbjact to changt. no oblisations ata atsimad as to futur« mnnulactur« unlan oih«rwiM arranged. 
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Typ« 

Typical 
Applications 

Description 

Remarks 

Focus- 
ing 
Method 

Deflec- 
tion 
Method 

Photo- 
con- 
ductor* 

Maximum 
Overall 
Length 
inches 

High-Performance Broadcast-Quality Types 
for Studio Film Pickup Service 

7038 

• High Rasistance to Image "Burn-In" 
Television Film        • Target Stringently Controlled for 

Pickup Blemishes 
• Low Lag 

6.50 

Bulb 
Din- 
meter^ 
inches 

Typical Opera 

Operating 
Mode 

Max. Target 
Voltage for 
Indicated 
Dark Current 
volts 

Dark 
Current 
microampercl 

1.020 
+.030      Av. Sens. 
-.035      Min. Lag 

60 
30 

0.02 
0.004 

8572A        TV Film Pickup 
Similar to the 7038 But Has 
Separate Mash Connection 
High Resolution 

6.375 
1.020 
+ 030 
-.035 

Av. Sens. 
Min. Lag 

60 
30 

0.02 
0,004 

8051 

8134A/1 

Television Film 
Pickup and Data 
Transmission 
Sen/ice 

Very High Resolution 
High Resistance to Image "Burn-In" 
Separate Mesh Connection 

8.00 

Transistorized 
Cameras In Color 
Film Pickup 
Applications 

A Variant of the 8134 (pgs 8 and 9) 
Having Extremely Stringent Test 
Criteria to Guarantee High 
Performance in Color Cameras 

6.35 

1.50 
+.01 

1.025 
+.003 

Av. Sans. 
Min. Lag 

5C 
30 

0.02 
0.005 

High Sens. 
Av, Sens. 

60 
48 

0.10 
0.035 

Transistorized 
Cameras for              •   Low Deflection-and-Focus Power 

8480           Broadcast Film         ,   Very High Resolution 
Pickup & Data          •   Low Power (0.6W) "Dark Heater" 
Transmission             •   Separate Mesh Connection 
Applications 

E M           1 10.375 1.500 
+.005 

Av. Sens. 
Mln. Lag 

60 
30 

0.02 
0.005 

Transistorized          •   A Variant of the 8480 Having Ex- 
8480/V1     Cameras in Color           tremely Stringent Test Criteria 

Film Pickup                   to Guarantee High Performance 
Applications                  in Color Cameras 

E M           1 10.375 1.500 
+.005 

Av. Sens. 
Mln. Lag 

60 
30 

0.02 
0.005 

Vidicons for Live TV 
and Industrial Service 
Non-Critical Closed-Circuit Applications 

.,     „ ..,    .-rv,       •    Economy Priced Type 
4478           Non-Critical TV       ^    Mechanically Similar to 

Systems                         „35g 
M M            1 1            6.S0 

1.020 
+.030 
-.035 

Av. Sens. 70 0.035 
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ib i 
i- 

h« 

Typical Operating Condition! 

Oparatln« 
Mode 

Max. Target 
Vn^:3« for 
Indicated 
Dark Currant 
volts 

Dark 
CUM en! 
microampere 

Signal 
Output 
Currantc 
micro- 
ampere 

Illumination 

On Ttbs 
Faced 
'ootcandles 

On 
Scene* 
f ootcandles 

Typical Resolution at 
Operating Light Level 

Amplitude 
Response at 
400 TV Lines 
percent 

Limiting 
Resolution' 
TV Lines 

Type 

)20 
)30 
)35 

)20 
)30 
)35 

Av. Sens. 
Min. Lag 

60 
30 

0.02 
0004 

0.4 
0.3 

15 
100 

Av. Sens. 
Min. Lag 

60 
30 

0.02 
0.004 

0.3 
0.3 

10 
100 

30 
30 

750 
750 

7038 

60k 
60^ 

1100k 
1100k 

8572A 

>0 Av. Sens. 50 0.02 0.5 10 n Min. Lag 30 0.005 0.5 50 
65 
65 

1500 
1500 8051 

125 
103 

High Sens. 60 0.10 0.10 0.1 25 
Av. Sens. 4S 0.035 0.265 1.0 250 

25 700 afM/v/i 25 700 8134/V1 

«0 Av. Sens. 60 0.03 0.5 10 
»5 Min. Lag 30 0.005 0.5 50 

60 
60 

1^00 
1400 8480 

sOO Av. Sens. 60 0.02 0.5 10 
JOb Min. Lag 30 0.005 0.5 60 

60 
60 

1400 
1400 8480/V1 

}20 
)30 
)35 

Av, Sens. 70 0.035 0.265 1.0 250 650 4478 

.^J,.:.^..A-—-^    —1^.,||    ^^ j 



« 

Maximum Bulb 
Focus- Detlec Photo Overall Dia- 

Type Description ing tion con- Length meterb 

Typical Method Method ductor« inches inches 

Applications Rtmcrki 

Open 
Mode 

Vidicons for Live TV and Industrial Service (contd) 

General Closed-Circuit Applications 

7735 

Economy Priced 
Type For General 
Closed Circuit 
TV Systems 

Good Sensitivity 
Mechanically Similar 
to 7735B 

6.50 
1.020 
+.030 
-.035 

Av. S 

7735A 
For General 
Closed-Circuit 
TV Systems 

Good Sensitivity 
Low Lag 
Mpchanically Similar 
to '735B 

6.50 
1.020 
+.030 
-.035 

Av. S 

High-Performance Broadcast and 
Industrial Applications 

4427 
Compact, Transis- 
torised Industrial 
TV Cameras 

Short '//'-Diameter Type 
Uses Smm-Film Lens System 
Low Power (0.6W) 
"Dark Heater" 

3.40 
0.520 
+ .030 
-.020 

Max. 

1.020 
+.030 
-.035 

High! 
Av.S 

7262A 
Live TV and Indus 
trial Transistorized 
Cameras 

Short Sturdy Type 
Low Power (0.8W) "Dark Heater" 
Electrical Characteristics 
Similar to the 7735B 
Low Microphonics 

5.18 

8573A 
Live TV and Indus 
trial Transistorized 
Cameras 

Similar to 7262A ButHas 
Separate Mesh Connection 
High Resolution 
Low Power (0.6W) "Dark Heater" 

5.18 
1.020     „, 
+ 030     H|9h 

- 035     Av- S* 

773bB 
High Quality Live 
TV and Industrial 
Cameras 

• High Sensitivity 
• Low Lag 
• High Resolution 
• Target Stringently Controlled 

for Blemishes 

6.50 
1.020 
♦ 030      H'9h 

- 035      Av-s 

8507 A 
Live TV and 
Industrial Pickup 
Service 

High Resolution 1" -Diameter Type 
Separate Mesh Connection 
Supersedes 8507 

6.375 
1.020 
+.030      H,9h 

.035 Av.S 
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Maximum Bulb 
»to- Overall Dia 
1- Length meterb 
tor« inches inch os 

Typical Operating Conditions Typical Rr^olution at 
Operating Light Level 

Type 
Operating 
Mode 

Max. Target 
Voltage for 
Indicated 
Dark Current 
volts 

Dark 
Current 
microampere 

Signal 
Output 
Current0 

micro- 
ampere 

Illumination 
Amplitude 
Response at 
400 TV Lines 
percent 

Limiting 
Resolution* 
TV Lines 

On Tube 
Faced 
footcandles 

On 
Scene« 
footcandles 

6.50 
1.020 
+.030 
-.03f 

Av. Sens. 55 0.02 0.15 
(min.) 

1.0 250 700 7735 

6.50 
1.020 
+.030 
-.035 

Av. Sens. 40 0.02 0.15 
(min.) 

1.0 250 700 7735A 

3.40 
0.520 
+.030 
^.020 

Max. Sens. 90 0.05 0.08 0.4 100 5 400 4427 

5.18 
1.020 
+.030 
-.035 

High Sens. 
Av. Sens. 

60 
40 

0.10 
0.02 

0.10 
0.20 

O.t 
1.0 

25 
250 

30 
30 

750 
750 

7262A 

5.18 
1.020 
+.030 
-.035 

High Sens. 
Av. Sens. 

60 
40 

0.10 
0.02 

0.10 
0.20 

0.1 
1.0 

25 
250 

60k 
60k 

1100k 
1100k 8573A. 

6.50 
1.020 
t.030 
-.035 

High Sens. 
Av. Sens. 40 

0.10 
0.025 

0.27 
0.275 

0.5 
1.0 

125 
250 

30 
30 

750 
750 7735B 

6.375 
1.020 
K030 
.035 

High Sens. 
Av. Sons. 

60 
40 

0.10 
0.02 

0.10 
0.20 

0.1 
1.0 

25 
250 

60k 
60k 

1100k 
1100k 8507A 



I» 

Typ* 

Typical 
Applications 

Dascrintion 

Remarks 

Focus- 
ing 
Method 

Deriec- 
tion 
Method 

Photo- 
con- 
ductor» 

Maximum 
Ovarail 
Length 
inches 

Vidicons for Live TV and Industrial Service (contd) 

High-Performance Broadcast and Industrial Applications (contd) 

Bulb 
Dia 
metarb 
inches 

Operating 
Mode 

8S41A 

Transistorized 
Cameras For Live 
Scene and TV 
Film Pickup 

• Low Heater Power Vananl 
of the 8507A 

• High Resolution 1 "Diameter 
Type 

• Separate Mesh Connection 

6.375 
1.020 
+.030 
-.035 

High Sens. 
A«. Sens. 

4493 Chroma Channels 
4494 of Live Picku;:' 
4495 Color Cameras 

• Very Low Lag 
• High Degree of Signal Uniformity 
t Precision Outer-Diameter Bulb 
• Low Power (0.6W) "Dark Heater" 

6.35 
1.025 
+.003 Av. Sens. 

8134 

Transistorized 
Cameras for Live 
TV, Industrial, and 
Color TV Service 

• Low Deflection and Focus Power 
• Low Power (0.6W) "Dark Heater" 
• Precision Outer-Diameter Bulb 

6.35 
1.025 
+.003 

High Sens. 
Av. Sens. 

High-Performance Vidicons for Space, 
Military and Special Industrial Service 

4500 

Slow-Speed Scan 
Pickup Systems or 
Limited-Motion 
Industrial TV 

• Very High Sensitivity 
• Extended Lag Characteristics 
• Interchangeable in Cameras Using 

1" All Magnetic Vidicons 

III 6.50 
1.020 
+.030 
-.035 

Av. Sens. 
Slow-Scan 

4514 

Space, Military, and 
Specie! Industrial 
(For government 
end use only) 

« Ruggedized 
• Separate Mesh Connection 
• Precision Outer-Diameter Bulb 
• 1.9 Watt Heater 

E E II 5.81 
1.013 
+ .002 Av. Sens. 

4542 

Weather Radar and 
High Sensitivity 
Signal Storage 
Systems 

• Very Long Lag 
• Separate Mesh Connection 
• Low Power (O.eW) "Dark Heater" 

M M IV 6.375 
1.020 
+ .030 
-.035 

High Sens. 

8521 Industrial TV 
Cameras 

i Very High Resolution 
t Separate Mesh Connection 
i High Sensitivity 

M M II 8.0 
1.50 
+ .01 

High Sens. 
Av. Sens. 
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I ß 

Bulb 
Dia- 
mMerb 
inches 

Typical Operating Conditions Typical Resolution at 
Operating Light Level 

Type Operating 
Mode 

Max, Target 
Voltage for 
Indicated 
Dark Current 
volts 

Dark 
Current 
microampers 

Signal 
Output 
Current6 

micro 
ampem 

Illumination 
Amplitude 
Response ct 
400 TV Lines 
percent 

Limiting 
Resolution* 
TV Lines 

On Tube 
Faced 
footcandles 

On 
Scene" 
footcandles 

1.020 
+.030 
-.035 

High Sens. 
Av. Sens. 

60 
40 

0.10 
0.02 

0.10 
0.20 

0.1 
1.0 

25 
25C 

60k 
60k 

nook 
nook 8S41A 

1.025 
+.003 Av. Sens. 

35 
35 
35 

0.01 
b.01 
0.005 

0.0359 
0.089 
0.0309 

1.59 
5.09 
4.09 

- 
70h 
70h 
70h 

500 
500 
500 

4493 
4494 
4495 

1.025 
+.003 

High Sens. 
Av. Sens. 

60 
48 

0.10 
0.035 

0.10 
0.265 

0.1 
1.0 

25; 
250 

2e 
25 

700 
700 8134 

1.020 
+.030 
-.035 

Av, Sens, 
Slow Scan 

25 
30 typ. 

0.005 
0.008 

0.4 
0.07 i 

1.0 
0.25 fc si 

25 20 
50k 

600 4500 

1.013 
+.002 Av, Sens, 50 0,02 0.20 1.0 250 - 750 4514 

1,020 
+.030 
-.035 

1.50 
+.01 

High Sens, 65 0,02 0.2 0.1 25 60 1000 4542 

High Sens, 
Av, Sans, 

60 
35 

0.10 
0,02 

0.2 
0.2 

0.1 
1.0 

25 
250 

65 
65 

1500 
1500 8521 



^ 

Maximum Bulb 
Focui Ueflec- Photo- Overall Dia- 

Type Description ing xion can- Ltngth meterb 
Method Method ductor" inches inches 

Typical 
Applicstiom Remarks 

Operating 
Mode 

N 
Max. Target 
Voltage for 
IndirjMd 
Dark Current 
volts 

High-Performance Vidicons for Space, Military 
and Special industrial Service (cont'd) 

8480 

Transistorized 
Cameras for Broad 
cast Film Pickup 
and Data Transmis- 
sion Applications 

• Low Deflection and Focus Power 
• Very High Resolution 
• Low Power I0.6W) "Dark Heater" 
• Separate Mesh Connection 

10.375 
1.500 
+.005 

Av. Sens. 
Min. Lag 

60 
30 

2048 
Space, Military, & 
Special Industrial 

• Short Ruggedized Type 
• Special Target Connector 
• Precision Outer-Diameter Bulb 
• Low Power (0.6W) "Dark Heater" 

5.214 1.025 
+.003 

Max. Sens. 
Av. Sens. 

100 
60 

Space Military, &     # cy,ort Ru93edijed Type 
7263A   Special Industrial      , ^.^„y similar to the 7262A 

Transistonzed t  Low p^ ,„ 6W) „Dark Heater,. 
5.18 

1.020 
+.030 
-.035 

High Sens. 
Av. Sens. 

60 
40 

5 

\ 

Space, Military 
4503A   and Special 

Industrial 

Short Ruggedized Type 
High Sensitivity 
Low Lag 
Low Power (1.8 V) Heater 

Space, Military, &     •  Ruggedized 
8567      Industrial Transis-     • PrecisionOuterDlametei Bulb 

torizedTV Timeras • Low Power (0.6W) "Dark Heater" 

5.25 

Ö.3B 

1.025 
+.003 

1.025 
+.003 

aFor spectral response characteristics and description of specified photoconductivo surface, seepage 14. The scanned area of the photocon- 
ductve surface for 1/2"-, 1" , and 1 1/2 "diameter vidicons is 0.24" x 0.18", 1/2" « 3/8", and 3/5" x 4/5", respectively. However, scanned 
are» ior type 4542 u 5'8'  x 5/8" 

l>Meximum diameter of target flange for 1/2" , 1" , and 1 1/2" diameter vidicons is 0.574", 1.135" and 1.60", respectively. 

'Defined as the component of highlight target current after the dark-current component h« been substracted. 

^Indicated values of illumination are those required to obtain optimum signal from the tube. Values of illumination 1/10 of those indicated will 
still produce a picture of usable quality 

«Assumes a lens setting of f/6.6, a lens transmission of 80%, and that highlight scene reflectance is 60% 

High Sens. 
Av. Sens. 

High Sens. 
Av. Sens 

60 
40 

60 
40 

' The resolution capability of all 
focusing-coil current and deflect 

9 These characteristics are measure 
For type 4493 IRedl 
For type-494 (GrM 
For type '.495 (Blue 

h Response to a 125 TV line squar 

' For a field time of 2 seconds, no 

k Values are lor high-voltage tube i 
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Typical Operating Conditions Typical Resolution at 
Operating Light Level 

Type 
Operating 
fvioae 

Max. Target 
Voltage for 
Indicated 
Dark Current 
volti 

Dark 
Current 
microampere 

Signal 
Output 
Current« 
micro- 
ampere 

Illumination 
Amplitude 
Response at 
400 TV Lines 
percent 

Limiting 
Retolution' 
TV Lines 

On Tube 
Face« 
footcandlet 

On 
Scene« 
footcandlet 

Av. Sens. 
Mm. Lag 

60 
30 

0.02 
0.005 

0.5 
0.5 

10 
50 

60 
60 

1400 
1100 

84B0 

Max. Sens. 
Av. Sens. 

100 
60 

0.20 
0.02 

0.3 
0.3 

2 
10 

30 
30 

750 
750 

2048 

High Sens. 80 0.10 0.10 0.1 25 30 750 
Av. Sens, 40 002 0.20 1.0 250 30 750 

7263A 

High Sens. 60 0.10 0.10 0,1 25 
Av. Sens. 40 0.02 0.20 1,0 250 

eok nook 
nook 4503A 

High Sens. 60 0,10 0.10 0.1 25 25 700 
Av, Sens, 40 0,02 0.20 1.0 250 25 700 

8567 

jn-    * The resolution capability of all vidtcons may be increased by operating the tubes at vo'tagos up to the n-aximum ratings and by increasing the 
ted      focusing-coil current and defiectmg-coil power. 

9 These characteristics are measured using the following standard optical filters, or equivalent 
For type 4493 (Red)     - Wralten No 25 IA) with 2 Fish Shurman No IR650 
For type 4494 (Greenl - Wratten No 68 with 1 Fish Shurman No IR65U 
For typ« 4495 IBIuel    - Wratten No. 47 with 1 Fish Shurman No. IR650 

1 Response to a 125 TV line square wave test pa'ter» with 1/4" « 3/16" scan raster 

1 For a field time of 2 seconds, non.interlaced 

''Values are for high voltage tube operation. 



f 
Selected Characteristic Curves 

Spectral Response Curves Typical Ampiitude 

Ptiotoconductor I 
Vidicons employing this medium sensilivity lowlag 
photoconductor are intended for use at the relative- 
ly high light levels of film pick up service. 
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Photoconductor III 
This high-sensitivity photoconductor has extended 
lag characteristics. Vidicons employing this material 
are intended for slow scan TV pickup service and 
applications where scene motion is limited. 
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Photoconductor II 
Vidicons employing this high-sensitivity, low-lag 
photoconductor are intended for use in low-light- 
level live TV pick-up service. 
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Photoconductor IV 
This high-sensitivity photoconductor has very long 
lag characteristics. Vidicons employing this material 
are intended for signal-storage applications such as 
the telecasting of radar displays. 
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Typical Amplitude Response Curves 
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case for the vidicon alone. The vidicon surface still imparts a gamma 

to the signal transfer characteristic, but its effect is that of a 

nonlinear amplifier. 

b. Signal Transfer Characteristic. The signal transfer charac- 

teristics assumed for the various intensifier vidicon combinations are 

shown in Fig. V-C-.18. The apparent light gain assumed for one stage 

of intensifier is 45. For two stages the gain is 1800, and for three 

stages 45,000. The photoca^hode radiant sensitivity is taken to be 

4 x 10  amp/watt. 

10   tr—TTTTrrnl 1—i i M MM 1—i rmrnl 1—TTTTTTTI 1—i i i iin] 1—i M IIIM 1—mm; 

PHOTOCATHOOE IRRADIANCE, wotts/m , 28540K 

FIGURE V-C-18.  Signa! Current Versus Phctocathode Irradiance Characteristic 
for the ]6-"mm and 25-mm Vidicons with their Intensifier 
Variants 

For quantitative purposes, the signal current for the in- 

tensifier vidicon may be written by noting that the main effect of the 

intensifiers is to increase the irradiance on the vidicon. The new 

apparent value is equal to 

EV = ET GIV EI1 
(V-C-18) 
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where A-JPL.  is the ratio of intensifier photocathode area to vidicon 

photocathode area, and G«- is the electron gain at the various 

intensifier-phosphor/intensifier-photocathode interfaces. The quantity 

Gjy refers to the apparent gain at the intensifier-phosphor/vidicon- 

photocathode interface with an intensifier of radiant sensitivity 

equal to a amp/watt, and a,, is the radiant sensitivity of the inten- 

sifier photocathode actually used. With this understanding, the signal 

output current may be written as 

\' r Is = v£ r 7^ GET "^ GIV EI I (V-C-19) 

To express this in terms of the intensifier photocurrent, we note that 

is = Oj Aj  ET, so that 

-J!v.rK ^G   !iG  isT 
" eveh L v ** ET CTo IV aiAiJ 

" eveh  Lv ao   IV SJ 

(V-C-20) 

The gain of the tube combination is obtained by setting the output 

current 

h = G h^h 

so that 

G = R*r (V-C-21) 
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Thus, gain is a function of the photocurrent itself. It is assumed 

that the gain nonlinearity introduced thereby does not appreciably 

alter the noise statistics. 

c. Amplitude Response. The amplitude response for a 16-mm triple- 

stage intensifier vidicon (I -V) is shown in Fig. V-C-12, and the re- 

sponses of the 25-mm single, double and triple intensifier vidicons 

(I-V, I2-V, and I3-V) are shown in Fig. V-C-13. The 25-nun intensi- 

finr's amplitude response is comparable to that of the 25-mm vidicon. 

Thua, a single intensifier significantly decreases the overall ampli- 

tude resjreiise of the vidicon camera. With three intensifiers, the 

intensifiers themselves are primarily limiting for amplitude response. 

d. Video and Diifelay Signal-to-Noise Ratio. The video signal- 

to-noise ratio for the intensifier vidicon may be written as 

SNFV,N,C 

[l-d-C^] . RSQ(N) • G is/eveh 

[G2 e tf is/eveh + i^ 

(V-C-22) 

where the terms are as before except that G, the overall sensor gain, 

is as defined in Eq. V-C-21. 

The video signal-to-noise ratios for the various intensifier 

vidicon combinations are shown in Fig, V-C-7-9 as functions of input 

intensifier photocurrent. Observe that the 16-mm I-V provides a larger 

signal current for a given photocurrent than does the 25-mm I-V. This 

is a consequence of the 16-mm vidicon's higher photoconductor effi- 

ciency. Recall that the 25-mm vidicon photocathode sensitivity was 

sacrificed for a decreased lag. With two intensifiers, the 16-mm 

vidicon becomes photoelectron noise limited, and the 25-mm vidicon 

becomes nearly so. The only reason for adding a third intensifier, 

then, is to decrease lag. 
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10 1C -7 

FIGURE V-C-I9. Signal Current Versus Input Photocathode Current for Intensifier 
Vidicons. Video Bandwidth is 10 MHz 

The display signal-to-noise ratios are shown for a 16-mm 

triple intensifier vidicon in Fig. V-C-20 and for a 25-inm triple in- 

tensifier vidicon in Fig. V-C-21. 

e. Limiting Bar-Pattern Resolution. The limiting resolution 

versus irradiance characteristic for 25-mm intensifier vidicon com- 

binations are shown in Fig. V-C-22. The 25/25-mm I-V is seen to be 

preamplifier noise limited, since additional performance can be ob- 

tained by adding more intensifiers. The 25/25-mm I-V is very close 

to being photoelectron noise limited and has a maximum resolving power 

in excess of 700 lines. With three intensifiers, maximum resolving 

power drops to the 550-line level. As a rule of thumb, if the 25-mm 

vidicon becomes marginally unacceptable, from a lag viewpoint, at 5 x 
-2     2 -^2     2 

10  watt/m , then the I-V becomes marginal at 10  watt/m , the I -V 
-5      2 3       -6      2 

at 2.5 x 10  watt/m , and the I-V at 10  watt/m . However, the lag 

characteristics are somewhat variable from tube to tube, depending on 

the tradeoffs made by the manufacturer. 
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50 100 200    300       500   700   1000 

RESOLUTION, TV iines/raster height 

FIGURE V-C-20.  Display Signal-to-Noise Ratio Versus Resolution for the 16-mm 
Triple Intensifier N/idicon for Various input Photocathode Currents 
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50 100 200   300      500   700 1000 

RESOLUTION, TV lines/raster height 

FIGURE V-C-21.  Display Signal-to-Noise Ratio Versus Resolution for the 
Triple Intensifier Vidicon for Various Input Photocurrents, 
Usii^ a 25-mm Vidicon TV Pickup Tube 
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Limiting resolution versus input photocurrent is shown in 

Fig. V-C-23 for the 16- and 25-mm* triple intensifier vidicons. Lim- 

iting resolution versus photocathode irradiance is shown in Fig. V~C-24. 
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FIGURE V-C-23.   LimiHng Resolution Versus Input Photocathode Current for the 
Triple-lntensifier Vidicons at Various Image Contrasts.   Solid 
Curves Apply to Tubes with 25-mm Vidicons; Dashed Curves to 
Tubes with 16-mm Vidicons 

f. Computed versus Measured Results. Only two sets of data are 

available for the triple intensifier vidicon version. These results 

are compared to those computed in this section in Fig. V-C-25. As is 

usually the case herein, the calculations apply to a typical assumed 

tube and not to the tube actually measured. In most cases, the tubes 

measured will, however, have parameters not far different from those 

used in the calculations, and thus fairly good correlation is obtained. 

g. Lag Characteristics. The third-field lag characteristics are 

estimated in Fig. V-C-17 for the various intensifier vidicon combina- 

tions. The second method of specifying lag effects are to measure 

limiting resolution as the pattern is slowly moved across the horizontal 

A 16-mm tube is normally called a 1-in. vidicon; a 25-mm tube is 
normally called a 1^-in. vidicon. 
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field of view. The effect of such pattern motion on the resolution 

irradiance level characteristic is shown in Fig. V-C-26 for the 16-mm 

I -V and in Fig. V-C-27 for the 25-mm I -V, for two pattern speeds lu 

each case. 
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10 10 ' 10' 10 

INPUT PHOTOCATHODE iRRADIANCt, vwith/m2, 28540K 

FIGURE V-C-26. Limiting Resoiufion Versus input Photocathode Irradiance 
as a Function of Bar-Pattern Speed Across the Horizontal 
Field of View for the 16-mm Triple Intenslfhr Vidleon 

11 •    Form Factor.    While the vidicons are not large,  length is 

substantially increased by the three intensifiers required co achieve 

acceptable low-lag, low-light-level imaging.    The length increase with 

16-mm intensifiers will be approximately 5 in., and with 25-mm inten- 

sifiers it will be 7.2 in.    With an 80/25-mm zoom intensifier,  length 

is increased by 12.8 in. 
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FIGURE V-C-27.  Limiring Resolution Versus Input Photocathode Irradiancs 
as a Function of Bar-Pottarn Speed Across Horizonta! 
Field of View for the 25-mm Triple Intensifier Vidicon 

D.  THE SECONDARY ELECTRON CONDUCTION CAMERA TUBE AND ITS 
INTENSIFIED VERSION 

The typical secondary-electron-conduction (SEC; television camera 

tube consists of a diode imaging section, with a  photoemitter at one 

end and the SEC target at the other, and an electron-scanning-beam 

readout section similar tc that used in a vidicon. When the photo- 

emitter is an S-2C surface, the SEC camera is characterized bv moder- 

ate sensitivity, good resolving power, low image lag, and simplicity 

of operation. This camera tube was developed in the early 1960's, 

and in its intensifier version it has been the principal camera tube 

Ubed in low-light-.'.evel cameras from 1965 to the present. 
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The intensifier SEC (I-SEC) camera approaches the sensitivity of 

the intensifier image orthicon (I-IO) described in Section V~E, is of 

lower lag, and is much simpler to operate, since it needs no adjustment 

over the full range of its light transfer characteristic. The promi- 

nent feature of the SEC camera tube is its SEC target, which has high 

gain, high signal storage capability, and low lag, which permits 

imaging of both stationary and moving scenes. Information losses in 

the neighborhood of bright scene highlights due to halation or "bloom- 

ing," though still a problem, are minimized in this target. Because 

of the long signal storage capability of the targot, the SEC camera 

can be used to integrate low-light-level images for extended periods 

or can be used in slow-sca.i applications. The SEC target, in current 

tubes, is subject to damage by extreme exposure to about the same de- 

gree as the thin-film-targeted image orthicon (10), but both tubes can 

be electronically protected in most cases. However, a new mesh- 

supported SEC target has now been developed that is many factors of 

10 less vulnerable to overexposure damage,. 

1. The Secondary-Electron-Conduction Camera Tube 

a. Principles of Operation. A typical SEC camera tube is shown 

schematically in Fig. V-D-l. The most common tubes employ electro- 

statically focused image sections and magnetically focused and de- 

flected reading beam sections. However, as is generally the case, 

many other versions are possible and are even available in some cases. 

SEC camera tubes have been constructed with all-magnetic image and 

read sections and with hybrid magnetic/electrostatic read sections. 

The SEC camera tube's semitransparent photocathode is de- 

posited on the inner surface of the plano-concave, fiber-optic face- 

plate in the version of Fig. V-D-x. As in the case of the image in- 

tensifier, the photoemitter emits photoelectrons when irradiated. 

Instead of being accelerated to a phosphor, however, the photoelectrons 

are accelerated to the SEC target, where they are brought to focus by 

the electrostatic lens formed between the photocathode surface and the 

anode cone, 
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FIGURE V-^-l. Cross Section of on SEC Camera Tube 

The SEC target consists of a supporting membrane of klJO? 

approximately 500 A thick, followed by a 500 A layer of aluminum that 

forms the signal electrode. Deposited on this and facing the reading 

gan is a highly porous layer of KC-t. The KC-t layer is stabilized at 

the electron-gun cathode potential by the electron scanning beam, and 

an electric field is established across the layer by biasing the signal 

electrode positively. 

Photoelectrons arriving at the target with energies of ap- 

proximately 8 kev penetrate the A-UO, and A-t layers and dissipate most 

of their energy within the layer by creating free secondary electrons. 

These electrons are released into the vacuum interstices between the 

KC-t particles, where they migrate in vacuum toward the signal plate. 

The electron conduction takes place in the vacuum rather than the 

I 
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conduction band of the KC-t, which avoids the persistence effects caused 

by the trapping and subsequent release of charge carriers by shallow 

trapping centers. Also, because of the high resistivity of the low- 

density target, the charge pattern can be stored for long periods of 

time. 

The function of the SEC target is to amplify and to store 

the electron image during the period between successive scans by the 

electron beam. The electron gain within the target is approximately 

100, and the storage time is very long compared to the usual frame 

rates. The video signal is developed directly across the target lead 

resistor as the electron beam replaces charge on the target point by 

point. 

The low-velocity electron beam that scans the target is pro- 

duced by an electron gun consisting of an indirectly heated thermionic 

cathode, a control grid Gl, and an accelerating grid G2. The beam is 

focused at the target by the combined action of the uniform magnetic 

field of the external coil and the electrostatic field of focus elec- 

trode G3. A field mesh G4 provides a uniform decelerating field. A 

second mesh electrode G5, des jnated a suppressor mesh, is positioned 

close to the target surface to control the SEC target potential to 

just below the KC-t "crossover" potential of about 15 volts. In the 

absence of this mesh, the target exhibits a "runaway" characteristic 

by charging up to the G4 potential of 400 volts. The maximum resolving 

power of the SEC target is limited by the interaction of the beam with 

the suppressor mesh rather than by the SEC target itself. 

b. Signal Transfer Characteristics. The main difference between 

the vidicon and the SEC camera tube, from a signal current viewpoint, 

is that the SEC target provides a gain GT such that the signal current 

output becomes 
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The signal output current is plotted against photocathode irradiance 

for several SEC cameras in Fig. V-D-2. The gamma of the curves is 

shown to be nearly unity, although in practice it is variable from 

nearly 1 at low light levels to about 0.6 at the higher light levels. 

This gamma is due to a variation in tarc,3t gain. At the highest ir- 

radiance levels, the target saturates at a surface potential equal to 

that of the suppressor mesh G5. In the curves shown, a hard "knee" in 

the signal transfer characteristic is shown, although in fact the 

characteristic is more rounded. The hard-knee assumption does not ap- 

preciably affect the calculations. A soft knee is considered desirable 

in a real-time system because it extends dync-nic range, while at the 

same time limiting signal excursion. With the SEC  rsge section oper- 

ated at maximum potential, prolonged exposure at irradiance levels 

above the knee should be avoided because of the possibility of image 

burn-in. However, larger irradiances can be tolerated by reducing the 

photocathode voltage. This can be made automatic by peak-detecting 

the video signal and using the resulting signal to reduce image sec- 

tion voltage. Dark current in the SEC tube is practically nonexistent. 

i 

i 
I 

FHOTOCATHODE IRRAOIANCE, wot»s/m , 28540K 

FIGURE V-D-2.    Signal Current Versus Photocathode Irradiance Characteristic 
for the SEC and Intensifier-SEC Cameras as a Function of 
Input Photocathode Diameter 
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FIGURE V-D-3. Relative SEC Target Gain Versus Photocathode Voltage 

The SEC target gain is proportional to the photocathode 

voltage, as shown in Fig. V-D-3. The SEC camera gain can also be in- 

creased by increasing target voltage, but practical limits ^o maximum 

voltage are imposed by the onset of target grain and lag. At lower 
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voltages, some degree of control can be exercised, but only at the ex- 

pense of maximum signal storage capability and overall dynamic range. 

However, effective gain control can be obtained with photocathode 

voltage control. Over a range of 3.5 to 7.5 kv, a 15-to-l gain con- 

trol range can be obtained without loss in resolution, but with an 

image rotation of about 1 deg at the lower voltage. At even lower 

voltages, image rotation increases as well as target gain. 

The SEC ;arget gain is obtained by solving Eq. V-D-l for GT 

^T " 0^, A EL 
(V-D-2) 

Target gain for a typical real SEC tube is plotted in Fig. V-D-4. As 

can be seen, the SEC target gain falls off with increasing photocathode 
-3      2 

irradiance» The droop shown above 5 x 10  watt/m is characteristic 

of a rounded knee rather than the hard knees shown in Fig. V-D-2, 

which would really correspond to an abrupt drop tj  zero gain. 

53-18-71-49 
PHOTOCATHODE IRRADIANCE, wotts/m , IS^K 

FIGURE V-D-4.    Absolute Target Gain for o T/pical 40-mm SEC Camera Tube 
Versus Photocuthode Irradiance 
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The maximum signal current capability for the various SEC 

cameras is mainly a function of the SEC target diameter, to which tar- 

get capacitance is directly proportional. A large target is desirable 

from two viewpoints: first, the signal storage capability is increased; 

and second, the amplitude response is improved because the target-mesh 

assembly is the primary resolution limiting parameter. However, the 

larger target has a greater intareiectrode capacitance, ^ich leads to 

an increase in preamplifier noise and a larger capacitance, which leads 

to an increase in readout time constant. 

In Fig. V-D-2, a number of knees are shown. The particular 

knee to use depends on the camera tube type and its target diameter. 

The WL30691, for example, has a 16-mm target and a maximum signal cur- 

rent of 1.5 x lü" amp, while the WX31223 has a 40-mm target and a 

signal current maximum of about 4.5 x 10  amp. Ordinarily, the in- 

crease in signal current should be directly proportional to target 

diameter, but the designer has some latitude in trading lag with other 

parameters such as target gain. 

The parameters of the five most commonly used SEC camera 

tubes to be discussed herein are given in Table V-D-l. Note also that 

the rms preamplifier noises are also estimated in this table for the 

various tubes, a 7.5-MHz video bandwidth being assumed for the WL30691 

and a 10-MHz bandwidth for the others. 

•c. Amplitude Response. The square-wave response of the various 

SEC cameras are shown in Figs. V-D-5 and V-D-5. Observe that the 

WX31381 is shown as having both a 25- and a 40-mm-diameter input pho- 

tocathode. This is accomplished by incorporating an electronic zoom 

feature within the image section of this tube. In the zoom mode, the 

input photocathode diameter used is reduced, but the full target diame- 

ter is scanned. Since the principal amplitude-response-limiting 

factors are associated with the scanned target area, the amplitude 

response is shown to be the same in both the 1:1 and 1.5:1 zoom cases 

when expressed in terms of TV lines/raster height (but not line pairs/ 

millimeter). The amplirude response of both the SEC and I-SEC cameras 
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has been found to be independent of light level over the range of light 

levels for which the characteristic is measurable. 

TABLE V-D-l. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF VARIOUS SEC CAMERAS 

Tube 
Type 

WL30691 

WL30893 

WL30654 

WX31223 

WX31381 

m. 

SEC 
Target Image Estimated Max. Tube Max. Tube 

Photocathode Diameter, Section RMS Preamp. Diameter,  Length, 
Diameter, mm   mm Focus Noise, na . in. 

25       16 ES* 3.0 2.85 

25       21.6 ES 4.5 2.85 

40       25 ES 5.0 4.03 

40       40 M** 5.5 3.12 

40 or 25    33 ES 6.0 4.1 

8.5 

9.1 

13.5 

16.9 

13.9 

** 
ES = electrostatic 

M = magnetic 
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FIGURE V-D-5.    Uncompensated Horizontal Square-Wave Response for SEC Cameras 
with 25-mm Input Photccathodes 
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d.    Video Signal-to-Noise Ratio.    The only noise of consequence 

for the SEC is the preamplifier noise, except at the very highest light 

levels, where photoelectron noise has a small but discernible effect. 

The video signal-to-noise ratio is given by 

5NRv,o,: 
GT
 
is/eveh 

^ + rPA 

GT is/Vh 

G; e ^ ^ T2 
e..e^       + 1PA 'v h 

k ' 

(V-D-3) 
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where T. is the mean square photoelectron noise and the other terms are 

as previously defined. The signal and noise currents for the SEC cam- 

era are plotted in Fig. V-D-7 and the signal-to-noise ratio is plotted 

in Fig. V-D-8. The SNRy 0 , curves are quite closely spaced. Such 

spacing as exists is due mainly to the preamplifier noise. 

10 •*     ;o "     10 
INPUT PHOTOCATHGOE CURRENT, amp 

FIGURE V-D-7.    P*ak~to-Ptoak Video Signol and RMS Noise Oütpuf Currents 
Versus Input Photocathode Current for Various SEC and 
tntensifier-SEC Cameras 

The display signal-to-noise ratio is determined as before 
and is plotted in Figs. V-D-S through V-D-12. 

e.    Limiting Bar-Pattern Resolution.    The limiting refolution 
versus the input photocathode currents and irradiances are determined 
from the various SNR^C curves and are plotted in Figs. V-D~13 through 
V-D-24.    Note once again that when resolution is expressed in line 
pairs/millimete.   the scale corresponding to the input photocathode 
diameter must be used.    The appropriate diameter to associate with any 
tube type is given in Table V-D-l. 
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FIGURE V-D-9.    Display Signal-to-Naise  iatio Versus Resolution for the WL30691 
and WL30893 SEC Cameras for Various Input Photocathode Currents 
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FIGURE V-D-12.  Display Signal-to-Noiso Ratio Versus Kesolution for the WX31223 
SEC Camera for Various Input Photocathode Currents 
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f. Computed versus Measured Results. The computed versus meas- 

ured results correlate quite closely for the SEC cameras. One result 

is shown ''or the WL30691 in Fig. V-D-25. The small discrepancy ob- 

served is probably due to a somewhat larger preamplifier noise in the 

real system than was estimated in the analysis. 
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FIGURE V-D-25.  Limiting Resolution Versus Photocathode Irradiance.   Comparison 
of Computed Versus Measured Performance for the WL30691 SEC 
Camera 

g.    Lag Characteristics.    The residual signal versus photocathode 

irradiance curves are plotted in Fig. V-D-26.    Lag is shown in terms 

of a ranga of values.    In general, tubes with larger photocathodes 

have larger targets and are therefore laggier,  but th-^y are also more 

sensitive, so thdt when lag is plotted against irradiance level the 
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differences tend to cancel out. The dynamic resolution versus photo- 

cathode irradiance curves are shown in Fig. V-D-27 for two pattern 

speeds. 
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FIGURE V-D-26.  Signal Lag Versus Photoccrthode Irradiance Characteristic 
for Various SEC atid l-SEC Cameras 
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FIGURE V-D-27.  Limiting Resolution Versus Photocathode Irradiance as Function 
of Time for Bar Pattern to Traverse the Horizontal Field of View. 
(Results are Typical of a WX30691 SEC Camöra) 
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h. Form Factor. The form factors for the various tubes are given 

in Table V-D-l. 

2. The Intensifier Secondary-Electron-Conduction Camera 

Wirh a single additional intensifier, the SEC camera approaches 

the photoelectron noise limits at low light levels, and the lag is re- 

duced to an acceptable degree. If it were readily obtainable, an ad- 

ditional gain of between 3 an! 5 would be desirable. A second inten- 

sifier would provide an additional gain of 30 to 40, which would be 

more than enough, but the loss in image quality and amplitude response 

far outweighs the advantage due to increased gain. 

a. Princioles of Oüeration. The additional intensifier is di- 
| Sm—mmmm        ■    amm   Mm        ■■      mm     — 

rectly coupled to the SEC camera by means of the fiber-optic endplate 

on the phosphor and the fiber-optic faceplate of the SEC camera. Since 

the SEC target is held at near ground potential, the intensifier face- 

plate is at - 23 kv when operated at maximum sensitivity. Special 

precautions to avoid arcing to the lens must be exercised in all cur- 

rent low-light-level cameras, including the I-SEC. It was previously 

noted that the light-level latitude can be increased by about 10 to 15 

by controlling the image section voltage on the SEC. An additional 

factor of 10 to 15 can be obtained by control of the intensifier volt- 

age, for an overall increase of 100 to 200. By allowing a 10:1 latitude 

in highlight irradiance in the SEC camera, a total light-level latitude 

of 1000 to 2000 can be accommodated. 

In the following, it will be assumed that the added intensi- 

fier will provide an electron gain of 40 and will have a photocathode 

radiant sensitivity of 4 x 10" amp/watt. Intensifiers having unit 

magnification and zoom capability will be considered. 

b. Signal Transfer Characteristics. The signal transfer char- 

acteristics of the various I-SEC cameras are shown in Fig. V-D-2. The 

light gain due to an intensifier of unit magnification is equal to the 

product of the electron gain and the ratio of intensifier to SEC photo- 

cathode sensitivity. This is taken to be 50. When a "zoom" or "mini- 

fying" intensifier is used, an additional light gain equal to the ratio 
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of intensifier to SEC photocathode area is obtained as shown. Thus, 

the signal current expression becomes 

h = GL GT isv'Vh 

rCTii rÄi"l av ^ E 

eveh 

GI GT  GI  ÄI E 

eveh 

(V-D-4) 

GI GT hl^h 

where G.. is the electron gain due to the intensifier, G« is the SEC 

target gain, a,, and A- are the intensifier's radiant sensitivity and 

effective photocathode area, respectively, and cv "^ Ay  are the cor- 

responding quantities for the SEC camera. 

c. Amplitude Response. The square-wave response for the various 

I-SEC cameras are shown in Fig. V-D-28 for SEC cameras with 25-mm input 

photocathodes and in Fig. V-D-29 for SEC cameras with 40-mm photo- 

cathodes. The intensifier photocathode areas can be equal to or larger 

than the SEC photocathode areas. Note that the line pair/millimeter 

scale applies only to the intensifier's photocathode. 

d. Video and Display Signal-to-Noise Ratio. The video signal- 

to-noise ratio at unit contrast and for patterns of low spatial fre- 

quency is equal to 

3NRv,o,: 

Gi ^r Ve^ 

<GI V  e e 
2 e ^ h      72 

+ Ipj 
v^h 

(V-D-5) 
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The various signal and noise currents are plotted in Fig. V-D-7. It 

is seen that photoelectron noise becomes predominant for photocurrents 

above about 10 " amp. The video signal-to-noise ratios are plotted 

in Fig. V-D-3 and the display signal-to-noise ratios are plotted in 

Fig. V-D-30 through V-D-32. 

^ bircüting Bar-Pattern Resolution. The limiting resolution 

versus photocathode current and irradiance curves are shown in Figs. 

V-D-13 through V-D-24. As can be seen, the performance of the SEC is 

considerably extended to the lower irradiance levels by the added in- 

tensifies 

f. Computed versus Measured Results. The computed versus meas- 

ured results are shown for the WL30654 I-SEC in Fig. V-D-33 and for 

the WX31223 I-SEC in Fig. V-D-34. The results at high contrast are 

quite close, while low-contrast analytical predictions are pessimistic. 

This is characteristic of the analysis and stems mainly from the fact 

that noise filtering by the apertures in the camera tube is only par- 

tially taken into account. 

g. Lag Characteristics. The third-field residual-signal lag 

characteristics are shown for the various I-SEC cameras in Fig. V-D-26. 

The dynamic resolution versus photocathode irradiance curves are shown 

for the 40-mm WL30654 T-SEC in Fig. V-D-35. With ambient lighting in 

the quarter-moon-to-starlight range, the corresponding photocathode 
-5        -7 

irradiance will be approximately 10  to 5 x 10 . It can be readily 

seen that, at the lower irradiance levels, any appreciable scene mo- 

tion can result in a resolution loss. In practice, it has been found 

that I-SEC cameras do provide significant capability at starlight 

levels, but some degradation due to lag is observable. 

h. Form Factor. A  25~rnm intensifier adds approximately 2 in. 

to the overall length of the camera-head assembly and nothing to the 

diameter, An 80-inm intensifier adds 8 in. to the lengch, and its 

6-in. diameter becomes the maximum camera-head diameter, 

i. Manufacturers' Literatu:,. A sample of manufacturers' litera- 

ture on SEC camera tubes will be found in Chart V-D-l. 
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RESOLUTION, TV lines/roster height 

FIGURE V-D-30. Display Signd-to-Nolse Ratio Versus Resolution for the WL30691 
and WL30893 Intensifier-SEC Cameras as a Function of Input 
Photocathode Current 
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FIGURE V-D-31.  Display Slgrmi-to-l b!se Ratio Versus Resolution for the WX31381 
Intensifier SEC Cameras as a Function of Input Photocathode Current 
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FIGURE V-D-32.  Display Signal-to-Noise Ratio Versus Resolution for the WL30654 
and WX31223 Intensifier SEC Cameras for Various Input 
Photocathode Currents 
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FIGURE V-D-34.  Limiting Resolution Versus Photocathode Irradiance — Comparison 
of Computed and Measured Performance for the WX31223 plus 
80/40-mm Intern!fier SEC Camera 
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CHART V-D-l.  A SAMPLE OF MANUFACTURERS' LITERATURE 
ON SEC CAMERA TUBES 

The units, definitions, and methods of measurement 
specified herein are not necessarily endorsed by 
the authors but are those used by the manufacturer 
quoted. 
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nan» Pia*i 

• 

fit-IHM 
SIC C-amera Tib« 

AH Magnnic Gun 
EMctroitnit Iffltgi Stction 
I.S"lmi(tDligonil 

Th» WX3M64 I» * nM-up vwtton of th« 
V»V30S61 SEC omn tub«. It» Iwsef terns« 
pnwMM grtaMr unariMiy, tatar mehitSor), 
«id • Iwfir dcMVie-Mii« min wtthout own- 
HMomWnf othwr pstfoniMnon PUWHB*««*. Tnv 
navel ftrvraof ttaWIX-aoaMwMcndWn- 
IHWM it «nd othtr S5C SHmra MDM from 
oonwntlanial SHMK tubw it tht fc*eaipy 
EtoeronConducttentSfiC! w(tK.,1'Thi(Mr- 
UM IMB hi^h fifn« vKotHont Monni pfopsnlw 
■nd ivuini only ■ wry aratliNmmttflvüti 
«and lifRd «ftnr ■ afntki MKI of CM iMding 

• High Sttti« I Dyimie SMtUtvlty • AM« fiynaMle Raagi       | 

i  •UwLt« • FiNr Optic FaetpliM 

• EiNliMt litagrttlM i SMrm • RiggMI, C»H|8«t Daxigi 

• IU MalittiM w MMMiig • L«« PtWW CMSMf tlN 

• Insi $-21 Sf aeiral RMPMM • Simpia OperaRai 

«Msun of th» unlctii pr«n»tiw of tlw SEC 
twyM, du MX-aM4 li Mc w epmM owr * 
vwy nridi ranfi of «an» ilkwnlMtloni md «- 
Hbitt «imlhnt ntaHMty «rith monini« «an 
■ «Kh MMloniHy MDMIM. LocaliMd raflent of 
■ saw» whteh «a uffiewntiv btljht to «auM 
«turatlondc net prodtM« lntes'cNi or bloom- 
ins W that Mormatien from airrwinding re- 
glom I« not ebK'»ad. Th» axeMmt vmtm 
charaetarM« of th* SEC tarfit «raWa ttia in- 
niration of law ISght In«! ImiM fer «tMndid 
pariodi of tkm. Tha WX-30aB4 «lie pwfonf« 
wail at dow nannina iatM m wM ■ at tha 
normal unnlng fat* of 30 «ran« pwtKtmd. 

Th* «toctrcMUtie irag* action rwrain* in fo- 
cu* tor «« photocathoda »olMgai and dnM tha 
■raitMty of th* tub* Mria* with pltotocath- 
odi »ohai*, thk f«*tur* providM a aonwmiant 
mMts for gain oonuol. Scan powar *nd mtafi 

■onridwationa for tha raading gun ai» ainiiar 
«o tNw* for a atanted 1H* alMnasnatie «W- 
ioon. SuHafala dithetian yokat and fecua eollt 

Th* WX-3M54 waa «Mgnnd for appliaationa 
wbara tha limitation* of conwwttonal canwra 
tubaa (tor «santpl*, tha pa«ala»na* «nd lowar 
■naWvtty of tlw «Mtaon or th* opwatMnal 
comptaxitv and hmar dynamic rang* of tha 
tmag* oithicon) vitlur campiomlaa parform- 
■r«* or itapoaa unacaaptabt* Byatamaiaquin- 
mana. It nay ba uaad, tor anmpto. In a aolar 

mta raduoad audio lighting and allowa night* 
tima outdoor broadcaMlng ot normal «odium 
Iwalt of Illumination. Tha low lag «haraearto- 
dc of tha WX-SMB« makaa potMbta a tMd 
■aquantfa! aoler aamara udng ■ dnga tub*. 

tlw* •Uminning tha praaant naoaadty of 
mntching thraa or four oonMntionai camara 
tubaa. El may «be ba uaad in ctaad chcuit 
tdavUon ayaana Kt tha ramea viewing of 

-dimly illuminaad aanoa. Th* awrap and 
intagration chtraeariatio parmH Kt ua, for 
oxwnpl*, In narrow bandwidih, »lew«an 
ayatama and an rapraantatiM of th« vanadilty 
wMch mafcat tha WX-30664 MiWMa tor a 
w!*i rang* of tciwuKtc and indwtHal wpKe*- 

The WX-3(MM may ta* u**d dincily with an 
optical lent cyatam, or may ba f Itaar-sptieahy 
oeuplad to an Imaga inamtflar in enter to 
Mhicva ramoa vinvirtg at astnmaly low light 
Mwala. Altamativaly th* WX-30EM tmt b* 
f«ar««nieally eaupltJ to ■ witaM* imaga 
<or.«ena to partnit datactitn of X or UV 
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Wesfinghouse 

PrmcipiM uf lilMttion 
The WX 30654 SEC camera tube is schemai ' 
icallv illustrated in Figure 1 It consists of an 
electrouaiicaily locuwd diode image wction. 
a Seccndary Electron Conduction (SEC) targjt 
and a magnetirally focused and deflected read- 
ing section. The semi transparent S-20 photo 
cthod" is rteposii«' on the inner surface of 
the plano-concave fiber optic faceplate An 
optical irrooe focused onto the plan-j surface 
of the ribei optic faceplate, is conveyed to the 
photocathode where photoelccuons art emit- 
lad from the illuminated areas of the image in 
direct proportion to the amount of incirjert 
radiation. 

The photoelectrons »e accelerated towards 
the SEC target where they are brought to 
focus by the electrostatic lent formed between 
the photocathode surface and the anode cone. 
As the electron i;incge is transferred from the 
photocathode surface to the target, it is re- 
duced tn sire, the magnification is approx- 
imately 0 64 

The SEC target cornins of » supporting mem- 
brane of Al,0. approximately SCO A thick 
followed by «500 A layer of aluminum, which 
forma the signal electrode. Deposited on this, 
and facing the reading gun, ■* a highly porous 
layer of KCI, By applying a positive potential 
to the aluminum signal plate and stabilizing 
tha putentM of the KCI surface at appro« 
imately gun cathode potential, (by scanning 
the KCI surface with the low velocity electron 
beun), an electric fiek" can be ettefciished 
across the KCI layer. 

Photoelectrons arriving at the target with en- 
ergies of approKimately 8 keV penetrate the 
Ai,03 and Al layers and dissipate most of 
their energy within the KCI layer by generating 
secondary electrons. An important feature of 
the SEC target n the riliaet of secondary 
etectrom into the vacuum interstice« between 
the pertidet of KCI. Under the influence of 
the internal electric field tl* saoondary »lee 
front migrate in vacuum towards the signal 
plate. Conduction of the teoondary electrons 
therefore, takes place in vacuum and not in 
ihecerMkietfan tend of the KCI, thus avoiding 
the persitience ef fecit caused by the trapping 
and tubaequont rdeat« of charge carriers by 
shallow trapping centers. The moveme.n of 
electron« within the KCI layer towards the sig- 
nal plat« creates a positive charge pattern 
which, in spacial distribution and intensity, 
corresponds to the optical imge focused onto 

SCHEMATIC   DRAWING OF   TUBE   AND COILS, 

ll l t        1.^1  i il/   ii i .I'll'! .] 

' Photor.othode      fenode       Target 
' Deflection VoKe 

Focus-Alignment Assembly 
Suppressor Mesh 

the tube face ite. Beceute of the high resntiv- 
ity of the low density target, the charge pattern 
can be stored for long periods of time. 

The charging of the KCI layer it periodically 
interrupted by the wanning beam, which re- 
turns the KCI to gun cathode potemiel by 
depoaiting electron» on the positively charged 
ems. This current pulse, const itu ting the video 
signal, is capacitively coupled to the signal 
plate. The currant flowing in the signal plate 
is und to develop e voltage across a load 
resistor which, efter «nplif icetion, can be ueed 
to product a video -ture on a television 
monitor in the usual manner. 

The i"w velocity electron benm which «cans 
the t rgat it producsd 0« an electron gun 
consisting of an indirectly heated thermionic 
cathode, a control grid (Gl), and an accel- 
erating rid IG2!. The beam it focusea at the 
turfara of the target „y the combined action 
of ;hc uniform magnetic field of en euternal 
coil and the iHactronatic field of G3. A field 
meth (G4I tenet to provide a uniform decel- 
erating etostrottatic field to the target. 

A second mesh electrode, GB (tupprtetur 
meth) it positioned clot« to the ter(tt surface 
The purpose of thit meth it to control the 
potential of the SEC target. It it normally 
operated at a potential iutt below the "crost- 
over" potential for KCI (approximately IS 
Mini. Alignment and deflection of the beam it 
•ccomplished by trentverte magnetic field» 
produced by external coils. (See Figure 1). 

Rartarmenc* Data 
Spectral Ftaponte and SwwitiviV' 
The WX-3MB4 employs an S-20 phototurface 
depoeitedtnadark clad, IQpn fiber diameter, 
fiber optic faceplat<r. A typical spectral re 
tponte lot thit (aceplate-phataeurface com- 
binerion it slKwvn in Figure 2. The peric quan- 
tum efficiencirengti from IS to 20% and falls 
within the wavelength interval of 4300 to 
4600 A. 

The high quantum efficiency of the S-20 
photocathodr/ and the high gain of the SEC 
target provides a typical anritivity of 12«|iA/ 
fc. minirrum 90|^A/fc, at a facc^.ete iHuminx- 
tion o', 10~3 fc (See Figure 3). Since the 
opt i'jl image si» it Q.96" x 1.28' thit coma- 
rjnd« to a typical aeneitivity of M,iXK(Mlm. 

Light Trantfar Characttrittic 
The light trantftr charactarinict of the WX- 
30664 era shown in Figur» 3. The gjmma 
variat from nearly one at lower light levels to 
about0.6atKght leveleof from lO-' !o ID"2 

fc. At higher light levtl». the target taturete» 
at a turf eta voltage ettentieliy equal to that of 
the suppressor mesh (G5). Although thit pro- 
vides a "itnee" in the transfer curve, the light 
levels weocielsd with the "knaa" may caute 
image "burn-in" after prolonged «xpotun (tee 
paragraph titled "Maximum Expoaura Lev- 
elt"). However, the tube may be tefely op- 
erated at thit end htghcr light lavelt by reducing 
the photocathode voltage. 
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TOM-S20 fqßi 

ffX-IBBM 
SEC CiBiMi Til« 

All Matnttk Gun 
£ i»euo»'(rt ie I magi Section 
1.6"lm«j»Di»jon»l 

Tl» trenrfir lunetion of Figura SippHis for a 
Manderd t/30 Meand Inm* rate, S2K tin« 
inWflwMd KW with both th* ptmtoeMivotfs 
•nd W(>l votagn cdjisMd tor Optimum pot- 
tornwRSi. Undir tNw eondtttam «n» tub» 
»»111 pravWt * cvpleol high-lijht rinml currant 
of MSnA (minimum 2B0rA for »xtandid pot- 
lo(W iMn(t wltM« pntmpllfkir IM iKtion 
tKhd "SynnnConildwMlom"! ttw «ignal cur- 
rant iJoMm ■ pMk lianal to ma noMt ratio 
of about 70. Ttw «quhntont viMti tigml-to- 
noteraeg131 It dMut 300 or 46 db. Tina li*- 
nd-to-noiH ntlot oftffMpsnd to a dynomlc 
rangt «xMnrfkigovfr two oidm of mainltudt 
In Mghl Irral. 

r*« wotNant iioragt ctiaracitrlHl«» et tin tar- 
Stl imk« tta WX-30tM MMNy wMtd to tfow 
eon appHoMont. Tht narrow bandwMDit at- 
todiMd with «to« MMiniog pnnMi MMII»' 

praampWIar noiae curnmtt. Howav-^, thto ad- 
vaniaye It oftttt by tht Itel Ih« wtth oonlln- 
uoutilow tcannlng tha hifhfl^it tlpnal sumnt 
It raduoad In praponlon to ttta inaaatt In 
frama tkna. Trat raductlon in hlgnlijnt tignat 
currant can be awiidad by ualnt digital wan- 
ning taefiniquat wtiara tha baam rapide aaant 
atfn^arasaHitianakimint am! I« than brought 
to not baton being puhtd to te»n tha follow- 
tng naoMtion atamant- 

Tha grin of the SEC target incraatet with tar- 
gtt veKap. Dark currant it iion-exittant over 
tin entire renga ot uttful target woitoget. Prac- 
thai ümKt to the imxlmuni tatfK voltage ara 
Impotsdbvthaoniatot legend the tppaaranoe 
at target grata. The optimumta^ttvoltagt it 
vaclfled In the teat data tupplltd with each 
tuba. AMwugh tome dtgraa ot gain cemrol 
fifin ba achievad by opereti^ig the target at 

hit approach it not tecom- 
tha ttorage capacity «nd, 

ttteraten, the MghNghi tlgrMt ebnem dacraaaaa 
with dacrtatlng target wolttft. .t>> 

Ggin Control 
Effective gain control can be aecempllahtid by 
«aryinc the phoMoathod« voKagt. The ralethn 
tmallalgnattMfit gain, aa a function of photo- 
cathode vdtagn. It thown in Figure 4. Varying 
tha phewcathoda wHtaga from IB to 7.5 kV 
ptovMet t gain control range of it ItaM IS to 
t with no ptrsaptibli lott in ranlution ami an 
bnagi rotation of about 1*. A Iwjw 'enge can 
ba obtain«! by turthar reducing tha photo- 
CMhoda vo:t«gt: however, the pietura quality 
It gradutny itagrtdad by tha aj^Momwa of 
grain. 
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TO 8e-S» Pago 4 

Weslingtiouse 

Resolution 
Figurt S show« the uncompmuted square 
wave resporwn for the WX-306S4. The curve 
given lor the corner'4' ii obtained when the 
tube n«djuited for ben center rei «luticn. The 
corner rewlulion can be improMv1 to appro«- 
imately iiatch that ol the canter by dynam- 
ically fncuting ihu G3 el(i.trotie with a suitable 
waveform of approximately 10 volt« am- 
plitude. 

Value« fdr the canter square wave amplitude 
response at 200 and 400 TV lines per picture 
height ere typically 70% and 36% with mi v 
imum values of 6ü% end 30% respectively. / 'o 
significant variaiion in the modulation transfer 
function occurs for photocathode voltages 
ranging from approximately 3.5 to 8 k1'. With 
a well-designed preamplifier, the typicr> limit- 
ing resolution n 800 TV lines per picture 
height M the center end 650 TV hms in the 
corner 

Lag Characteristics 
The signal 99nereting mnchenism of the SEC 
target Is essentially legless because conduction 
ol the secondary electrons across the storage 
layer lakes placfi in vecuum rather *han in thi 
conduction bend. The small amount of lag that 
is obMrved is believed to be caused by the 
stored charge residing within the KCI layer 
ittther than on the surface. This limits the beam 
atcoptanc« resulting in a discharge leg. At high- 
er target vcltagts, the stored charge penetrates 
further into the layer resulting in Increased lag. 
Figure 6 shows th« lag characteristic for a 
typical tube operated at optimum t» get volt- 
tage  and  at  a signal  current of 200 nA. 

In the fim framo, more than 95% of the signal 
is read out, leaving la» than 5%, typically 
2.5% to t» read out in the second frame. In 
the third and succeeding frames, the residual 
signal is imperceptible. This performance is 
significantly batter then that of the VA" via- 
icon where typically, the signal does not decay 
to 3% until approximately the tenth frame. 
The dependRnce of lag on signal current is 
shown in F iyure 7. At lower light lewis, the lag 
incretees primarily because ot the poorer beam 
acceptance asKOCiated with the lower voltage 
excursions on the target surface. 

Th j relative freedom from lag provides the WX ■ 
306S4 with a dynamic «nsitrvitv which is 
only slightly leas then its static sensitivity. This 
is illuitreted In Figure 8 which shows the limit- 
ing rasolution as a fur  lion of M-^t level for 

"1 I I I I    , 
ISQtuwe *«VE «MPiiruoe msfONStl 

rCanttf JNOfMI ftftttf r Si/f 
JS-anot Citrr«m - 200B. 

IGf.d 9-15  Volll 

o   loo  zoo  JOO  400  500  «oo  700  aoo 

fltldlutiotl   in   TV Lin«« p«f   PiCtur« Htight 

F leuwc   9 
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TDW-Wd PIB»6 

«XSHM 
SEC Cam«» Tnl» 

All Mtgnttic Oun 
Eltetroflatie I mag« Stctlon 
1.e"lnM«*Diwon*l 

totti M£!(ontry *nd moving mm«. In on» 
CHH, tlw lmiie> moMtd acnw th« pletura wMth 
In • ZG-arcond pwlod. In ontor to obtain tha 
ama raaolution »vitu tha dynamic *»•- . it It 
nacaawry to ineran» tl» light lav«! by aiwut ■ 
factor iA 5.6. Un*rr «imil» circumeunca«, tha 
inas» <«tiiieoii taquiraa »n incraa« in light 
tewl of «botit a factor of lOO.I*1 

IJJW Contra« Sensitivity 
Tha saraMtivity illuatratiid »•. f igunt 8 WK. con- 
comitant whh «lOOK team contra«. Howavar, 
In moat practical appilcatiani, tha «ana con- 
trait i» coraidüaUy lea than lOOK and. in 
auch caaaa, tha nnaitKKy «f the tuba to low 
contract ieanat baeom» vary important. Tha 
low contra« tanaitivity of tha WX-30664 is 
•xcallant and n ihawn in Figur« 9. Over tha 
linaar ragkm ot tha characteristic, whara pra- 
ampllflar noiaa pradominataa, tha illumination 
nqukad to achlav« a givan molutlon is apprax- 
imataly invanaly proportional to the contrast. 
At hightt iliuminating touais, Mhara photon 
shot noise faacomea ippracssbla, this ralation- 
ship approximatac an inverse squan depend- 
once. The parformanc« of the WX-300B4 
comperes fevorably with that of the image 
onhicon. For exempia, at s raachition of 400 
TVL/picture height, an 'ncrasaa in llkimlnaiion 
of about 14 times is raquirad ccmoatad to 4 
for the SEC tube wh«n the oomrett It nduced 
from 100% to 26%. 

Point Source Imaging 
Point source imaging character isiics have, been 
meeautad for a number of different SEC 
camera tube type«, and hs» been found to be 
subttentietiy Independent of the tube type.''1 

Both thi «tnsitivitv. that is the minimum num- 
uerof radiation quanta sufficient to p.'oduot a 
iigna! detectable on e television monitor, end 
the dynamic range of point source detection 
en important parameters. 

The WX-30654. operating in a tyetam with s 3 
nA noise currant, can detect e signal ot about 
flOOph«. oalectronsperintagntion narlotf. For 
e photocathode with a 18% quantum effi- 
ciency, this would correspond to the arrival of 
4000 photons at the tacapittt of the tub«. No 
significant deviations from perfect reciprocity 
occur for integration periods of et least several 
minute« (Sn Figure 10). Increesed thrtshoM 
saniitivity may be achieved by Increesing the 
tarpt voltage by epproximately 2 volts be- 
tween Intcflrrtion and read out of the stored 
signal. In this way the bejim reaittenoe it re- 
duced and the co-plsr»r biesing ceuied by the 
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negnivaly charged unexpmed areas ot the tar- 
gat can tie eliminated. 

Th« dynamic rang: It limited by the point at 
which physical spreading or blooming of the 
point image becomes "obiectionable". Figure 
11 shows the dependence of the diameter of 
the image point on the intensity of the source. 
The curve compounds the results of a number 
of independent measurements and shows that 
the diameter of the point image varies approx- 
imately with the 0 2 power of the source in- 
tensity. For example, the diameter of the point 
image increases by a factor of approximately 
six when the source intensity increases from 
threshold by a factor of four orders of mag- 

nitude. This performance may be (.ontraned 
with that of the image orthicon where the 
same degree of point spreading occurs for only 
one order of magnitude in intensity above the 
threshold.17' 

Integration and Storage 
The SEC target used in the WX-30664 has an 
extremely high resistivity. Thus a signal can be 
integrated over • period of several minutes 
without degradation due to target leakega. The 
maximum integration period is limited only by 
spurious emission in the image section of the 
tube which, after long periods, cm saturate 
the target. With selected tubes, integration 
times of up to thirty minutes are possible. 
Throughout the entire exposure, the tube 
shows excellent reciprocity in light level and 
exposure time. The ability to integrate over 
such long periods effectively increases the 
sensitivity of the tube by a factor of several 
thousand without compromising other per- 
forftwice parameters. 

Once a signal has been integrated, it can bi 
stored for many hours provided the photo- 
cathode voltage is turned orf. The stored signal 
can then be read cut in essentially one frame 
at any convenient scan rate. 

Maximum illumination Levels 
If an excasuve «mount of energy is dissipated 
in the SEC target, the target suffers a loss of 
gain, resulting in a permanent negative image 
(burn-in). Damage can be caused by either an 
excessive target voltage or by unduly high light 
levels. In the first can, damage can be avoided 
by maintaining the target voltage et or below 
the value recommended In the data supplied 
with the tube. Damage aaaociated with high 
light iivel« also depend« on the photocathode 
voltage end the exposure time. These relation- 
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ships are illustrated in Figure 12. The curvet 
represent the maximum energy exposure that 
can be tolerated without danger of rwrmanent 
target damage for various photocathoda volt- 
ages. For exemple, et a photocathoda voltage 
of b.5 k V, e high light photocethode illumine- 
tion of 1/S footcendle can be tolerated for 
periods of up to 1 minute without "burn-in". 
For a lens at f/11 this illumination cor- 
esponds to a scene brightness of about i20fL. 
-onger exposure times may result !n pcr- 
rauient demege. It should be noted thet, in 
most case«, exposures et or near those describ- 
ed by the curves of Figure 12, may causa e 
temporary lost in gain. However, recovery It 
complete within ■ period of several minutes. 

Uniformity and Dittortlon 
Shading in the WX-3MS4 It ceuted melnly by 
the slight radiat change in magnification In the 

image section. The photocurrent density in- 
cident on the target varies with the square of 
the magnification. Since the magnification it 
slightly larger at the edges, thecurent density 
there is reduced, resulting in a lowor signal 
current. The video signal uniformity, defined 
as the perm^taga deviation from the maximum 
signal Ic ■ typically 25% and It alweys lest 
then 40%. it it measured ecrots e horizontal 
line at the center of the picture. 

Geometric dittortlon it typically 2% with a 
maximum of 4%, It it meaaured with an EIA 
linearity chart in accordance with IEEE Stend- 
etd Number 202.,»l 

Picture Quality 
Over the recommended operetingrangea of the 
WX-30664, than are no signal redistribution 
efteett to that a tignel in a given area it tesen- 
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WX-30S54 
SEC Camera Tubi 

All Magnetic Gun 
Electrostatic Image Section 
1.6" Image Diagonal 

GenanlDat* 

FaeepUM       Fiber Optic 
Fiber Olameter    16 /An 
Numerical Aperture      1.1 
Useful Dlemetsr .. 1.6 Inches {40mm) 

Ptiotocathode   S-20 (Figure 3) 
image Section; 

Focusing Method ...:.. Electroetetlc 
Configuration          Diode 

Terget Shunt Capacity; 
Typical       36 pF 
Maximum    40 pF 

Heeding Section: 
Focusing Method    Megnetlc 
Alignment Method    Megnetlc 
Focusing-Alignment 

Assembly IS-VFA-essx* 
  or Eouivalent 

Deflection Method    Magnetic 
Deflection Yoke 15-VY 314' 

 or Equivalent 
Cathode ...    Indirectly Heated 
Heater Power 1  Wen 
Baae JEDEC No. E8-78 
Socket    #20e-SBSDC (Aldenl 

Overall Length (maximum) .13.6 Inches 
Maximum Diameter 4.0  Inches 
Olameter of Reading: 

Gun Bulb    1.6  Inches 
WMght       2.19 Pounds 
Operating Position    Any 

* Cinveiand Electronlca, Inc. 

tially independent of the signal in «.loighbor- 
ing area. Thus, the tube it free of halation. 
Slight blooming, or image growth, occur« at 
very high light level« due to the bum bending 
«• jciatad with excessive voltage CACunion« at 
the target surface. 

All tub« ate frat r.i fixed pattern noise, such 
at smudges or demarcation lines. The max- 
imum number «id distribution of small area 
bltmiihes art defined in the ttble below: 

All Blemishes 

Zone 1 Zone 2 Zone 3 

20 

BkmWMB with • 
major dimension of 
7 or 8 televäon linet...    0 1 4 

Tht now an dtf irwd at follows: 

Zonal       Central 10% of ratter ere«. 
Zone 2       Central 20% of ratter area. 
Zone 3      Entire ratter ar .. 

OperVonel Dav; 
Maximum      Typical 

Rating Operation 

/ma«* Sura at th» Facaptolt: 0.96" * 1-28" 
Dlnction olSctn: Pirilcl to a Una Joining Axis of Tube to Target Lead. 

Photocathode illumination         See 
Ptiotocathode Voltage  
Anode Cone Voltnge  
Target Voltage (Reference 9)     
Grid 6, Suppressor Mesh, Voltage (Reference 10)  
Grid 4, Field Mesh, Voltage I Reference 11)     
Grid 3, Focus Electrode Voltage  
Grid 2, Accelerator, Voltage  
Grid 1 Voltage         -1 
Heeter Voltage  
Peak Heeter to Cathode Voltage; 

Heeter Negetlve   
Heeter Positive  

Minimum Peek-to-Peak Blanking Voltage Applied To; 
Cethode (Positive Pulse)  
Grid 1 (Negetlve Pulse)     

Cathode Voltage        ■ . 
Magnetic Focusing Field (canter of Coil)  
Megnetlc Alignment Field      
Peek Deflection Current for Specified Yoke; 

Horliontal      
Venlcel  

Peak Signal Current (Reference 13) 

* Not Applicable 

Figures 3 and 13 

-9 -7.5 Kilovoltt 

NA* Ground - 
30 10 to 30 Volts 

40 15 Volts 

1600 600 Volts 

1800 480 Volts 

360 300 Volts 

SO+0 -40 Voln 

6.9 fi.3 Volts 

12S NA- Volts 

10 NA- Volts 

NA- 30 Vults 

NA' 80 Volts 
NA- Ground 
NA" 30 Gausses 
NA- Oto4 Gauss« 

NA' 300 mA 
NA- 32 mA 

1 NA- /JA 

These blemithet are generally bright spots and 
an defined at any spurious signal whose major 
dimension covert three or more television linat. 
No blemish whose major dimension covert nine 
or more television lines is permitted anywhere 
in the ratter. 

Life and Environmental Characteristics 
The WX-30664 has been used in various ap- 
plications and hat shown useful life times of 
500 hours or more, comparable to vidicons 
and image . ihicons. It does not require an 
extended warm-up period and thows highly 
reproducible performance even at operating 
temperatures at low as -S4°C or at high at 
+SS0C. The only performance parametBr which 
may change with extended operation it sen- 
sitivity which decraates at most by one (stop 
When stored under suitable conditions, e.g. a 
clean dry environment at room temperature, 
the tube remains nable and shows an ex- 
tremely long shelf-life. 

fhe WX-306B4 hat been designed for use in 
tytttmt which mutt operate under th« anviron- 
mental conditions dttcribtd in military spec- 
ification Mil-E■64001. Th« rugged dnign of th« 
:ube it compatible with even th« most severe 
vibration levels, (curve IV, of th« specifica- 
tion). Howtvar, care mutt be täten in th« de- 

sign of th« canwr« head to ensure that res 
onances, which could produce microphonics, 
•re avoided. 

Operating and Handling Consideretions 
Important Precautions 

1. Th» tube i$ tupplied Mrtfi «n externel volt- 
ege limiting device connected btttmen the 
SCO terget end the suppreaor meth IGSI. 
This should not be disconnected, es its 
purpose Is to protect the terget from 
permenent demege which could be caused 
by the accidental application of e high 
voitagele.g from an eiectrostaticelty charg- 
ing human operetorj. 

2. The terget end suppressor voltages recum- 
mended with each tube shojld not be ex- 
ceeded. 

3. The tube should not be operated et ex- 
posure leeeis greeter dien those illustreted 
in F:gure 12. 

4. The lioriiontel and vercicel deflection 
povmr should be edjusted to ensure diet 
the target Is either normally scanned or 
over-tcenned before the reading beam Is 
turned on. Avoid Undsrscenning. 
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Set-up Procedure 
A* long as the abow preceutions art taken, the 
lubat can be lei up and operated in a manner 
similar to that of a vidicon. No special "warm- 
up" time it required. The «quence given below 
is recommended at a convenient set-up proce- 
dure. 

1. Install the tube in the cemere heed using 
the focus, deflection, end alignment coil 
positions shown in Figura 1. The polarity 
of the focusing coil should be such that an 
externally positioned north tenklng pole it 
attracted to the target end of the focusing 
coil. It it alto recommended thet e 1.6" 
diagonal rectangular mask with e 4:3aspect 
ratio be uied to prevent light reaching un- 
used pent of the photocethode. 

2. Make connections to ell electrodes and ap- 
ply deflection voltages sufficient to over 
teen the target. 

3. Apply maximum iiegetive biet to G1. 
Apply voltegts to the fleeter, focusing 
coll end alignment coils. 

4. Apply the recommended voltages to G2, 
G3, G4, G5, and tergat. 

6. Apply »pproximetely ID-4 fc uniform 
illumination tc the faceplate of the tube. 
Turn on photocethode voltage end adjust 
the G1 voftegc until the beer» current it 
tuff icient to discharge the tetget. 

6. Center end focuteteMpettem on the face- 
plate of the tube to that the imege tin it 
1.28" x 0.96". The illumination' level 
slwuld be edjusted to about ICr3 fc. 

7. Adjust the deflection amplitude end cen- 
tering controls such that the target ring it 
|utt visible in the cornen of the picture. 
Then further decreese the deflection power 
until the Mrt chert completely fills the 
picture. 

8. Adjust the C3 bmm focot control end 
optical focus alternetaly until no further 
improeement in picture quality it obvin- 
ed. The 04 voltegt should alweyt be main- 
tained above thet of G3 to prevent posaive 
ions ganereted in the G3 drift specv from 
lending on the terget. 

9. Adjust elignment currentt tor bell beam 
landing in the foltowing manner. Reduce 
the GB voltage to i value just above the 
threshold tor beam landing. Afljutt the 
alignment currant to center and meximiM 

the area over wMeh the beam can land. I f a 
G5 voltage of men than 1 or 2 volts it 

[5 BLOCK   DIAGRAM OF   ArtC   CIRCUIT 
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needed for beem lending aver the entire 
rstter, check the positione of the focusing 
end deflection coih. 

10. Return GS voltage to recommended value, 
check G3 and optical focus. 

If the terget "croana over" during the opere- 
tkm, menifatted by the «ppaarance of a black 
eiee on the tetevitton monitor, the recom- 
mended procedure for returning to normet 
operation it to reduce the G6 voitege tem- 
porarily to about 10 volt« and either reduce 
the faceplau illuminetion or increase the beem 
current. 

Shutdown Procedure 
The only importent feature of the shutdown 
procedure it thet the dsflection power should 
be twitched off only after the reading beam 
hat been twitched off. The recommended 
sequence is: 

1. Tum off ell voltegts except the deflection 
■ippliea. 

2. Tum off deflection power. 

Systems Considerations 
System tequiramentt tor the WX-30864 ere 
similar to those tor e standard IX* magnet- 
ically deflected end focuttd vidicon. Only two 
edditionel volteget en required; one tor the 
operation of the electroatetic image action 
end one for the tuppitor marii electiuJe 

IG5I. The mctii, operated et about IB voltt, 
may be supplied by a voitege divider ecross 
the conventional gun supply. 

Goth this supply end the power supply uted 
tor the focus coil should be regulated to e 
level of 0,1 K or latt. Similerily, ripple should 
not exceed 0.1%. 

The tuppresaor mesh thcuM be meinteined et 
AC gtound to prevent pia.up of spurious rig- 
neb. I tit recommended that «by-pett network 
(e.g. e 100K aariet resistor snei«.01 (IF capac- 
itor connected directly to Of, be located aa 
cloecly es possible to the tupprasaor mesh 

Because the focus of the imege section is in- 
dependent of photocethode voltage, regulation 
for this supply 4 not criticel. However, ripple 
it objectionable because It can be coupled into 
the video tlgnel. It is racomnwnded that the 
ripple thould not exceed 0.1%. Automatic gein 
oontrcl can be accomptithed by templing the 
vldto signal and utlng a feedback network to 
regulete the photocathodt voltage. A block 
diagram of tuch a network Is shown In Figura 
13, 

Dynamic focjting and the reduction of shad- 
ing can be accompilthed using technlquee sim- 
«at to those used «rith standard IX' all-meg- 
natic vidicona. Dynamic focuaing requires a 10 
vah wave form applied to 03. Shading can be 
etsantWIy ellminattd by applying a parabolic 
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FIGURE   14 

ragMivt going vohag* put« to the thermionic 
cathode gun triode. 

Provision ihouM be made in the detign of the 
cemen heed to MM the target Irorn extemel 
magnetic and elecirottetic field* which could 
introduce perturbatlom into the signal cur- 
rent. The magnetic fiekia produced by the 
focui and deflection coih may bt «hieWed by 
thin mu-metal dltce petitioned et the target 
ende of both colls. 

Proviiion ehotild be made durinn the daiign of 
the «jmere head for secure mounting of the 

tube to eliminate poaible renonancs« which 
could introduce micrcphonict. (Attention ii 
drawn to the option of encepeulating the WX- 
30654 In a «ilicon rubber compound to facil- 
itate mounting). The camera head ihould »Iw 
be designed to that during operation the tem- 
pereture of the tube does not exceed K°C in 
the  target end the photocethode regions. 

in order to maximize the sigoei-tonoite ratio. 
It It Important to keep the aquivelent Input 
noise current of the preamplifier aa km» ae 
poetible. For the shunt capacity of 3S pF and 
a bandwidth of 8 MH« equivalent noise cur- 

rents of 4 - S nA RMS heve been obtained 
using standard low noise encode input cir- 
cuits. For references on the design of low 
noise pratmpHfiers, see Not» 12. Figure 14 
shows esuggmted design for a cascode typ« in- 
put to a preamplifier, using field effect trensit- 
torv The 9-36 pF veriebie capacitor may be 
uttd to adjust for variation in the cemere tube 
and preamplifier Input capacities. The test 
terminel may be used to Inject a teet or com- 
pensating signal. The Input test signal It com- 
pensated jy adjusting thn 1-14 pF veriebie 
capacitor. 
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Nat» It RtftmwM 
An annoMttd bibliography of publiihad work 
raltting to (ha SEC tugtt «id to SEC camtri 
tub« h« bttn pr«p*nd by WntinghouM. 
Copi« m»y be obttlrwd by writing to Wn- 
tinghou« Electronic Tube Oivijion, Box 284 
Elmira.N.Y. 14902. 

1. (•)    Boerlo, A.HL, Beyer, ft, R., indGootie, 
G.VV. - "The SEC Terget", Advaneee 
In Electronic« end Electron Phyilct. 
Acedemic Pre.!. Vol. 22A, pg. 229 
(1908). 

(b) Ooetze, O.W. and Boerlo, A.H. ■ "Sec- 
ondery Electron Conduction (SEC) 
Por Slgnei A.Ttpllf I *atlon and Storage 
In Camera Tube«". r>roe. IEEE, Vol. 
52. pg. 1007 (1M4I. 

(c) Goetz«, G.w. • "Secondary Electron 
Conduction CiEC) and In Aoplleatlon 
to Photoelectronlc Image Device«" - 
Advance« In Electronic« and Electron 
Phytlc«, Academic Pren, Vol. S2A, 
pg. 219 (IMS). 

2. The equivalent vltual signal-to-nolaa ratio 
I« the ratio of highlight video «Ignal current 
to RMS noi*e current, multiplied by a 
factor of 3. ICCIR, International Radio 
Conaultatlw Committee. Television Stand- 
arefcVoLSdSMI.I An RMSnoiaacurrant 
of 6 nenoampera« I« aaaumad for the video 
preamplifier operating at a bandwidth of 8 
MHl. 

3. See Reference (a) of Note 1. 

4. The comer molutlon I« meaaurad at any 

point on the circumference of a circle 
whcr» diamatar I« /OK of the raster diej- 
onal and concentric with the tube axla. 

5. Parton. J.S. and Moody, J.C. • "Perform- 
ance of Imege Otthicon Type Intanilflor 
Tube«", Image Intenaifler Sympotium, 
Fort Selvolr, Virginia, NASA SP (1961). 

6. (a)   Beyer. R.R.. Green, M. and Goetaa, 
G.W. - "Point-Source Imeglng with 
the SEC Target", Advenca« In Elec- 
tronic« and Electron Phyaic«, Academ- 
ic Pre««.  Vol. 22A, pg. 281 (1966). 

(b) Marshall, p.8. and Roane, G.O. ■ 
"Performance Comparison of the SEC 
Camera Tube and the Image Or- 
thicon" - Advance« in Electronic« and 
Electron Phyalc«, Academic Press, 
Vol, 22A, pg.291 (1986). 

(c) N.al, B - SEC Vidkons ■ Sola Site 
Result«. - Unpublished Report. 

7. Livingston, W.C-Journal of the Society of 
Motion Picture Television Englnean, Vo* 
72, pg. 771 (1963). i 

8. IEEE Standard« on Television: Methods of 
Measurement of Aspect Ratio and Geomet- 
ric Distortion". 202 (64-IRE23ei). 

9. The recommended target voltage la printed 
on a data «heat which acrompanle« each 
tuba. 

10. The function of the C6 electrode I« to con- 
trol the potential to which the target sur- 
face can rise. If the potentlel of tha OB 
electrode la sat at a value higher than that 

of the croaaovar potential for KOI (ap- 
proxlmataly IB volt») and If, bacausa of a 
vary bright expoaura the target surface 
potential does rise above the croaaovar, 
then reading beam electrons will land on 
the terget with sufficient energy to causa a 
net flow of electrons away from the target 
until tha potential stetilllies at that of 08. 
The target will then fell to discharge and 
will produce e biaek eraa on the monitor. 
Operating the target In the "eraeaad ever" 
mode la not racommended since It can 
lead to an incraaae in target grain. In ordtr 
to discharge the target and resume normal 
operation, the OS potential should be tem- 
porarily reduced to about 10 V, 

11. It Is recommended thet the potential of 
the 34 electrode ha maintained above the 
potential of 03. 

12. (a)   Jama«, l,J.P, - "Fluctuation Noiaa in 
Television Cemere Heed Amplifier", 
Proceedings of IEE, Vol. 99, No. 20 
(19S7)p. 798 

lb) "Fundamental« of Television Engine- 
ering" . O, M, Olasford MoOraw Hill, 
pp. Ill-134(1988), 

13. Tha maximum rating of 1 JIA for the peak 
signal currant should not be confuaad with 
the velue quoted for tha maximum high 
light signal currant (sea paragraph entitled 
Light Trenefer Characteristic). The max- 
imum rating quoted hare la a figure sug- 
gested for tha system designer* use and Is 
an eatlmata of the maximum passible sig- 
nal currant that the tuba Is capable of pro- 
viding for a short period of time. 
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WX-308M 
SEC Camera Tub» 

All Mignttic Gun 
Elwtnwutic lm»s« Stctio.1 
1.6" I nwgt Diagonal 

Ptiotocolhodt 

l3.SMo> 

PIN NO I-HMTCR        Z-OI 
i-8J 4-84 
9-<S3 a-82 
7-CATHODl       a-HEtTED 

». - G3(5HOflT PIN) 

If daaind. In ordar to facilitata mounting, to provida anvironmantal protaction against humlditv 
and to raduoa tha poaaibilitv of axtamal voltaga bntakdown, tha WX-30664 can ba suppliad with 
th« ifiag* action ancapaulatad in * lillcon rubbar compound. Tha matarlal uaad I« Dow Coming 
HTV611. 
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E. THE IMAGE ORTHICON AND THE IMAGE ISOCON 

The image orthicon (10) was developed during World War II, and for 

a period of 20 years thereafter it was the principal camera tube used 

in all commercial studio broadcasts. It was also the only tube capable 

of low-light-level operation during most of this period, and it is 

still a very capable performer. The image isocon (II) is similar to 

the 10 in format and construction, the primary difference being in the 

readout section. Both tubes use low-velocity electron-beam scanning 

to extract the video signals and a low-noise return-beam electron mul- 

tiplier to amplify the signal within the tube. The primary difference 

is that the II derives its signal only from scattered scanning-beam 

electrons, vdiile the 10 accepts all of the returned beam for amplifi- 

cation. As a result, the noise in the picture lowlights is very small 

in the II and is a maximum in the 10. While the II provides superior 

signal-to-noise ratios at moderate photocathode light levels, it has 

an amplitude response that is light-level dependent. Thus, its low- 

light -level performance is generally inferior to that of an 10 de- 

signed for this purpose. However, in practice, it is found that an 

image intensifier is needed for both the 10 and the II to reduce image 

lag to acceptably low levels. With the added intensifier, the light- 

level dependence of the amplitude response of the II becomes generally 

acceptable. 

The thin-film, metal-oxide-targetsd 10 is subject to permanent 

damage by extreme overexposure, although it can be electronically pro- 

tected in most applications. The II is reported to be immune to such 

effects. 

1. The Image Orthicon 

The image orthicon is usually constructed in three sizes, which 

are described by the diameter of the image section. The three standard 

sizes are 2, 3, and 4.5 in. The 2-in. size, developed mainly for ap- 

plications requiring a minimum in size, weight, and power, has been 

abandoned mainly because of an overly restricted dynamic range and ex- 

cessive lag. The 4.5-in. version is of main interest for commercial 
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broadcast use.  Its features are a very large signal storage capability 

and reduced bright-light hr\oing effects. 

The 3-in, 10, which is still of current interest for low-light- 

level use, has a 40-mm photocathode in the version that is fitted with 

a fiber-optic faceplate. Ordinarily, the imago section consists of ar. 

S-20 photoemissive photocathode followed by a target. When struck by 

accelerated photoelectrons, this target emits secondary electrons in 

greater numbers than those incident. These electrons are emitted back 

toward the photocathode, but are collected by a mesh interposed between 

the photocathode and target. The image section is usually focused 

magnetically. The readout section consists of a magnetically focused 

and deflected scanning electron beam. The video signal is not read 

out at the target, as in the vidicon or the SEC camera tube, but rather 

the electron beam is returned to an electron multiplie.?. The signal, 

which is the difference between the original beam current and that 

which lands on the target, is greatly amplified by the internal elec- 

tron multiplier. 

The target, whose function is both to amplify and store the signal 

during the interval between scans, has been fabricated of a number of 

materials. Originally, the target material was a soda-lime glass whose 

conductivity was ionic. The net gain of this target was about three. 

The main problem with soda-lime glass was that the conducting ions al- 

ways drift in the same direction, causing the glass to become more re- 

sistive as the ions become depleted. This caused an increased tendency 

for images to burn in after a few hundred hours of operation. .To ex- 

tend tube life, it was customary to slowly rotate or "orbit" the image 

incident on the target. 

In the mid-lSSO's, the thin-film metal-oxide target was developed. 

The material used was principally magnesium oxide, although other ma- 

terials were used. The thin-film target is electron conducting, which 

solves the image burn-in problem. Also, secondary emission gain is 

increased to as much as 10 to 15, resulting in a sensitivity increase. 

An even further advantage is that the target is but one-tenth the 
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thickness of a glass target, and its conductivity, being anisotropic, 

is higher through the target than along its surface. Thus, these 

films display a higher resolving power than glass and a longer image 

storage capability, which is useful in slow scan and in astronomical 

applicationss Being so very thin, the MgO target lacks strength, 

necessitating a target-to-mesh spacing wider than normal. This re-' - 

duces signal storage capability to the point where these tubes become 

marginal for studio broadcast use. Image lag is reduced because of 

the reduction in capacitance, however, which makes these tubes suit- 

able for low-light-level imaging. 

Another target material developed is an electron-conducting glass 

called "brown glass." This glass usually contains transition metal 

oxides in both bivalent and trivalent states. The mixture of doubly 

and triply ionized sites throughout the material permits electron con- 

duction by hopping. This glass eliminates the burn-in problem and the 

low resolving capability of soda-lime glass, but its gain is no higher 

(about three). 

a. Principles of Operation. The 10 is schematically diagrammed 

in Fig. V-E-l. The photoelectron image is magnetically focused and 

accelerated to the target through a potential of about 600v. In tubes 

with magnetically focused image sections, this potential must be pre- 

cisely maintained, ruling onz  electronic image-section gain control. 

Before impinging on the target, the photoelectrons must pass through 

the mesh, which has a photoelectron transmittance of 0.6 to 0.7. 

Upon colliding with the target, the photoelectrons cause 

secondary electrons to be emitted, as shown in Fig. V-E-2. These 

secondaries are collected by the mesh, which is biased f2 v. above the 

target. The capacitance or signal storage capability of the target- 

mesh assembly is determined by the mesh-to-target spacing, which can 

be as little as 0.7 mil for glass-targeted tubes and up to 10 mil or 

more for MgO-targeted tubes. 
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FIGURE V-E-l.   Schematic of Image Orthicon 
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FIGURE V~E-2.   Cross Section Showing Action of Image Orthicon Storage Target 
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The electron beam, formed by the electron gun and the con- 

trol and accelerating grids 1, 2, and 3, is further accelerated and 

focused by grid 4 and the focus coil, and then the beam is magnetically 

deflected into a raster scanning pattern. Next, it is decelerated oy 

grid 5. A portion of the beam lands on the photocathode according to 

the charge deficiency thereon, and the balance of the beam returns di- 

rectly to grid 2, dynode 1. Were the focus perfect, the beam would 

pass bc'ck through the original aperture in this structure, but, as a 

practical matter, it collides with dynode 1, which amplifies the re- 

turned portion by a factor of approximately four. The amplified 

return-beam signal is subsequently amplified further by dynodes 2 

through 5. Including the gain of the first dynode, an overall signal 

amplification of about 500 to 1500 can be achieved. The electron mul- 

tiplier serves the function of signal preamplifier. While it does not 

improve the signal-to-noise ratio, it is almost noiseless compared to 

external preamplifiers. However, one of the principal noises in the 

10 is the shot noise of the beam. 

b. Signal Transfer Characteristic. The signal transfer char- 

acteristic for a thin-film MgO-targeted 10 is shown in Fig. V-E-3. 

The gamma of this tube at low irradiance levels is near unity, while 

fit the higher irradiance levels the gamma drops off. In tubes with 

close-spaced meshes, the transition from unity gamma to zero gamma is 

quite abrupt. The limitation in this case is mainly target capacitance, 

In thin-film-targeted tubes with wide-spaced meshes, the transition is 

more gradual, being a combination of target gain reduction, as photo- 

electron density increases, and target capacitance. 

The signal current output of the 10 is given by the relation 

Is = CGM (Oj, - 1) TM is/eveh (V-E-l) 

where terms are as previously defined, except that GM is the electron 

multiplier gain, TM is the mesh transmittance, and G™ is the 10 target 

gain. For calculations, it is usual to assume a constant value for the 
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multiplier gain, and the net target gain (GT - 1) is computed from the 

equation 

(G - 1) =   v h s 

T      GM TM arA ET 
(V-E-2) 

'0 c—i—: i i 11 HI r—i i i 11 HI 1—i i i i i HI 1—i i I i ii II 1—i i i mi 

PHOTOCATHODE IRRADIANCE, watts/m , 28540K 

FIGURE V-E-3.  Signal Current Versus Photocathode Irradiance Character!sfic 
for the 3-inch, Thin-Film Metal-Oxide-Targeted Image Orthicon 
with and without an Intensifier 
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In the linear region of the signal transfer curve, (G™ -  1) 

is approximately 10. The effective gain is specified as (Cp - 1) for 

the 10 because the original photoelectron incident on the target must 

be discounted. This is only significant near the knee of the signal 

transfer curve, where the gain becomes quite small. It should be noted 

lhat it is quite difficult to measure JO parameters such as beam cur- 

rent, beam modulation, target gain, and electron multiplier gain be- 

cause not all terminals are brought out of the tube to a measuring 

point and also because the currents involved are extremely small. 

In the calculations that follow, electron multiplier gain is 

assumed to be 1000, the photocathode radiant sensitivity is 3.2 x 10 

amp/watt for a 28540K tungsten source, and the mesh transraittance Tw, 

is taken to be 0.66. 

^ Amplitude Response. The uncompensated horizontal square-wave 

response of the 10 is not unique, as can be seen in Fig. V-E-4, where 

a super response and a more conventional response are shown. The super 

response shown as curve A results from a charge redistribution effect 

that occurs when the target-mesh assembly becomes fully charged at a 

point. Secondary electrons from the target are then repelled by the 

mesh and fall back to the target in areas adjacent to ehe areas from 

which they were emitted. In the case of black-and-white bar patterns, 

the blacks are driven from a normal zero potential to a negative value. 

This effect is known as black haloing and occurs for bright images of 

signal level above the knee of the signal transfer curve. Below the 

knee, the more normal-appearing response shown as curve B is obtained. 

The resolution is shown in terms of TV lines/raster height and in 

terms of line pairs/millimeter. For the image orthicon case, use the 

scale labeled 4Ü-mm photocathode diameter only. 

d. Video and Display Signal-To-Noise Ratio. There are several 

sources of noise in the image orthicon, depending on the mode of oper- 

ation. Analytically, the video signal-to-noise ratio is written as 
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qNR .. GM (GT  " V TM ^ max/eveh .„ „ ^ SNRv,o,i - 77—:—:—:—TT^ (v-E-3) 

where the numerator terms are as described above and the noises are: 

(a) the mean square photoelectron noise 

I» = G« (G™ - I)2 TM e Af i    /e e, . (V-E-4) C   MT   'Ms max' v h 

(b) the mean square beam noise 

I* = 2 G* (GT - 1) TM e Af is max/m e^.       (V-E-5) 

(c) the mean square target noise 

4  = GT GM TM e ^ h  max/Vh' (V-E-6) 

(d) the mean square first dynode noise 

4  = 2 GM,1 GMS4 [^i--] (GT - ^ TM e ^ S max/eveh-  ^^ 

(e) the mean square preamplifier noise computed from its 

measured rms value of Ipa. 

In Eq. V-E-6, GM , is the gain of the first dynode stage (about four) 

and GM 4 is the gain of the stages following it (about 250). In both 

Eqs. V-E-5 and V-E-7, m is the beam modulation factor. It represents 

the fact that the beam can never be fully modulated and that, there- 

fore, its value must be set at some value 1/m times higher than the 

highlight signal current i , 

The relationships between peak-to-peak signal output currents 

are shown as a function of input photocathode current in Fig. V-E-5 for 

two cases: an optimum beam current and a fixed beam current. In the 
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optimum beam current case, it is assumed that the beam current is ad- 

justed to be just exactly enough to discharge the scene highlight sig- 

nal and no more. The beam modulation is assumed to be 0.5. Should 

the scene increase in brightness even slightly, the tube, when set up 

for optimum beam at some lower light level, will become beam-current 

starved, and the image will spread in size over the target until equi- 

librium between read-in and readout is achieved, if possible. 

10 10 10 10 
IN?UT PHOTOCAl NODE CURRENT, amp 

10 10 -8 

FIGURE V-E-5.  Signal and Noise Currents for the 3-inch,, Thin-Rim-Targeted Image 
Orthicon Versus input Photocathode Current with Fixed Beam and 
Optimum Beam Current 

In the optimum beam case, the beam current nois^ !_„ and the 

photoelectron current noise I^, are roughly comparable.    At the very 

lowest light levels, preamplifier noise exerts some influence, but not 

much.    When operated with optimum beam current, the 10 approaches the 

ideal photoelectron-noise-limited case.    Such operation is not generally 
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possible, however, in imaging a real scene that encompasses a wide 

range of scene radiances. 

In the fixed beam case, the beam is set at some constant 

value high enough to handle the brightest scene highlight expected. 

For calculations, it is assumed that the setup is such that the 10 will 

operate with highlights well above the knee of the signal transfer 

curve. This is the "worst case" from a sensitivity viewpoint, whereas 

the optimum beam represents the "best case." Actual practical per- 

formance will probably be somewhere in between. 

The video signal-to-noise ratio SNR., 0 , for unity image 

contrast and aperture response is plotted in Fig. V-E-6 for both the 

fixed beam and the optimum beam by means of Eqs. V-E-3 through V-E-7. 

The display signal-to-noise ratio SNR_7C is calculated in the usual 

manner and is plotted for the optimum beam (Fig. V-E-7) and for the 

fixed beam (Fig. V-E-8). 
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FIGURE V-E-6. Video Penk-to-Peak Signal-to-RMS Noise Ratio for the 3-Inch, 
Thin-"Rim-Targeted image Orthicon Versus Input Photocathode 
Current for a Video Bandwidth of 10 MHz.   (Note:   Images are 
Assumed to be of Unit Contrast and of Low Spatial Frequency.) 
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S3-18-7I-37 

50 100 200    300      500  700   1000 

RESOLUTION, TV lines/raster height 

FIGURE V-E-7.  Display Signa I-to-Noise Ratio Versus Resoluf = > for the Thin-Rim 
Metal-Ocide-Targeted Image Orthicon for Various Inpu^ Photocathode 
Currents (tO Operated with Optimum Beam Current) 
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50 100 200    300      500  700   1000 

RESOLUTION, TV lines/raster height 

FIGURE V-E-8.  Display Signal-to-Noise Ratio Versus Resolution for the Thin-Rim 
Metal-Cbcide-Targeted Image Orthicon as a Function of Input 
Photocathode Current (10 Operated with Fixed Beam Current) 
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e. Limiting Bar-Pattern Resolution. The limiting bar-pattern 

resolving power is plotted in Fig. V-E-9 for both the optimum and 

fixed beams. Another form of the result is plotted in Fig. V-E-10, 

which gives limiting resolution as a function of photocathode irradi 

ance from a 2854 K tungsten source. 

10 
13 

10 
•12 

10 10 

INPUT PHOTOCATHODE CURRENT, amp 

10 40 mm 
INPUT 

PHOTOCATHODE 
DIA. 

FIGURE V-E-9.  Limiting Resolution Versus Input Photocathode Current for the 3-inch, 
Thin-Film-Targeted Image Orthicon for Various Input Image Contrasts 

f. Computed versus Measured Results. The computed resolving 

power is compared to the data-sheet resolving power in Fig. V-E-ll for 

100 percent input image contrast. Fairly good correlation is observed. 

g. Lag Characteristics. No lag characteristics are currently 

available for the thin-film metal-oxide-targe*-od 10. 

^ Form Factor. The standard 40-mm 10 is approximately 15.45 

in. lo<g and has a maximum diameter of 3.06 in. The outside diameter 
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PHOTOCATHODE IRRADIANCE, wntts/m2, 28540K 

FIGURE V-E-10. Limiting Resolution Versus Photocathode Irradiance for the 3-inch, 
Thin-Film-Targeted Image Orthicon with Fixed and Optimum 
Beam Current 



of the focus coil is approximately 5 to 5.5 in., depending on the wire 

size. 
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FIGURE V-E-l 1. Limiting Rejolution Versus Input Photocathode Irradiance, 
Comparison of Computed Versus Data-Sheet Performance for 
the 3-inch, Thin-Film-Targeted Image Orthicon with Optimum 
Beam Current 

i.    Manufacturers' Literature.    A sample of manufacturers'  liter- 

ature on imag? orthicons will be found in Chart V-E-l. 

2.    The Intensifier Image Orthicon 

a.    Principles of Operation,    The lag of the JO is not generally 

acceptable for applications where the scene has any appreciable motion. 

Also, when the 10 is set up with a moderately high fixed beam current, 

its sensitivity becomes too low.    An additional image intensifier stage 

substantially solves these problems.    The sensitivity of the intensi- 

fier image orthicon (I-IO) is not much greater than that of an 10 oper- 

ated with optin-m beam current, but it does permit the operation of the 

I-IO without continual beam adjustment,  and its lag is greatly reduced. 
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CHART V-E-l.  SAMPLE OF MANUFACTURERS' LITERATURE 
ON IMAGE ORTHICONS 

The units, definitions, and methods of measurement 
specified herein are not necessarily endorsed by 
the authors but are those used by the manufacturer 
quoted. 
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General  ElöCfnc offsn ttiii   :nmily of  low  llghf 
level image orfhirons lo meet ti wid,? vatiety of 
requirBrnenH fot rnillfoiy  -   .   . icientific  .   .   .   am 
induiTriol opplicotlons .  .  . fu^ opefallon undei 
normal envirorifnenfi or tcvar« ihoci» and vibration 
conditions.    Each type Incorporotei file high gain, 
fhin film magnesium oxide targe* ^Irli a Mnitihv 
ity ten to f'rtefify times 'hot of glass tatgefs.    The 
^ xlrflme thinneis and anijotropiä propt-t ty of (his 
semiconductor target virfyo'ly eliminates lo'eial 
leakage cind increases the Fesc'ution ^3 to JÜ pet ■ 
cent ovet that of the standard glass tatget.    This 

GENERAL SC ELECTRIC 

[SPECIAL PURPOSE 

IMAGE QRTHICPNS 

feature adapts the li'fae for service where the sig- 
nal ij stored (01 o very long period befoie  being 
'ead out.   This permits additional tensilivity us- 
ing tow from« mtes or beam pulsing.    Permanent 
sfickines; and burn-in ore vlrfually eliminated 
since operation aepends on election conduction, 
■.Mhich h no' a deplefinn piocrss,  rather than on 
ion cü'idiiclion.    As a result these tubes will pio- 
vide very long life and reliable service.     In ad- 
dition,   low gamma permit-, a very wide operating 

7538 
7409 

7629 
7967V 
r-780^ 
7969; 
Z-78Ö7 

7538 

This type is designed for noimal environmental operation and provides an effective low light 
level sensitivity of 4 x 10-' foot candles photocathode illumination for resolution of 100 TV lines/ 
target inch. The photocathode is S-10 with an overall  spectral response from 3000 to 6950 angstroms. 

7409 RUGGEDIZED 

This type has all the features of the 7538 and is especially designed to operate under 
severe shock and vibratnn conditions in applications which preclude the use of standard tubes. 
Specific conditions of sh..ck and vibration are listed on page 5. 

7629 

This type is desianed for normal environment«! operation in applications requiting an effective 
low light level sep,jtivity of 3 x 10'6 foot candles ph« tocathode illumination (100 TV lines/ 
target inch) or higher where extended integration is not a requirement. This type has an S-10 
photocathode with overall spectral respons« from 3000 to 6950 angstroms. 

7967 

The most sensitive imege orthicon available, this type is designed for normal environmental 
operation. It has an effective low light level sensitivity down to 1.5 x 10'7 foot candle: photo- 
cathode illuir.inatlon for a resolution of 100 TV lines/torget Inch. This imaj;« orthicon has an S-20 
photocathode including red response and overall response from 3000 to G000 angstroms. 

2-7806 RUGGEDIZED 

This type has all the fea'ur^ of the 7967 and is especially designed to operate under 
severe shcel: and vibration conditions in application which preclude the use of standard tubes. 
Specific conditions of shock and vibration are listed on page 5. 

7969 

This type is designed for normal environmental conditions and provides an effective low light 
level sensitivity of 4 x 10-7 foot candles of photocathode illumination far resolution of 100 TV 
lines/'.arget inch. The photocathode has an overall spectral response from 2200 angstroms (ultra- 
violet) to 6950 angstroms. 

2-7807  RUGGEDIZED 

This type has all the features of the 7969 and is especially designed to operate under 
severe shock and vibration conditions in applications which preclude the use of standard tubes. 
Specific conditions of shock and vibration are listed on page 5. 
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7538 
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7629 
7967 
1-7806 
7969 
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icon has an 5*20 
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to operate under 
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USER PROVFN AND SUGGESTED APPLICATIONS 

7538 
This type has proved a dependable performer in applications where low light level  capability is required 

 surveillance,   satellite  tracking,   detection and electro-optical   telescope   systems   for astronon.ical 

observations of 15 magnitude   stars using its integration capability. 

7409 

In severe rugg<>dization environments, this image orthicon has been successfully applied in tank fire con- 

trol, drone guidance, and missile borne systems. This is a vastly improved image orthicon of the type which 

aided the submarine Sfcote to piobe an historic path under the arctic icecap and surface exactly at the North 

Pole. The 7409 also adapts itself for ground vehicle systems operating avjr rough terrain. 

7629 

This type is successful in X-ray intensifier applications to impruve detectability of lower contrasts and 

detail than is possible with Standard image orthicons using a g'ass target. The high sensitivity has allowed 

lower radiation rales for longer continuous observations of patients. The 7629 is user-proven for low light 

level color and monochrome telecasting as well as closed circuit training applications. 

7967 

The most sensitive image orthicon availal.S without an intensifier is being used both for underwater 

observation, missile detection and tracking as well as astronomical study of stars to the 20th magnitude. The 

7967 can be applied readily in scintillation experiments with an image intensifier. 

7969 

This type with an ultra-violet response photocatfiode lends itself fo. use in medical biological studies 

and spectrographic detectors. In addition, the 7969 has been used in special underwater observation experi- 

ments and for hydrcgen flame detection. 

ADDITIONAL GENERAL ELECTRIC IMAGE ORTHICONS AVAILABLE 
(DATA INFORMATION ON REQUEST) 

SPECIAL PURPOSE   •   SCIENTIFIC •    INDUSTRIAL     • MILITARY 

TYPE FEATURES 
SPECTRAL 
RESPONSE 

'HESÜLUTION 
SENSITIVITY 

APPLICATIONS-USEH »ROVEN 

Z-5395 magneaium oxide target 
infra-red aensitive 

fRuggedized version >. Z-7805} 

iiOO-lO.COO A 
peak : infra-red 

S-l 

SOD fl 7.t x 10-5 
ZOO ffl 1,0 x 10-5 

*infra-red detection   paapivr anri 
active dityliuhi ■'«' tr*i r ^K 

,;,aerial muppinfl 
SprCtroHTJphu   ditfCt  ir* 

Z-TflOP similar to 7538 
plus: 

fibre-Optics faceplate 

medical lelevia.on 
Ibrf   optic»  lysu-riis 
phofcg?Aphic printing 
high npv.-d mfurttjat! in scam ing 

Z-7810 similar to T^fc? 
plus: 

fibre-optics taceplate 

«fibre   optics systuns 
»radi.it.on »cintillator «tudiPfl 
phu'ijt;ruphic printing 
high apei-d   nfurmation Btranr ing 

2-7814 same »s 7167 
plus: 

field ineBh flatter fields 
improved corner resolution 

same as 70b7 e 
limit is approx 
toot tandles 

xcept BensHivity 
mately 2.7x 10-7 

tleclro-opticiil telRscope sy 
extreme low light level iwrv 
undt'i water obiervatiun 
i-rtbicun isiWnaifwfr studn-fl 

illance 

COMMERCIAL BROADCAST   •   NETWCKK   •   EDUCATICNAl 
liiOu high reliability 

very long life 
low light level Bensitivity 

i200 6950 A * e<Ki:valent ASA rating remote bU'-k/white as law an 

S-10 yz.ooo-b4.ooo remote color-as low a1. 5 ft-<. 
semiconductor target scene illumination 

lon^ life studio service 
M«2a same as 7(>Z'* studio color 40 to 100 ft   r 

plus: 
field mesh flatter 'ields 
improved corner resclution 

32.000-64,000 illumination 
remote color 

6S20a glass target 8000-16.000 studio blaik'wt.ile 100 fl-c 
good gray scale 
stable performance 

scene illumination 
educational TV 

7293 same as SS10 ROOO-lfc.OOtl studio black/white 
plus: 

field mesh flatter fields 
high quality monochrome 
educational TV 

improved corner resolution 
80«) 3 same i« 729 3 

plus: 
5000-10.000 high quality video tape re- 

cording 
very high signal: noise ratio for 

video tape rerord'ig and color 
high quality color 
edu._ati.nai TV 

Z-7866 same as ä09tA 32 ,oon it idiu nnd outdoor color 
plus: 

higher signal to noise ratio and 
work« well nighttime 
under hghts 

extended contrast range designed 

«r«-«—J 
■■pecifically (or color 

*ReSolutl 
tEquiv^l« 

on sensitivity is aelin?d as television line 
nt ASA ratings based un exposure at knee 

s per target i 
of transfer c 
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7538 7409 7629 7967 

SSSiNTSAL    SPSCIFICAT 

ELECTR!CAL.-ALL TYPES 

Focusing mcthoJ-Magnc-tic 
Deflecting fn«thoo-Mognati c 
Direct Interelectrod« copacitonce 

Anode to o!t other electrodes . . 

Cathede-Uni potential 
Heater voltage.  AC or DC 6.3 >10%     Vol»s 
Hnole: Current      . 0.6     Amperes 
Photocathode-Serm-tran sporenl Response Anode to oil other electrodes 12     ppf 

7538   7.109   7629 5-10 
7967   Z-7306 S-20 
7969   Z-7S07 UV 

Rectangular image,  4 by   3 aspect rat o 
Useful  site, maximum dtagonot '.8     Inches 
OrientJtion-Proper orientation is obtained when the vertical scon is essentially parallel to the plane passing 
through the center of the 'aci-plate and pin No,  7 of the  shoulder base. 

Operating 

Operating 
tube, to 

Temper otv 
and any 
section 

MAXIMUM RATINGS-ABSOLUTE VALucS-ALL TYPES 

Photocathode voltage. .  . 
Pho^ocathode illumination 
Anode supply voltage (a). 
Grid-No    I voltage 

Neaative bias value 

. . -600 
. . . 50 
. . 1850 

Volta 
Foot-Candlos 
Volts 

Volts 
Volts 
Volf. 

Grid-No. 2 and dvnod»-No.  1 voltage . . . . 
Grid-No. 3 voltog«  
Grid-No. 4 voltage  
Grid-No. 5 voltags  
Grtd-No. ä voltage  

.    . . 380 

.... 400 
 300 
... 150 
. .    -600 

V-,lis 
V„lts 
Volts 
Volts 
Volts 

0 
D 
0 

. . 135 
D 
Ai 

Positive bias value   .... 
Above voltage for highlight dischfl 

. . . , 0 
ge. .   5 

V, 

TYPICAL OPERATION-AVERAGE VALUES-ALL TYPES-FOR NORMAL PERFORMAt 

Photocathode voltage, image 
focus -400 to -550    Volts 

Grid-No.   I  voltage for pictuie cutoff, 
beam ,  

Photocathode illumination . 

Scene illumination  

-45 to -125     Volts 

■;:;;:;K' 

Grid-No. 3 and dynode-No. 1 voltage 300 
Gnd-No.  3 voltage (b), multiplier focus.  . 225 tc 330 
Grid-No. 4 voltage, beam focus 140 to  180 
Grid-No. 5 voltage, decelerator 0 to 125 
Grid-No. 6 volluge, acceterator- 

75 to 85 percent of photocathode votroge, 
approximate -300 to   -465 

Volts D. 
'"oils a 
Volts 1>1 
Volts o. 

Ai 
DI 

Volts Si 

TYPICAL OPERATION-AVERAGE VALUES-ALL TYPES-FOR MAXIMUM SENSITIVjT 

Photocathode voltage, image 
focus -400 to -550    Volts 

Grid-No.   1  voltage for picture cutoff, 
beam -45 to  -135     Volts 

Photocathode illumination ip_ 

Scene tllumination f 

Grid-No. 2 and dynode-No. 1 voltage 370 
Grid-No. 3 voltage (b), multiplier focus .  . 225 to 36Ü 
Grid-No. 4 voltage, beam focus 140 :o ?50 
Gtld-No. 5 voltcge, decelerator 0 .o  125 
Grid-No. 6 voltage, accelerator- 

75 to 85 percent of photocathode voltage, 
epproximete -300 to -465 

^olts 0) 
Volts Dt 
Volts o> 
Volt£ Uy 

Ar 
DC 

Volts Si, 

OPERATING NOTES-ALL TYPES 

IMPORTANT! Some magnesium oxide targets may be subject to permanent domage if directly and intermittently 

exposed, while in operation, to extremely bright sources whicS result in high photoelectron densities occurring 

at tite target. Sue! sources Include the sun, photcflosh lamps and exploding wire flashes. If damage does occur, 

it is in the form of blo-k image spots burned into the target from the intense light. 

ph 

of 

FOOT NOTES 
a Ratio of dynode volfog«« is  shown under Typicol Operotion. 
b Adjust to giv« tno most uniformly   shaded picture near mav>mum signal. 

e The   target   supply   voltage   should   be   od|ustobl*>   from   - 3   to   -t 5  volts   with   blanking   voltage  off. Mamirium Target voltage i t + 10 volts 
above target  cutoff.   Recommended  rarget voltage is   t 2 volts  above cutoff.   Slight readjustment,  usually only a "nail fraction of a volt. 
may be necessary to minimise microphomcs.                                                                                                                                                                                                                              .. 

d Direction   of   current   should   be   such   that   a   noMh-seekmg   pole   is   attracted   to   the   imoge er.d of the focusing coil, wrth :he indico'or 
located outside cf and ot the imoqe end of the focusmg eoit. 

■ Adjusted to produce flattest field with maaimum response. Alignment is correct when the center of the picture merely goes through focus 

391 
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7629 7967 Z-7806 7969                 Z-7807 

PACIFICATIONS AND RATINGS 

THERMAL-ALL TYPES 

Operating t«mp«rature of any part of bulb . 70     C Max. 

Opvrating t«tnp«raturt of bulb at lorge and of 
tube, targal itctici, minimum 0      C 

Tsmpermuf« difference bttweon target section 
and any port of bulb hotter than target 
section 7.5    C 

MECHANICAL-ALL TYPES 

Over-all length 15.20 • 0,25 Inches 
Greatest diameter of bulb 3.00 • 0.06 Inches 
Deflection coil mmlmun mside diameter    .  .    2-3  8 Inches 
Deflecting coil  length 5 Inches 
Focusing coil length 10 Inches 
Alignment-coil length 15   16 inch 
Photocathode distance m side end of focusing coil    12 Inch 
u,       . ,1 Nonruogedtied 14     OJS. 
Weight,   opprox.mot.J,^^^ ,   4      Lb% 

Operating position-Any,  except with diheptal base up and 
the tube axis at an angle a Mes s than 20 degrees fron 'erti cal. 

3-30 Volts 
400 Volts 
300 Volts 
150 Volt« 
600 Volts 

Dynode-No. 2 to Dynode-No.  I  Voltage 350 Volts 
Oynode-No. 3 to Dynode-No. 2 Vultage 350 Volts 
Dynode-No. 4 to Dynode-No. 3 Voltage b J0 Volts 
Dynode-No. 5 to Dynode-No. 4 Voltage 350 Volts 
Anode to Dynodo-No. 5 Voltage 100 Volts 
Volioge per multiplier stage .  . 400 Volts 

Target voltage 
Above target cutoff, positive direction       10 
Negative value .10 

Peak heater-cathode voltage 
Heater negative with respect to carhode ....   125 
Heater positive with respect to cathode 10 

Volts 
Volts 

Volts 
Volts 

"OR NORMAL PERFORMANCE* 

 300     Volts                   Dynode No. 2 voltage 600 Volts 
. 225 to 330    Volts                 Dynode-No. 3 voltage 910 Volts 
, 140 to 180    Votts                 Dynode-No. 4 voltage 1200 Volts 

.   0 to 125    Volts                 Dynode-No. 5 voltage 1490 Volts 
Anode voltage 1550 Volts 
DC anode current, max 30 Microamperes 

Volts                   Signal    output    current,    peak-to-peak - See light     transfer 
characteristic curve, page 2. 

0 I tage, 
1 . - M0 to   -465 

Target voltage 
Target cutaft voltage (c) -3 to +1 Volt» 
Target temperature range 15 to 55 C 
Peak-to-peak  blanking voltage 5 to 20 Volts 
Field strength at center of focusing coil (d) .  .  75 Gausses 
Field strength ot alignment coil, 

appioAimate (e) 0 to 3 Gausses 

POR MAXIMUM SENSITIVITY PERFORMANCE AT EXTREME LOW LIGHT LEVEL CONDITIONS* 

 370     Volt»                   Dynod«-No. 2 voltaje    770 Volt» 
.225 to 380     Volts                   Dynode-No. 3 voltage 1080 Voltt 
. 140 to 250    Volt«                 Oynodc-Nr. 4 voltage 1360 Volts 
. .  0 to 125     Volts                   Dynode-No. 5 voltage 1610 Volts 

Anode voltage 1700 Volts 
DC anode current, max 30 Microamperes 

Volts                   Signal    output    current,    peak-to-peak - See light    transfer 
characteristic curve, page 2. 

) I Jog8, 
. -300 to-465 

Target voltage 
Target cutoif vultage (c) - 1 to +3 Volts 
Target temperature range 15 to 55 C 
Peak-to-peok blanking voltage 5 to 20 Volts 
Field strength at center of focusing coil (d) .  . 75 Gausses 
Field strength of altgnmenl  coil, 

approximate (e) 0 to 3 Gausses 

!y and intermittently 

densities occurring 

damage does occur, 

The tubes will be protected in most cases by inserting a 20 to 80 megohm 1/4 watt resistor in series with the 
photocathode in the camera. This resistor in no way interferes with normal operation of these or other image 
orthicons which may be used in the modified camera. 

In addition, if these or similar bright sources are to be continuously observed, appropriate exposure control 
of photocathode i'lutnination can be applied by neutral density filters. 

and   does   not  rotate   when   beam   focus   (Grid-No.   4)   it   varied.   For  most   commercial   focu»   coil» 75 gau»» field .-«»ult» from focus coil 
currer» of 75 mo. 

irgttt voltage it +10 volt» 
o »ma!! fraction of o volt, 

*     For Normal   Performance 
These lubes will  perform  in   - "indord equipment.  However,   it is   suggested rhot modification   be mode in arcordonce with the above 

stated values to improve effective    sensitivity for most applications. 
*'   For Maximum Sensitivity  Performance 

ig coil, with the tnd<cotor Far «xtreme  low  light level  upplicotions,  maximum useful  multiplier  gam  is  desired.   The  values <, v_r.   should be applied to obtom 
the best low light level tentltUjty caaabiliiy of the tube being considered. 

nerely goes through (oeui The resolution »ensitivity information contained in this doto folder was derived with these higher multiplier voltages. 
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SPECIFIC P 

LIÜHI I^^NJK« ChASACtEHlinrs 

NMHM.KAIIMU     Htft -4 {-HtHg  jt 

Tuiiini ITT^ITTTT;: 

^ 

-fWlli HIH m  j j ling  i ■! jff 

^WL 
im :«0T£   ' ;i:it»    : : tirua 

; fO« LIOMT rMNSfE" OtAHACURISTIC »T 400 

HT lUUMrNATION ON PHOTOCATHODE, 'uot-coi 

INIEG«AIION Ef-FECI ON RESOIUTION iES.5iIIVIIY 

IVfES 7538, 7409, 7«?», 7307 

/ LINES TARGEI INCH    100 200     300   400   MO 600   700 

TYPICAl   ■.IGNAUNOISE CHARACItfllbl ICS 
vtllSUS 3AND..1D1H AND ILLUMINATIUN 

HIGHLIGH1 ILLUMINATION ON PHOTOCATHODE, foot-conrtle, 

INIEGÜAIION EffECT ON    t ,OLUtlON SENSIIIVIIY 

lYPtS 7?47, 7806 

100 200     300      400     300  600   700   TV LINES TARGE' INCH 

10 ' 10 
PHOTOCATHODE ILLUMINATION, foof-condl, 

10 10 ' 
PHOTOCATHODE ILLUMINATION, locl-conol«) 

All curves on Foge 2 an-' ^age 7 ex. 

following conditions. 

Cimera Chain;        General Electric TE-5 

Amplifier bandwidth  • 

Resolution   Chart: Notional Bureau of Sta 

Contrast Ratio-T,; - Tb x 100^, where Tc 

Tc Tb 

(Note:   Tc remains some at about 0.82 fo 

light gray in the 7% chart.) 

Window Chart: 

Light Source: 

Light Level: 

100°; contrast,   1 "J or. 

2870     Kelvin   -   tungs 

Aperture and neutral d 

provide range from 10 

scene brightness in fo 

illuminotion in foot car 

Operating Tempctoture for image end:   2f 

Target Raster:        Target diameter is 1.41 

raster dimensions are: 

Aspect Ratio 

1 x i  (square) 

4x3 (standard) 

Horizontal TV lines   = 

Vertical TV lines (RE 

Resolution sensitivity 

Therefore, 700 TV lin< 

ENVIR( 

Shock: 

EFFECT OF CONTRAST RATIO ON RESOLUTION SENSITIVITY PHOTOCATHODE SPECTRAL RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS 

PMO'OCAT.'OOE ILLUMINATION, ' 

50ÜÖ 7000 
.■-AVELENG'H, ingsrrami 

 H-MH H  
ULTRA   VIOLET GREEN     RED    INFRA 
/ICLET      SLUE   rElLOV, RED 

Vibration: 

Humidity: 

Acceleration: 
70G,s 

Per specification MIL-E- 

A) 12 impact shocks of 

B) The shock shall be < 

1.) Vertically perp« 

2.)    Parallel to the i 

C) The shock puls« wit 

Under the conditions spi 

at operating temperature 

photacathode illuminatioi 

the frequency range fror 

from 5 to 50 cycles per 

readable through any inte 

Under the conditions sp< 

this test, the interelectr 

to all other end base pin 

ohms. 

Constant  acceleration  » 

10 minutes. 
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SPECIFIC PARAMETERS ON RECORDED DATA 

All curv is on Poge 2 and Page 7 except   Spectral   Sensitivity  Characteristics   were   recorded   under   the 

following conditions. 

Cotnera Chain:        General Electric TE-S (modified) 

Amplifier bandwidth  - 20 ir.c {for high resolution measurements) 

- 6 mc (for low-light measurements) 

Resolution   Chart: National Bureau of Standards Lens Test Chart 100 Ti contrast transparency. 

Contrast Ratio" Tc - T;, * 100?o, where Tc "light transmission ratio of deor background of chart transparency, and 

Tc Tt "light transmission ratio of resolution bars. 

(Note:   Tc remains sane of about 0.82 for all contrast charts and Tb varies from very dense in the 100% chart to 

light gray in the 7% chert.) 

Window Chart; 100?ö controst,   1 ^ area window for signal :noise and transfer characteristic data. 

Light Source: 2870     Kelvin   •   tungsten 

Light Level: Aperture and neutral density controlled (within specially constructed low light level box)  to 

provide range from 10 to 10'* foot candles illumination on photocathode. For corresponding 

scene brightness in foot lamberts when using Leitz f 1.5 lens (85 mm), multiply photocathode 

illumination in foot candles by 12. 

Operating Temperature for image end:   25  to 30    centigrade. 

Targ'ft Raster:        Target diameter is 1.40 inches.   For  corners  of scanning   raster  jus'  touching   target edge 

raster dimensions are: 

Aspect Rotio Horizontal Vertical 

1 x 1 (square) 0.99" " 0.99" 

4 x 3 (standard) 1.12" 0.84" 

Horizontal TV lines   =   1 12 x TV lines/target inch 

Vertical TV lines (RETMA)   =  0.84 x TV lines target inch 

Resolution sensitivity data is recorded in TV lines/target inch 

Therefore, 700 TV lines/target inch   s  784 horizontal lines 

-   588 vertical lines (RETMA) 

ENVIRONMENTAL   SPECIFICATIONS 
7409 Z.7806 Z.7807 

Per specificotion MIL-E-5272C (ASG)  Paragraph  4.15.5 with the following differences: 

A) 12 impact shocks of 30 G. 

B) The shock shall be applied in the following directions: 

1.)    Vertically perpendicular to longitudinal axis, 3 shocks in each direction. 

2.)   Parallel to the minor horizontal axis, 3 shocks in each direction. 

C) The shock pulse width Is defined by the use of a 0.2 to 250-cycle-pef-second filter. 

Under the conditions specified in MIL-E-5272C (ASG) Paragraph 4.7.12 Procedure XII except 

at operating temperature only. Center horizontal resolution at 3 x lO-5 maximum foot-candles, 

photocathode illumination will be at least 350 lines (RETMA) with 5 G applied acceleration in 

the frequency range from 50 to 500 cycles per second and a double amplitude of 0.036 inch 

from 5 to 50 cycles per second. Picture resolution of 350 TV lines (RETMA) is defined as 

readable through any interference that may occur. 

Under the conditions specified in MIL-E-5272C (ASG) Paragraph 4.4.1 Procedure I. Following 

this test, the interelectrode insulation of the end pins 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10 each v<;th respect 

to all other end base pins grounded and with 350 volts (minimum) applied  is greater than 5C0 

ohms. 

Cotistant  nccelerotion  when  applied  perpendicular  to  the   longitudinal   axis  of  the  tube for 

10 minutes. 

Shock: 

Vibration: 

Humidity: 

Acceleration: 
70G,s 
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The added intensifier is assumed to have an S-25 photocathode having 

a radiant sensitivity of 4 x 10" amp/watt and a diameter of either 80 

nun or 40 mm. The electron gain at the phosphor-photocathode interface 

xs asFumed to be 40. 

b. Signal Transfer Characteristic. The signal transfer charac- 

teristic for various intensifier combinations is shown in Fig. V-E-3. 

The shift is a factor of 50 to the left for the 40/40-mm I-IO, which 

results from a  photocathode sensitivity increase of 1.25 times the 

electron gain ot 40. For the 80/40-mm I-IO, a further shift of a 

factor of four towards lower irradiance levels is obtained because of 

the four times larger area. 

c. Amplitude Response. The sine-wave amplitude response of the 

intensifier and the square-wave response of the I-IO are shown in Fig. 

V-E-4. These curves are identical for the 80- and 40-mm input photo- 

cathodes when resolving power is specified in units of TV lines/raster 

height, but differ by a factor of two when resolving power is specified 

in units of line pairs/millimeter, as shown in the figure. 

d. Video and Display Signal-to-Noise Ratios. The additional gain 

of the intensifier is sufficient to make all of the noises negligible 

except for the photoelectron noise and the beam noise. The video 

signal-to-noise ratio may then be written as 

SNRv,o,: 
IS max (V-E-8) 

(4 + i
2

B) 

where 

]" = the output signal current 
o nicix 

(V-E-9) 
= GL.CG™ - 1) G,, TM i /e e, . Pv  T /    M    M    s max    v h 
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—2 I    - the mean square photoelectron noise 

= (^ (GT - I)2 G* T* e  Af is max/Vh- 

2 
!„ ~  mean square beam noise 

2 Gp(GT - 1) G2 TM e Af is max 
= - tor optimum beam 

m eveh 

(V-E-10) 

(V-E-ll) 

2 GM e  Af Ior m^v H bt_max for fixed j^^ (V-E-12) 
m 

The terms in the expressions above are identical to those used in Sec- 

tions V-E-l-b and v-E-l-d, except that Gp is the electron gain at the 

inteasifier-phosphor/IO-photocathode and !„„ m x is the maxlnum pos- 

sible output signal current. The various signal and noise currents 

are plotted in Fig. V-E-12 and SNR, n i is Plotted iR PiST« V-E-13. Ac 

can be seen by comparison with Fig. V-E-6, the beam noise is still a 

factor in the case of the I-IO, but its effect is much reduced by the 

added intensifier. 

This display signal-to-noise ratio is calculated as before 

and plotted in Fig. V-E-14. 

e. Limiting Bar-Pattern Resolution. The limiting bar-pattern 

resolution is determined from Fig. V-E-14 and is plotted in Fig. V-E-15 

as a function of input photocathode current. The limiting resolution 

resolution in line pairs/millimeter versus photocathode irradiance is 

plotted in Figs. V-E-16 and V-E-17 for two input photocathode diameters 

and a radiant sensitivity of 4 x 10" amp/watt. 

f. Computed versus Measured Results. The computed resolving 

power is compared to that measured on a single sample in Fig. V-E-18 

and shows good correlation in the contrast range from 0.3 to 1.0, but, 

as expected, the measured resolving power exceeds that predicted at 

the lowest contrast (C = 0.1). 
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1000 

50 100 200    300       500   700 

RESOLUTION, TV lines/raster height 

1000 

FIGURE V-E~14. Display Signa I-to-Noise Ratio Versus Resolution for the Intenslfier 
Image Orthicon for Various Input Photocathode Currents 
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g. Lag Characteristic. Third-field lag characteristics are not 

currently available for the I-IO, but a measurement of dynamic re- 

solving power has been made, as shown in Fig. V-E-19. In this meas- 

urement, the bar pattern is moved across the field of view in the time 

period noted. 

S3-I8-7I-99 INPUT PHOTOCATHODE IRRAOIANCE, watts/m , 28540K 

FIGURE V-E-19. Limiting Resolution Versus Input Photocathode Irradiance. 
Effect of Bor-Pattern Image Motion for the 40-mm Intensifier 
Image Orthicon 
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3. The Image Isocon 

The essential features of the image isocon (II) were described in 

1949, but early tubes had setup problems and incomplete beam separa- 

tion problems that prevented the production of practical tubes. In 

the last few yearsj these problems have been solved to a satisfactory 

degree, and tubes of high quality are now available. The main merits 

of the II are an ability to provide very high signal-to-noise ratios 

and very high resolving powers with adequately illuminated scenes. 

Relative to the 10 as described in Section V-E-l, the II is less sen- 

sitive, but it provides a wider dynamic range and a picture t'o <t  is 

noise free in the blacks of the scene. With an additional stage of 

image intensification, the II becomes capable of low-light-level imaging 

with the particular merit of being relatively immune from damage by 

bright lights. 

^ Principles of Operation. The II is shown schematically in 

Fig. V-E~20. The image section is essentially identical to that of 

the image orthicon, as is the electron gun. The principal difference 

is in the return-beam readout. In the II, the beam current ib, ap- 

proaching the target, deposits enough electrons to discharge the tar- 

get. The portion of rhe beam that lands is numerically equal to (GT - 

l)i . Another portion of the election beam, i...^» is scattered by 
S SCot 

interaction with the target, and a third portion i fl does not possess 

sufficient energy to reach the target and is specularly reflected. 

Thus, the total beam current can be written as 

ib = (GT - l)is + iscat + irefl (V-E-13) 

In the ?lmage orthicon, both the scattered and reflected beam compo- 

nents are returned to the electron multiplier with the result that 

h =  GM [ib " (GT - 1)1s] 
(V-E-14) 

= GM ^scat + ^efl^ 
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It is seen that the output current !„ is a maximum when the image Sig- 

na], i is zero, and thus maximum beam noise occurs in the picture 

blacks. 

PHOTOCATHODE 

FACEPIATE FOCUSING 
COIL \ 

CAMERA LENSx V 

TELEVISED 
SCENE 

.GRID NO. 6 

.TARGET 

/HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL       »^n w^^rM FIVE-STAGE 
DEFLECTING COILS UTEKING        ELECTRON MULTIPLIER 

\       .TARGET / .FOCUSING COIL /\ PLATES       /        «ALIGNMENT COIL 

-»T^jrT T W- ■» v T .■ •■ T wy*—"yiyryy '•'w\'.% T'.T.''.*.*>'.v'T.r.T.TT.%.T,.>>.' ^*y.w7}pyjp*vyx.''7.'w.w ,.Tjy.TT.ru'jy.v.T.v'.T.''', üT?19yjv '■'V.'.M 
ftV-^'-- t7A '- - -v-v^-'-V-'-'-v- .' '-'-•■'.•.•.•-'.•-'.•■•.'.•.•■ ^■^.-.^.^■•■^-£''.^^w'''^■■-^.^. .'-V.'.'.'.'.•*?.'*■.'sS. ."■•X'w^'.-.'-'.-.i 

r^ 

FIELD MESH 
(GRID NO. 5) 

D 
Esssssa 

GRID NO. 4 

SCATTERED!      REFLECTED     / AUXILIARY 
' RETURN BEAM  RETURN BEAM /ALIGNMENT 

PRIMARY BEAM'        C0IL 

V ELECTRON 
GUN 

ELECTROSTATIC 
i ALIGNMENT PLATES 

RETURN BEAM SEPARATION APERTURE 
AND FIRST DYNODE 

FIGURE V-E-20. Schematic Arrangemeni- of the New image Isocon. (The 
Arrangement of the RCA C21095 Image Isocon is Simpler 
than This.) 

The  isocon readout makes use of the fact that the scattered 

portion of the electron beam i is proportional to the target cur- 

rent (G™  - l)i  .    Thus, 

W =  G (GT  - Dis (V-E-15) 

where G is a scatter gain that depends upon the particular target mo- 

terial employed. To make use of this proportionality, it is necessary 

to separate the scattered electrons from the reflected electron beam. 

The method of separation is as shown in Fig. V-E-21 and indicates the 

shape of the beam at the first dynode position. The primary beam is 

seen spiralirg out from the gun through the limiting aperture, past 

the alignment plates, through the separation aperture of the first 

dynode, past the steering plates, and finally to the target. 
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LIMIT;NG APERTURE 
ELECTRON 

GUN 

ALIGN.\AENT 
PLATES 

STEERING PLATES 

$3-18-71-101 

N FIRST DYNODE AND 
SEPARATION APERTURE 

~=Si   -   REFLECTED 

TJllPl   —   PRIMARY 

-   SCAHERED 

FIGURE V-E-21. Image Isocon Beam Separation System 

At the target, the scattered electron beam and the reflected 

electron beam that comprise the total return beam are formed. The 

energy spread of the scattered electron is always greater than that of 

either the primary-beam electrons or the reflected-beam electrons. 

Therefore, the scattered electron beam always includes both the pri- 

mary and reflected beams. The scattered electrons receive maximum 

energy increments from high signal (white) areas of the target and 

minimum energy from low signal (dark) areas, and thus the maximum 

scattered-beam diameter is dependent upon the signal at the target, 

as shown in Fig. V-E-22a, Since the reflected beam is included in the 

scattered beam, its position in the scattered beam must be such that 

removal of the reflected beam will least disturb the collection of the 

desired portions of the scattered beam by the multiplier. 
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VOLTAGE 
ABOVE 

CUTOFF, v 

^ 

0.8 

::.v.v;v.y.5 
i.6 -;.4 

PERIMETER OF REFLECTED ELECTRON BEAM 

PERIMETER OF SCATTERED f 
ELECTRON BEAM 

a.   PRIMARY-BEAM TRANSVERSE ENERGY = 0.0 ev 

5 3-81-71-102 
b.   PRIMARY-BEAM TRANSVERSE ENERGY = 0.5 ev 

FIGURE V-E-22. Rsfurn^Beam Cross SecHon at an Antinode 

I 
If the outgoing (primary) beam is aligned with the magnetic 

focus field and approaches the target perpendicularly, the reflected 

beam leaves the target similarly aligned. The transverse energy of 

scattered electrons from low signal areas of the target will not be 

very different from that of the reflected beam, so that both will dis- 

appear into the separation aperture, and the result is a black, cl?lpped 

picture. 

In order to collect scattered electrons with a full range of 

energies (representing all light levels on the target), it is necessary 

'to apply transverse energy to the primary beam, as shown in Fig. 

V-E-22b. This may be accomplished by placing a voltage across the 
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alignment plates and/or by increasing the current in the auxiliary 

alignment coils. Through this action, the prirnary and reflected beani^ 

are removed from the center of the scattered beam. The most recent 

simplified isocon gun design uses only noninteracting electrostatic 

plates to align and position the electron beam. 

The target material in the usual II is an electronically con- 

ducting glass. Because of the superior noise characteristics of the 

isocon readout, the IT. is reported to be more sensitivie than an 10 

equipped with a similar target. However, an 10 with an MgC target 

will be more sensitive than an II with a glass target. For low-light- 

level use, the II will employ a wide-spaced target-to-mesh assembly to 

increase sensitivity and reduce lag. 

^' Signal Transfer Characteristic. The output signal current !„ 

of the II is related to the photocathode irradiance HT by the equation 

Is = GM(GT - 1) G Ks TM is/eveh (V-E-16) 

where the terms are as described above, except that G is the scatter 

gain of the isocon readout and Kc is a signal reduction factor that 

has been variously attributed to field mesh trausmittance or incom- 

plete separation of reflected and scattered electrons. The scatter 

gain is reported to be about two, and a value of O.G will be used for 

V 
The signal transfer curve reported for the II is shown in 

Fig,, V-E~23, For calculations, GM is taken to be 535, TM is 0.66, 
-3 -4  2 

ou, is 3.2 x 10  amp/watt, and A is 7.68 x 10  m , The target gain 

is calculated from the signal transfer curve, Eq. V--E-16, and the 

relation i = s  Op ^ "r 
A En 
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 INTENSIFIER IMAGE ISOCON 

 IMAGE ISOCON 

iill I I mil 
IG'8 

S3-18-71.103 

10 ' 10 " 10 ^ 10 

PHOTOCATHOOE IRRADIANCE, wattj/m2, 2GM0K 

10 -3 

FIGURE V-E-23. Signal Current Versus Photocathode Irradiance Characteristic 
for the RCA C21095 linage Isocon and the Intensifier Image Isocon 

c.    Amplitude Response.    The amplitude response of the II is a 

strong function of light level, as can be observed from the curves of 

Fig. V-E-24,*    This light-level dependency is the principal function 

limiting sensitivity at the lowest light levels.    As will be shown, 

this sensitivity-degrading effect is considerably reduced by the &dded 

intensifier, which is maded to reduce lag in any case.    No explanation 

Theiie curves were obtained from RCA data sheet for the Type C21095 
image isocon, dated March 1968.    RCA now claims improved response 
(Section V-E-4-i). 
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Levels.   (See also Fig. V-E-36.) 

d.    Video and Display Signal-to-Noise Ratio.    The video signal- 

to-noise ratio is written in the following form for the image isocor,: 

SNRV,0,1 = 

(^ 

—2      —2        —2        —2 \^ + IT + IBD + IBH + IpA I 

(V-E-17) 

vÄiere 

• Iq is the output signal current, given by Eq. V-E-16 

_2 
• I is the mean square photoelectron noise, giver, by 

T* = G* (c - I)2 G2 x* TM e <* is max/eveh 
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• tj, is ehe T.eon square target noise, given by 

T? = ^ ^ ^ KS TM e  ^  S *&/%% (V-E-19) 

* ^BD is the ,1,ean scluare beam noise due to dcrk current, given 
by 

TBD = GS (GT " ^ KS e ^ TM KD ^^max/Vh     ^"E"20) 

_2 
• I-u is the mean square beam noise proportional to signal level, 

given by 

TBH = G^ (GT - 1) G Ks e Af TM is max/eveh     (V-E-21) 

• -2 p. is the mean square preamplifier noise,. 

In the above expressions, the photoelectron, target, and 

preamplifier noises are quite conventional, but the beam-current noise 

expressions assumed require some explanation. 

The dark current represents that portion of the reflected 

electrons not separated from those scattered. In optimum operation, 

this is reported to be approximately 5 percent of the highlight signal 

current (GT - 1) T« i _ max/
e
v
eh' In a bands-off camera operation, a 

somewhat higher value will probably be necessary, and in these cal- 

culations it will be assumed to be 20 percent* (K_ =0.2). A second 

component of beam noise will be that due to the signal -'tself, as 

represented by Eq. V-E-21. Both the beam dark current and beam signal 

noises are difficult to measure and are probably variable, depending 

on camera setup, but their impact on performance will not be great in 
any event. 

* 

Now claimed to be 5 percent at high light levels. Dark current noise 
is trivial in any event. 
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The various output aipi#l and noise currtnts are plotted as 
functions of  input photocathode current in Fig. V-E-2S.    At the lowest 
light levels the beam dark current dominates, while at the higher light 
levels photoelectron noise is largest, followed in turn by target noise 
and beam noise due to signal xevel.    The preamplifier noise is ueg- 
ligible at all light levels.    The video signal-to-noise ratio is 
plotted in Fig. V-E-26.    It is seen that the II is capable of very 
high ratios at the higher light levels. 

FIGURE V-E-25. Video Peak-to-Peak Output Signal-to-RMS-Noi$e Currents Versus 
Input Photocathode Current for the C21095 Image Isocon and the 
Intensifier Image Isocon 

The display signal-to-noise ratio is calculated as previously 
explained and is plotted in Fig. V-E-27. 
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1000 PHOTOCAirtOW 

PMCTO- 
WRAOIANCE,* 

Cü««NV, ««p woft/m 

2.46 x 10"9 .o"3 

J^xlO-10 6 x 10"5 

3.69xl0"n 1.5 xlO"6 

9.62 x 10"'" 4xl0"6 

^'Foro   =3. 2 x 10"3 

\w             anip/waU 

S3-18-71-107 

50 100 200     300 
RESOLUTION, TV linej/raster height 

500   700   1000 

FIGURE V-E-27. Display Signal-to-Ncise Ratio Versus Resolution for the C21095 
Image Isocon for Various Input Photocathode Currents 
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e. Limiting Bar-Pattern Resolution. Limiting resolution versus 

input pnötöcath->de current is determined by setting SNRn/C = 1.2 and 

noting its intersection with the SNRD curve plotted in Fig. V-E-27. 

The result is shown in Fig, V-E-28. The resolving power at the higher 

input photocathode currents is quite exceptional. Limiting resolution 

in line pairs/iaillimeter is plotted for image contrasts of 100 percent 

in Fig. V-E-29 and 30 percent in Fig. V-E-3n. 

1000 j20    TIO 

-•:9 

■-18     +9 
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10 "■ 10 ■' 10 
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+"    i 
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-5 
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-3 
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7   ^ 
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PHOTOCA1HODE 
DIA. 

FIGURE V-E-28. Limiting Resolution Versus Input Photocathode Current for the C21095 
Image Isocon and the Intensifier Image isocon for Various Input Image 
Contrasts 
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f. Computed versus Measurec Kesults. The computed  performance 

is compared wich the data-sheet performance in Fig. V-E-3.1, 

1000- 

-'500 
o 
t 

Ö400 
UJ B 
O 

——/   y/ v^y r- 

»/ L/ / 1—  ///i  //--- 

M ~A 4 -r~i\- 

PHOTOCATHOOE IRRADIANCE, wutts/m', 28540K 

FIGURE V-E-3K Limiting Resolution Versus Photocothode Irrodionce.   Comparison 
of Computed Performance with Data-Shee* or Measured Performance 
for the Intensifier Image Isocon and the Image Isoco.i 

9'    Lag Characteristics.    Lag was the principal problem with the 

early II, but is much improved in the recent versions.    This charac- 

teristic is plotted in the form of third-field residual signal versus 

photocathode irradiance in Fig. V-E-32.    Dynamic resolution versus 

photocathode irradiance is plotted in Fig. V-E-33. 
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S1-I»-'I-I)J PHOTOCATHODE IKRAJIANCE. watn/n. , 28S40K 

FIGURE V-E-32. Uercii Lag Versus Photocathode Irradiance Characteristic for the 
Intensifier Image Isocon and the C21095» Image Isoeon 

h. Form Factor. The RCA C21095 image isocon is 17.25 in. in 

overall length and 3.06 in. in diameter. The diameter of the focus 

coil, which determines the maximum dia.neter in use, will be between 

5 in. and 6 in., depending on the weight/power tradeoff. 

i. Manufacturers' Literature. A sample of manufacturers* liter- 

ature on image isocons will be found in Chart V-E-2. 

4. The Intensifier Image Isocon 

a. Principles of Operation. With a cascaded image intensifies, 

the II becomes suitable for use as a low-light-level sensor because of 

the resulting reduction in lag and improvement in the amplitude- 

response, photocathode-irradiance characteristic, 

b. Signal Transfer Characteristic. Äs in ehe case of the 10, 

either 40-mm or 8C/40-mm intensifieis can be used with the II. If an 

Intensifier photocathode radiant sensitivity of 4 x 10" amp/watt is 

aä;vamed, the shift in the signal-current curve to lower irradiance 

levels is a factor of 50 in the case of a 40/4C-mm intensifier, as 

shovn in Fig. V-E-23. 

c. Amplitude Response. For the intensifier image isocon (I-II), 

as for the II, the amplitude response is light-level dependent (Section 

V-E-4-i). However, the characteristics occur at much lower light levels, 
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CHART V-E-2.  SAMPLE OF MANUFACTURER'S LITERATURE 
ON IMAGE ISOCONS 

The units, definitions, and methods of measurement 
specified herein are not necessarily endorsed by 
the authors but are those used by the manufacturer 
quoted. 
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Eioctrwtc 
ComponMits 

Caitwra Tub« 
PtfWtlp»—M Typ* 

C21093A 

1 
■i 

i 1 

M 

1 Image ISOOOII 

■ PhotofrtiiMe-Uuiriitf Pf«t*irat 

■ ExtrtriMly Simpl« Sit-Up Proeadw« 

■ No BMkywnd Stadb« 

■ Sinfla Non-Critical Bwm-Cumnt Adjuttmmt 

■ VwyMghSifMl-to-MoiwRMio 

■ Exceptionally Migii and Uniform RMoiution 

■ BIAII**!!   aj    1 III i   ill 

RCA Dtvalopmintal Typ« C21093A it an imag« liocon 
typa of tatovWon camartr tub« «Mgned for UM in hiflh- 
definition TV lyttanw. Bacauaa of its inharantly hi^i raw- 
lution this tuba it aUo raeammandad for use iri higlh line 
number (1000 Una», or more) application«. The photc- 
graphiclike quality of »he pictures jsroduced by the 
C210B3A excaeds that of any typa camera tube now avail- 
able In live TV pickup tytterm. 

The C31O03A it intended for operation in the RCA 
AJ3172/V1 yoke awmbly. It nwy alto be oparMed n the 
AJ2147-«erieR of yoke ttructuret provided the clignmant 
andauxiliery-alijiimentcircuän In tfie yoke are deenergiied. 

Meshenlcallv and operstlonally, the C21O03A dceely re- 
tambiat e conventioncl 3"-diMnetar fieM-meA type imajp 
orthican hwlng close target-to-nwth specing, «ich at the 
RCA«673. It differs oparationaiiy, however. In that It hta 
much leu noisa (14 to 18 dB quieter in the bieckt), hat a 
grai>er dynamic range (at leaat one order of magnitude), 
hat much hij^r resolution, end hai virtually zero derk cur- 
rent. The set-up procedure used for the CMOOSA it some- 
what timplar than it that customarily employed with the 
Image orthican. 

The C21Q33A iMimilar to the »-tag« orth^on In that It en>- 
ployt an iimge »xtion with a photoemitsive litfit centor and 
charga-inteirating storage target. It also has a linear transfar 
charactarittic (unity gwmna} which extends to the "knee" 
region, extremely lew lag, and hty signal-output currant 
pravkM by a five-ttage electron-multiplier section. The 
design of the CSIOSSA is such that no external sd|ustaUe 
magnetic-gun «lignment circuits or thadingcorraction wave- 
formt eta raauirad. 

A telev'.'iion camera using a 3"-di«metcr, «..' largtr, image 
orthicon can be readily adapted to uta the C21093A and its 
associated scanning end focusing coil asumbly. P" ' 'ype 
AJ2172A^1. The principel aspactt of such « in- 
clude: 

1. Proper dimensional allowance for th« Wl i 
biy (18-1/2" length, 4-7/16" diameter), w i n i 
contains the C21003A and any fMrud axial allowance for 
optical focusing purposes es well n allowance for con- 
nector/cable clearance. 

2. Aecommodntion for the reverted polarity (compered with 
the image orthicon) of the video output signal. 

3. Removal of the target blanking pulse circuitry normally 
used for the image orttiicon. EI«c:ron gun blanking (at grid 
NaDhutad. 

4. Provisions for the hlgl^r operating voltagn required by 
thaC21(»3A. 

5. Provision for the specified focusing-coil current of öOC 

mA. 

6. Ute of conventional douWe-freme 35-mm optics to illum- 
inate the 1.4" manmum usable photocaihcde diameter of 
the C21083A. The result! ig field of view is reduced moder- 
ately compared with the "normal" field of view of the lans 
system. 

7. Provision for required voltage for the electrortatic stewing 
end misalignment electrodes. A low<urr«nt »dj»n»b>e dc 
voitageKllvider network similar to that used for "cathods-ray 
otclllotcope centering circuits Is satltfoctory. 

8. Poattbla modification of deflection-circuit impedance 
matching especially in the horizontal deflection tyssem. 

Fcr lurth« inloiuMion or qvlictlcan Mimnct on Ihn 4min, cunlsct your RCA Sain RtprmnMln« o> wit* Cwnra Tubs MtrkMina. RGA, Uncartw. M 17M4. 

Pnwlopmmm-iirpt divic« « iRMtfitH on iimiiSrt lo» 
ffifmMfini tM<Mi«n. Tht fyp* tetjnatior tmi 4m tit 
wtjtct to Oitngi. «nHu oMwnwtt inn|t<.««tMstinm 
tn tmniM In wftt of diwr w Mm MMlician tt 
thtit Stmti tf nuMfials. 

IrluiMlion IwiitiMky HCAaMinMlmbitttyiMtgirf 
MaMr Hmntr, in msoMiMMy « mtmit ky RCA fw 
in nit; MI Itt tny inliiinmitim of mwn It tlMt Mtt ll 
Ik** tmtm «tick my moit In« Hi Mt. Nt kam a 
|nniM ky inplicMion w olkiiwiN wtu tny ptMM tf 
SMIMl#ttolkUk. 

Prmttd In U.S.A./ 4-70 
C21(W3A 
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C21093A 

Camwa Ooign Notts 

1. Unless otherwise noted, the specified voltage values are 

referenced directly to the thermionic cathode which is 

grounded. No significant impedances should be introduced 

between the cathode and power-supply return points 

("grounds"). The resistance of normal circuit conductors is 

deemed insignificant. 

2. Designers familiar with conventional image orthicon 

circuitry are urged to note the following differences when 

designing circuits for use with the C21093A. 

2.1 Gun (beam) blanking is used instead of target 

blanking. 

2.2 The polarity (sense) of the isocon output video 

signal is the inverse of that of conventional image orthi- 

cons. 

2.3 Although a separate connection is provided for the 

"persuader" multiplier focus electrode G3, its design is 

such that best operation is obtained when G3 and G4 are 

tied together. This eliminates a control. 

2.4 The annular decelerator alectrode, G5, featured in 

most image orthicons is not used, nor provided in the 

C21093A. The designator "G5" has b.jn reassigned to 

the field mesh. 

2.5 The insmion of shading signals is neither recom- 

mended nor nsjcessary. This eliminates 2 or 4 controls. 

2.6 The C21093A will NOT operate properly at any 

beam focus loop number other than that obtained by the 

application of the magnetic and electric focus fields 

shown under Typical Operation. 

2.7 Automatic beam control is not needed. 

3. The gain of the electron multiplier output section is 

reedily varied by adjustment of its operating voltages. De- 

pending on the range of control required, the voltage in one 

or several dynodes may be made adjustable. The following 

precautions should be observed. 

3.1 Do not vary dynode-No. 1 voltage for gain-control 
purposes. 

3.2 Under most conditions, adjustment of only dynode- 

No.3 voltage is the preferred gein control mode. 

3.3 Under no circumstances should operation be at- 

tempted where the voltage on a given dynoda is outside 

the range established by the two adjacent dynoda, i.e., 

Edyn-i< EdVn <  ^Vn+I- 

Operatior outside of these limits will not damage the 

tube but wiil result in entirely unsatisfactory multipiier 

action. (This requirement is not unique to the C210S3A- 

the principle applies generally to electron multiplier 

equipped camera tubes). 

3.4 If sevt-al dynode voltages, including that of dynoda 

No.5 arc varied simultaneously, care should be taken to 

avoid allowing the voltage between dynode No.5 and 

anode to vary to the point where anode collection effici- 

ency is radused. A practical minimum voltage for E^ - 

EdyS is 35 volts. 

4. "Raster zoom", at least 4:1, can be employed without 

damage to the tub«. Resolution degradation can be expected 

to the same degree as the change in scan size. 

5. Raster orientation (See Data) is extremely important. 

Vertical scan reversal is normally not recommended and 

should not be used without contacting your RCA field rep- 

resentative for factory recommendations concerning your 

system. 

6. Scan-failure protection. Nothing elaborate is needed as 

long as grid-No. 1 voltage does not fall to zero. In this con- 

text, note that a normal shutdown of equipment could cause 

damage unless the coupling time constants are such that the 

(negative) Gf voltage will decay more slowly than the (posi- 

tive) voltages on G2 and/or G4. 

DM« 

Gwiaral: 

Direct Intereleclrods Capacitancs: 

Anode to all oi'ier electrode»         12 pF 

Target-to-Mesh; 

Spacing       0.001 in 10.0254 mm) 

Capacitanen 200 pF 

Pltotacethoda, Samitraniparent: 

Spactrtl Ratpoma        See Fifura 3 

Window Material    Coming No.TQM, or equivalent 

Photocnthode Material       Bialkali (Cejium-Potauium- 
Antimony) 

Useful tin of imaga    1.4 In 136 mm) max. Diagonal 

Note: The lize of fie optical image tecund on tt» photocathode 
should be adjustad 10 (hat its maximum diagonal does not exceed 
the specified value. The corretpending eiactnn image on the 
target ihouM have a size such that the corner» of the («tangle 
juii touch the target ring. 

Orientation of Proper orientation Is obtained »hen the 
vertical seal i: eetentielly parallel to the plane passing thrautfi 
the canter of th« facanlete and the index pin 7 position of the 
•houldaf baee. The horizontal and vertical tcui should start at the 
comer of ehe rwter betwaen pint 2 and 3 of the thoutoer bate. 

Poetising Method   

Oeflectioo Msthod        

Shoulder Bate    Jumbo Annular Sevener 4-Pin 
(San Dimantional Outline) 

End Bate    Small-She:i Bidseal 2frPin 
(JEDEC NO.B20-102I 

Sockets      Set footnote s 

Awociatad Scanmnfand Focuiing- 
Coil AttnnWy   RCA Type AJ2172/V1, or equivalent 

Operating and Storage Petition      Any 
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C21093A 

Miximum «id Minimum Ratingt, Abtclute-Maximum Vilim.^ 

Voltun »re with reipect to thwmionic cathod« unlm otturvytje 
XMCiflMl. 

Ftctpiitt: 

lrr(diancec    26 n-a*. W/m2l«ntts/iquwt iTMttrl 

{Mm»'. Im/ft2lfcl 

500 max. Im/m2 du«) 

Twnperatur«; 

Any part o) bulb«*        80 max.     »C 

Tamnratura Diffaranca: 

Between target section and any part of bulb 
hotter than target wction     

Heater, for Unipotentiat Thermionic Cathode: 

llluminanceG 

6 max. 

Ac or dc currant (pin Na.1 and 
Pin No.vOI     ,/0J .63 max. 

.57 min. 
Peak Haatar^athoda Voltage 

Heater nagi  .   with ««pact to cathode ....    126 max. 

Haatar potitln with raipact to cathode ....     10 max. 

Pfxttuathoda Voltage (Epc) -1000 max. 

Grid-No.6 Voltage (Egg)       -760 max. 

Target Voltage (Etl; 

Poaitiva value         10 max. 

Negative value       10 max. 

GridNoB (Fieid-Maihl Voltage* (E^l £,4 +60 max. 

Grid-No.4 Voltage (E^)       600 max. 
Grid-No.3 Voltage (£„3) 600 max. 

GridNo.2 Voltage {E^l 460 max. 

Grid-No. 1 Voltage (Eg1l -160 to -40 max. 

Steering^late Voltage: 

Plat) SXi (Et x 1)          600 max. 

Plat* SX^E, x 2»      000 max. 
Mitalignmant-Plate Voltaget: 

Plat* SY| IE, y 1)     600 max. 

Plat* SV2 (E, y 2)     600 max. 
Anode Volttg* (E^l        1800 max. 
Voltage Between Adjacant Dymxlaf'    600 max. 

Typical Operating Valuaa:* 

Stab!!ity of poMar «ipply and dhridm natwork «ircuitry «houM be 
nicfi that Hi* operating «alUM 1 

lUfflH*. 

»0 

A 

A 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 
V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

V 

r Current        it% 

Focus Coil Currents (Th* values of currants 
for which this regulation requiremant applies 
at* containad in th* data sheet describing the 
magnetic component, e.g., AJ2172/V1       10.4% 

Grid-lto,4 Voltage (As adjusted)  ±0.2% 

Other dc Volttg» (Fixed or as adjusted)   11.0% 

Eeaiti Blanking Pulse Voltage < 
( -0% 

Voltagae are wM, raapact to thermionk cathod« unlaas other- 
wiM sp*cifi*d. Nominal ulectroile currants for centra) circuit 
daalgn an shown with the elaetroda valtegaa. Tha apadfMcutnnt 

Voltage (Nominal, lor current of 0.BAI     6.3       V 

Photocnhod* Voltage (Image Focu>)h -700 to -900       V 

Current        100     *IA, 
or less 

Grid-No.6 Voltage (Atceleratcrl-Approximately 
63% of Cathode Voltage   -44010-5701        V 

Current     100    *<A, 
or lets 

Target Voltage Above Cutoffk     2.6       V 

Current        100   /JA. 
or less 

Grid-No.5 (Field-Mesh) Voltege*    £94+12       V 

Current           100    JiA, 
or lets 

Grid-No.4 Voltage"1      400 tc 440 V 

Current            10 llA 

Oiid-No.3 Voltage    Connect to grio No.4 

Current         10 jUA 

Giid-No.2 Voltage      400 V 

Current           200 flA 

Grid-No. 1 Voltage for Picture Cutoff -120 to -60 V 

Current            10 JiA 

Steering Plate Voltagi and Current: 
(Center voltage same value at grid No.4) 

Between plate SX^ and plate SXj- 

Voltege        0 to +70 max.    V 

Current including leakage        10 pA 

Misalignment Plata Voltage and Current: 
(Canter voltage same v*lue as grid No.4) 

Batwaan plate SVj and plate SY2 - 

Voltage         0 to +70 max.   V 

Currant including leakage        10 fiA 

' Oynoda-No.l * oltaga   37C< V 

Dynode-No.2 Voltage     700 V 

Dynoda-No.3 Voltege"   750 to 1060 V 

Oynoda-No.A Voltage    1350 V 

Dynode-No.S VoltageP    1650 V 

Anode Voltage     1700 V 

Current     26 ßA 

Target Temperature Range     35 to 50 "C 

Beam Flanking Voltage (Applied to grid No.1): 

(Peak to peak)     40 V 

Field Strength at Canter of Focusing Coil 
(Approx.)«!         70 G 

P*rformanc* Charactarlttics Range Values:* 

With conditions shown under Typical Operating Values, picture 
highlights at knee of th* light transfer characteristic, 625 line 
scanning, interlaced 3:1, frame time of 1/30 second and 1.4" pic- 
turj diagonal with •« x 3 aspect ratio. 

Min.   Typical    Max. 

Heater for Unipotential Cathodt: (Qatwaan pint 1 and 20) 

Current        0.6 

Cathode Radiant Sensitivity 
at 400 nanometers    —      0.06 

Cathode Luminous 
Sensitivity     60      100 

Signal-Output Currant 
(Peak to paaMr          4 7 

AM 

IJAIIm 

jUA 
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C21O03A. 

fmttltmm» OmntuhtOm (Conl'd.) 

PtotocMhod* Hluminnion n     "" 
3984» K Raquind to HmOi 
"Knta" of Lifht Tramfar 
Chanctarinie          -      0.01       0.03        Im/ft2 

PtwtocMhodt Irradlmc« M 
400 nm Rtquirad tc RMch 
"Knmt" of Trantfur 
Chmcwidic      -     104 - W/m? 
SigrwI-to-NoiM Rttio:* 

Sign*1 to noiM-in-tign»! 
tor hisWight»         V      - - dB 

Highli^it tigruri to dark 
cumnt now          4A      — - dB 

Amplitutli RtlponN n 400 TV 
Linn pef ?atun Htight (Per 
cant of largi-arM black to 
'•rga-ar« «hi»)«      70      80 - « 

Limiting RtKHution: 

At cantar of picture    880    1000 -       TV Lina».' 
Picture Height 

At comer of picture    7«       960 -       TV Linei/ 
Picture HoVit 

Leg-fer cant of Initial Signal 
Output Currant 1/20 Second 
After Illumination it 
Removed ....'.      - 8 10 % 

Uniformity:*' 

Ratio of Shading (Background) 
Signal to HitfilMit 
Signal      - 2 8 % 

Variation of Highlight Signal 
(Par cant of manimum 
highlit tignal)      - 12 20 K 

■ Both the end baw wcket and ihoulder baw wckat are «upplied 
at part of the RCA anambly AJ2172/V1. 

•> The maximum rating! in the tabulated dau era attaMMiad in ac- 
cordance with the following definition of the AbaolultMniinwn 
Rating Sytiem for rating electron devices. 

Abeotute-Maximum ratinp era ..miting value« of operating and 
anvironi.wntal condition» applicable to any electron device of a 
Ktecifiad type a» define«; by it» publiahad data, and should not be 
exceeded under the wont probdMe condition». 

The device manufacturer choo»»» the« value» to provide accept- 
able Mrviceability of the device, taking no rewonjibility for 
equipment variation», environment variation», and the effect» of 
change» in operating condition» due to variation» in device char- 
acteriitics. 

The equipment manufacturer thoukl deeign to that initially and 
throughout life no Abeotute-Maximum valve for the intended 
»ervice i» exceedsd with any device under the wont probable op- 
erating condition» with re»rect to lupply voltage variation, equip- 
mar.t component variation, equipment control adjuttmant, load 
variation, signel variation, environmental condition», and varia- 
tion» in device cheracternti«. 

c Faccplete illuminance i» limited to 50 Im/ft2 contlnuoudy. An 
expoiure of 10* Im/ft2 fr e maximum period of 8 aoconds can 
be tolerated provided th ty cycle limit» the average vnlu» to 
50 Im/ft2. 

Op8f9Si0n outMot of ths Ritconinwratwl Tvjst Twnpsraturv 
Rangt shown undw Typical Op«nnlnq VIIUM w*ll net ÜWP 
tilt C210Ö3A prowMtd tha fttaKimom Tamparatur» Rating of 
tna tuba ara not axcaawd. OptinHMn pafrxruwca, nowovaf( it 
only obtainad whan tha tuba if oparatad within tha RMORV 

niandsd Twat THRpMKM Rcnji. 

With raapaet to grid Nc.4. GrhWlo.8 (tWdflwM vottage muet 
never be laaa than that of grid No.4. 

Dynode-wolMje value» are »hown under Typical Oparotirg Value». 

With tha C21063A within an BCAA)2172/V1 tcwning and 
facu»int«ail aaaamWy. 

Adjmt tor beet (OCUJ. Nominal value I» -770 V. Thl» value i. de- 
pendent upon the location of the tuba wlthi;i the yoke «atair^ly 
with raepact M «M and of tha foeueing field. 

tin ii -488 V. Thia voKagt «hould be obtainad by 
mama of a voitagnjhrider network bntwaen photocathode end 
"ground". Tha raaiattnea valua» «hould be choeen to »n the grld- 
No.6 voitaga at tha recommended 63% value of photocathode 
voltag» which provide» ban foctn. 

k Normal letting of target voltage II+2.5 vo.t» from target cutoff. 
Target cutoff i» normally within one volt of thermionic cathode 
potantiel. Tha target »upply voitage »houid be adJuttaW« from-3 
to+Bvolt». 

m Adjuit for ban focua. Tha focuaing currant of th« aaeociatad 
■eambly. e.g.. AJ2172/V1, ahouM be edjueted to heap grid-No.4 
voltage within it» recommended '.■ottage range. 0rid-No.4 voltag» 
mu»t be kept within thi» range to ineura 8 tacue loop» in tha 
Kenning lection. 

n   Ad|u»t for required tignal currant. 

P The pin of tha electron ntMjltiplier may be varied to obtain the 
output currant from a given tuba mon witable for tha aaaociatad 
video amplifier. Gain em be contro!led by «diuiting tha voitsge 
on one or two of the latter dynode »age«; dynodi No.3 I» tha 
preferred »tage. To incnaaa tha range of (Hin control, tha volt- 
age» on dynode Noe. 3 and 8 may be »imuttinaoualy edjinted. 

0 Direction of currant mutt be such that a north-waking pole i» 
attracted to the image end of tha focuiing coil. 

'   Dynode-No.3 voltage i» 1100 volt»; 

' Tha value» »hown ara maaeund under tha following condition» 
uiing a Video Noiie Meter, Medal UPSF (North Americin Ver- 
lion), or equivalent. Thi» meter i» manufactured by Rohde and 
Schwari, Munich, Watt Germany. 

Noiea Meter: Video pan band i< ihapad by mean» of »elf-con- 
tainad 100 kHz hitfi-pat! and 4.2 MHz low-pa»» filters. 

Signal to noiieiniignel for highlights is nwetured with len» un- 
capped viewing a uniform white field; higfilight »ignal to dark 
current noine, with the len» capped. 

1 Meatured using an RCA Test Pattern style P200 with the fre- 
quency response of the video amplifier system (essentially 
"flat") adiunad for uniform re»pon»e to all »can-genereted video 
frequencies. Substantially identical measurements will be ob- 
tainad by using a "multi-bunt" test pattern with an amplifier 
haying flat (1 01 dB) frequency response to at least 14 MHz. 

"   Variation of response over scanned area. 
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Stt-Upr«w»dim 

The «tt-up pnctduro dtscritxd Mow should bt fOlowed 
carefully to obuln optimum pertormmce from the C21093A, 
Baton the ipaclfM voltagM drawn under Typktl Ofmating 
VUum era iMpliad to th-j tube, the «canning coll, tube fila- 
ment, and focusing coil «hould be wwrgiied. Focuting coil 
cjnrent. uiirg the RCA «eambiy AJ2172/Vt ihould be ed- 
juatad to 000 milliamparas. The following ftsp« «howkJ than 
be followed Mquentially. 
Siepl; Ugh*, thould be admtttad to provide a nominai face- 
plate illumination of 0.01 to 0.1 lumen/ft2 (footcandle). 
Thii U a vary important Map for ail image orthleon« and 
image iiocont. 

Step 2: The voltege yalues ipecifled under r>rpfai/Oper»- 
tA« VWUM mey then be applied to the tuba with the excep- 
tion that the ttaaring-piat« and misalignment pteta differ- 
ential voltagai are set to the voltage valuai Mppl lad with the 
tube or to+25 volts. 

Step 3: Grid-No. 1 voltage is adjusted to provide a imall 
jinount of beam currant so that video information appears 
on the monitor. 

Stap4: To center the imagt on the target, adjust the de- 
f lectlen circuits so that the beem will "overscan" the target. 
Note that ovancanning the targvt results in a smallar-than- 
normal picture on the monitor. After centering the image, 
return to normal scan size. 

Step 6: Crid-IMo.i vottags is raedjusted to fully dischergs 
the target. 

Step 6: Optical elements, photocathode voltage (imagesec- 
tion focus), and grid-No.4 voitsge (scannlng^ection focus) 
are adjusted to provide best focus. The proper setting for 
grid No.4, about 420 volts, is that value providing bast reso- 
lution regardless of picture polarity. 

17:  increase positive Esx1'^sx2 1° picture cut-off and 
back off to beat picture. 

Step 8:  Reduce targat voltage to cut-off and set Ejxt-Etxj 
to the mininyim positive value that eliminates bright edges. 

Slap 9:  Increase target voltage by approx. 2.5 volts and 
adjust Esv1-Esy2 '<* ta*t uniformity. Readjust beam if 

Step 10: Reduce target voltage to determine new cut-off 
value. Target voltage was changed by the adjustment of 
Esy1-Esy2- $* target voltage to 2.5 t 0.2 volts above cut- 
off. 

Principles of Opsretion 

Similar to the conventional image orthicon, the C210B3A 
has three functional sections- an image section, a scanning 
section, and an etectron-multiolier-type signal currant ampli- 
fier section- as shown in Figure 1. Operation of both the 
image section and the multiplier section is identical to that 
of the conventional image orthicon. The behavior of the 

scanning beem of the image isocon, however, differs from 
that encountered in the image orthleon. 
«Banning Operation 

The charged target Is scanned by a low-velocity electron 
beam produced by a conventional electron gun. The primary 
(outbound) baam receives the required amount of trans- 
verse energy and the proper trajectory to pess through the 
beam-separation structure by means of tranaverse fields es- 
tablished by the electrostatic alignment plates. 

The beem emerging fiom the beam aeparatlon structure is 
focused at the target by the magnetic fldd of the external 
focusing coils, the electrostatic field of the wall electrode 
igr:d No.4). and tiie field mesh (grid No.5). Under the in- 
fluence of these fields, each electron traverses e helical 
path; the path» converging et the target. The fields of the 
horizontal and vertical steering plates ere used to deflect 
electrons of the prima, y and return beams to allow control 
over beem trajectory. Scanning is »ccompiithed by trans- 
verse magnetic fields produced by the external scanning 
coils. 

By proper adjustment of electrode voltages including those 
of the field mesh («id No.5) and grid No.4, the beem, re- 
gardless of its lateral deflection, is caused to approach the 
target at a fixed angle with zero or nearly zero velocity. The 
beem deposit» sufficient electrons to neutralize the positive 
charges accumulated during the preceding frame time. Beam 
electrons hawing insufficient energy to reach the target we 
specularly reflected and constitute pert of the return beem. 
Beam electrons reaching the target at positively charged 
areas but not captured ere scattered end also become part 
of the return beam. 

The term scattered electrons applies exclusively to the non- 
specularly reflected electrons obtained when the beam inter- 
acts with the surface of the target and ere thus distinguished 
from the remainder of the returning electrons which are 
termed reflected electrons. The number of scattered elec- 
trons obtained is at a maximum in the lighted portions 
(positively charged areas) and eMsntiaily zero in the dark 
portions of the target. (It is to be noted that although the 
total return beem is a minimum in the bright arees of the 
target where electrons are deposited, th« number of scat- 
tered electrons is e maximum). The total return beam re- 
main» under the influence of the magnetic field of the fo- 
cusing coil end the electrostatic field of grid No.4. The 
helices described by the scattered electron portion have 
greater diameters than those described by the reflected 
electrons. The return bear, now comes under the influence 
of the field of the steering plates and is directed toward the 
beam-separation edge. The beam-separation edge pastes thü 
scattered electron portion of the return beam and captures 
the reflected electron portion. The scattered electrons re- 
cordingly strike the first dynode of the multiplier section. 
As a result, secondary emission occurs. The emittttd sec- 
ondaries, after multiplication, are collected by the anode as 
the signal output currant. 
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as is shown in Fig. V-E-34, wherein the sine-wave response of the in- 

t^nsifier and the square-wave responses of the II are plotted for var- 

ious input photocathode irradiances. 

SOLID LINES ARE INTENSIFIER IMAGE 
ISOCON (SQUAKE-WAVE RESPONSE) 

1000 

4 5 6 
RESOLUTION, line ptWmm 

FIGURE V-E-34. Uncompensated Horizontal Square- or Sine-Wave Response for the 
Intensifier image Isocon for Various Photocathode Irradiance Levels 

d. Video Signal-to-Noise Ratios. In view of the reduced beam 

noise of the II, the additional gain provided by the intensifier is 

sufficient to make the I-II photoelectron noise limited. Thus, the 

video signal-to-noise ratio becomes 

■NRv,o,i = VTe 
 Gp GM (GT  - ^ TM  G KS S eveh 

[4 GM (GT " I)' G2 ^ e  Af TM is/eveh]^ 

■ 

TM VVh 
1* 

IT 

(V-E-22) 
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300 400 500 

RESOLUTION, TV linn/picture height 

FIGURE V-E-36. Uncompensated Horizcntai Square-Wave Response for the C2I095 
Image Isocon, as Reported by RCA 

In more recent correspondence, RCA provided the MTF curves 

shown as the solid lines in Fig. V-E-36. The dashed curves, corre- 

sponding to roughly equivalent irradiance levels, were taken from Fig. 

V-E-24. As can be seen, the more recent curves show that the MTF of 

the image isocon is irradiance-level dependent, and the falloff is at 

a rate comparable to that previously given in the data sheet of April 

1968. The absolute values are much higher, however. Thus, a reevalu- 

ation appears to be indicated. This would require more data regarding 

the specific tube on which the new MTF curves were measured. 

The measured limiting resolution versus photocathode irradi- 

ance curves correlate closely with those calculated in this section. 

As far as is known, no exceptions have been taken to these results. 
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F.  THE SILICON ELECTRON BOMBARDMENT INDUCED RESPONSE CAMERA 'niBE 
AND ITS INTENSIFIED VERSION 

The SEBIR camera tube is the most promising new tube now in de- 

velopment for low-light-level imaging applications. Barring unforeseen 

difficulty, this tube bids fair to replace all other tubes for this 

purpose. At this writing, a number of good, operable tubes have been 

constructed and tested. The principal remaining problems are to in- 

crease sensor amplitude response and to eliminate blemishes. The am- 

plitude response is currently limited by the size of the SEBIR target, 

the spacing of diodes in the target structure, the target thickness, 

and the electron scanning beam. The blemishes, due to target imper- 

fections, appear as bright, white spots. Because of these blemishes, 

current tube yields are low, resulting in high tube prices and low 

availability. The blemish problem is being rapidly resolved, however. 

In format, the typical SEBIR tube ir similar to the SEC camera 

lube discussed in Section V-D. The photocathode is usually an S-20 

or an S-25 photoemitter followed by an electrostatically focused image 

section and the SEBIR target. This target, like the SEC target, am- 

plifies and stores the image prior to readout by the scanning-electron- 

beam readout section. However, the gain of the SEBIR target is 10 to 

20 times higher than the SEC targ t, so that the SEBIR is of quite 

high sensitivity even without an intensifier. A SEBIR camera is com- 

parable in operational simplicity to the SEC camera and, in addition, 

it is much less subject to image burn-in, either temporary or perma- 

nent. With an intensifier, the SEBIR becomes photoelectron-noise 

limited since overall gain is then more than sufficient to make the 

preamplifier, and all other system-generated noises, negligible. We 

will remark here that neglecting the spatial filtering effect of the 

sensor's apertures on the photoelectron noise is more serious for the 

I-SEBIR than for the I-SEC, vÄiere the noise is a mixture of preampli- 

fier and photoelectron noise. Hence, the performance of the I-SEBIR 

as predicted herein will tend to be pessimistic. 

The SEBIR target consists of a matrix of silicon diode elements. 

The amplification of signal current is due to an electron bombardment 
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induced response (EBIR) effect which takes place within the target. 

The maximum resolving power (or amplitude response) of the matrix is 

partly limited by the density of the diodes. In current practice, 

this density is about 650 by 850 or 550,000 elements in a 3/8- by 

1/2-in. area. 

The silicon diode matrix target is also used as a photoconductor 

in the silicon vidlcon. In this mode, the silicon matrix array con- 

verts £ ene photons to electrons and stores the image for subsequent 

readout but provides no gain. As used in the 3EBIR tube, the silicon 

diode matrix target amplifies and stores the pbotoelectron signal gen- 

erated by an entirely separate photoemitter. The silicon vidicon 

should not be confused with the SEBIR tube, for the latter tube is 

many factors of ten more sensitive. 

1. The Silicon Electron Bombardment Induced Response Camera Tube 

a. Principles of Operation. The SEBIR tube, shown schematically 

in Fig. V-F-l is identical to the SEC tube shown in Fig. V-D-l, except 

that the SEC target is replaced by the SEBIR target and the suppressor 

mesh is deleted. The SEBIR tube is also identical in operation except 

for the detailed gain mechanism within the target. 

— DEFLECTION COILS 
FOCUS COILS 

G2 ACCELERATING ELECTRODE 

Gl CONTROL GRID 
FIBER-OPTIC 
FACEPLATE 

G3 FOCUS ELECTRODE 

G4 FIELD MESH 

1-J\_J 

PHOTOCATHODE   \ANODE SILICON DIODE MATRIX TARGET 

S3-18-71-II7 

FIGURE V-F-1.   Cross Section of a SEBIR Camera Tube 
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Target opei-dtion is described by reference to Fig. V-F-2. 

Suppose the n-type silicon slice to be biased approximately 10 v. 

positive with respect to reading-electron-beam cathode. By scanning 

the back surface of the target with the electron beam, the p-type 

islands and the SiOp surface are charged to the read-gun cathode po- 

tential, and the p-n junctions become reverse biased. In effect, a 

junction capacitor is formed at each diode. Because of the low leakage 

current, this bias is retained during the frame time period when no 

signal photoelectrons are incident. When a photoelectron image is 

incident on the target, holes are generated in the n-type silicon. 

These holes diffuse to the p-type islands and alter the charge on the 

diodes. The input photoelectrons are accelerated to the target with 

relatively high energy (about 10 kev). For each 3.4 ev of electron 

energy, one hole-electron pair is formed in the n-type silicon, on the 

average. Theoretically, 2S30 hole-electron pairs are generated within 

the n-type silicon for each 10-kev photoelectron. This is equivalent 

to a signal amplification of the same amount. The actual gain is 

somewhat less and is controlled by the loss of holes due to recombina- 

tion at the front surface and xn the bulk of the target material. How- 

ever, gains of 1500 to 2000 are readily obtainable. 

As in the case of the SEC camera tube, the video signal is 

developed directly from the portion of the electron beam that lands on 

the target and that flows in the target lead resistor as the beam scans 

the target point by point. 

b. Signal Transfer Characteristic. The signal current versus 

photocathode Irradiance curves for the current state-of-the-art SEBIR 

tube are shown in Fig. V-F-3 for three photocathode diameters, 16, 25, 

and 40 ram. The gamma of the signal transfer curve is essentially 

unity. No "knee" in the signal transfer curve is reported, although 

eventually the signal output current available will be beam-current 

limited. As a practical matter, some semblance of a knee will be in- 

troduced by means of an electronic target gain control whereby the 

potential between the photocathode and target is reduced as light level 

increases. 
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10 

S3-I8-7M1» 
PHOTOCATHODE IRRADIANCE, watts/m ,  28540K 

FIGURE V-F-3. Signal Current Versus Photocathode Irradiance Characteristic for the 
SEBIR and l-SEBIR Cameras for Various Input Photocathode Diameters 

The gain of the SEBIR target is primarily a function of the 

photocathode voltage as shown in Fig. V-F-4. For the current tubes, 

an absolute maximum voltage of -15 kv is specified, typical operation 

being in the range of -12 to -3 kv. This places maximum gain in the 

area of 2500 to 3000, and minimum gain a factor of about 10 lower. 

Above -15 kv, excessive dark current and positive ion bombardment of 

the 'photocathode can be expected to be a problem; at voltages below 

-3 kv, some image defocusing and rotation will occur, although this 

may be tolerable in some instances. 

For the signal transfer curves shown in Fig. V-F-3, a photo- 

cathode radiant sensitivity of 3.2 x 10" amp/watt and a SEBIR target 

gain of 1890 are assumed in calculations. 
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10,000 

10 100 

PHOTOELECTRON ACCELERATING VOLTAGE, kv 
S3-18-71-120 

FIGURE V-F-4.   3EBIR Target Gain Versus Photoelectron Accelerating Voltage 

c. Amplitude Response. The square-wave amplitude response of 

current SEBIR camera tubes is shown in Fig. V-F-5 for tubes with a 

diode density of 1800/inch. The response is shown to be the same for 

40-, 25-, and 16-mm tubes when the resolution is expressed in terms 

of TV lines/raster height. This similarity in response is based on 

the premise that all three tubes use the same target and that the tar- 

get and the electron beam are the primary factors limiting response. 
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Actually, the photocathode with its fiber-optic faceplate will have 

some small effect on amplitude response, but its influence will prob- 

ably be less than the normal variations encountered from tube to tube. 

> 

3 

161- 

300 400 500 600 
RtSOLUTION, TV lines/tester height 

1000 

10 15 20 25 30 O 
E 
5 g 251    I    I   I    I    I   I    I    I    I    I   I -(—I    t    I    t    I    I   I—h-t- 
^C 5 10 15 20 

35 40 45 50 

H—f—(—I—I—I—(—I—H 
25 30 

40K H »- H h -+- -+- -4- ■+- ■+- -+- ■+- -+- -+- ■+- H 
10     11     12     13     14     15     16     17     IS     19     20 

801- -f- -t- -)- -+- -I 
10 

FIGURE V-F-5.   Uncomperuated Horizontal Square- or Sine-Wave Response for the 
SEBIRand i-SEBIR Cameras.   (Note:   Intensifier Responds are Sine 
Wave;   l-SEBIR and SEBIR Responses are Square Wave.) 

Resolving power in terms of line pairs/millimeter is also 

shown on the same curve. The scale selected must correspond to the 

diameter of the input photocathode of the tube under consideration. 

Thus, when a tube with a 25-nim input photocathode diameter is used, 

the 25-mm input photocathode diameter scale is used, and so on. 
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d. Video and Display Signal-to-Noise Ratio. The ratio of peak- 

to-peak video signal to rms noise for a SEBIR camera is calculated 

from Eq. V-D-3, and the terms are identical to those defined, except 

that G- is now the SEBIR target gain. The video signal and rms noise 

currents for unity contrast and square-wave response are plotted as a 

function of photocathode current in Fig. y-F-6. As can be seen, the 

SEBIR camera is substantially photoelectron noise limited for input 

photocurrents above about 10   amp. For this calculation, a video 

bandwidth of 7.5 MHz and a preamp noise of 3 x 10  amp was assumed. 

Ä 3-na preamplifier noise is consistent with the 20-pf interelectrode 

capacitance associated with the SEBIR target. The video signal-to- 

noise ratio for the same conditions assumed above is plotted in Fig. 

V-F-7, and SNRp is plotted in Fig. V-F-8 for various photocathode 

currents. 

e. Limiting Bar-Pattern Resolution. The limiting resolution 

versus photocathode current is determined from Fig. V-F-8, and the re- 

sult is shown in Fig. V-F-3 in the form of limiting resolution versus 

photocathode current for various input image contrasts. These results 

are replotted in Fig. V~F-10 as limiting resolution in line pairs per 

milliiMter referenced to the input photocathode versus photocathode 

irradiance. A 100 percent input contrast, a 2854 X tungsten source, 

and a photocathode of radiant sensitivity 3.2 x 10" amp/watt to such 

a source are assumed. In Fig. V-F-ll, the performance at 30 percent 

contrast is plotted. 

f. Computed versus Measured Performance. The currently quoted 

sensor resolving power versus that computed is shown for the SEBIR 

camera in Fig. V-F~12. At present, data is available only for an in- 

put photocathode diameter of 40 mm and an image contrast of 100 per- 

cent. These data show good correlation with that measured. 

g. Lag Characteristic. The lag characteristic, measured as per- 

centage of signal remaining in the third field versus irradiance level 

is shown in Fig. V-F-13. Data are not currently available to show the 

dynamic limiting resolution characteristics. 
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50 100 200    300 

RESOLUTION, TV lines/raster height 

500   700   1000 

FIGURE V-F-8.   Display Signal-fo-Noise Ratio for SEB!R Cameras for Various 
Input Phofocathode Currents as a Fur>tion of Pattern Resolution. 
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FIGURE V-F-13. Signal Lag Versus Photocathode Irradiance Characteristic for the SEBIR 
and I-SEBIR Cameras for Various Input Photocathode Diameters 

h. Form Factor. The majority of the current SEBIR camera tubes 

are based on the use of a 5/8-in.-diameter target, which results in a 

read section of about 1-in. outside diameter and about 5 to 6 in. in 

length. The image sections are 2 in. to 3 in. in outside diameter and 

3 to 4 in. in length, depending on the photocathode diameter used. 

Overall tube length is thus 8 to 10 in. in current designs. 

2. The Intensifier SEBIR Camera 

a. Principles of Operation. An additional intensifier fiber- 

opticaily coupled to the basic SEBIR tube provides more than sufficient 

gain, so that preamplifier noise becomes negligible at all light levels 

of interest. The lag characteristic is also improved to the point 

where it should not ordinarily be a problem. As usual, these benefits 

are somewhat offset by an overall reduction in aperture response and 

an increase in blemishes. The additional intensifier is assumed to 

have an S-25 photocathode of radiant sensitivity OL, = 4 x 10" amp/ 

watt. The phosphor is assumed to be a modified P-20 surface which in 

conjunction with the SEBIR tube's photocathode, provides an electron 

gain of 40. The aperture response of the intensifier is assumed to 

be limited primarily by the output intensifier phosphor. 

b. Signal Transfer Characteristic. The signal transfer charac- 

teristic for various I-SEBIR combinations is shown in Fig. V-F-3. 
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c. Amplitude Response. The overall sensor square-wave response 

is the product of the intensifier sine-wave responses and the SEBIR 

camera square-wave responses, as shown in Fig. V-F-5. 

d. Video and Display Signal-to-Noise Ratio. As noted above, the 

gain provided by the intensifier is sufficient to ensure that the pre- 

amplifier noise is negligible at all light levels of interest. The 

I-SEBIR signal and noise currents are as shown in Fig. V-F-6. The 

video signal-to-noise ratio is calculated from the relation 

is/eveh SNR,. n 1 =  Z^L*  (V-F-l) 

This function is plotted i Fig. V-F-7 as a function of the 

input photocathode current, and the display signal-to-noise ratio is 

plotted in Fig. V~F-14. The SNRj. is similar for the various tube com- 

binations, except for the influence of the square-wave response as 

shown in the figure for i = 10'  amp. The curves at other photo- s 
cathode currents were drawn for the 25-mm photocathode case. 

e. Limiting Bar-Pattern Resolution. Limiting resolution versus 

photocathode current is shown in Figs. V-F-15, -16, and -17. Limiting 

resolution in line pairs/millimeter versus photocathode irradiance is 

shown in Fig. V-F-10 for 300 percent image contrast and in Fig. V-F-ll 

for 30 percent image contrast. 

f. Computed versus Measured Results. No measured results are 

now available. 

g. Lag Characteristics. The estimated lag versus irradiance 

level characteristic is plotted in Fig. V-F-13 for various I-SEBIR 

combinations. The lo' 

particularly notable. 

-fi -7      2 combinations. The low lag at the 10" to 5 x 10  watt/m range is 
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FIGURE V-F-17, Umifir^ Resolution Versus Input Photocatkode Current for the 80/40- 
and 40/40-mm 1-SEBiR Cameras for Various Input Image Contrasts 

h. Form Factor. Intensifiers mainly add length from 2 in. to 

6 in., depending on the input photocathode diameter. Diameter is not 

substantially increased, except in the 80-mm case, where the tube di- 

ameter is 5 in. to 6 in. Sensor package size will vary from 11 in. 

to 16 in. in overall length and 2 in. to 6 in. in diameter. 

G.  CORRELATION BETWEEN MTFÄ AND SNRp 

In Part II, Snyder showed the correlation between MTFA and viewer 

error, while here in Part V, Rosell has derived the concept of SNRD, 

the display signal-to-noise ratio. If these two concepts could be re- 

lated, the missing link between the physical properties of electro- 

optical devices and operator performance would be established. This 

was the hope that was expressed by Snyder at the end of Part II. As 

will be shown, there is a one-to-one correspondence between MTFA and 

the area under the SNRn curves, provided that sine-wave patterns are 

used as test inputs in calculating or measuring SNR^. 
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The beginning point of Snyder's analysis is Eq. II-l, v^iich states 

that the eye's threshold detection requirements for a sine-wave pattern 

of frequency k is 

Mt(k) = 0.034 [dD/d(log10 E)]'
1 [0.033 + o^ k2 S2r    (V-G-l) 

o 
where [dD/d(log,0 E)] is a sensor gamma, at  is noise, and S is a 

threshold signal-to-noise ratio. Kt(k) should not be confused with 

the sensor's MTF. It has no relation to it. M. (k) is the signal mod- 

ulation needed by the eye to detect the pattern in the presence of 

noise. The constant term in the root bracket pertains to low spatial 

frequencies wherein the eye is limited by spatial image extent, its 

dc response, or other factors. To a first approximation, one can 

ignore it. Then, for sensor y = 1, 

Mt(k) = 0.034 a k S (V-G-2) 

To convert Eq. V~G-2 to Rosell's terminology, one lets a equal 

the rms video noise, k be expressed in NTV lines/picture height, S be 

SNR..^, the display signal-to-noise ratio required for 50 percent prob- 

ability of pattern detection, and the constant 0.Ü34 be changed to g 

to reflect the change in nomenclature and units. Now, 

Mt (NTV) = 6 . in • NTV . SNR.DT (V-G-3) 

or 

1 Mt (NTV)  1 
SN

^T ^ JiürL ' r: (v-G-4) 
TV     n 

If next one lets Mt (N™.) be equal to 

Mt  (NTV) = AiST (V-G-5) 
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where ßi,™ is the threshold video signal, then 

SNRDT = i • N^- • -r1 (V-G-0J 

but  Aigm/i    is the threshold video signal-to-noise ratio SNIL. « T re- 

quired,  so that 

(1/8)   • SNR..T 

which is the relationship between threshold display signal-to-noise 

and threshold video signal-to-noise ratio as used by Rosell throughout 

his analysis. 

Next, one turns to the concept of MTFA, which Snyder defines as 

MTFA = f
0 r    Mt(k)i 

I   T(k) ' ^ ^ldk (V-G-8) 

where T(k) is the sensor's MTF, M is an ob-iect modulation, and k is ' o '    o 
a specific spatial frequency to be defined. In our terminology T(k) = 

R/N;, the sine-wave response. 

If one uses Eqs. V-G-5 and V-G-6 in Eq. V-G-8 and lets M = C^i > 

the product of input image contrast and highlight signal current, Eq. 

V-G-8 becomes 

N 
f0 [Q  SNR • N • i | 

MTFA = /   VNTV) "   Ci -dN (V-G-9) 
O L ^ 

where N is the frequency corresponding to k but now expressed in 

tems of TV lines per picture height. Note that C i^/i is the 

broad-area video signal-to-noise ratio that the sensor can produce, 

i.e., 
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SNF^ ,0,C = C is/in (V-G-10) 

and 

fo 
j    VNi 
o     L 

ffl'I'A    -:     | |K...,(NTV) 
B SNR. 
 OT r ' N

TV1 

,0,C        J 
dN 

= j    [Vjv: 
^^.O.C  -   e SNRDT   ' NTV 

SNRV,0,C 
dN (V~G-11) 

Now,  using Eq.  V-G-7 

(V-G-12) 

and then noting that the actual video signal-to-noise ratio at line 

number NTV is equal to 

SNRV,N-C = VNTV)   * S1^V,0,C (V-G-13) 

one sees that Eq. V-G-12 becomes 

MTFA = 
r pN 

o 

V.C-SW;VTla, (V-G-14) 

and the interpretation of MTFA becomes quite clear—it is the integral 

of the difference between the video SNR that the sensor can provide 

less that required by the observer normalized to that which the sensor 

can provide at zero spatial frequency. The limits of integration are 

to the line number where SNRV M c  intersects SNRy „, as shown in Fig. 

V-G-l. 
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FIGURE V-G-l.   Peak-to-Peak Video Signa I-to-Noise Ratio Required Versus that 
Obtainable as a Function of Resolving Power for the I-SEC 

In an alternate derivation, one reverts to Eq. V-G-ll and divides 

numerator and denominator by 1/0 NTV. Then, 

MTFA r r(SNPv,o.c • VV£! ^ " SNRD,r1 dN -/  [    ^ J 

No 

r rsNED SNRjyp' 
dN (V-G-15) 

where SNR_ Is the display SNR obtainable from the sensor, SNRDT is 

that needed by the eye, and SNR^ is that obtainable at zero spatial 

frequency. 
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The relationship between the two methods is shown by comparing 

areas A  and ß in Fig. V-G-2. The shaded areas are equal, i.e.,, 

Area A = ^ea B 

MTFA = Area A = Area B 

MTF 

MOD. > 
REQUIRED 3 
BY EYE, 

a. 

SPATIAL FREQUENCY N 
t TF, DMF VS N 

LIMITING 
RESOLUTION 

PATIAL FREQUENCY N 
SNRD VS N 

MTF 
MTFA 
DMF 
N 
SNR^ 

SNR 

SNR,. 
DT 

DO 
S 8-27-70-? 

H = H 
- MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION 
- MODULATION TRANSFER FUNCTION AREA 
- DEMAND MODULATION FUNCTION 
- SPATIAL FREQUENCY, TV LINES/PICTURE HEIGHT 
- DISPLAY SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO 

- DISPLAY SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO. THRESHOLD 

- DISPLAY SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO AT ZERO SPATIAL FREQUENCY 

FIGURE V-G-2.   Comparison of MTFA and SNR. 
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VI.  A COMPARISON OF TELEVISION CAMERA TUBES 

by Lucien M. Biberman 

A.  INTRODUCTION j 

New and different types of television camera tubes are becoming 

available at an ever-increasing rate.  At the time the studies leading 

to this report were begun, and at the time this report was published, 

the principal efforts in camera tube design were improvements in quan- 

tum efficiency, time constants, electron optics, gain mechanisms, and 

noise characteristics. The subject for most intensive development was, 

and is, the electron charge storage medium—the target. 

The low gain, high lag of the image orthicon electron charge 

storage target gave way to the SEC target at the expense of very low- 

light-level performance but at a considerable gain in performance at 

modest light levels for moving scenes. 

The traditional blooming characteristic of the image orthicon 

target, considered highly undesirable by many, was absent in the SEC 

tubes, but that very absence made the SEC increasingly vulnerable to 

highly localized overloads such as that caused by a bright light in a 

dark scene. These overloads resulted in many SEC tube failures. 

The increased definition available in new and improved targets 

was not matched by corresponding improvements in the electron optics 

used in most low-light-level devices. 

During 1969 and 1970, the SEC target was modified to include a 

metallic mesh for heat dissipation. Calculation will show that point 

overloads in the low-density SEC layer could result in two catastrcpic 

conditions. The first was accumulating charge beyond the potential at 

which the surface became a secondary emitter when bombarded by the 

reading beam, introducing a runaway potential increase until arc-over 
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(and thus tube failure) occurred. The second was associated tempera- 

ture rises measured in tens of thousands of degrees per' second at the 

point of overload, resulting in severe target burn (Section VI-B). 

Methods were introduced to limit the target potential, and the 

mesh did reduce burn susceptibility, but it was apparent that the tube 

of the future would be based upon principles like that in the silicon 

diode array mosaic with its high-gain, low-lag, highly burn-resistant 

target. That tube of the future is, as of summer 1971, not quite 

here. We look forward to its arrival with its various limitations 

conquered. 

This report, and especially the material in Part V, deals with 

the better tubes but deals with the SEC tubes at greater length. By 

far the greatest number and the best in performance of current low- 

light-level televisions systems use SEC camera tubes. 

It must be recognized that the better low-lighc-level camera 

tubes available today are compromises. The SEC tubes, with their 

low-capacity, high-gain targets, achieve a moderately good aperture 

function and a moderately good sensitivity at low light levels. The 

SEC is a moderately good tube with moderate resolution at moderate 

light levels and under conditions of moderate image motion, but the 

physical limitations imposed by the low capacitance of the target and 

the broadness of the beam prevent the tube performance from increasing 

dramatically with increasing light levels. 

The silicon-electron-bombardment induced-response (SEBIR) tubes 

are generally limited by beam width, diode spacing, and lateral charge 

diffusion in the target at higher light levels. 

At low signal levels the remarkably high gain of an intensifier 

coupled to a silicon target tube yields the best resolution together 

with acceptable lag properties at low light levels, and fairly good 

resolution but increasing lag as the light levels decrease further. 

At these very low levels there may be applications where only 

very low resolution is required. For such applications gain is the 
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principal parameter, and the modulation transfer function, which falls 

but very little at low spatial frequencies, is of little concern. A 

cheap, effective, but laggy camera for such very low-level, very low- 

resolution television could employ a standard vidicon with three in- 

tensifiers as preamplifiers. 

At the extreme low light levels one can decrease lag through the 

use of an additional intensifier. This further reduces resolution but 

can result in tolerable levels of lag. The principal disadvantage is 

the need for very high voltages in order to apply about 20 kv per in- 

tensifier, i.e., about 80 kv for the preamplifier string! 

As the light levels increase, little improvement occurs in the 

imagery of the multiple-intensifier vidicon camera. Though there is 

more than adequate signal, the cascading of the component MTFs is the 

primary limitation, resulting in very low image quality. 

There is a trend in cheap cameras toward the use of channel-plate 

light amplifiers coupled to vidicons. Unfortunately, some designers 

believe that such cameras will yield better performance than the stack 

of three cascaded intensifiers and a vidicon. The use of a channel 

plate does make for much smaller size, and the overall lag of channel 

plate plus vidicon is similar to or slightly better than that of three 

cascaded intensifiers plus vidicon, but the cost is appreciably higher 

and the image quality is about the same. 

No serious new designs for low-light-level image orthicon cameras 

have materialized in the past few years. The previous "Queen of the 

Studio" has been replaced by the Plumbicon^ PbO vidicon in commercial 

broadcasting and by the SEC in airborne low-light-level television. 

The offshoot of the image orthicon, the image isocon, has re- 

cently been simplified so that its improvements over the orthicon 

(Ref. 1) can be achieved with rather simple camera circuitry. Unfor- 

tunately, the timing of the isocon development was just too late for 

the commercial studio market and too late for the rush of camera de- 

signs for airborne low-light-level applications. Actually, at all but 

the lowest end of the light scale, the image isocon, with one additional 
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stage of intensification for adequate gain, is about the best of the 

present camera tubes. Its excellent electron optics make possible the 

best aperture function of any low-light-level tubes for light levels 

of, say, quarter moonlight or better. At lower light levels its per- 

formance decreases rather rapidly, but at these or higher levels the 

tube can produce excellent imagery. 

Unfortunately, good tubes do not always make good cameras. Some 

remarkably good tubes have been employed in remarkably poor c.aeras. 

Perhaps a discussion of a particular design can illustrate how a bad 

camera design completely nullified every advantage that advanced tube 

design offered. 

Let us examine the design of a variable-field-of-view (zoom) cam- 

era by two different approaches. The first method, the one most widely 

used, employs an image intersifier with a cathode 80 mm in diameter 

and a phosphor screen 40 mm in diameter coupled to a 40-mm camera 

tube. 

The electron optics permit focusing the full 80 mm of cathode 

onto the full 40 mm of phosphor when the light levels are limited or 

when a wide angular field is desired. When the light level permits 

and when a narrower field of view is desired so as to present more de- 

tail on some smaller portion of the field, the electron optics are 

adjusted to image some fraction of the cathode on the full phosphor 

screen. This method of zoom is quite effective. It utilizes the full 

collecting aperture of the optical system. In principal, as the light 

level increases, and thus as the number of resolvable lines per mil- 

limeter at the cathode increases, the image can be zoomed to a smaller 

and smaller section of the cathode while maintaining a constant number 

of resolvable lines at the phosphor. The phosphor is fiber-optics- 

coupled to the camera tube. Thus, the total system can be adjusted to 

give a variable field of view by decreasing the linear photocathode 

dimensions used. Since the resolution at the photocathode is greater 

than at any other part of the electronics, the field of view can be 

chosen to equal or exceed the resolution capability of the camera tube 

input. 
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On the other hand, the camera tube target and beam are quite 

specifically limiting in the maximum resolution obtainable. Typically» 

a photocathode at low light levels can produce resolutions of about 

100 line pairs per millimeter, while a typical low-light-level camera 

tube target and beam will produce less than 1000 television lines per 

picture height. Thus, an 30-mm intensifier is capable of displaying 

8000 line pairs or 16,000 television lines, while the target of ehe 

television camera tube will limit at less than 1000 lines. Clearly, 

the interaction of beam and target is much more a limit than the in- 

tensifier cathode, and yet two camera designs—one for the A-6C TRIM 

and one for the AH-1G KUEY COBRA—were based upon underscanning the 

camera tube target rather than upon decreasing the area of photocath- 

ode used while using all of the camera tube target, as in the elec- 

tronic zoom discussed earlier. Both cameras were designed (by the 

same vendor) to save space. The designs in fact wasted space because 

their performance was poor. Zooming to get higher "resolution" gave 

a larger displayed picture of the object to be viewed but gave no in- 

crease in resolucion or in information. This process was like looking 

at a screened newsprint photograph through a microscope. All one sees 

is larger dots. 

If progress is to be made, one must use care and judgment in de- 

sign, not just data from new sensor catalogs. Most of the errors in- 

herent in the design choice discussed above could have been corrected 

by the expensive design, production, and testing of a prototype or by 

calculations of the kind described in Part V of this report. 

B.  DAMAGE TO ELECTRON CHARGE STORAGE TARGETS* 

All television camera tubes can be permanently damaged if exposed 

to a sufficiently intense source of illumination for a long enough 

period of time. The problem is particularly severe for sensitive low- 

light-level television camera tubes. The very bright sources of il- 

lumination in the real world to which the tubes can be exposed represent 

*  
An abridgement of material reported at the Westinghouse Electronic 
Tube Division, Elmira, N.Y., principally by Martin Green and Peter 
R. Ceilings. 
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even more of an extreme stress for them than for the less sensitive 

conventional pickup tubes. 

Recent experiments, to be discussed below, have explored the 

threshold of permanent burn for a variety of low-light-level television 

camera tubes. The results of these experiments lead to the following 

conclusions: 

• Despite the choice of the most unfavorable operating condi- 

tions (i.e., the use of a fixed photocathode voltage supplied 

by a low impedance source), permanent burn did not occur until 
4     10 

illuminations of 10 to 10  times higher than the normal 

operating ranges were reached. 

• The cause of permanent burn in the Gilicon-electron-bombardment 

induced-response (SEBIR) tube appears to be X rays produced by 

the impact of the p'.iotoelectrons on the silicon target. 

• S-20 photocathodes deposited on fiber-optic substrates can de- 
2 

liver, from small areas, current densities of 0.1 amp/cm for 

several minutes without damage. 

3      2 
• For illumination levels up to 5 x 10 watts/m , the recently 

developed burn-resiScant SEC camera tube shows a permanent 

white burn threshold similar to that of the image orthicon 

and the SEBIR tube. The mesh-supported SEC target is 10 to 30 

times more burn resistant than its predecessor. 

In most camera tube applications, the extreme conditions dis- 

cussed here will not be encountered. However, there will be cases 

where the camera designer is faced with the possibility tnat his equip- 

ment will see very intense sources. It is hoped that in these cir- 

cumstances the data presented here will be useful in the selection of 

senso: 3 and in the design of appropriate protective circuitry. 

1. Target Purn in SEC Camera Tubes 

The SEC tube is one member of a general class of sensitive TV 

camera tubes in which electrons released from a photocathode are ac- 

celerated onto a storage target by an electrostatically or magnetically 

focused image section. Other tubes of this type are the image orthicon, 
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the isocon, and the SEBIR tube. When these devices are exposed to an 

intense source of illumination such as an explosion or the sun, very 

large current densities can be drawn from the photocathode. At these 

high illuminations photocathode currents of 100 ua can be emitted from 

image areas a few tenths of a millimeter in diameter, corresponding 
2 

to photocathode loadings nf 0.1 amp/cm . The electron flux from the 

photocathode is accelerated by the voltage across the image section, 

producing an electron beam with a power capable of damaging or de- 

stroying the charge storage target. In the case of a photocathode 
2 

loading of 0.1 amp/cm , the electron beam in an image section operated 
2 

at 10 kv will have a power density of 1000 watts/cm . 

The effect of such a power dissipation in the storage target will 

be ^o raise its temperature to the point where the input flow of energy 

is balanced by conduction or radiation of heat. This increase in 

temperature will occur in all tubes of the general type under discus- 

sion. In many cases, the temperature rise is itself sufficient to 

cause permanent damage to the target. In addition, however, the en- 

ergetic electrons and the X rays that they produce in the target may 

also cause nonthermal damage to the target. Thus, either thermal or 

nonthermal damage or both may occur, depending on the exact nature of 

the storage target and the intensity of the source imaged onto the 

tube. 

Let us now examine in a more quantitative manner the effects of 

an exposure to an intense source of illumination. We are concerned 

here primarily with the SEC camera tube and how it can be modified to 

offer improved resistance to burn, so this tube will be used as a 

basis for our discussion. 

As can be seen in Fig. Vl-la, the standard SEC target consists O-P 

a supporting film of aluminum oxide (A-tpO,) approximately U.05 |jm 

thick, covered with an aluminum (A-t) signal plate of the same thick- 

ness. Deposited on the signal plate and facing the reading section of 

the tube is a low-density layer of potassium chloride (KC-t) about ID 

jjm thick. 
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When ^he standard SEC target is exposed to an electron flux from 

the photocathode produced by a source of illumination one or two 

orders of magnitude higher than the normal peak operating levels, a 

temporary loss of gain occurs. The result is a dark burn that is be- 

lieved to be caused by nontherrnal effects somewhat similar to the pro- 

duction of color centers in a solid KC-t layer. This conjecture is 

.supported by the observation that either exposure of the tube to normal 

xight levels or a heat treatment can remove the burn. 

Of a more serious nature and the subject of our present discus- 

sior is the permanent white burn produced as exposure levels ara in- 

creased from four to six orders of magnitude above the normal peak 

faceplate illumination levels. Consider the specific example of an 

SEC camera tube exposed through an f/8 lens to the hot filament of a 

tungsten lamp. The corresponding faceplate irradiance will be ^p- 

proximately 25,000 watts/m^. This is some 5 million times greater 

than the normal operating levels of the SEC camera tube. 

If the power supply cf the camera has a low enough impedance, and 

this is true for the discussions of theoretical and experimental data 

throughout this section, the current from the photocathode can be cal- 

culated from the known photoresponse of the tube unless there are any 

intrinsic emission limitations. Data discussed later show that for 

small sources linearity is maintained between faceplate illumination 
2 

and photocathode current up to loadings of 0.1 amp/cm . 

Thus, in our example a total faceplate irradiance* of 2.5 watts/ 
o 

cm incidenj on a good S-20 photocathode will give a current density 
-2      2 

of 10  amp/cm unaffected by saturation. The image section of the 

SEC tube is operated at 7 kv, and about 5 kev of the energy of each 

photoelectron is dissipated in the target, the remaining 2 kev being 

carried away by the transmitted electrons or being lost by other 

means. The power density dissipated in the SEC target is therefore 
-2      2 2 

500C v times 10  amp/cm or 50 watts/cm for 6 tube with a unity- 

magnification image section. 

From a source sucn as an open fire or flame. 
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To evaluate the effect of this power dissipation, it is necessary 

to examine the thermal characteristics of. the standard SEC target. As 

Fig. Vl-la shows, the thermal capacity per unit area is approximately 
-4 -2 o -1 2 10  watt-sec cm   C . A power density of 50 watts/cm applied to 

a structure with this thermal capacity will produce an initial rate of 

rise of temperature of 500,000oC per second. It is clear that most 

automatic protection sy-.ems could not act fast enough to save the 

tube from damage. 

Further analysis shows that in a fraction of a second the temper- 

ature of the target reaches the melting point of KC-t, (7760C)r Target 

material leaves the substrate by sublimation and by evaporation, pro- 

ducing a permanent white burn, since the reading beam of the camera 

tube can now land directly on the signal plate. 

Two remedies are available. The first is increasing the thermal 

capacity of the target to slow down the initial rate of rise of tem- 

perature so that protection circuits can be activated. The second, 

and more important, is increasing the thermal conductivity of the tar- 

get so that the final equilibrium temperature is reduced to a point- 

where sublimation either does not occur or is a much slower process. 

Both of these modifications are present in the second structure 

shown in Fig. Vl-lb. This is the mesh-supported or bi rn-resistant SEC 

target, where a fine copper mesh replaces the aluminum-oxide layer 

used for support in the standard target. As Fig. Vl-lb shows, the 

thermal capacity per unit area of the mesh-supported target is 10 

watt-sec cm ' c" , ten times larger than that of the standard target. 

It's thermal conductivity is 100 times larger than that of the standard 

target in which the C.05-nm aluminum signal plate is the only layer 

that contributes significantly to the transport of heat. The other 

two components of the staniard target, the low-density potassium 

chloride layer and the aluminum oxide support layer, have very low 

therma.'. conductivities. 

Thus, adding a high-thermal-conductivity mesh with bars 5 |jm in 

diameter has s  large impact on the heat  transport characteristics of 
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the target structure. This can be demonstrated by calculating the 
2 

equilibrium temperatures of the two types of target for the SO-watt/cm 

power density loading of our previous example. Considering a simpli- 

fied model where the effects of sublimation and evaporation are neg- 

lected, we find that the standard target reaches equilibrium close to 

2000oC, heat being dissipated by radiation. The mesh-supported tar- 

get reaches equilibriur at a temperature below 500 C, and heat is 

dissipated by conduction. 

Because of its increased thermal capacity, the mesh-supported 

target has an initial rate of rise of temperature of 50,000 C per 

second, 10 times lower than the standard target. The experimental re- 

sults to be presented later show that the increased thermal capacity 

and conductivity raise by a factor of 10 to 30 the exposure required 

to produce a permanent whiie burn. In addition, even when the illumi- 

nation levels are high enough to produce a white burn in the mesh tar- 

get, no tearing or rupturing of the target, as is sometimes observed 

with the standard target, can occur. It is important to note that 

these improvements have been obtained without changing the electrical 

performance of the SEC camera tube. 

Figure VI-2 shows a sample of target-burn test results obtained 

with a standard SEC tube and with an SEC tube with a mesh-supported 

target. The lens aperture was f/2. The pictures in Fig. VI-2 show 

the target-burn observed immediately after the end of each exposure. 

They were photographed from the monitor with the camera head pointed 

at a uniformly illuminated grey surface so that both light and dark 

buTis .would be recorded. The light sources seen by the camera were 

arranged in a vertical line. They were as follows: 

Top:     A 120-v, 100-watt frosted bulb covered with a neutral 
2 

density filter to yield a source brightness of 1 x 10 

ft-L. The choice of the bulb-to-camera distance and 

the focal length of the camera lens gave a circular 

image at the camera tube with a diameter of 10 TV 

lines. 
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SOURCE 
BRICH f- 

NESS, 

wafts/m 

EXPOSURE TIME AT f/2 LENS APERTURE 

1/25 
sec 

1/5 
sec 

1 
sec 

5 
sec 

30 
sec min 

15 
mm 

0.5 x 10 

2.5 x 10 

STANDARD SEC TARGET 

T i _ i _  i 1 T 

0.5 x 10 

2.5 x 10 

0.5 xlO' 

BURN-RESISTANT SEC TARGET 

FIGURE VI-2.  SEC Target Burns Produced by Exposing SEC 
Camera Tube to Intense Sources of Light 
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Center:  A 120-v, 100-watt unfiltered frosted bulb giving ^ 
4 

source brightness of 5 x 10 ft-L. Same image size 

as above. 

Bottom:  The bare filament of a 600-watt tungsten-halogen lamp, 

the type used on home movie cameras and commonly known 

as a Sun Gun. This source has a  brightness of 1 x 10 

ft-L. It produced a rectangular image of approximately 

1 x 4 TV lines. 

Figure VI-2 clearly demonstrates the superior resistance or the 

mesh-supported SEC target to the development of white burn. Wit'-'' the 

50,000-ft-L source, the standard tube suffers a permanent white burn 

from exposures greater than 1/5 sec. The tube with the mesh-supported 

SEC target does not show a white burn after a 15-min exposure to the 

50,000-ft-L source, and although white burns do occur with the 10 -ft-L 

source, they are smaller in area and less objectionable at all light 

levels. As noted earlier, the mesh support of the burn-resistant SEC 

target also completely eliminates the possibility of puncturing of the 

substrate, which can occur in the standard target. 

A comparison of the dark burns produced in the two tubes shows 

that their appearance and intensity do not differ significantly. This 

similarity of behavior was anticipated in the earlier discussion.  All 

but the most severe dark burns will fad^ away within periods ranging 

from minutes to hours if the tube is operated with uniform illumina- 

tion. 

Figure VI-2 illustrates test results for one particular aperture 

setting, f/2. To obtain data over a wide range of operating condi- 

tions, exposures were made with aperture settings from f/2 to f/22 and 

at a variety of photocathode voltages. In all cases, lower photo- 

cathode voltages resulted in reduced burn. This was to be expected, 

since the power dissipated in the target i? dirtctly related to the 

voltage applied to the image section. 

The results for full photocathode voltage (7 kv) are summarized 

in Fig. VI-3, where the onset of permanent white burn for the iJwo types 
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of SEC tube is plotter1 as a  function of phorocathode illumination and 

exposure time. Consic. r the data for the standard SEC tube, shown by 

the open circles and the dotted lines. The region bounded by the 

dotted lines marks the transition from an exposure chat does not pro- 

duce a permanent white burn (lower left portion of graph) to an ex- 

posure that does produce a permanent white burn (upper right portion 

of graph). A similar convention applies to the data in Fig. VI-3 for 

the burn-resistant SEC tube, represented by the filled circles and 

continuous lines, and also to the data in Figs. VI-5 aid VI-6. 

100  min 

S6-25-7I-3 EXPOSURE TIME 

FIGURE VI-3.   Onset of Permanent White Burn in Targets of Standard and 
Burn-Resistant SEC Camera Tubes at Füll Photocathode 
Voltage (7 kv) 

Both curves in Fig. VI-3 show a significant deviation from the 

45-deg negative slope that would be observed if there were a reciprocal 
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relation between faceplate illumination and exposure time. In view of 

the burn mechanism discussed in the previous section, this is not sur- 

prising. The sublimation and evaporation processes by which potassium 

chloride is lost from the target are very temperature sensitive.  A 

modest increase in faceplate irradiance produces a similar increase in 

target temperature. However, the sublimation and evaporation races 

increase exponentially with temperature. Thus, the exposure time re- 

quired to sublime or evaporate a given mass of potassium chloride 

(that is, to produce a white burn of given intensity) is reduced by a 

factor much greater than the corresponding increase in illumination. 

Examination of Fig. VI-3 shows that the obs rved burn behavior is in 

agreement with thiu analysis of the white burn process. 

Of considerable interest during these experiments was the effect 

of the more intense light levels on the photocathodes of the tubes in- 

volved (ten tubes picked at random from a production run). All tubes 

tested employed S-20 photosurfaces deposited on fiber-optic substrates. 

Despite the severity of the exposures, amounting in some cases to al- 

most a million footcandles for several minutes, no permanent photo- 

cathode damage was detectable at any point in the test program. 

The response of the photocathodes of SEC and SEBIR tubes to intense 

irradiance was studied in a set of auxiliary experiments. The results 

are shown in Fig. VI-4. In these tests, currents up to 100 |aa were 
-4 

drawn for several minutes from a phctocathode area of about 6.25 x 10 
2 

cm , approximately the same image size as was used for the burn tests. 
2 

As Fig. VI-4 shows, photocathode loadings as high as 0.1 amp/cm were 

obtained before any significart departure from proportionality between 

irradiation and photocurrent was observed. 

2,  Target Burn in Camera Tubes Other Than SEC 

Experimental work with the SEC tubes stimulated an interest in 

the light levels at which permanent burns occur in other low-light- 

level camera tubes. Using the techniques and equipment developed for 

the SEC test program, similar experiments were carried out with :'.mage 

orthicons (10) and silicon-electron-bombardment induced-response (SEBIR) 

camera tubes. 
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FIGURE VI-4. Proportionality of Response ot SEC and SEBIR Tubes to Intense 
Irradiance 

The results for an ionic-conduction, glass-target image orthicon 

and an oluminum-oxide, thin-film image orthicon are shown in Fig. VI-5. 

The same convention applies in this figure as in Fig. VI-3. Also 

shown for comparison are the corresponding curves for the standard 

and mesh-supported SEC camera tubes. 

Carnage to the thin-film image orthicon was manifested as a per- 

manent white burn. In the glass-target tube the permanent damage 

showed up as an intense dark burn. The results in Fig. VI-5 demon- 

strate that both image orthicons suffered permanent damage at approxi- 

mately the same exposure levels as the mesh-supported SEC tube. Fol- 

lowing the reasoning given previously, the lack of reciprocity of both 

sets of image orthicon curves suggests that the damage is caused 
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primarily by a thermal mechanism. In the case of the thin-film image 

orthicon, puncturing of the target was observed. 

,6 

oo 
CM 

u 
z 
< 
a 

at 

IOC min 

10 
EXPOSURE TIME 

1000 sec 

FIGURE VI-5.   Onset of Permanent- Oamage to an Ionic Conduction, Glass-Target 
Image Orthicon and an Aluminum-Oxide, Thin-Film Image 
Orthicon.   (Corresponding Curves for Standa-d and Burn- 
Resistant SEC Camera Tubes are also Shown.) 

Figure VI-6 shows the results of burn tests made on three SEBIR 

camera tubes.    In two tubes,  labeled Type A on the figure,  the diode 

array was covered by a  resistive sea.    In the third tube,   labeled Type 

B,  no resistive sea was used.    In all vhree tubes,  after sufficiently 

intense exposures,  permanent white burns caused by an increased dark 

current in the burnt area were observed. 

There is wide variation in behavior between the burn character- 

istics of the three tubes.    As can be seen,  this  is not related  in any 
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simple way to the presence or absence of the resistive sea. In the 

case of the most burn-resistant SEBIR tube (indicated in Fig. VI-6 by 

squares), the white burn characteristics are comparable to the mesh- 

supported SEC  tube for exposures longer than 1 min but are superior 

for shorter periods. 

i 
CM 

£      10 

u 
z 
< 

< 
oi 
oi 

100 min 

] 10 

EXPOSURE TIME 

1000 sec 

FIGURE VI-6. Onset of Permanent White Target Burn in Three 'JEBiR Camera 
Tubes. (Corresponding Curves for Standard and Burn-Resistant 
SEC Camera Tubes are also Shown.) 

The silicon-diode-array targets uteö in these tests were obtained 

from two aistinct sources,  and no correlation between source and burn 

characteristics were observedi'    Burn information on the SEBIR camera 

tubes of other manufacturers is not incompatible with the data pre- 

sented here.    Because of the wide spread in the data presented and in 

view of the fact that the SEBIR tube is a relatively recent development, 
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we believe that further experimentation is required before the burn 

characteristics of SEBIR tubes can be related to specific aspects of 

target fabrication and tube processing. 

It is significant that the most burn-resistant SEBIR tube shows 

nearly perfect reciprocity between irradiance and exposure time. As 

was noted earlier, this strongly suggests a nonthermal cause for the 

damage. A silicon vidicon, a tube in which the diode array is di- 

rectly activated by light, was used to test this hypothesis. From the 

SEBIR results it was known that, for the most burn-resistant tube, a 
2 

photoelectron flux with a power density of 200 watts/cm incident on 

the target would produce a white burn in 1 min. 

This power density is equal to that absorbed in the target or a 

silicon vidicon when the sun is imaged by an f/2 lens. Thus, if the 

burn in the SEBIR tube is thermal in origin, the silicon vidicon should 

also show a white burn after a 1-min exposure to the sun at f/2. This 

experiment was carried out, and it was found that not only were no 

white burns produced after 1 min, but no white burns were produced 

after exposures as long as 20 min. This lends strong support to the 

conclusion that the damage mechanism in the SEBIR tube is not thermal in 

origin. After the 20-min exposures of the silicon vidicon, very faint 

dark burns were observed. This suggests that a different damage 

mechanism from the one producing white burns in a SEBIR tube is present. 

It is known that X rays, produced when the scanning beam strikes 

the field mesh of a silicon-diode-array tube, cause an increase in 

dark current by increasing the fast state density at the silicon and 

silicon dioxide interface (Ref. 2). 

Since the white burns produced in the SEBIR tubes by intense ex- 

posures are actually localized increases in dark current, it seem. 

likely that an X-ray mechanism is also present here. The 10-kev photo- 

electrons penetrate the first micrometer of the silicon-diode-array 

target, producing X-rays with quantum energies ranging from a few 

electron volts up to 10 kev. Some of the X rays pass through the re- 

maining 10 to 15 |jm of the silicon wafer to the gun side, where they 
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inter ict with the _Ui on and silicon-dioxide interface to increase 

the dark current per*af.sHfely, 

The silicon and silicon-dioxide interface cannot be directly af- 

fected by the photoelections because they are topped in the first 1 

to 2 Mm of the silicon wafer. 

Extrapolating the results shown in Fig. VI-6 to normal operating 
-4      2 

irradiances (~5 x 10  watts/m ) suggests that the photoelectron im- 

pact process and the associated X-ray production will not be a serious 

limitation to the operating life of the SEBIR tube. 

C. THE BLOOMING PROBLEM: LOW-LIGHT-LEVEL IMAGING IN THE 
PRESENCE OF HIGH-INTENSITY POINT SOURCES* 

Image devices designed to operate under low-light-levei condi- 

tions are not, in general, capable of imaging points of high intensity 

within a low-light-level scene without severe spreading of the point- 

source image into adjacent areas of the scene. This effect is often 

called blooming. Low-light-level television systems in use today are 

often of little use in night surveillance of objects in close proximity 

to bright man-made illumination sources. These point sources--ground 

fires; flares; shipboard, aircraft, vehicle, or runway lights—often 

contribute a larger integrated flux level at the sensor than that con- 

tributed by the entire remainder of the scene, while providing little 

appreciable illumination to the objects under surveillance. The flux 

emitted by such sources is diffused or spread by the atmosphere and 

the optics. The resulting phctocurrent is, in turn, further spread 

by the electron optics and is scattered and spread at target material 

of the camera tube. The result is a large signal spread over an area 

many times larger than the point source, obliterating detail over a 

significant portion of the picture. 

Sections VI-C and VI-D are abridgements of material reported at the 
Naval Air Development Center, Johnsville, Pa., principally by 
Stephen B. Campana. 
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Tue  rollowing material descrihes the magnitude of the spre^dixg 

chat occurs in practical low-light-level sensors under realistic con- 

ditions of local overload. It emphasizes the seriousness of the prob- 

lem faced by low-light-level technology. 

1. Typical Flux Levels 

The flux collected >y a 3-in. f/0.87 lens from various general- 
-8 

service frosted lamps is often at levels as high as 5 x 10  to 5 x 

10" watt in many otherwise low-light-level scenes. It will be shown 

that such flux levels are intolerable in existing low-light-level 

sensors. 

2. Test Procedure 

The equipment used to test the ability of camera tubes to contain 

the image of point sources is shown in Fig. VI-7. Apertures of varied 

diameter were positioned in front of an opal glass illuminated by a 

tungsten lamp. The image of the resultant point source was projected 

onto the faceplate of the sensor under evaluation. 

OPAL GLASS 

300-WATT 
INCANDESCENT 

SOURCE 

W.:UAC RMS 
VOLTMETER 

S6-25-71-7 

TUBE UNDER TEST 

MASK ON FIBER- 
OPTIC FACEPLATE 

CAMERA 
CONTROL 

UNIT 

MONITOR 

® 
OSCIL- 

LOSCOPE 

FIGURE VI-7.   Point-Source Test 
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Black electrical tape was used as a blocking mask over a portion 

of the fiber-optic faceplate. This provided a means of detecting any 

spreading that might have occurred in the projection lens. Flux spread 

by the lens could be blocked by the tape, while spreading behind the 

tape could be attributed to the camera tube. It was found in all in- 

stances that the lens spreading was negligible in comparison to the 

canK a tube spreading. 

The degree of spreading was measured on the oscilloscope and on 

the video display. 

3. Test Results 
■ ■  i  ■■ —i  r ? 

a. Image Orthicon., Image spreading in the image orthicon is 

caused by several factors. Figure VI-8 is a photograph of the display 

of an image generated by a General Electric type Z7822 image orthicon. 

The flux level incident 'on the orthicon is lO" watt. The central 

part of the image is a region of saturation of approximately 30 lines 

in diameter on a 500-active-line display. This region is surrounded 

by a black halo caused by redistribution of negative charges o" the 

target area around the image. These redistributed charges neutralize 

positive charge induced by signal photocurrent, thus erasing the in- 

formation adjacent to the point source. Further from the central corf 

are rings of signal, apparently caused by the reflection of light 

transmitted to the inner structures of the image section. These 

spreading effects were unimpeded by the presence of the tape at the 

faceplate. 

In Fig. VI-9, the diameter of these images is give., for var- 

ious levels of incident flux. The central saturated core did not in- 

crease beyond 35 lines, or 7 percent of the picture height. It ap- 

peared that further expansion of this core was inhibited by the neu- 

tralization effect of redistributed electrons. At flux levels above 
-8 

5 x 10  watt the halo became the dominant effect. At/these levels 

there were enough redistributed electrons to neutralize all but the 

highest signal levels. At flux levels above 2.5 x/10  watt the rings 

appeared. The signal level of the rings reached/100 na at 1.5 x 10 

watt. / 
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FIGURE VI-8.    Image Spreading in 3-in. Orthlcon.   Flux Contributed by Point 
Source at Photocathode of General Electric Z78?2 Orthicon 

is ~ 10"6 watt, 2870oK 

o.H 
10 10 

GENERAL ELECTRIC TYPE Z7322, 
SERIAL NO. 26038 

S-1.4 ma/watt, 2870 K 
SCANNING: 

40-mm USEFUL CATHODE DIAME ER 
4:3 DISPLAY WIDTH-TO-HEIGHT RATIO 
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a =0.75 

_-7 
10 ' 10 

INCIDENT FLUX, watt, 2870CK 

10 

S6-25-71-9 

FIGURE VI-9.   Image Spread in 3-in. Image Orthicon Versus Incident Flux 
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The performance of the image orthlcon under these conditions 

is further degraded by an effect that does not appear in this data. 

To discharge the saturated core of the point-source image, the beam 

current had to be set to discharge 1 |aa oJ peak signal. Thus, in the 

pres2nce of point sources the beam current cannot be reduced to op- 

timize the signal-to-noise ratio of the low-light-level areas of the 

scene. 

After being exposed to the various flux levels used in the 

evaluation, a negative afterimage of the saturated central area re- 

mained on the target. The persistence of this afterimage depended on 

the duration of the exposure, but it usually lasted several minutes. 

No i   rmanent changes in the target quality were observed after testing 

was completed. 

b. SEC Vidicon. A Westinghouse WX31189,* 25-mm SEC vidicon was 

tested over the same range of incident flux. The line video of the 

image of the point source was bell-shaped, as indicated in Fig. VI-10. 

The top of the bell is clipped at a saturation level determined by the 

target voltage. The diameter of the distribution at va ious signal 

levels was measured and is plotted as a function of incident flux. 

The point-spread function above the 5-na level is extremely steep. 

Therefore, signal variation induced by scene details adjacent to the 

hfgh-intensity point source would not be resolvable within the area 

bounded by the 5-na signal level diameter. Detail between the 1- and 

5-na contours wou'Vd be reduced in contrast to a degree dependent on 

the relativ3 levels of the signal and stray flux. 

It has been suggested (Ref. 3) that the increase in image 

area is due to the buildup of the "tail" of the point-spread function 

of the electrostatic image section lens, rather than to lateral leak- 

age in the SEC target. Further investigation is required to cjet'-rmine 

the exact causes of image spreading in the SEC tube. 

One of the very first SEC tubes that reached operational performance. 
Currently, the tube is considered obsolete, but it is interesting for 
the purposes of this analysis. 
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FIGURE VI-10. Image Spread in 25-mm SEC Vidicon Versus Incident Fk < 

The net effect of spreading in the SEC is that at 5 x 10"' 

watt over 50 percent of the picture area is obscured by the point- 

source image. 

?.Xi.0Pure to high flux levels resulted in a dark spot on the 

SEC target. This spot was visible only when the tube was illuminated, 

thus it appeared to be an area of decreased target gain. The inten- 

sity of the blemish seemed to fade with time. However, after 10 hours 

the current dip at the blemish was 10 na belo./ a 150-na signal. 

c. SEBIR Camera Tube [The RCfl Silicon-Intensified-Target (SIT) 

Camera Tube]. The low-light-level performance characteristics of an 

RCA C21117B 40-mm SEBIR silicon-diode-array camera tube have shown 

that the tube has exceptional properties as a low-light-level sensor. 
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Howeverj a?- wlirh the other tubes, its performance is seriously degraded 

by its inability to contain point-source images. Figure VI-11 illus- 

trates the progression of image spread at the silicon-diode-array tar- 

get as the intensity of the point source is increased. It can be seen 

that the image spreads in a well-defined circle. Within the circle 

the signal current reaches the limit set by the beam, while the area 

outside the circle is dark except for the small signal induced by 

stray flux at the photccathode. In Fig. VI-12 the size of the point- 

source image is plotted as a function of the total incident flux con- 

tained in the image at the photocathode. At flux levels below 5 x 

10   watt the diameter varies as the square root of the flux; thus, 

the area of the image increases in direct proportion to the intensity. 

It appears that this spreading occurs in the common substrate of the 

silicon diode target. As diodes in the vicinity of the point source 

become saturated, holes will diffuse laterally until they are swept 

across the reverse-biased junction of the nearest unsaturated diode. 

This abrupt circle of'saturation is, therefore, caused by the switch- 

ing of the diodes from a reverse-biased to an unbiased mode. 

Beyond 5 x 10"  watt the rate of spreading decreases and 

eventually approaches zero. Thid deviation from the half-power elope 

is due to bulk recombination in the substrate. While the holes are 

prevented from returning to the surface of the target by the n+ coat- 

ing, they are still subject to the slower recombination rate in the 

bulk material. As flux increases, holes must travel longer distances 

in the substrate to reach back-biased diodes. At high flux levels a 

large proportion of the holes recombine, thus reducing spreading. In 

Fig. VI-13 an expression describing the balance of charge flow in the 

silicon target at equilibrium is developed. Values for the constants 

K and L have been calculated by using the empirical data. It shouJid 

be noted that the derived value of L is higher than that usually as- 

sociated with silicon. This may be due to the fact that litt'.e sur- 

face recombination is permitted by the n+ coating. ' Bulk recombination 

occurs much more slowly than surface recombination. 
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FIGURE Vl-l 1.   image Spreading in 40-mm RCA SEBIR Camera Tube 
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The expression developed exactly fits the measured data. In 

Fig. VI-12 the spreading that might be expected in a target material 

with a shorter recombination time is shown. Recombination lengths 

shorter than one mil would reduce gain to unacceptable levels. 

After the point-source testing of the SEBIR tube, some per- 

manent target deterioration was- observed. The deterioration, in the1 

form of an increase in localised dark current, occurred after repeated 

exposure to the flux levels in the range of Fig. VI-12. The highest 

flux density used in all of the point-source testing was ~ 4.5 watts/ 
2 

m at the photocathode. The dark current variation was less than 5 na 

and did not seriously impair the quality of the imagery. 

d. Comparison of Results. In Fig. VI-14 the results presented 

previously aye combined. Since each of the tubes tested had a dif- 

ferent plmtocathode sensitivity, the spreading diameter is presentsd 

as a function of photocurrent rather than of flux. (A photocathode 
-10 -8 

with a sensitivity of 2.0 ma/watt will generate 10   amp for 5 x 10 

watt at 2870 K.) It can be seen from these data that the problem in 

each of the tubes is of sufficient magnitude to merit concern. 
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FIGURE VI-14.   Point-Source Image Spread in LLL TV Camera Tubes 
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D.  VARIOUS SPREAD EFFECTS IN SEBIR TUBES 

The image spreading problem is further increased by the addition 

of a multielement, large-aperture lens. While image spreading occurs 

to some degree in every optical aad electrooptical image transfer 

stage in every image device, there are three prime contributors of 

image spread in th: SEDIR camera tube: (1) stray flux, in the image 

section, (2) lateral target leakage« and (3) inversion, 

1. Stray Flux (liigh". Jefed-Through) in the Image Section 

The silicon-diode-array target material is, of course, photo- 

sensitive. Thus, in a SEBIR tube, precautions must be made to prevent 

radiation in the spectral lange of silicon from reaching the target. 

Radiation from an inadequately shielded filament could, for example, 

raise the dark current of a SEBIR tube. Also, light passing through 

the semitransparent photocathode could conceivably reach the target 

and produce a spurious signal. Under average conditions, where the 

intrascene brightness range is not excessive, the true signal, pro- 

duced by the SEBIR process, will completely mask this stray signal. 

However, when the-re is a small point of high intensity within an other- 

wise low-light-level scene, flux from the image point at the photo- 

cathode passes throuQh the photocathode, and a substantial proportion 

may reach the tc.. get and drastically reduce contrast in areas sur- 

rounding the point. The fraction of this flux that reaches the target 

is reduced by the electron-optics elements of the image section. In 

particular, the aperture in the anode cone acts like a pinhole, imaging 

the flux pattern on the photocathode onto the target. Tubes whose 

electron optics designs utilize a very small anode cone aperture will, 

of course, transmit a very small proportion of stray flux to the tar- 

get. Anotier effective means of preventing stray flux from producing 

a spurious signal is to add a buffering layer to the n-type substrate 

at the input side of the target. 

The first SEBIR tubes built by RCA did not have the buffering 

layer. However, the triocl electron lens used in the image section 

has a very small anode cone aperture, and there was little evidence of 
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stray flvix in the early tubes. The bufferine layer was added later to 

increase the gain control range. Until very recently, Westinghouse 

S2BIR tubes did not use a buffering layer. Their anode cone aperture 

was large enough (about 1/4 in. in diameter) to pass considerable 

stray flux to the target. Thus, the image of a point light source 

produced by these tubes was characterized by a halo of signal around 

a central saturated core (Rcf. 4). A buffering layer has now been 

incorporated into the Westinghouse tubes, and some consideration is 

being made to decreasing the size of the anode cone aperture. Phillips 

tubes currently do not use a buffering layer. 

2. Lateral Target Leakage 

The most important component of image spread in silicon target 

tubes is lateral hole diffusion in the common substrate of the silicon 

target array. This mechanism has been completely described and modeled 

in Ref. 5. Carrier recombination serves to limit this effect. The 

recombination length exhibited by the Westinghouse tube reported in 

Ref. 4 was somewhat shorter than that of the RCA tube reported in Ref. 

5. Phillips and Hughes claim to have tubes whose target structure 

provides a degree of diode isolation in the substrate, thereby in- 

hibiting lateral spread and reducing the effective diffusion length. 

A program to reduce lateral silicon target spread has been initiated 

by the Army Night Vision Laboratories. 

3. Inversion 

The inversion process is characterized by an uncontrolled charge 

spreading under the silicon-dioxide layer on the readout side of the 

target. This effect is described in detail in Ref. 6. In brief, when 

a large voltage difference exists between adjacent: diodes, an inversion 

layer forms under the oxide, thus shorting the originally isolated 

diodes. A large voltage difference occurs when a high signal is in- 

duced on a part of the target, while the remainder of the target is 

unaffected. The diodes in the signal area are discharged during the 

scanning cycle, thus reaching a voltage near the target bias potential. 

The unexposed diodes remain near gun potential. Thus, the maximum 
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potential between diode elements is the difference between the target 

bias and gun potential, the latter of which is usually at ground po- 

tential. Shorted diodes are a prime target for inversion. However, 

one cannot assume that because inversion has not occurred around blem- 

ishes it will never occur. Most defective diodes have sufficient re- 

sistivity to prevent the p-type inland from reaching maximum target 

potential. However, a high-intensity point source completely saturates 

diodes in an area around it. At the boundary of this area, the maximum 

lateral voltage difference exists, and inversion could occur. When 

inversion does occur, an irregular area spreads outward from the point 

until discontinuities in the target structure halt its growth. When 

the target bias potential is gradually lowered, a point is reached 

where inversion cannot occur, and the spread image abruptly switches 

from a large irregular oval shape to a smaller regular circular area 

concentric with the point. For the Westinghouse SEBIR tube reported in 

Ref. 4, this switch occurred at about 12.5 volts, although the manu- 

facturer recommended operation at 15 volts. To avoid the extreme 

spreading effects of inversion, tubes should h*  operated at a target 

potential below the breakover point. In some tubes, the lag experi- 

enced at the reduced target potential may be excessive. Therefore, 

lag, dark current, and image spreading should be specified at a fixed 

target potential. RCA targets utilize a "conductive s-Ja" structure, 

and are therefore not susceptible to inversion, ftmong "resistive sea" 

type tubes, it is expected that a wide variation of inversion charac- 

teristics will be encountered, 

4. Summary 

To summarize briefly, three prime contributors to image spreading 

in SEBIR tubes are (1) stray flux in the image section; (2) lateral 

charge leakage in the target substrate; and (3) inversion. Stray flux 

can be adequately controlled by depositing an opaque layer on the input 

side of the target. Inversion can be avoided by using "conductive sea" 

targets, or by carefully selecting "resistive sea" targets with regard 

to their inversion properties. Lateral charge, leakage remains a prob- 

lem to be solved by .aodification to the target structure. 
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These effects must be considered when tube specifications are 

written. Sjpecifications that define the ratio of acceptable image 

growth for a given, set of point source intensity conditions do not 

adequately reflect the physical characteristics of the SEBIR camera 

tube. The image diameter at no less than two signal levels should be 

specified for a given input image size and at an intensity several 

orders of magnitude above the saturation point. 

The following image spreading specification has been used in a 

contract for a 25-mm SEBIR tube: .- 

"The spreading of the image of a point source whose 
intensity is sufficient to saturate the target lo- 
cally shall fall within the following constraints: 

1. No spreading due to an inversion in the 
silicon dioxide layer shall occur at the 
rated target voltage. 

2. The signal current produced by image spread- 
ing in the camera tube shall not exceed 5 na 
outside a diameter around the center of the 
image that is 25% c: the picture height and 
50 na outside a diameter- that is 20% of the 
picture height, when a circular image less 
than .02" in diameter is incident on the 
tube faceplate with an intensity sufficient 
to provide 15 na of primary photocurrent. 

3. Spreading measurements shall be done with 
the same tube operating voltages as used 
in making all other measurements." 

The above specification may not be greeted eagerly by all tube 

manufacturers. Depending on his application, a buyer may wis. to re- 

lax the specification in some respects. However, this specification 

takes into consideration all of the SEBIR characteristics, and leaves 

no room for surprises upon receipt of the tubes. A specification of 

this kind must be flexible and must be tightened to reflect improve- 

ments in silicon diode array technology as they are made. 
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VII. SOME BRIEF COMMENTS ON IMPORTANT TUBE 
PARAMETERS AND THEIR SPECIFICATION 

by Lucien M. Biberman 

In an effort to better relate specifications and performance, it 

is now necessary to admit that the military application of low-light- 

level television is different from the use of commercial studio tele- 

vision cameras in )right white light. 

A. SIGNAL-TO-NOISE DEPENDENCE ON SPECTRAL COMPOSITION 

A meaningful specification of the performance of camera tubes 

must be based on S/N at the display versus spatial frequency (Fig. 

VII-1) when flooded by irradiance of a known spectral composition at 

a known power level. It makes no sense to calibrate a camera with 

visible light of some given spectral distribution and use it with some 

other kind of distribution, i.e., invisible (covert) irradiance. 

B. SIGNAL-TO-NOISE VERSUS LIMITING RESOLUTION 

It has been shown that probability of detection is related to the 

signal-to-noise ratio as a function of spatial frequency at the dis- 

play and is in general not determined by "limiting resolution." 

C. SPECTRAL RESPONSE 

If broad-band spectral sensitivity is desired, and it is often 

useful for quality control or rough comparative' calculations, one 

should specify the performance in terms of a known distribution source 

and bandwidth, i.e., a 2854 K source between 0.^ and 0.95 micron. 

Such a specification permits one to compare tubes in the region of 

interest. Thus, one might quote a response of 3 ma/watt of 2854 K 

radiation between 0.6 and 0.95 micron a_ a somewhat useful criterion 
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for tubes to be used with that sort of irradiance.* Under many con- 

ditions a source of 2000 K may be appropriate, while under other con- 

ditions a source or a source plus a filter to yield a distribution of 

4000 K or even 5000 K may be appropriate. 

The usual values of microamperes per lumen that are used in com- 

mercial broadcast television do not offer much help or guidance in 

evaluating tubes to operate under natural levels of light distribution 

from the night sky. They make even less sense when used with camera 

tubes that see by reflected laser radiation in the near infrared, 

where, b^ definition, there are no footcandles. 
t 

If the anticipated application for a device is under a moonless 

night sky, an appropriate test source would be a 2000OK source. On 

the other hand, if the night sky is moonlit, a more appropriate test 

source would be 5000OK. At any rate, the universal 28540K test lamp 

is useful only for arbitrary quality control and does not lend insight 

into performance in actual applications. 

i 

D.  SENSITIVITY AND RESOLUTION 

Sensitivity and resolution must not be quoted as two independent 

parameters. Rather, one should specify SNR_ as a function of spatial 

frequency for a number of light levels. The actual data required are 

data of the form of Fig. VII-1. For more limited appraisals one can 

use an approximation to SNR-, i.e., IgR (N), vdiere Ig includes the 

.cathode response and tube gain factors while R (N) is the spatial 

frequency response of the tube. One may well compare tubes on the 

basis of this factor of merit as long as comparison is made at the 

same specific value of input illumination and the same specific value 

of resolution. 

* 
Spectral distributions for real and standard sources are given and 
discussed in Ref. 1. 
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E. LAG EFFECTS 

In some tubes, lag is an asset for some important application, 

while in others it is the chief demerit. Needs in this area are not 

clearly defined, and only interim methods are available for measure- 

ment and characterization. 

An analytical description of capacitive lag has been available 

since 1957 (Ref. 2) and it has been used within the last year (Ref. 3) 

to predict in accurate quantitative detail the lag pei-Lorraance of a 

particular camera tube for a wide variety of conditions. Capacitive 

lag requires two parameters for its description--one electron gun 

parameter and one target parameter. Lag in the target or from the 

phosphors in an intensifier can also be described by two parameters 

since they are also in general hyperbolic decays. There is no big 

theoretical problem in handling lag—it is a people problem. As long 

as people insist on trying to describe a multiparameter phenomenon with 

one number there will be a problem in describing lag and camera tube 

systems in general. 

Lag is troublesome in moving scenes. Lag causes image smear. It 

deteriorates aperture response, SNR-, and image quality. It is a fuzz 

factor. Like most fuzzy things, it has as yet no good metric. 

In a recent paper (Ref. 4) Otto Schade has summarized the most 

important factors governing the performance of high definition electro- 

optical systems. That most excellent paper applies quite broadly to 

such systems, even though its emphasis is on the ASOS surface vidicons. 

We have therefore included an abridged portion of that paper as part 

of these comments to indicate the use of the preceding equations and 

calculations in Part V. 

In the following material Schade points out that the basics of 

high-definition systems at lower light levels lie in storage of suf- 

ficient signal in a suitable charge storage surface. He goes on to 
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relate the characteristics of the storage surface to readout time, 

This treatment, along with the Redington paper (Re^. 2), helps in 

understanding the lag problem. 

{rTp^ HE  PRINCIPAL purpose in most applications of a high- 
I     definition imaging system is the detection and recognition of 

•3»    the fine structure of small objects over a large range of object 
cotttrasts. A low-noise system having 
a moderately good frequency response can provide the same resolving 
power as a system having a considerably higher frequency response 
and higher noise level, particularly at low object contrasts. 

High signai-to-iioise ratios in smaü areas require, in principle, a 
high particle, or quantum, density, i.e., a large number of photons, 
electrons, or grains per unit area. It follows that high resolution can 
be obtained at very low levels of illumination only by long time ex- 
posus^s and accumulation of quanta in a suitable storage surface. 
Therefore, when the gain of a system is increased by the addition of 
multiplier or intensifier stages to compensate for reduced photon* input 
(for low light-level operation), the resolving power of a theoretically 
perfect system decreases. However, because a practical system contains 
additional noise sources tha* may limit performance more than noise 
in the photon conversion process, the resolving power of a practical 
system may be increased at low light levels. The usefulness of signal- 
intensifier stages depends on the location and value of tha noise sources 
in the system. It further depends on the frequency characteristic of 
the intensifier stage, which must be considerably better than that of 
the remaining system elements in order not to offset a decrease in 
overall mla* by a decrease of high-frequency signals. 

The calculated values of resolving-power functions can be used to 
predict the performance of an imaging system and evaluate proposed 
changes in system elements intended to improve the sensftivity or the 
general performance of the system. 

The resolving power of the storage surface in television cameras 
is basically independent of area. However, the observable resolving 
power may be a function of area because it depends on the parameters 
of the camera, that is, the optics used for exposure, the electron optics 
required for signal readout, and the signal development process, which 
are generally functions of area (X, Y) and time. The development of 
a signal, for example, requires a certain time for each square milli- 
meter of the storage surface. Thus, the sequential signal development 
in a television camera requires a read-out time proportional to the 
number of square millimeters in a given storage surface. 

The time required for reading out a unit surface area (1 mm2) is a 
function of the unit capacitance, the charge potential, and the V/i 

meant 
* Photon in this paper is used as a unit of radiation energy. It is not 
nt to imply a "noisy" flow of random quanta. 
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characteristics of the reading beam. To clarify the dependence of 
sensitivity, conversion efficiency, and resolution on the time-to-cspaci- 
tance ratio t/C, and to avoid misinterpretation of the resolvng-power 
functions computed subsequently for specific operating modes, a dis- 
cussion of the signal read-out process is appropriate. 

i.   CharaeterUtics of Charge Storage Surface» 

The storage surface of a television camera tube is charged and 
discharged by essentially constant currents. The charge (?,], in a unit 
area of storage surface is given by 

Qii)=CmV = i,{Ut, (16a) 

and the electron density is given by 

"(D = 9(1)/^. (15b) 

where 

9(1) = charge/mm2 (coulombs), 

C(i) = capacitance/mms (farads), 

V = potential (volts), 

»,„, = mean current density (per mm2) during time t 

qe — 1.6 X 10-,e = charge of one electron. 

The electron or charge density in the storage surface is built up 
by a current (i) during a short exposure time t — tt. This charge 
potential can be removed or read out by an identical current when the 
read-out time fy equals tt, or by «mailer or larger currents wh«n tt is 
made correspondingly larger or smaller than t,. 

The maximum charge potentional that can be read out by a low- 
velocity electron beam is generally limited to Vm„ m 6 volts, because 
of electron reflection and secondary emission at the storage surface. 
(This value may be some.,..at higher for very porous surfaces and 
lowei for smooth surfaces, and it decreases for high field gradients.) 
For high-definition signals, the value of the read-out current is lim.ted 
to less than 200 nA because of the increasing spread of electron 
velocities with current density. Therefore, in high-definition storage 
surfaces, which must have i high unit capacitance and a large surface 
area, the minimum read-out time may be in the order of seconds. 

The unit capacitance C(i|, required for a storage surface having 
the resolving power of high-resolution aerial film (470 cycles/mm for 
Kodak type 4404) can be determined from the noise equivalent particle 
density of this emulsion, which has the value ä,(U/ = 1.0 X lO7 electrons 
per mm- at maximum resolving power.1 Because of the added beam- 
current noise in the television read-out, the equivalent electron density 
must be approximately 5 times this value, that is, w.n^ — SxlO' 
electrons/mm3. This value represents the equivalent charge density of 
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Table /—Approximate Charactariatks and Minimum Readout Times of 
Charge Storage Surfaces (V^ V«.., 90% Discharge) 

Eqniv. 
Typt, of     Thickness   Ci,> 
Surface     (microns) (pP) Hto^Volt 

Charge 
Potentia] 

V... 

Readout Time*«, 
(Sec) 

(A=l cm8) (A=26 cm1) 

4404 Film         2 8 6X10T 4.26 0.0346 0.86 
ASOS photo.    1 
conductor 

160 
80 

IX 10» 
6x10« 

6 
6 

0.386 
0.192 

9.60 
4.8 

Porous photo-   4 
conductor 
(Vidlcon) 

10 e.26 X 10T 6 0.024 0.60 

Piumbkon    14.8 

S.E.C.          12 
(Westinghouse) 

3.7 

0.8 

2.8 X 107 

6X10* 

6 

6 

0.0089 

0.0019 

ill 
Glass           26 
Target Image 
Orthkon 

0.36 2.2 X 10» 4 0.00168 0.0396 

• t/C = 24 for V... • 
e/C = 46forV...: 

= 6V 
= 4V 

the 4404 emulsion obtained with a 1-volt potential, because Liis emul- 
sion has a sufficient number of grains for 4.25 times this density, or 
an equivalent electrical potential of 4.25 volts. The equivalent unit 
capacitance of this film is Cd, = 8 X 10-12 farad. 

The noise equivalent sampling area of the 4404 emulsion has a 
diame,er of 2 microns. Because the equivalent potential spread of a 
point charge on an electrical storage surface is approximately equal to 
its thickness d, an electrical storage surface having a thickness of 2 
microns has the same sampling area as the 4404 emulsion. (The beam 
senses the potential and not the charge itself.) 

Table I compares the constants of various charge storage surfaces 
with these reference values. 

The minimum read-out time (t,) computed for a 90% discharge 
(see following section) is given for a 1 cm2 area (one-inch vidicons and 
similar television camera tubes) and for the 25-cm-' area of develop- 
mental high-definition vidicons. 

The last three surfaces listed in Table I have small capacitances and 
are thus particularly suited for li.-e pickup in standard television 
systems because an adequate discharge can be obtained in 1/30 second. 
Their resolving power is lower, however, because o'f the greater thick- 
ness and lower electron density. 

It can be seen that lag is a complex thing to define as a "one- 

number parameter." It is a function principally of the capacitance 

of the storage surface, the reflectance of that surface, the magnitude 

and geometry of the reading beam, and the level of the signal stored. 
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All  tabes exhibit appreciable lag when operacing at very low sig- 

nal levels. For example, the PlumbiconW can provide useful low- 

light-level imagery if cascaded to two intensifier stages, but the 
2 

signal level is so low that the lag makes the I -PV camera of little 

value. Three intensifiers or a channel plate can drive the Plumbicon 

hard enough to make lag come within reasonable bounds, but now the 

W. P  of the intensifiers or the channel plate renders the image quality 

too low for any demanding applications. 

Unfortunately, though the interrelation of resolving power, signal 

level, and lag are qualitatively and intuitively understood by some 

and perhaps definitively understood by a few, no good relationship is 

available to allow the interaction to be expressed as a simple factor 

of merit by which to broadly classify the quality of tubes. 

To a large extent, the best tubes are all good, perhaps with dif- 

ferent degrees of excellence in different specific parameters. The 

plot shown in Fig. VII-2 shows that the SNR- curves cluster rather 

tightly for the better tubes at a given level of signal current. It 

can be seen in that figure that the rank order of the tubes changes 

with light level, and, at a given light level, with the amount of 

resolution desirad. 

These differences in SNRp. for the better tubes are not great, 

however, and it now becomes necessary to choose among the good tubes 

on the basis of other factors such as lag, burn resistance, and life. 

One must consider, for example, the excellent spatial resolution 

of the isocon at the higher of the nighttime light levels, but one 

must not forget how quickly that spatial resolution decays at the 

lower levels.- Where the levels are moderate, it will be hard tc find 

a better tube than the 4.5-in. (40-mm cathode) isocon. The secondary 

electron redistribution effect (blooming) in the isocon is a built-in 

overload protection that simultaneously gives a form of edge sharpening 

to some imagery (at the expense of other properties) and ensures 

against target damage from localized bright images. 
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One must also temper one's enthusiasm for the performance of the 

silicon diode array devices with some caution about tube life. Various 

conflicting reports range from industrial guarantees of not over 500 

hours to industrial reports of several thousands of hours of satis- 

factory operation. Part VI of this report shows that in some experi- 

ments the damage threshold of the better targets has reached a more or 

less common level. 

One might well begin to recognize that the present need is not so 

much for better camera tubes as it is for a me*ns to concentrate on a 

few tubes to get production volume on these better tubes up and prices 

down. 

It may well be that excessive specifications for some noncritical 

parameters are making the yield on deliverable tubes too low and.thus 

prices too high for most military applications. Specifications have a 

way of getting written for the obvious but not necessarily important 

factors, while the critical, less well understood parameters are ig- 

nored . 

F. OTHER FACTORS 

In addition to the performance of the sensor, one must treat with 

equal care most of the topics discussed previously plus all the addi- 

tional factors of a display that can seriously degrade image quality 

or perception. 

Thus, one must specify for the display adequate size, brightness, 

and dynamic range, and freedom from distortion, banding, line jitter, 

crawl, and twinning. 

Haste for procurement at the expense o realistic definitive 

specifications has filled the refuse bins with expensive failures in 

the night vision area. As the old adage goes, "If you want it bad 

enough, that's just the way you'll get it." 
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APPENDIX 

DERIVATION OF DETECTION PROBABILITY CURVE 

As the mean number of photoelectrons in the spatial and temporal 

sampling interval becomes large, the Poisson probability density dis- 

tribution approaches a Gaussian or normal probability density distri- 

bution given by 

fx(x) = exp [-1/2 [(X"m)/o]
2]/a(2iT)^ (A-l) 

where X is the random variable, x is the independent variable, m is 

the mean, and a is the standard deviation. Consider two photoelecuron 

population densities, the first representing the image with mean M« 

and standard deviation a«» and the second being the background with 

mean M, and standard deviation a_. We wish to determine how the dif- 

ference m« - nu., which represents the signal, is distributed statisti- 

cally. To obtain the new distribution, we use the concept of moment- 

generating functions, which are defined by 

00 

V9> = / exp (9x) . fx(x) dx (A-2) 

V 
and we generate moments through'the formula 

d [Mx(e)]/d k I e = 0 = \ (Ä-3) 

where 9 is a dummy variable and a. is the moment of order k. 

Also, note that ., 
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M(X1 + X2)^ = 
MX1^ •MX2^)' (A-4) 

and 

%(x)<" = «gCx/^- a-5, 

For a normal distribution 

Mx(e) = exp [me + (l/2)ae
2] (Ä-6) 

In the mathematical detection model, we express the signal as being 

the difference between the true means m« and m, of the image and back- 

ground signals, and this will be true on the average. However, in ahy 

given sampling interval, the difference may be some different number 

x- - x,, where x. and x, are randomly distributed. Suppose we take a 

number of samples of x1 and x« and take the average. Then, 

*l = sZXliandX2=sZX2i (A-7) 

i=l i=l \ 

lit the limit as k, the number of samples is increased indefinitely, 

ana X, and 5L become the true means nr^ and m2. However, for finite 

sairole numbers, X is a random number equal to the mean of a sample of 

size k. 
2 

Since x. is normally distributed with mean mx and variance ax, 

its moment-generating function i3 given by equations A-4, A-5, and 

A-7, as follows: 

^ k       (A-8) Mje) = M      (fi) = MV»   (9^) = Mxi [£j k  . 
x     !rZ-»xi      TT xi 

s* 
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and by equation A-6: 

M (9) 
X 

£ + (1/2) 

= exp 

> mx 

(1 ax 2^ 
mxe + 2 TT fl / 

m 
(A-9) 

By comparison with Eq. A-6, we recognize Eq. A-9 as the moment-generating 

function of a normally distributed variable with mean m and variance 

a /k. Having shown that )L and X, are normally distributed, we now 

inquire about the distribution of the difference X« - %>    Again, we 

use the moment-generating functions: 

M  (0) 
X2 

M  (9) 
XI 

= exp 

= exp 

r 2   I 
a2    2 

m29 + 1/2 Y-  6* 

r 2  * 
CT1 2 

-1^9 + 1/2 -^,0 

(A-10) 

Thus, 

M    (9) = exp 
X2-X1 

(m2 - m1) 9 + 1/2 fe^fl) (A-ll) 

Again, by comparison with Eq» A-6, we see that (X« - JL) is normally 

distributed with mean equal to (m0 - m.) and standard deviation equal 
2   2   k i   1 

to [(Cg + fff)/k] • In viewing television scenes, the eye integrates 

a number of samples (k = 1), while in viewing a noisy photograph, only 

one sample is involved. 

If next we let ^n be the random variable Xj " ^i» and & be the 
mean m« - m,, fin is recognized as the number of signal photoelectrons 

used. Let (a* +  a^) k = Hmax + Kmin. We now define a new random var- 

iable 
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Z = (x - m)/a = (^n - ^)/(nmax + %±n) (A-12) 

If x is a normally distributed randoB! variable with mean m and standard 

deviation a, then z = (x - m)/a can be shown to be normally distributed 

with zero mean and unit standard deviation. Also, observe that the 

probability of detection P, is equal to the cumulative probability 

that Z will fall in the range from -<*> to some value z? is expressed by 

the integral 

(2TT)^ J 
Pd(-oo < Z < z2) = —^ |  exp (-z2/2) dz (fl-l^) 

When z- = 0, P, = 0.5, we have previously defined the threshold SNRD_T 

as being that value at which P, = 0.5.    Thus, since 

z=*?—ä= o. 

when 

f = -a= SNIW <A-14> 

— —       % 
max       mm 

Therefore, we can interpret  An/a as being the actuJl display signal- 

to-noise ratio (and a random variable and £n/a as being the threshold 

display signal-to-noise ratio), i.e.. 

Z = SNRD - Smm (A-15) 
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